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PREFACE 

THE AIMS OF nns BOOK are two-fold, to serve primarily as an introductory grammar for 
classroom and self-instruction and only secondarily as a reference grammar for students in their 
early stages with the Egyptian language. These goals are therefore similar to those of Sir A.H. 
Gardiner in his monumental Egyptian Grammar. Gardiner's grammar was, of course, daunting to 
beginning students, and while his decision to cite only genuine texts rendered his work more 
accurate than even his own knowledge of the language, students had a great deal of difficulty in 
making out the examples, since they were replete with as yet unknown forms and constructions. 
Although an advanced scientific grammar of Middle Egyptian is a very desirable thing, the need 
for instructional materials at the elementary level is far more pressing, and this is at all times the 
main focus of this work. Most of the examples in the early lessons were of necessity "made-up 
Egyptian." This will, it is hoped, be compensated by presenting the literary constructions at an 
early stage, in order to permit the reading of extended passages of original texts. 

Recent years have seen the appearance of several outlines and handbooks presenting the basics · 

of Middle Egyptian grammar, but the present work seeks to provide a considerably more detailed 
and more complete accounting of the intricacies and fine nuances of the language as well as a 
treatment of the basics. 

The grammatical approach is for the most part based on the findings of Hans J. Polotsky. Much 
is owed to many of his works, but the theories and explanations here proposed are not limited to 
the views of that brilliant scholar. Some new proposals are made, but the main intention was to 
present the "standard theory." This work also owes a great deal to my first teacher of Egyptian, 
Ronald J. Williams. And of course, anyone familiar with Gardiner's classic grammar will 
recognize the enormous debt owed to the work of that great scholar. In particular many examples 
derive directly from his grammar, and are too numerous for individual acknowledgement. 

The terminology used in this book requires a few comments. There was a certain temptation to 
do away with the old muddle of jargon entirely, and to replace it with a more scientific and 
descriptive set of terms_. In the end, a more conservative approach was taken. Where two terms 
were roughly equivalent one was generally used as a morphological and the other as a syntactical 
term. Gardiner's various "virtual" constructions were renamed more descriptively for what they 
seem to really be. Whenever possible old-fashioned terms were replaced with terms more 
generally used in the study of ancient Near Eastern languages (e.g. "stative" for the "old 
perfective" and "bound constructions" for "direct genitive"). 

The lessons are long and are not intended for coverage in a single hour-long class and should 
require at least one week per lesson. Later lessons will generally require two weeks per lesson. 
Instructors may well supplement the exercises with a mid-lesson "drill sheet" that uses simple 
vocabulary and serves to re-inforce such things as the use of pronouns. Since the vocabulary lists 
include some vocabulary used. in examples cited, it may be useful for students to begin learning 
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the signs and vocabulary before beginning to read the grammatical sections. These vocabulary 
lists present essential working vocabulary, but also words that contain new phonetic signs
which will enable students to look up other similarly written words encountered at a later time. 

This manuscript is a preliminary publication with acknowledged typographical and other 
deficiencies and is intended to hllow, the book to be used before its actual publication. Time 
restrictions prevented the harmoni�tion of Egyptian fonts, leaving an unfortunate mix of hiero
glyphic type. The book will be formally published as Volume 1 5  of the Society for the Study of 
Egyptian Antiquities Publications. Earlier manuscripts of this book were distributed for use and 
criticism. Some sections have been significantly revised, and new lessons have been added. The 
section numbers have, fortunately. not changed. A major shortcoming is the lack of a sign list. 
(Permission to copy Gardiner's sign list was, however, easily obtained in Toronto.) 

At this point I would like to extend a word of gratitude to my students, whose helpful criticism 
(and keen eyes) have improved almost every page. I would also like to thank Tom Lasinski. and 
especially Mike Dyall-Smith and Wolfgang Schenkel for their careful reading of the earlier drafts 
and for their many, detailed comments. I have been able to incorporate many of their excellent 
suggestions in this version, and I intend to address the remaining ones in the next revision. As 
always, I welcome further criticism. The present version is identical to the one produced in 
August 1 996 apart from a few minor corrections and the pagination. 

A Word to the Student 

It should be stressed that Egyptian grammar (not to mention the writing system) is not easily 
learned. For this reason, the grammatical explanations are best read, re-read, and re-read once 
more. It cannot be overly stressed that repeated daily work on the material generally proves far 
preferable to concentrated efforts on one or two days of the week. Ideally, a regular weekly 
review of a certain portion of earlier work should be undertaken (e.g. going over old exercises
even from the earliest lessons, since they may be elementary, but they are extremely important). 

One of the first tasks facing beginning students is learning the fairly cumbersome script. The 
signs must be learned quickly and thoroughly. Transliteration is a tool used to enable a correct 
reading of the examples exercises, but it should not be relied upon very heavily. Egyptian is best 
read in the hieroglyphic script. Learning the signs should not be treated as a burden, but as an 
aesthetic treat-an enjoyable task. Time-honoured methods include flashcards (preferably ca 
3 x 7 em, punched, and on a ring), but a very enjoyable computer programme, "Scribe of KMT ," 
by Dr. Michael Dyall-Smith is now available on the World Wide Web 
(ftp://newton.newton.cam.ac.uklpub/ancient/egypt). Its use is highly recommended. 

In general, Middle Egyptian spelling is considerably more standardized than Elizabethan 
English, for example, but minor variations can be frustrating at frrst (and there are even 
mistakes). Students sho�ld expect variant writings, and should also be aware that the dictionaries 
do not provide all the variant writings. Most frustrating of all for beginners is the phenomenon of 
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borrowed determinatives (the use of sense signs properly belonging to another word). Students 
need to be, somewhat flexible, but should not go to extremes. 

Translating Egyptian at the early stages is often more like puzzle solving than learning to speak 
a new language. Nevertheless, Egyptian is a real language-although no longer spoken, and 
students are encouraged to learn the various sentence patterns as they are presented and to try 
substituting in other vocabulary items or changing nouns to pronouns for practice. Some mistakes 
will inevitably be made in such an endeavour, but the familiarity and experience with the 
language will more than compensate. Egyptian can be learned like any modem language (i.e. 
largely by internalizing the general rules), but in the early stages, nothing can really replace rote 
memorization. 

There is a great temptation for students in translating to "guess" at the gener� meaning of a 
sentence. This is the worst possible approach, since Egyptian writers often said things that 
surprise us. When looking at a new text (exercises included), rather than looking up the 
vocabulary first and trying to figure out what is being said, students are by far better served by 
first analyzing the grammatical relationship of the words (even if they are unknown). When the 
general relationship of the words is established, then one can plug in the meaning of the 
vocabulary. This is not a mechanical process, and often the meaning will necessitate a new 
interpretation. The various factors of language do not occur in isolation, and the process involves 
a synthesis of various things: syntax (word and phrase relationships), morphology (the particular 
forms required by a given grammatical construction), and the meaning in the particular context. 

In any case, the student should expect to feel the language rather alien, and for the first few 
years one must constantly ask mechanical questions: "Is there an introductory particle to indicate 
that this is a new sentence?" "Is there a verb in this sentence?" "What is the subject of the verb?'' 
"Is there a direct object?" "What is the tense?'' "Is the voice active or passive?'' Often one must 
hold open two or three possible interpretations. With experience one can eliminate some 
possibilities, but building experience requires time. A good suggestion is to return to what one 
thinks is the right answer and then ask if there are any other possibilities. Sometimes one's first 
inclination is far from the mark, and a good second consideration can lead to better 
interpretations. 

Finally, the examples given in the body of the text are not just for appearance's sake. They are 
to be examined, studied, questioned, and thoroughly understood. For the most part only 
grammatical forms and constructions that have already been learned were used, but on a few 
occasions as-yet unlearned grammatical features could not be avoided. In these cases, 
explanations were provided in the footnotes. Not all of the vocabulary encountered in the 
examples and exercises was included in the vocabulary lists within the lessons. This was 
intentional, and students should look up all new and unknown words-and even known words
for practice in using the glossary and dictionary. 

James E. Hoch, Toronto August 25th, 1997 
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LESSONl 

§1. :Egyptian Connections to African and West Asian Languages 

The Egyptian language has usually been taught as a unique language in isolation. But, in fact, it 

is a member of the large Afro-Asiatic language family. Older works refer to this family as 

"Hamito-Semitic," but this is not a scientific categorization, since it assumes a false dichotomy 

between the Semitic languages and the "Hamitic languages." Afro-Asiatic languages were-and 

still are-spoken by people in central, northern, and eastern Africa, the Arabian Peninsula, the 

Levant and Mesopotamia. 

There are five or six main branches of the Afro-Asiatic family: Berber, Chadic (including 

Hausa), Cushitic, Egyptian, and Semitic. Each of these branches-apart from Egyptian-has sub

divisions into distinct languages. Of the ancient Afro-Asiatic languages, both Egyptian and 
Akkadian (the Semitic language of Assyria and Babylonia) exhibit a considerable degree of 

linguistic change, right from the earliest traces in writing. In Egyptian, there are, not surprisingly, 

many words cognatel to counterparts in Hebrew, Arabic, and Akkadian, the best known of the 

ancient languages. For example, Egyptian lPJ � lzsb "to calculate," Hebrew ::lWJ:! (/laia/2) "to 
reckon," and Arabic.,._ (/lasaba) "to calculate."2 There are also cognates with many modern 

African languages. but these have not yet been studied as thoroughly and in any case are more 
difficult to compare, given the large gap in time.3 Many of the connections are difficult to 

recognize because of metathesis (a shift in the order of the consonants) and phonetic changes

some of which are quite drastic. Similarly. there are many affinities in the grammatical features 
of these languages. The exact grammatical mechanisms may be quite different, but frequently the 

general approach is similar. 

§2. The Historical Phases of Egyptian 

Egyptian writing at its incipient stage before 3000 B.CE. is mostly used to identify individuals 

and groups by name, as on the Narmer palette, which contains depictions of historical events, 

1 I.e. historically (genetically) related to each other, having descended from a common ancestral language. For 
example English "cow" is cognate with German Kuh and English .. father" is cognate with Spanish padre. By 
contrast, English '"facade .. is a loan-word borrowed from the F:renchfa;ade, but is not "cognate" to it. 

2The cognates will be indicated in the vocabulary lists to show the extent of the relationship with the Semitic 
languages. Cognates with other Afro-Asiatic languages are not included since almost all of the evidence is from 
modem languages, and is in any case beyond the scope of an introductory grammar. 

3 A good introduction is 111. Greenberg, The lAnguages of Africa (Bloomington: 1966), pp. 42-51. Our recently 
expanding knowledge of Old Nubian, although dating to ca. 1200 c..E., may stimulate scholarship in the relations 
between Egyptian and other African languages. 
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symbolic pictograms, and rebus (sound alike) signs for the names. Somewhat later, pictographic 

signs are used in offering lists to represent such things as a leg of ox, a bundle of onions, and 

offering loaves. Some of these signs developed directly into hieroglyphic writing; others did not. 

The Egyptian language has an extremely long history-spanrting some 4,500,years-and can 

be divided into five main phases, although with some overlaps: 

I Old Egyptian ca. 3000-2135 B'.CE., Dynasties 1-8 

II Middle Egyptian, classical ca. 2135-2000 B.CE., Dynasties 9-12 
post-classical, ca. 2000-1300 B.CE., Dynasties B-18 

ill Late Egyptian ca. 1550-715 B.CE., Dynasties I S--24 

IV Demotic ca. 715 B.CE.-470CE. 

V Coptic third-sixteenth centuries CE. (still used as the liturgical language in the rites of the 

Coptic church, and spoken to a certain extent as a revived language by modem Coptic 

Christians) 

Old Egyptian and classical Middle Egyptian are presumed to be fairly close to the spoken 

language of their respective eras, and almost certainly reflect the dialect spoken by the royal 

family or that of the capital city. Old and Middie Egyptian are generally quite sintilar, apart from 

a few changes in the verbal system and the use of differing particles. Middle Egyptian continued 
to serve as the written language into the early New Kingdom (Eighteenth Dynasty) although the 

spoken dialect bad undergone some major structural changes. 

Late Egyptian reflects the spoken language of the New Kingdom, but after the Twenty-first 

Dynasty. monumental inscriptions were written in something approximating Middle Egyptian. 

The dialects attested in the later periods are all fairly close to Late Egyptian, the major break 
being between Middle and Late Egyptian. 

§3. The Scripts of Egyptian 

Over the course of four and a half ntillenuia, Egyptian was written with four distinct scripts: 

I Hieroglyphic ("holy carving''): The forms closely reflect what they represent; they are often 

carved in stone; sometimes they are written on papyri, especially for religious texts. 

D Hieratic ( .. priestly"): A cursive script for use with pen on papyrus (or on an ostracon-a 

potsherd or limestone flake-a cheap, common, and very durable writing surface). The 

cursive forms emerged very early, and there is evidence from the First Dynasty. Only rarely 

were inscriptions written on stone in this script. 

ill Demotic ("popular''): This is a late (7th century B.CE. on) cursive script that derives from 

hieratic, but is much abbreviated. It was used for everyday documents and literary works. 

Religious texts continued to be written in hieratic and sometimes cursive hieroglyphs_ 

IV Coptic (from Greek Airwrro> "Egypt''): The script is Greek, but with additional letters derived 

from demotic, e.g. f (n), llj (S), q (f), 2 (b),!> (b), i' (ill,» (tsh), • (gy). 
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A comparison of a few signs in the various scripts is presented in Table 1. Of course, as can be 
easily seen, Coptic is an alphabetic script. The Egyptian script is not direCtly related to the 
Semitic and Greek (and Roman) alphabets, but it served as the inspiration. Many hieratic and 
hi�glyphic signs .were used in the. ancient Phamician syllabic script of Byblos (ca. 2000 B.C.E.) 
that evolved into the western alphabets.• 

TABLE 1: A COMPARISON OF THE EGYPTIAN SCRIPTS 

Sign Beetle Ring Stand Foot Owl 

Value' !Jpr g b m 

Hieroglyphic fil. Iii L � 
Hieratic &l .a l 3 
Demotic ....6 lr- L .::?:> 
Coptic 19U>n£ 6 & ... 

§4. The Writing Syatem of Egyptian 

From the earliest phase down to its demise, Egyptian is characterized by two principal features: 
the use of logograms and the rebus principle. Logograms are signs that represent words, both 
concrete and abstract. For instance, the sign 0 represents the sun, and could be read variously 
depending on the meaning: r ·�sun," the god Rec. "(every) day"; hrw uday(time)"; sw "day X (of 
the month)" in dates. This is easy enough for simple, concrete words, such as C( pr "house.'>6 
But how, for example, might one write the preposition "to," the noun "life," or the verb "to be
come"? The rebus principle was the solution: one used words that sound alike (i.e. have the same 
root consonants) to stand for these words that could not be easily depicted. Thus, the sign 
depicting a "mouth'' <> (pronounced r) was used for the preposition .. to" (r). The .. sandal strap" 
Sf- (•ny) was used to write "life" (•niJ), and the scarab beetle fil. (bprr) was used to write "to 
become" (/JPr). These signs, since they are used for their simi1ar pronunciation and not for their 
basic meaning, may be termed "phonetic signs." A core group of phonetic signs must be learned 
by memory, since according to rules of Egyptian orthography, certain combinations of 
consonants are written only with particular phonetic signs. 

Very early on in the history of Egyptian writing, certain signs were assigned the values of the 
Egyptian consonants. thus forming an alphabet of sorts (minus vowels). The Egyptians never 

4M. Dunand, Byblia Grammata (Beirut: 1945), pp. 71-138; O.E. Mendenhall, The SyUabic Inscriptions from 
Byblos (Beirut: 1985); J.E. Hoch, "The Byblos Syllabary: Bridging the Gap Between Egyptian Hieroglyphs and 
Semitic Alphabets,'' Journal of the Society for the Study of Egyptian Antiquities 20 (1990), pp. 115-24. 

SThe transliteration of the Egyptian signs and their probable phonetic values will be discussed in §5. 
6nte use of the stroke indicates that the sign is to be read as what it represents (and not phonetically. for instance). 

The stroke will be dealt with in §13. 
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made exclusive use of the alphabetic signs as an alphabet, and although words were commonly 
spelled out alphabetically, they were frequently also written logographically or were followed by 
generic sense determinatives (See, §1 2.). For example, the writing 3 0 (rc) with "sun" 
determinative is "sun"; with the god determinative 3 � it is the god Rec .7 The alphabetic 
spelling also' permitted a clear distinction for words of similar meaning, e.g. � }0 (hrw) 
"day( time)." 

§5. The Transliteration and Sounds of the Alphabetic Signs 

The Egyptian "alphabet" is arranged in a special order devised by modem scholars. The order 
may seem peculiar, but it must be learned immediately, since the use of the dictionary requires it. 

There have been. many misconceptions about the phonetic values of some of the signs, and this 
is unfortunately reflected in the names by which Egyptologists refer to them. The inappropriate 
names will not be used in this book, but are cited in the footnotes. They should, however, be 
learned since they are in general use among Egyptologists today. 

The alphabe�c signs must be thoroughly learned at once. Some -signs are distinguished by 
subtle differences. Note especially that the vulture sign 1.\ is distinguished from other bird signs 
by the sharp angle of the upper right-hand portion of its head, and that the owl sign � is 
distinguished by its squarish head in full frontal view (profile view is the norm in Egyptian art 

and writing). The quail chick } is easily distinguished by its immature wings, but in hand 
written forms of the sign the distinction is chiefly based on its plumpish body shape. The 
transliterations do not distinguish between variant signs. For instance, both QQ and '-" are 
transliterated y' and both } and (l) are transliterated w. The signs - and r were not originally 
variants, but represented distinct sounds. In Middle Egyptian; however, they are treated as 
variants. (In works in English on Middle Egyptian they are considered variants, but the German 
Dictionary ,s which includes Old Egyptian, treats them as distinct letters. 

Sign 

1.\ 
Q 

TABLE 2: THE EGYPTIAN ALPHABETIC SIGNS 

Transliteration Depiction 

J Egyptian vulture 

' Reed leaf l 

Value 

l, r (?) 

,:) . 
,y,z 

Name 

Vulture9 

Reed leaf 

7The early New Kingdom pronunciation of this god's name can be reconstructed from Akkadian cuneiform 
syllabic transcript ions as *Rica. The sound of the last consonant does not exist in English and will be dealt with in 
§5. 

8A. Erman and H. Grapow, Worterbuch der agyptischen Sprache (Leipzig: 1927-1963), 7 vols. Beginning 
students are not expected to consult this work, but it will be useful-absolutely necessary-in later courses. 

9This sign is commonly called "Aleph" (the Hebrew name for the glottal stop). This name should be understood, 
but avoided. 
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Sign Transliteration Depiction Value Name 

QQ y Two reed leaves y Double reed leaf 

'' 10 y Duality y,ill Oblique strokes 

__.11 c Arm c cAyin 

} w Quail chick w,u Quail chick 

� w Cursive w w,u (Hieratic) ''W'' 
J b Foot/Leg b "B" 
IJ p Stool p "P" 

� f Horned viper f,pf? ''F' 
� m Owl m "M" 

- n Water n,l "N" 
<> r Mouth r,l "R" 
ro h House plan h· "ll'' 
l I; Twisted fibre wick tz Dotted "H'' 

0 lJ Placenta? lJ Circle "H'' 
G=:> b: Animal belly and tail ?12 Flat ''H'' 

-- s (Old Egy.z) Door bolt s Bolt "S" 

r s (Old Egy. s) Folded cloth s Tall "S" 

c:::l s Pool sh Shin 

Ll q (If.) Hill (cross section) q? Qoph, "Q" 

� k Basket with handle k "K" 

lit g Ring stand for vessels g? "G" 

0 t Loaf of bread t "T" 
= 1 Rope for tethering tsh Chima 
e:::. d Hand d? ''D" 
� 4 Cobra d·? fl· Djandja 

It should be noted that the exact phonetic values of �e Egyptian consonants are in many cases 
unknown. 

The phonetic values of the following signs, in particular, require some comment. Some of the 
information in the following paragraphs is rather technical and is intended as supplementary 

10 A variant of "double reed leaf." 
llThis sign is used sporadically to indicate the vowel i. 
12Actual value unknown. 
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information for those interested in linguistic matters. The recommendations on pronunciation, on 
the other hand, are admittedly simplistic from the linguistic point of view, but may assist the 
beginning student in acquiring a passable "accent." 

� JThe original phonetic value of this sign is unknown� but by the New Kingdom it was no 
longer pronounced. In the Old and Middle Kingdom times it was used to transliterate Semitic l 
and r. Coptic has land so, presumably, did some Old and Middle Egyptian dialects. Scholars 
used to think that this was the �'glottal stop" (the sound produced in the "Adam's apple" that 
breaks the vowels in some English speaker's pronunciation of "the ocean" [oo :,)o:s�] and in all 

English speaker's pronunciation of "Oh, oh!" Whatever the vulture sign is in Middle Egyptian, 
the glottal stop it is not! 

Q i has two consonantal values: 1 ) the "glottal stop" (the sound that breaks the vowels in the 
English pronunciation of"oh, oh!"). 2) It also has the value ofy.lt also is sometimes used with 

the vocalic pronunciation of i, but this is almost exclusively in foreign names. 

The letters QQ y and'' y were also used sporadically to indicate the vowel i, especially in 
transcribing foreign names. 

--11 cis a sound that does not exist in English or European languages. It occurs in Arabic, and 
in the speech of some speakers of Sephardic Hebrew. It is produced with a restriction in the 
pharynx and with voicing. It is quite a strong consonant, and in the Afro-Asiatic languages, it is 
considered one of the "emphatic" series.13 

} wand � w can indicate au-vowel, sometimes as a grammatical ending, and regularly in 
transcribing foreign names. 

l I} is a pharyngeal aspirate. Pronounce it as a constricted h. Cf. Arabic c:: This is the unvoiced 
counterpart of cayin. 

e b is an unvoiced velar. Cf. the guttural in Scotch loch, German ach, Modern Hebrew�. 

and Arabic t· 
$:::> 11 has an unknown value. Perhaps it was a lateral as Welsh ll, an unvoiced "hissed 1" 

produced by letting air pass over one or both sides of the tongue.14 Egyptologists conventionally 
pronounce it as chin German ich (something like a "whispered-h" in "he" in English). In a few 

cases, b sometimes interchanged with sand !J. 

13The "emphatic" feature is common to the Afro-Asiatic language family, but it is not clear that the sounds were 
vocalized the same way. In some languages they were glotallized, but in Arabic, for instance, the main feature is 
pharyngealization. 

14The Welsh lateral is pronounced by holding the tongue as if to pronounce "lee" and exhaling air (without 
voicing-and smiling helps). English speakers tend to hear this sound as a type of"lisped s," as in the voice of a 
famous animated eat's pronunciation of"sl'' sounds. 
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Ll q was in later times perceived as an "emphatic" consonant by Semitic speakers. 

m g is transcribed by both l g and p q in Hebrew, so it may have been both voiced and 
"emphatic." 

== 1 is conventionally pronounced as English "ch," but it may have been "ts" or had this value 
as a variant sound. Students familiar with Arabic or Biblical Hebrew should carefully note that 
Egyptian 1 does not represent the interdental that corresponds to English "th" in ''thing." 

� dis possibly a voiced "emphatic" [Q]. In any case it was perceived as an emphatic by 
Hebrew speakers, who used 0 t to transcribe it. 

� 4 is conventionally pronouned as "dj," but it may have had the value [�]15 or had this as a 
variant sound. In any case this sound was also perceived as an emphatic by Hebrew speakers, 
who rendered it with Hebrew l �. Again, students familiar with Arabic or Biblical Hebrew 
should note that Egyptian 4 is not the voiced interdental (English "th" in "this"). 

The letters a. t and == 1 tended to become variant sounds of each other (allophones) 
depending on such things as the following vowels,16 but in earlier Middle Egyptian they are 
distinct sounds. The same phenomenon occurs also withe:::> d and � g. Thus in many Middle 
Egyptian texts a. t is used in place of original == 1, and e:::> d in place of original ,., 4. Other 
times the reverse is encountered (e.g. � !! for original e:::> d). These cases are usually "false 
archaizations." 

Most of the variant forms of the alphabetic signs have been given in Table 2. There are, 
however, a few others from later periods: .c::: form, � for n, and A fort. 

For convenience, Egyptologists have adopted certain conventions in pronouncing Egyptian 
words. 

• Both J and care pronounced as the vowel a. 

• i is pronounced as the vowel  i , as �aleph ("glottal stop") plus i, 
or asy. 

• w is sometimes pronounced as a w and sometimes as t:}le vowel u .  Many scholars are 
inconsistent in their pronunciation of w and i. 

• Otherwise, we freely insert the vowel e ,  just so we can pronounce the sounds as syllables. 
This is purely arbitrary and the resulting sounds bear no resemblance to the original spoken 
Egyptian. There are some conventions generally followed by scholars, but these can be 
assimilated over time. Students should therefore feel free to just "jump in" and start reading. For 

15 An "emphatic" voiced (?) affricate. 
16Evidence from later times suggest that ti was pronounced [tsi] or [tSi], whereas tawas pronounced ta. Thus the 

writing ta would be pronounced [ta]. Cf. J .E. Hoch, Semitic Words in Egyptian Texts of the New Kingdom and Third 
Intermediate Periad (Princeton: 1994), p.429 f. 
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example, iw {/d:fn ss nty l) r  wJt would be pronounced: yew djedef en sesh enty l)er wat. This is a 

far cry from what EgyPtian must have actually sounded like, but this method has· served modem 

scholars well enough. 

§6. The Direction of Writing 

Egyptian was generally written from right to left. In Middle Egyptian hieratic texts the writing 

is in columns reading top to bottom and from right to left. Later hieratic ·was horizontal and 

always written from right to left. Hieroglyphic inscriptions can be written in any of these ways, 

and also from left to right; the direction of the signs is normally reversed in such cases. To 

determine which direction to read, one need only read into (towards) the faces of the birds, 

animals, and people, as can be seen below. Modem publications of Egyptian texts follow two 

conventions. Passages that are typeset are usually set left to right for practical reasons. Books that 

are written by hand follow the direction of the original. With the introduction of computers and 

new methods of book composition, it will soon be feasible to pu�lish typeset quality books 

following the original orientation of the texts. In the writing samples, below, the two signs 

marked "1 " are actually inverted, the quail chick should be first in order, but they are transposed 

for aesthetic reasons (§41 ,  2). 
1 2 5 6 7 9 12 

Left to right, horizontal � }2 1
3 � � l\� � � 

Right to left, horizontal 

1 �} 
2 2 1 3 
4--.. 
5� 

Left to right, vertical 6l\ 
?e:;. 

8 ........0 
9 :I:::t 

10 �Ill 
12 0 

13-

8 1011 13 

u 9 7 6 32 1 
o ::t:::t� ;;r 5 4 0 bA - lc:>'ll.-JK6...� ....JI )[ �y 
13 11 10 8 

4.� 1 

3 I � 2 
.-II 4 

� 5 
Right to left, vertical tfl 6 � 7 

D....; 8 
:I:::t 9 

11 I c:>' 10 
0 12 

- 13 

Note that there are no word spaces. There is no punctuation, either. Therefore one must rely 

upon the grammar to divide sentences, paragraphs, and chapters. The use of semantic 

determinatives (§ 1 2) aids greatly in word division. 

With very few exceptions, here assuming left to right orientation, the order in which signs are 

to be read is as follows: left before right, top before bottom. The exceptions involve 

transpositions either for aesthetic or honorific reasons, and will be learned later. 
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Occasionally one encounters retrograde signs (written with the ''wrong" orientation). This is 

particularly the case in left to right inscriptions, since right to "left was the normal direction; The 

sign � k, however is supposedly always written retrograde in the hieratic script, and hieratic k 

is conventionally transcribed with the retrograde sign: o::::; . •  

§7. Conventions of Translit�ration 

There are two main systems of transliteration, the German and the Anglo-American; the latter 

is followed in this book.l7 Egyptian contains a number of suffixes, and these are separated by a 

raised dot. (E.g. iw·i iy·kwi "I have arrived," in which ·i and ·kwi are both suffixes of the frrst 

person singular.) The feminine �nding tis not, however, separated by a raised dot (s.J "son," s.Jt 
"daughter"). Compound words are connected by a hyphen: e.g. imy-r "overseer," r-pr "temple," 

r-c-!J.t "combat." Letters not written but presumed present are placed in parentheses: e.g. J;z(n)qt 

"beer'' and n(y )t "of' (fem. sing.). Extraneous letters are placed in curly braces { }, and 

reconstructed portions in square brackets [ ] . Letters erroneously omitted are placed in angle 

brackets < >. Words are transliterated only once. This applies in cases where a word is written 

both logographically and phonetically-e.g. e fil-6 is transliterated !J.pr and not !J.-lJ.pr-pr, or 

the like. The consonant r was not always stable, and sometimes is written with i in final position. 

In these cases, transliterate according to the original writing, e.g. r �Q jjJ is swr. 

§8. The Lack of Articles 

Standard Middle Egyptian has neither definite nor indefinite article. The noun � � ss may be 

translated "a scribe," "the scribe," or just "scribe." Colloquial Middle Egyptian probably 

contained articles (see §78), but these are rarely encountered in the texts, except where reflecting 

the spoken language-in letters, legal statements, and in tomb scene captions as quotations of 

persons of inferior social status. The articles are sporadically encountered in some literary texts, 

but these are perhaps later additions. 

§9. The Simple Verbal Sentence: Statements of Fact 

When the speaker wished to state something, presenting it as a fact (whether true or not, and 

whether the speaker held it to be true or not18), the sentence particle Qjr iw was employed as an 

indispensable element. This particle always stands at the beginning of the sentence and in the 

case of the verbal sentence, it is followed by the main verb of the sentence. 

It is extremely important to note that the clausel9 begun with iw is always the main clause. If 

17The chief difference is j in place of i and differences in the use of the dot. 
18ar simply put, lies and preposterous statements could be presented as statements of fact. Examples of great 

exaggeration will be encountered in this text. 
19 A "clause" is a major sentence component. Main clauses can stand as complete sentences on their own -even if 

there are subsequent clauses. Surbordinate (or "dependent") clauses cannot stand on their own, but are dependent on 
the main clause. E.g. (subordinate clause underlined, main clause not underlined): "Having said that, I should point 
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there are subsequent clauses, verbal or non-verbal, they are subordinate (or "dependent") clauses .  

Word order in Egyptian is very fixed, and like English, the sequence cannot be broken or 
rearranged without either producing drastic changes to the meaning ("Child bites dog") or else a 

,, confused jumble of meaningless words ("yesterday my accident mother a·tragic automobile had 
almost"). Egyptian is, in fact, far more rigid in the word order and clause sequence than 

·
English. 

This will be important to keep in mind when dealing with long, complicated sentences. At this 

point, however, we are dealing with the sentence at its most basic. 

The statement of fact sentence type may be simple, but it forms the basis for many other 
sentence types, and must be fully understood. The sequence of words must be committed to 
memory: the particle iw, verbal predicate, subject, and finally adverbs and adverbial phrases, if 
there are any. (Adverbs and adverbial phrases relate details about the circumstances: they 
describe manner, means, cause, motive, quality, state, place-where, time-when, frequency, etc. In 
Egyptian, adverbs do not really "modify the verb" but usually the entire clause. The uses of the 
Egyptian adverb differs in many ways from the English adverb, and it should be thought of as a 
distinct grammatical category.) 

1) Particle 2) Verbal pred. 3) Subject 4) Adverbial(s) 

Q} iw ::t gd 
- �L? mpr 1t I S 

(New Sentence) "speaks" "(the) man" "in (the) house" 

"The man speaks in the house." 

1)  The particle iw signals the beginning of the main clause of a new sentence. 2) The verbal 
predicate (relates the point the speaker is making) . 3) The subject of the verbal predicate. 4) 
Additional information-here a prepositional phrase indicating "place-where." It will be learned 
later that the form of the verb that occurs in slot 2 is called the "circumstantial form." The 
circumstantial forms of the verb function as adverbs (a large and extremely important 
grammatical category in Egyptian that will be treated more fully at a later point). The sentence 
structure is therefore very similar to that of the non-verbal statement of fact to be dealt with in 
§ 10, which has an adverbial phrase as its "predicate" (to use the standard terminology). 

In traditional terms, the predicate is the information conveyed about the subject of the sentence. 
Examples of predicates in English sentences (the predicate is underlined): 

1) The cat is on the chair. 

2)She jumped off the cart. 

out that unlike English, in Egyptian, subordinate clauses never precede the main clause (in this type of sentence)." 
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3)The movie was long, boring, and full of 1960s cliches. 

This construction is very much like the English "Present Tense" ("She speaks French." "They 
study geometry in Grade 10." ) Such statements of fact are timeless statements, generalizations, 
repeated actions, or they refer to a one..;. time action: This · construction is not like the English 
"progressive tenses" (action in progress: e.g. "I am working on it right now . . .  " "Her aunts were 
playing bridge in the alcove.") . Egyptian does, however, have a different construction that 
corresponds quite well to the English progressive tenses (§§58-61). 

The "pidgin English" literal renderings used in the chart above should not be taken as an 
indication of any supposed primitiveness of the Egyptian language. The grammar is actually very 
sophisticated, and it is capable of many fine nuances that are impossible to render adequately in 
English and other modem languages. These overly literal renderings are used here only since no 
vocabulary has yet been learned. They do, however, conveniently provide an opportunity to warn 
students not to attempt such renderings when translating Egyptian texts, but rather from the very 
beginning to deal with Egyptian as a language-on its own temis-and not through the filter of 
English or another language. 

§10. The Non-verbal Statement of Fact (with Adverbial Comment) 

The non-verbal statement of fact consists of three main slots: particle, topic, comment. The 
"topic" is similar to the "subject," but is broader in meaning: it is what the statement is about, and 
will usually correspond to the subject in English. The "comment" is also a broader term than 
"predicate": it is what the speaker relates about the topic. The comment will generally correspond 
to the predicate in English. Since the Egyptian sentences of this type do not normally use a verb 
"to be," the terms "subject" and "predicate" tend to be misleading (especially when some 
adverbial verb-forms that fit in slot 3 are learned). 

1) Particle (�) 2) Topic 3) Comment 

Q} iw 
- �C? mpr jt ,  s 

(New Sentence) "(the) man" "in (the) house" 

"The man is in the house." (Or "The man was in the house.") 

In this construction, the comment slot is always filled by an "adverb." The comment is 
sometimes called the "adverbial predicate." (The traditional term for this sentence type is "non
verbal sentence with adverbial predicate .") Here the adverbial comment consists of a 
prepositional phrase. (All prepositional phrases function as "adverbs" in Egyptian, and any 
prepositional phrase-within logic-can be plugged into slot 3 .) Note that the adverbial 
comment is not limited to prepositional phrases, and various other types of adverbials that will be 
learned later also occur in this slot. The meaning and function of the particle iw will be discussed 
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at a later point. It cannot be translated in English, but it conveniently marks the beginning of a 

new sentence/ main clause. 

In English the predicate consists of a verb or a verb and words closely tied to it. In English a 

. form of .the, verb "to be" is  used to form predicates involving pr�positional.phrases (and other 

adverbial elements), as in ex. 1 ,  above (§9, 1). The verb "to be" is also used with predicate 

adjectives, as in ex. 3, above. It is important to note that Egyptian does not use the verb "to be" in 

either case, so these predicates are called either "adverbial predicates" (§ 10; the term "adverbial 

comment" is preferred in the present work) or "predicate adjectives" (§44). 
There is basically no way to indicate tense in non-verbal sentences with adverbial comment, 

and translations must therefore supply past, present, or future forms of the ver� "to be," 

depending upon the context. Problems with tense are rarely encountered. 

The terms "adverbial comment" and "adverbial predicate" might sound intimidating, but all 

that is meant is that the information related about the topic of the sentence is: 

• an adverb (e.g. "here," "over there") 

• a prepositional phrase (e.g. "on the ground," "in [a state ot] joy," "at the feet of . . .  ") 

• any other word or phrase in the "adverbial" category. 

The distinction between "adverbial comment" and "adverbial modifier" is an important one. 

Making the distinction is, in fact, less difficult than the terms might suggest. The distinction 

depends on the function of the phrase in the sentence-is it the main point of the sentence 

(comment) or is  it there for additional information (modifier)? Consider the two sentences that 

have been presented so far. In the sentence iw gd s m pr, the prepositional phrase m pr "in the 

house" is a modifier-an "adverbial modifier." In other words, "in the house" is not the point that 

the speaker was making about "the man," but rather it provides additional (or modifying) 

information-where he speaks. On the other hand, in the Egyptian sentence iw s m pr, the phrase 

m pr is a comment-the point about "the man" is precisely that he is "in the house." 

EXERCISE I 
(A) Memorize the alphabetic signs in Table 2.  

(B) Learn the following words. Practice writing them in both directions (as with future 

vocabulary and exercises) . Transliterate them. Looking only at your transliteration write the 

words in hieroglyphs. 

Q.} iw20 (particle used to begin a statement of fact) 

Q� im (adverb) "there"; "therein," therewith," "therefrom" This word is derived from the 

20J7onounce as .. yew." 
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preposition m. 

J} bw21 (n. m.) "place" 

..:!,. pn22 .(m"' sing . demonstrative. adJ.) ''this". (follows the noun,. and· agrees in gender with it). 
Sometimes it is·better translated "that." 

C? pr "house." (n. m.) "house," "household"; "temple" (of gods); "palace" (of king) 

� m23 (prep.) 1 ) "in," "inside"; 2) "by means of," "with" (instrument);24 3) "from," "out of' 
(with verbs of motion). It is cognate with West Semitic balbi, e.g .  Hebrew f (ba) "in," "with" 
(by means of); Arabic y (bi) "in," "at," "with" (by means of) 

- n l) (prep.) "the dative": (give, say) "to" (someone), (do something) "for" (someone); 2) 

(going) "to" (a person) Cf. West Semitic l-, e.g. Hebrew '( (la) and Arabic J (li) both "to," "for" 

<> r (prep.) 1 ) "to," "towards" (a place, or thing); 2) "concerning," "regarding," "with relation 
to"; 3) "at" (a location) Cf. ? Hebrew ?� (:)el) and Arabic u11 (ilii), both "to," "toward" 

:=; � RC25 Rec (the solar god) 

:;:- m (n. m.) "name" 

�� J;mC'JfJ (prep.) "with" (a person), "together with" (things and people) 

:. lJt (n. fem.-but sometimes masc .) "thing" 

j'"; s21 (n. m.) "man" ? cf. Hebrew ��� (=>tS) "man" 

�QQ ky28 (n. m.) (precedes the noun) "another"; "another man" (sometimes with a seated man 
determinative). "another thing" 

� kt (n. fern.) (precedes the noun) "another"; used as above 

.::_ tn29 (fern. sing. demonstrative adj .) "this" (follows the noun, and agrees in gender with it). 
Sometimes it is better translated "that." 

21Pronounce as "bu." 
22Pronounce as "pen." 
23Pronounce as "em." 
24M is not used with the sense of "with" a person; another preposition is used. 
25The seated god sign is not pronounced-it indicates the general sense. It is, however, an integral part of the 

writing of this name. The use of such signs will be dealt with in § 12. 
26&onounce as "henac." 
21Pronounce as "�a." The seated man indicates the general sense. 
28Pronounce as "key." 
29Pfonounce as "ten:' 
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::t rid (vb.) "to say," "speak,'' "talk," "tell" 

(C) 1) Transliterate and translate. 2)For extra practice, write out your translations on a separate 
piece of paper and translate back into Egyptian (check your own work ag·ainst the origina.J.). 

(1) - �QQ,i'; 2) Q}::;;� 1\�QQ .Jjr (3) Q1� ! Q1\ (4) QJ!3� l�F. �  
(5) QJ!:=t �- �QQ ( 6 )  Ql::t 3� <> : .::.. (7)Q}r::=t �1\J}� 

(D) Write the following combinations of signs in hieroglyphs. Try to group the signs according 
to Egyptian conventions. 

wbn, cqJ, is1, hr, fl.J, gtzs (use tall "s"), !Jsy (use bolt "s"), l;uJb, sr, 1Sm (use bolt "s"), dfJw, 
mbtw 
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§11. Logographic and Phonetic Writing 

Although words could be written in a purely logographic manner, without the phonetic 

spellings there would likely be confusion. Was the intended word "sun," "daylight," 

"brightness," "time," or "era"? The general practice is to write the words phonetically, but to 

indicate the general sense of the word with a semantic determinative, which is placed at the end 

of the word. For instance, the sun sign 0 is used with all the words listed above. Some 

hieroglyphs are used both logographically and as determinatives. This is the case with the 

scribe's ldtl � , which has the logographic reading ss ("writing," "scribe") but can also serve as 

the determinative for painting and smoothness. The ear sign &'J has the logographic reading sgm 
''to hear, listen" but also the phonetic value id, and it also occurs as the determinative of words 

involving hearing and deafness. The various values (and a specification of their types) can be 

found in the sign list at the end of this book. Normally the writings give enough clues to permit a 
clear-cut reading. 

Phonetic signs can be mono-consonantal (i.e. the alphabetic signs), hi-consonantal (e.g. � sS), 
or tri-consonantal (e.g. &'J sgm). A core group of the multi-consonantal signs must be learned 

thoroughly in the course of the next few lessons. 

These signs are essential to read even the simplest text in Egyptian because although the 

Egyptians could have written every sequence of consonants with alphabetic signs, they did not do 

so. For instance, although the sequence mn could theoretically have been written �- , it 

actually was not written that way within a word, but rather consistently with the group := mn. 

The group here consists of the hi-consonantal sign c:=:::� mn with its phonetic complement (the 

alphabetic sign[s] that complete its writing, in this case n). Examples of two divine names that 

contain the sequence mn: Q ::.  � 'Imn, ::. ==}! � Mntw. Note that this rule of writing only 

applies within the word root and not across word (or root) boundaries. For instance. the sequence 
m nhp "in the early morning" is written �rna 0, since the m is the preposition "in" and stands 

outside of the word I root boundary of nhp. The use of the phonetic complement is regular, and is 

often a useful way of recognizing one of a group of similar-looking signs. This is particularly 

useful in reading modern hand-drawn hieroglyphs, since some scholarly handwriting is quite 

idiosyncratic. For instance the following bird signs � , � ,  � can easily be distinguished 

thanks to their phonetic complements: � JI:J., � � gm, and � cq. (The hi-consonantal 

1 The kit consists of a palette (with inkwells for black and red ink), water jug, and pen-holder/papyrus smoother, 
all held together with a cord. 
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signs will be learned in small groups starting in Lesson 3.) 

§12. Semantic Determinatives 

Most words have one or more semantic determinatives at their end� Only a few vecy common 

words occur without determinatives (as the vocabulary in Lesson 1). Since determinatives are 

found at the end of the word, they facilitate word division, which is otherwise difficult with no 

word spaces or other word dividers. Determinatives follow words written in any manner-purely 

alphabetic, phonetic (using multiconsonantal signs), logographic writings, and any combination 

of these. Exx. � � ss plus book-roll dett?rminative is "document, writing," � � ss with seated 

man determinative indicates "scribe.". Sometimes we do not know the specific meaning or nuance 

of a given word, but the determinatives can often suggest a general interpretation. The 

determinatives indicate the sense only and were not pronounced. There is no generally accepted 

convention among scholars of indicating the determinatives in transliterations. They are simply 

ignored. For this reason, extended passages cited only in transliteration are often difficult to read. 

Students should not rely heavily on transliterations, but should become thoroughly familiar with 

the Egyptian script. (Once learned, it is far easier to read than transliteration, where so much of 

the important semantic information is lacking.) The following list contains the most important 

determinatives.  Those marked with a bullet (•) should be learned at this time. The others may be 

learned at a later date with this and the complete sign list to be used as a reference. 

COMMON SEMANTIC DETERMINATIVES 

• � man, person, (also used after a man's name) called "seated man" 

• � woman, (also used after a woman's name) "seated woman" 

• ft.�. people (the three strokes indicate plurality) 

fo child, young; sitting 

I)} old man, old 

Ji official (there is some confusion between this and the previous sign) 

� , �  . .A revered person, esp. the deceased (after the person's name) 

• � god, king 

• � king (with the royal uraeus on the brow) 

• � god, king 

• � goddess, queen 

'1r high, rejoice, support 

'1 praise, homage, supplication 

• � , -1.-11 , force, effort, activity. fu hieratic (less often hieroglyphic), _n is used as a substitute. 
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• iiJ eating, drinking, speaking, thinking, feeling ("man with hand to mouth")2 
· _A lift, carry, load 
M tired, weak, sitting 
� enemy, foreigner 
• � enemy, death, evil. Hieratic equivalent: ""'-< .  
� lying down, death, burial 
1 mummy, statue, likeness, shape 
® head, nodding 
' hair, mourning, forlorn 
.c.. eye, sight, actions of eye 
• s. actions or conditions of the eye 
• I!J  (less fully written: #) nose, smelling, joy, contempt 
• &'J ear, states or activities of the ear (animal's ear) 
• '== tooth, action of teeth, requesting, demanding (elephant tusk) 
Q..-11 offering, presenting 
� arm, bending the arm, ceasing, tilting 
0 enveloping, embracing 
• � phallus; less correctly: sexual activity, urination 
• � sexual activity, urination; less correctly: phallus 
• JJ leg, foot, action of the feet 
• A walking, running ("walking legs"); frequently combined: jJA 
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C\. retreating, backwards motion, backwards (direction), repetition ("backwards walking legs") 
• � flesh, meat ("flesh") 

• 0 swellings, wounds, disease, bandaging, odours (depicts a pustule) 
� bodily discharges, odours 
• � cattle 
1J, � wild, raging, storms ("Seth animal" depicts the animal associated with the god Seth) 
• 't leather, pelts, mammal, animal (including insects) ("animal"; depicts a hide with tail) 
� bone, ivory, harpoons (a stylized fish skeleton) 
� bird, insect (i.e. "flying creature") 
� bad, evil, nuisance ("bad bird" depicts a sparrow3) 

2To be kept distinct from � . Note the position of both arms. 
3Perhaps the sparrow is associated with badness because thieving flocks of sparrows would eat freshly planted 

seeds. 
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� fish 

'UA.. snake, worm 

• 0 tree 

• � plant, flower 

M, vine, fruit 

• :.;>.>.. wood, tree 
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�-·CD grain (depicts a sack of grain being emptied) 

�� � grain, particles (rarely: � ) 
• � sky, above (depicts the upper firmament) 

• T, T night, darkness (depicts the upper firmament with-for unknown reasons-a sceptre 
or broken and mended oar suspended from it) 

* star 

• � fire, heat, cooking (brazier with smoke) 

� air, wind, breath; sail 

• = stone (the sign is narrower than the alphabetic sign = [S].) 

• D copper, bronze, metal (depicts a crucible) 

• .�. sand, minerals, pellets, particles, spices, metals, etc. (depicts particles) 

• := water, liquid, actions connected with water 

• :t=t bodies of water 

• � irrigated land (irrigation channels seen from above) 

<::::.r land (later often replaces � ) 

• � road, travel, position (e.g. after "here," "there," etc.) (depicts a road with shrubs or 
boundary markers seen from above) 

• � desert, hilly terrain, foreign country (depicts three hills) 

• I foreign (country or person) ("throw-stick") 

• @ town, village, Egypt (depicts either a cross-roads, or a circular village with huts) 

• C"J house, building, (also: things with interiors-e.g. boxes, chairs; depicts the floor-plan of a 
simple house) 

• 't:::i' door, to open (depicts one of a pair of door leaves, with pivot tangs: 00 ) 
J::::t box, chest; coffin 

1t mat, fibre, basketry 

• � boat, ship, navigation 

� to capsize, overturn 
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� sacred bark 

j? cloth, clothing, linen (a fringed cloth with r folded cloth] below) 

• � binding, thread, document (i.e .  the string binding a sealed papyrus) 

� rope,. actions involving ropes and cords 

� knife, cutting 

\ , -.:c.. hoe, cultivation, hacking up 

x breaking, dividing, crossing, calculating 

o cup 

• 0 (less accurately transcribed o ) vessel, anoint, beverages 

• e bread (bread in a pan or bread mold) 

• = , C£> loaf, bread, offerings 

� festival 
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• c:!ef:o (also vertically � ) book, writing, abstract nouns ("book roll"; depicts a papyrus roll tied 
and sealed) 

0 royal name ("cartouche" which encloses the king' s main names) 

1 one; the word is the object depicted § 13 ("stroke") 
I - o • 1 1 1 (also : , : , o o o , : ) plurality ("plural strokes") 

• "\. substitute for complicated signs that are difficult to draw (mostly used in hieratic) 

§13. The Use of the Stroke with Logograms 

When logograms are to be read with the meaning of the object they depict, they are regularly 
followed by a stroke. E.g. � rc "sun," i J;zr "face," C( pr "house." Note, however, that the stroke 
is also used in some very common words in which it does not indicate that the object depicted is 
meant. These are mostly obvious, and will be learned as separate vocabulary items: � sJ "son" 
(not "goose"), i J:tr "on" (not "face"), '7' nb "lord, master'' (not "basket"). 

§14. The Egyptian Noun: A Preliminary View 

The Egyptian noun has two genders, masculine and feminine. Almost all nouns are consistently 
of one gender or the other. A very few nouns, however, occur as both masculine and feminine. A 
number of word roots developed two similar looking forms, one of each gender, and often with 
slightly different meanin�s. The masculine is not marked by any special features. The feminine is 
virtually always marked with the ending o t, which is cognate to the feminine ending *-atu in the 
Semitic and other Afro-Asiatic languages. (An asterisk (*) placed before a word or part of a word 
indicates that it is a reconstructed form and therefore not certain. Words that are marked with two 
asterisks (**) are impossible.) 

In Egyptian, unlike the Semitic languages, unmarked feminine words, are almost never 
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encountered. Some place names are not marked with a t, but are treated as feminine 
gramrilatically, e.g. ��� K3s. Note, however, that not all words that end in t are feminine. 
Some masculine nouns end in t, but this is because the final letter of the word root was t (the t is 

. thus part of the root, and not the feminine ending). E.g. � !Jt ''tree" a.n.d Q � � it "father." 
(The writing of it is unusual in that the sign � has the phonetic value it.4) 

Just as happened in many of the Semitic languages, the feminine ending -t was in the process of 
being dropped, and probably was no longer pronounced in Middle Egyptian, except when a 
suffix was attached to the word: e.g. �� dpt "boat", hypothetically pronounced *dapa, but 
with the suffix pronoun 1 �� '"'- dptj *dapataf"his boat." The Middle Egyptian writings 

are, however, conservative, and all good texts consistently indicate the feminine ending. This 
ending is alS<? used with feminine adjectives. 

There are three categories of number: singular, plural, and dual. The dual is used with things 
normally occurring in pairs or are perceived as dualities: e.g. feet, ears, sandals, tweezers, the 

Two Rivals (Horus and Seth), Twin Peaks. At this stage, only singular nouns will be used; the 
other forms will be introduced and discussed in future lessons. 

§15. The Egyptian Sentence 

Most scholars classify as verbal sentences those which contain a conjugated verb form, i.e. the 
verb is used as a verb and is coupled with a subject. E.g. 'The man liked the dog." "The woman 
could read the mysterious texts." Many sentences that are verbal in English would in fact be 
nominal sentences in Egyptian and would follow all the rules of nominal sentences. Even the 
verbal construction used in simple statements of fact is actually a "nominal" sentence since the 
grammatical function of the predicate is actually adverbial (see below § 29) and not verbal 
(although few scholars would describe it this way) . The verb form used in simple statements of 
fact is called "the circumstantial form." This form and its several uses will be dealt with later. 

Normal word order in the simple statement of fact is as follows: 

1) the particle Q� (iw) 

2) the verb 

3) the subject 

4) the direct object 

5) adverbial modifiers (prepositional phrases, indirect object), 
etc. 

It caii.not be overly stressed that the order in which words occur is the key to understanding 
Egyptian. In this regard, it is much like English. Unlike Greek, Biblical Hebrew, and many other 
languages whose distinct forms are written differently, one cannot always rely on the writing of a 
given word to determine its form (i.e. whether it is a past tense, passive, etc.) , but rather, one 
must deduce which particular form is present from the word order and other elements of its 

4The reading is based on the Coptic eioT (yot) "father." 
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grammatical context and its meaning in context (rather like reading unvocalized Hebrew and 

Arabic-but without the-indication of long vowels!) . 

One could think of the basic Egyptian sentence as a sequence of slots. So for instance, one can 

substitute any number of adverbial phrases (and there are several different kinds, including 

subordinate clauses) into slot 5, i.e.  at the end of the sentence. The subject, in slot 3, will be a 

noun, or a noun derived from a verbal root. The same holds true for the direct object in slot 4. It 

goes without saying that (virtually) any verb can be put in slot 2. Learning the basic word order 

thoroughly at this point will save one much grief at a later date. 

§16. Statements of Fact: Main and Subordinate Clauses 

In statements of fact, the absence of Q} (iw) normally indicates that the clause is a subordinate 

clause. E.g. Q} !:\ Ft - 3 � iw 4d s n Rc "The man speaks to Rec ." But without iw it is a 

subordinate (or dependent) clause. . . .  !:\ Ft - 3 � . . . dd s n Rc " . . . , the man speaking 

to RSC ." In typical Egyptian manner, the exact nature of the connection between the clauses is not 

explicit. (I.e. one cannot tell whether the relationship is temporal, causal, etc.) Depending on the 

context, this subordinate clause could therefore be translated: 

" . . .  , when the man speaks to Recn 
" . . . , while the man speaks to Rec'' 
" . . . , because the man speaks to Rec" 
" . . .  , since the man speaks to Reco• I " . . .  , for the man speaks to Re" 
" . . .  , whenever the man speaks to Reco• 
" . . . , although the man speaks to Rec'' 
" • . .  , with the man speaking to Reco• 
The function of iw is identical in non-verbal sentences with adverbial comment. 

E.g. Q} � � �QQ J} iw s m ky bw 

'"The man is in another place." 

But, . . .  ,i"; � �QQ J} . . . s m ky bw 

" . . .  , the man being in another place." (Or, " . . .  , for the man is in another place," etc.) 

An alternate way of looking at the use of the particle iw is to consider it as a converting particle 

that converts subordinate clauses (clauses of circumstance, to be precise) to main clauses. This is 

a non-orthodox concept, but it may be useful to keep in mind. The basic function of the particle, 

however, would seem to be that of establishing the temporal context between speaker and listener 

as the here and now-a point of reference.  

There are several types of subordinate clauses in Egyptian, but the type that is most frequently 

encountered is the one presented here. This type of subordinate clause is known as the 

"circumstantial Clause." It is very important to note that circumstantial clauses function as 

adverbial modifiers in the statement of fact construction. Since they are adverbial modifiers, 
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they only occur in "slot 5" at the end of the sentence (§ 15) .  In English, similar clauses occur at 

the beginning as well as the end of the sentence; in Egyptian it is impossible to begin a sentence 

with a circumstantial clause. Circumstantial clauses will be dealt with in greater detail in §32 . 

. Note that in sentences .. that are not simple statements of fact, the particle iw or ()ther particles 
are not used. These do, .however, constitute main (independent) clauses .  E.g.  

&'���p �� ��}0 l!._  sgm s8 s!Jr m hrw pn "May the scribe hear of a plan today!" 

This construction employs the "prospective" verb form (§§71-72) and here is used in a wish. 

Wishes and other main clause constructions not employing iw will be learned at a later stage. 

§17. The Particle �� mk 

In addition to the particle Q} iw, the particle �� mk commonly introduces the main clause 

of sentences. Either one or the other is used, the two never occurring in the same sentence. Mk is 

quite visual, and corresponds fairly well to French voilii.! One could also compare Hebrew iJii} 

(hinne) "behold" and Arabic 5 1 e'inna) "truly . . . .  " In older books mk was conventionally 

translated "behold," but modern English use requires other translations. In many instances one 
may translate "there is (so and so) coming down the street" or "here comes the scribe," etc. In 
declamations, one may also translate "indeed," or the like. Otherwise one may use "look, . . . .  " 
Mk is the form of this particle used when addressing one man (or the reader, in the case of a text). 

The forms used for a woman and for a group will be presented in §40. 

§18. The Egyptian Sentence: Verbal and Non-verbal 

There are tWo main types of sentence in Egyptian verbal and non-verbal, but the distinctions 

are less pronounced than has been thought in the past. It is also confusing because many 
sentences that contain verbs are in fact nominal constructions. The Egyptian language tends to 

use nominal forms of the verb (i.e. forms that, although they convey a verbal idea, function 
grammatically as nouns) far more than forms that can be called strictly verbal in force . In other 

words Egyptian verbs are regularly used with a function equivalent to that of the verb in modern 

languages, but the way they function according to the rules and categories of Egyptian grammar 
is as nouns and adverbs. 

The term non-verbal here means simply that there is no verb (including nominal verb forms) in 

the sentence. This is the sentence structure presented in § 10. 

VOCABULARY II 

Memorize the words given in the vocabulary section of this and subsequent lessons. These words 
constitute a basic working vocabulary-words that should not have to be looked up in the dictionary. 
(In later lessons, the vocabulary lists contain words not necessary to commit to memory, but the 
essential vocabulary will be .marked by a bullet.) Note that the forms will be marked as masculine or 
feminine only when there is the possibility of confusion, the final t being sufficient indication of the 
feminine gender. 



lQ) J ht "horizon" .:::::.1 ... 

Q =: � 'lmn the gOd Amun 

Q�} :2:::t itrw "river," the Nile 

}.J R: wbn "to shine" (said of the sun) 

� pt "heaven(s), sky" 
C? pr "house"; "household" 
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=: mw "water" Cf. Semitic: Arabic � L. (mT), Hebrew IJ�� (mayim), Akkadian � ''water." 

:;: ==} � Mn!W the god Montu 

��. var. �� mk "Look! See!" 

® niwt "city" a. I 
<::::::::::> 

, , <::::::::::> nb "lord, master; owner'' 

<::> 0 <::>0 0 
..c ••sun"· "day" --11 t --11 1 • 1 I , 

<::>} Q A _rwi "to depart, get away" (r "from" a place or thing); "to go away"; (transitive) "to 

leave (a place)"; "to escape (harm, trouble, etc.)" 

.,g;} 0 , � hrw "day, daytime"; m hrw pn "today" 

'f tzr "on, upon; on account of, because; concerning, about" (possibly cf. Semitic cz ''upon") 

9:0 .oll6. � hrd "child" <::> e::::. r' B -
-:; � st "woman" Cf. ? Semitic, :>n1: Arabic �I C:'untli) "female"; Hebrew �� (:>issiih) 

''woman" 

��. � sJ "son" 

� �, � sJt "daughter" 

r � � sbr "plan, idea, (piece of) advice" 

� � ss "document, writing" 

�� ss"scribe" 
<fl � sdm "to hear, listen"; with the preposition n ''to": "to listen to (a person)"; "obey (a 

person)" Cf. Semitic smc "to hear''5 

25 

c:m= var c:m= = tJ "land"· "earth"· "ground" Possibly some connection with the Semitic root tll � · ·  . , . , . 
5With metathesis (inversion) of the last two consonants. Note that Egyptian 4 sometimes corresponds to Semitic 

cayin! 
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e.g. Arabic J1 (tall) "hill, elevation"; Hebrew ?z;l (tel) "mound, hill." 

��dpt "boat" 

EXERCISE II 

(A) Review the alphabetic signs and the vocabulary of Lesson 1 .  

(B) Transliterate and translate: 

I) Q} � �ll..:!..--:� .:!. 
2) Q}�QQ�1\C? 1::0:: � 
3) 1\�&!'1\ ��p �t.SI... 
4) Q}<>} Q A �..:!,. <:> �� .::._ 

5) 1\� 3��� 
6) Q} ��� �.::..-�� 

� Q....O -=:::o �- Vn.J -<:::> -� � cQ) 7) �� [J 0� 1 ::: � ft.. __oE[�ol  

8) Q} ���Q�}r::t 
9) Ql&!'� � �Q QP��� �. 
10) Q}<> }Q  A ��� �C? � � 21 
(C) Parsing 

To parse means to explain the morphology and syntax of a word or phrase. I.e .  identify the form (in full) 
and explain how it functions in the sentence . One may use abbreviations, but they must be 
unambiguous. The art of parsing is to be as concise and as complete as possible. Students unskilled in 
parsing should err on the side of fullness. (At advanced levels the basics are assumed, and only the 
salient features need to be mentioned, but at the introductory level students need to demonstrate that 
they have grasped the basics .) Important note: Rough parsing (mental or written on a rough draft) 
should be done before attempting a translation. Polished parsing can then be written out after the 
translation. 

For verbs 1) identify the verb form and type of subject (noun or pronoun: e .g. "circumstantial verb 
form with 3rd. masc. sing. suffix pronoun as subject'' (suffix pronouns to be learned later); 2) comment 
on its use: e .g.  "in main clause of a verbal statement of fact," "in circumstantial clause." These factors 
will become more important when more forms and constructions are learned. 

For nouns 1) identify the form and suffixes: e .g. "fem. pl. noun + 1st common pl. suffix pronoun" 2) 
comment on its use: e .g. "subject," "direct object," "indirect object:' "object of preposition," etc. 

For phrases 1) identify the type of phrase (e.g. ''prepositional phrase"); 2) specify its members (e .g. 
"prep. m + fem. sing. noun"); 3) explain its function: e .g. "adverbial modifier'' or "adverbial comment''; 
and other factors, if of interest: e .g. "indicates means" (or manner, instrument, time, place at, place to, 
etc.). 

Parse the words and phrases from the following sentences of part B: 
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1) --;;:� � .  2 )  1::0::�. 3) ��- 4) <>}Q A. 6) �� . 7) }j � . 
8) �Q�} x=t • 10) '; � �I • 

(D) Write in hieroglyphs and transliterate: 

N.B. Words in parentheses are aids to translation, either adding a word that is required in Egyptian (with 
quotation marks) or supplying a word not in the Egyptian, but required by English (no quotation marks). 

1) The child obeys the woman. 

2) The man is in the boat (when) Rec shines in the horizon. 

3) This city listens (when) the lord speaks.  

4) Look, the boat is  on the ground. 

5) The sun shines in the daytime. 

6) Another scribe hears this plan. 

7) The house is in the city. 

8) This woman listens to the scribe. 

9) See, a child is in the house with the woman. 

10) The horizon is in another land. 
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§19. Declension of Nouns 

Nouns are differentiated by gender and number, but do not exhibit case. The forms are as 

follows: 

TABLE 3: THE DECLENSION OF THE NOUN 

Masculine Feminine 

Singular � Q -t 
Dual }'' Q 

-ty -wy '' 
Plural } -w Q -(w)t 

The grammatical endings, when written out, are placed before the determinatives. The masculine 

singular has no special ending. The } w of the various endings are frequently omitted in the 

writing; in such cases, one supplies it in parentheses in transliterations .  The w is almost never 

written in the feminine plural forms. There are various ways to write the forms, and since the 

writings are clearly distinguished, the endings are often totally dispensed with as redundant. 

Since some of these are normal (not defective) writings, the endings are not placed in 

parentheses. A few nouns exhibit slight anomalies in the writings of their plurals. These will be 

pointed out in the vocabulary lists. 

An old method of indicating the plural was to write the logogram (or word) three times: 

� � � s3w "sons," ��:=- rnw "names." Sometimes only the determinative is written 

three times, e .g. ���� ssw "scribes." Such writings are generally archaic in Middle 

Egyptian. For the dual, however, the logograms or determinatives (or both!) are regularly written 

twice, e.g.  Sf-Sf-�� cnbwy "ears," � T3wy ''The Two Lands" (Egypt). The dual endings -wy 
and -ty are often written out, and may serve as the sole indication of duality, e .g.  7 }. '' cwy 
"arms." The oblique strokes " (y) are also known as the "dual strokes" since they were 

originally the determinative of duality. By association with the dual forms, the sign acquired the 

phonetic value y. Sometimes the dual strokes are not oblique, but perpendicular. 

In standard Middle Egyptian, the plurals are regularly indicated by the use of the plural strokes 
0 

or, much more rarely, plural dots (1 1 1 ,  : · , etc.), which are a type of determinative placed below 

or beside the semantic determinative. Since plurality is obvious, the endings are usually left off: 
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Qi:= � wcb(w) "priests," 0:. � dp(w )t "boats." Note that the plural strokes may be employed 

· · with singular nouns that are semantically plural. This is regularly the case with feminine singular 

collective nouns, e.g .  :;: :;:: o � l mnmnt "cattle." However, these words are usually treated 

grammatically as singular. 

Some nouns, especially abstract nouns with the ending -w, are written as if they were plurals by 

false analogy with the plural endings, e.g. � c::::::. fo ! brdw "childhood." 

§20. Adjectives as Modifiers 

The Egyptian adjective, when used as a modifier, follows the noun that it modifies in 

accordance with the general rule that modifiers take second position. The adjective so used 

agrees in gender and number with the noun that it modifies. The adjective is declined exactly like 

the noun, but the dual forms are not common. Examples: �� �� dpt nfrt "a good boat," 

�� �� dp(w)t nfr(w)t "good boats," ���;;:; sJ nfr "a good son," �/ '::>} pr(w) 
nfrw ''fine houses." 

§21. Adjectives used as Nouns 

1) As an ordinary noun The adjective can stand on its own as a noun, as regularly in French, and 

occasionally in English ("the rich," "the wicked," etc., but these are usually generic in English, as 

opposed to Egyptian usage: "the rich [man] ," "a wicked [child]"). If the gender of the noun or 

individual is specified, the corresponding form is used. When used with persons, an appropriate 

human determinative is frequently used (and likewise the divine determinative with deities). Exx. 

t:;P�� n(Js "a poor (man)," '� nfrt "a beauty" or "a fine piece" (referring to a chair)," 

� J;r� � cJt "the Great One" (referring to a goddess). 

2) The Absolute use of the Fem. Sing. ''something that is ••• " "a ••• thing" Particularly important to 

note is the special use of the fem. sing. adjective on its own with the meaning "something that is" 

of a certain quality. The use corresponds roughly with the use of the neuter in Latin, but the term 

"neuter'' should be avoided. E.g. '� nfrt "a good thing," � }\0� cJt "something great." 

Some of these are listed in the dictionaries as separate entries, but many are listed only as the 

masc. adjective. The plural forms are also used when pluralities are involved. 

§22. Relations Between Nouns 

1) The Genitival Relationship: The genitival relationship is most generally termed a relationship 

of possession, but as in all languages, the sense of "possession" is fairly broad. In English we 

express the genitive in two ways: 

1) by the use of the genitive case: -'s (apostrophe "s"); possessive pronouns-''the boat's interior," ",!!!! m()ther''; 
2) by use of the preposition ''of'-"the bottom of tl_le ocean." 

In Egyptian there were also two different ways of expressing this relationship, the choice 
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depending mainly upon the closeness of the relationship, the closer relation being expressed as a 
compound noun phrase, the looser ,relation using an adjectival modifying phrase. Other factors 
also determined the choice, and there seems to have been overlap in use. 

a) The Bound Construction (Also known as the "direct genitive.") This construction consists of 
simply placing one noun in front of the thing possessed (or otherwise connected). FQr instance, 
� C( nb pr "the owner (lord) of a house.'' The bound construction is very frequently used to 
form compound words, e.g .. o1 C"J pr-M "treasury" (literally "the house (c-:J] of silver [? 1}4:]) ." 

(The second house sign at the end of the word is the determinative.) Although not important for 
modem readers, the bound construction affected word accent, as we know from Coptic. The first 
word had reduced vowels and lost its word accent. The technical term for this reduced form is 

status constructus. 
In the case of such compound words, modem scholars conventionally link the words with a 

hyphen, but grammatically there is no distinction in the original Egyptian. Another way of 

looking at the bound construction is to see the unit as a noun followed by its modifier. (An 
important fact is that in Egyptian, the modifier always follows the word it modifies.!) Thus, in 
the case of �C( nb pr, we have: "the owner"-what kind of owner?-"of a house." A very 
similar construction occurs also in English noun phrases, e.g. "chair leg," which means "leg of a 
chair." The only real difference here is that the modifier ("chair") precedes the noun it modifies 
("leg") in conformity with the normal English word order (modifier preceding the noun it 
modifies). The use of the bound construction is quite restricted in Egyptian in comparison to the 
Semitic languages. It occurs mostly in titles ("overseer of construction"), epithets ("Lord of the 
Heavens"), and set phrases (pr nsw "palace," lit. "house of the king'') . 

b) The Genitival Adjective (Also known as the "indirect genitive.'') In Egyptian there exists a 
category of adjective that derives from prepositions and nouns indicating various relationships 
called nisba adjectives (after the Arabic grammatical term) and will be further discussed in §54. 

The nisba adjective derived from the preposition - n "to" means very literally "belonging to," 
but in actual use, it is equivalent to English "of," and should almost always be translated "of." 
Being an adjective, it follows the noun it modifies and agrees in gender and number with it. The 

forms are as follows: 

1 The astute reader will now ask, "But what about ley and kl, learned in Lesson 1 T The answer is simple. Ky and kl 
are not modifiers, but nouns meaning "another one." Thus to translate literally, kl sit means "another one-of the 
category daughter," or in plain English, "another daughter." So the rule of following modifier is actually in full 
force, even with ky and kt. 
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T ABLE 4:,TIIE GENITIVAL ADJECTIVE N(Y): "OF' 

Singular 

Plural 

Dual (Very rare2) 

Masculine 

- n(y) 

0 
r , o n(y)w 

}'' - n(y)wy 

Feminine 

": n(y)t 

-
a. n(yw)t 

-
a.'\.'\. n(y)ty 

3 1  

Particular care must be taken with the masc. sing. - n(y) since it is indistinguishable in 
appearance from the preposition - n "to, for" (the dative). In reading the phrase (noun X) n 
(noun Y), one must ask the question: Is it "the X to/for the Y", or is it "the X of the Y"? The 
context will generally permit an exact determination. 

Exx. 

C( - � � pr n(y) ss ''the house of the scribe" 
(or, of course, ''the scribe's house'') 

�* � or=� dpt n(y )t w'O ''the boat of the w"b-priest" 

� e:::o fo ��. � �<> C( brd(w) n(y )w imy-r3 pr "the children of the steward" 

.....n c:l -0 c(w)t n(yw)tpr "the rooms of the house " Q I l l  a. I • 

The masc. plural � n(y )w tends to be replaced by - n(y). This also occurs with the feminine 
forms, but less often. The dual forms were also replaced by n(y). 

2) Apposition: As in English and other languages, nouns and noun phrases can be used to modify 
other nouns. As expected, the qualifying word or phrase is placed directly after the word (or 
name) it modifies without any intervening words or particles. More than one phrase may follow. 

E�. 

q ::._� '-- £1=� -C? �l� 
itj, w'O n(y) pr Pt]J. 
" • . .  his father, a w'O-priest of the Temple of Ptah, . . .  " 

1mn, 11P' cJ, nlpn 11{/.s 
" . . .  Amun, the great god, the saviour of the poor, . . .  " 

2The dual forms need not be memorized, but are included for future reference. 
3The word imy-r .. overseer" is always written as an abbreviation. 
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§23. The Suffix Pronouns 

1) The Forms: Of the three sets of pronouns, the suffix pronouns are by far the most widely used, 
since they are attached to nouns (and nominal forms) to express the _genitival notion . and 
additionally they.are attached to verb forms to express the subject. The basic function is genitival 
(even with verbs) and corresponds more or less to the English possessive pronouns "my," 
"his," ''their," etc. Of course, when used as the subject of verbs, they must be translated by 
English nominative pronouns: "1," "he," "they," etc. The pronouns are attached directly to the 
word-after the determinative-and abs�lutely nothing can separate them from the word to 

which they are affixed. These pronou_ns must be thoroughly memorized. Most of the pronouns 
distinguish gender, but the first person forms are of common gender (i.e. there is only a single 
form). It is unclear whether the 2nd and 3rd person plural forms were differentiated by different 
vowels in the spoken language, but they are listed as common gender, since they are not 
distinguished in the writings. The gender is that of the "possessor" (as in English "his 
mother'' f'her brother'') and not the gender of that which is "possessed" (as in French sa mere, son 

frere). The forms are as follows: 

TABLE 5: THE SUFFIX PRONOUNS 

Gender: Common Masculine Feminine 

1st Person �, I , Q -i "My" 

Singular 2nd Person � -k := , o  -1, -t "Your" 

3rd Person "-- -! r -s ''His"/''Her'' 

1st Person 
- "Our'' 1 1 1  -n 

Plural 2nd Person :;;: .;;.. 
I I I ' I I I -1,n, -tn "Your" 

3rd Person r 777 -sn ''Their'' 

There are variant (later) writings of the 2nd fem. sing. and the 2nd plural forms that use a t in 
place of == 1,. The plural strokes are only rarely omitted in the plural forms. For the 2nd fem. 
sing. suffix, occasionally the seated woman � ( ·t) was used, especially in letters. 

When the speaker is a king, the 1st sing. suffix pronoun may be written � , � (·i), and when a 
god, � ( ·i) is used. The 1st sing. suffix was regularly left off in Old Egyptian. In older Middle 
Kingdom texts this is sometimes the case. In later instances, the lack of indication of the suffix 
may be due to carelessness. The use of Q for the 1st sing. suffix is found mostly in earlier texts, 
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and is not particularly common. A few texts indicate this suffix with the single stroke 1 • 

When the 1st comm. sing. suffix is attached to a noun ending' with ·the seated man 
determinative, this sign is frequently written only once, thus doing double duty for the 
determinative and suffix pronoun: e.g. �� could be read either sJ "son" or sJ·i "my son," 
depending on the context. 

2) Use of Suffix Pronouns with Nouns: In transliteration, the suffix is separated by a raised dot. 
Exx.: C?lft pr·i "my house," �� '-- sJt:f "his daughter," � �  P sJ(w)·s "her sons." The 
suffixed noun may be followed by an adjective that agrees in gender and number with the noun. 

�� � itP 77'; '� !Jrd·sn nfr "their good child." 

The Egyptian sufflX pronoun is often ambiguous, and different translations are sometimes 
required. For instance, �} � sn{jw·i should be translated "the fear of me" (i .e� fear of the king) 
and not "my fear" (which suggests that the king was afraid). Or, P 1 �} t� s!J.Jw·i should be 
translated ''the memory of me" -and not "my memory." In uncertain cases, one must ask if the 
person referred to by the pronoun was the doer or else the recipient (beneficiary) of the implied 
action, and if the doer, one translates "my . . . . " In cases where others are doing the implied 
action, one can translate "of me," etc. Very frequently the particular nouns in question involve 
"loving," ''fearing," "esteeming," etc. 

3) Special Forms with Dual Nouns: When the 3rd masc. sing. suffix is attached to a dual noun, it 
occurs as � ·fy. The 3rd fem. sing. suffix after duals is p,, ·sy. The 2nd masc. sing. suffix after 

duals is � ·ky: :� irty·fy "his eyes," �}''P" cwy·sy "her arms," P�=� spt(y)·ky 
"your lips." Sometimes the writing is abbreviated by leaving off the oblique strokes after the 
suffix. The y should be indicated in the transliteration in parentheses. 

4) Use of Suffix Pronouns with Prepositions: - � n·i "to me/for me," ..6,. P J:trs "upon it," 

<>P77'; rsn "towards them." With the preposition J:tr, the r is generally written under the face 
sign when followed by a suffix. The preposition m "in" requires a reed leaf when suffixes are 
attached: � C( m pr "in the house," but Q� '-- im:f "in it." 

5) Use of Suffix Pronouns with Verbs: The function is that of the subject. The suffix is attached 
directly to the verb. Only verbal suffixes (to be learned later) can intercede between the verb and 
the pronoun. Exx.  (With noun subject) Q} &'1\�� iw sdm ss "The scribe listens." (With 
pronominal subject) Q} &' � w.-. iw sdmf"He listens." 

6) Use of Suffix Pronouns in Non-verbal Sentences with Adverbial Comment: When the subject of 
a sentence with adverbial comment is a pronoun, the sufflX pronoun is attached to the particle Q} 
iw. Exx.: with noun subject: Q} � � � � L"? iw sJt·i m pr "My daughter is in the house." With 
pronominal subject: Q} P �L? iw·s m pr "She is in the house." The suffix pronoun is not, 

however, used in conjunction with the particle �� mk "look." (With ��. a different set of 
pronouns is used [§39]). 

Since the suffix pronouns cannot stand on their own, but must be attached to something, the use 
of Q} iw is necessary even in circumstantial clauses, which are subordinate . (With noun 
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subjects, however, the absence of Q} iw indicates that the clause is subordinate.) With a 
pronominal suffix as subject, the clause could be either a suborclinate clause, or it could be a new 
main clause. One must judge by context. E.g .  Q} � � �� iwjm dpt "He is in the boat." 
Or " . . . , when/because/while/since/although he is in the boat" -or the convenient (unspecific) 
" . • . , he being in the boat." 

7) Aff"mity of Afro-Asiatic Pronouns: The Egyptian suffix pronouns correspond very closely to 
those of the Semitic languages. This is true of the other sets of pronouns, as well. With the suffix 
pronouns, only the 3rd masc. sing. is anomalous. The functions of §23: 1-4 are identical to those 
in the Semitic languages, but the other two uses are unique to Egyptian. Note the following 
correspondences: 

� ·i = Semitic -i 1 -iya 

� ·k = Semitic -lea 

==- ·1 = Semitic -ki (In Egyptian *ki has shifted to chi (tsz) or something 

p ·s = Semitic -hu!hi and Akkadian -su and -sa 

1 1 1 ·n = Semitic -na, -nu 

;'7"; ·m = Semitic -kina 

p ;'7"; ·sn = Semitic -hen, hem, hum, Akkadian -sunu, -sina 

§24. The M of Predication 

like it.) 

To say someone (or something) is something or serves in a .certain capacity, one uses the 
preposition � m to form an adverbial comment. It literally means "in (the position/capacity 
of)." The sentence (or subordinate clause) follows all the rules of the sentence with adverbial 
comment (§§10; 16; 23, 6). E.g. Q}t ����� iw sJ·i m ss "My son is a scribe." But, 

Q =� � o�}t� ft 'lmn m fzmw·i " . . .  , since Amun is my steering-oar (i.e. guide)." 
Sometimes one can translate it with "as" (i .e. "in the capacity of') . (For instance the previous 
phrase could have been translated: " . . . , with Amun as my steering-oar.'') 

The use of the m of predication is very common. What follows m is usually a secondary feature 
or an acquired (or temporary) feature. In other words, it serves to- identify people and things by 

function rather than by essence. The m of predication cannot be employed when the connection 
between the two members is inherent or intrinsic. (I.e. one would not say to one's own son *iw·k 
m s.J·i, but this might be said metaphorically of a person other than one's own son: i.e. "You are 
[like] a son to me.'' When the connection is intrinsic, a completely different construction is  

employed (§§56, 1; 129; 135). 
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§25. An Introduction to the Suffix Conjugation 

The term "suffix conjugation'' designates the five basic conjugated verb fol:nis used as pari of a 

subject and verb unit, whether the subject is a noun or a pronoun. The designation of the model 
forms as "stjmj,". "stjm·nj," etc. also refers to verbs with noun subjects, and the respective verb 

forms are identical whether the subject is a noun or suffixed pronoun. The 3rd masc. sing. suffix 

pronoun jis used for mere convenience in the names of these verb forms. 

The student of Egyptian grammar must accept the fact that the standard terminology of the 

verbal system is worse than inadequate-it is outright misleading. Scholars have generap.y not 
been consistent in their use of ternis, and above all have failed to avoid confusion between form 

and function (morphology and syntax) . The names of the verb forms should be taken as arbitrary 

labels alone, and not as indications of the way the forms are used, or of what they mean.4 The 

names of some forms have no inherent or logical meaning, e.g .  "second tense" (§ 147) and are 

unique to Egyptological jargon. The terminology used in this book strictly separates form from 

function, and although the terms here employed are not always in common use, they should be 

understood by all scholars in the field. Some new terminology has been introduced, but only 

when it was felt to be necessary. 

§26. Tense in the Egyptian Verb 

The tenses of the Egyptian verb forms are relative to their context, rather than absolute tenses 

as is usually the case in the Indo-european languages.s The use of a form with relative present 

meaning expresses concomitant action, whether in the past, present, or future. A relative past in a 
past context serves as a pluperfect (the past within the past: "they had heard"). A past verb form 

in a future context indicates priority of action.6 

§27. Derived Stems 

Egyptian did not have the complex system of derived conjugations found in the Semitic and 

other Afro-Asiatic languages, the only derived conjugation in standard use being the s- causative 

stem (formed with the prefix s-) .1 Possible vestiges of other earlier stems may be preserved in 

verbs with n- prefix (§ 170), but they are probably fossilized in only a few roots and are treated as 

separate vocabulary items, as are also those used in the s- causative. I.e .  roots that are used in the 

s- causative stem are listed under the letter s in all dictionaries and glossaries. (E.g. r= � smn 

4E.g. the "circumstantial sf]m-j" fonn is in no way limited to its use in circumstantial clauses. 
5Most Egyptian constructions, however, are entirely unambiguous with regard to tense, but the forms employed in 

them, in and of themselves, do not express absolute tense. Means of expressing the future tense and progressive 
aspect ("is doing"), are also found in Egyptian, but they utilize the so-called pseudo-verbal constructions (§§58-61). 

6English uses the present perfect in like situations: "She will realize its importance when she has seen it herself." 
7This stem is related to the Hebrew hiphcil, Arabic "araza, and the Akkadian S-stem. N.B . "Stem" here refers 

specifically to the derived conjugations, which have a different meaning from the basic conjugation, and are 
distinguished by prefixes, infixes, doubling of consonants, etc. "Root" refers to the combination of consonants (also 
called radicals) that comprise any given word. 
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"to make firm, to establish" is listed separately from the basic root :=:: � mn "to be firm.") 

§28. Verb Classes 

Several CLASSES of verbal roots are distinguished in Egyptian based on the number and nature 
of the radicals (root letters) comprising the root. Like the Semitic and other Afro-Asiatic 

languages, there is a preference for roots with three consonants. The main classes are the 
following: 

• Bi-consonantal roots: � dd "to speak " <> lll rh "to learn " -�..A- hm "to not know" c:::a{ - ' $ 4'd "" ' '((fit� "" 
• Tri-consonantal roots: ("strong verbs"): �� sr;Jm "to hear," }J 7i wbn "to shine," 

rol\JA hJb "to send" 

• Third weak roots: (also called tertiae infirmae or 3. inf.): a�� rf,Ji "to cross," ro �.ll hJi 

"to go down," � iri "to do" 

• Second geminating roots: (also called secundae geminatae or 2. gem.): � �� mJJ "to 

see," Ll.JJ f2 qbb "to be cool" 

• Fourth weak roots: (also called 4 infirmae or 4. inf.): lt:l r � l)msi "to sit down" 

The hi-consonantal roots simply have two consonants. Tri-consonantal roots have three strong 
consonants; these are known as "strong verbs." Third and fourth weak roots have one of the 
"weak" consonants, either ily or w, as the fmal root letter.s This letter is almost never written in 
the Egyptian, but transliterations should always indicate the final weak radical. (This class of 

verbal root can be determined in the vocabulary list and in the dictionary by the presence of final 
i or w .) Some of the four conjugated verb forms of the third weak roots exhibit "gemination" 

(reduplication of the second root letter, e.g .  irr-f from the root iri) and others do not, so presence 
or absence of gemination is a significant factor in identifying the particular form. In the second 

geminating roots the second and third radicals are identical. The second geminating roots also 

have gemination in some, but not all forms. (In this case "gemination" is actually a graphic 
phenomenon rather than "reduplication": when the second and third radicals are separated by a 

vowel they are written twice, but when they fall together, they are only written once. I .e. 

*qababafis written qbb-j, but *qabbafis written qbf.) 

Each class exhibits a few characteristics peculiar to itself, and the student should therefore learn 

the class of each new verb encountered. Because of the non-indication of vowels, none of the 

four sr;Jm-j forms of the "strong verbs" can be determined from their writings .  Verbs of the third 

weak and second geminating classes do, however, exhibit some graphically distinct forms, and 

are therefore known as "mutable verbs ." (See the verb chart "Mutable and Irregular Verbs," 

Appendix 1) There may possibly have been a number of "irregular" verbs in Egyptian, but if so, 

8The consonant � J is not a weak consonant by this definition. 
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the irregularities must have been mostly in the vowels, of which there is no trace in the writing. 
· Only five or six verbs show minor anomalies, and then only in one or two forms. Egyptian verb 

forms, contrary to their reputation, are quite simple and regular in comparison with those of the 
Semitic and Indo-european languages. The chart of the "Mutable and Irregmar Verbs" contained 
in the appendix is quite complete. The peculiarities of the various classes and those of the 
irregular verbs should be committed to memory as each new verb form is studied. In particular, 
the forms of the third weak and second geminating classes must be thoroughly memorized.9 The 
verb chart of mutable and irregular verbs should be of use in learning the forms. 

The chief difficulty with the study of Egyptian verb forms is that different forms tend to be 
written alike in spite of different pronunciations. Also, the Egyptians, not feeling the need to 
indicate every detail, regularly left off the endings, or other markers that we would consider 
indispensable. Although a knowledge of both morphology and syntax is necessary for a correct 
analysis of an Egyptian phrase, one must very often deduce the morphology from the syntax and 
the meaning in context.lO A thorough grasp of Egyptian syntax is therefore essential. Close 
attention to word order and grammatical context is key to understanding Egyptian syntax. 

§29. The Circumstantial Sgm:fForm 

The term "circumstantial sgm-j," often employed by Egyptologists, is misleading, for although 
circumstantial forms do indeed occur in clauses of circumstance, they are also the usual form 
employed in the main clauses of simple statements of fact.ll  Although somewhat surprising to 
speakers of Indo-european and Semitic languages, the circumstantial forms are "adverbial"12 in 
nature. The circumstantial forms cannot stand on their own, and always modify or depend on 
something (even if it is only the particle Q} lw). 

The grammatical category of "adverb" is a large and important one in Egyptian. (Most of the 
predicates in Egyptian sentences are adverbial.) Phrases beginning with circumstantial forms 
occur in virtually any place that an adverb or adverbial phrase does. 

The circumstantial sdm-f forms are the following for the various verbal classes: 

Hi-consonantal Both root letters: � � dd-j 

9E.g. Circumstantial Form: 3rd weak no gemination; 2nd geminating with gemination. Second Tense Form 
(§147): 3rd weak with gemination; 2nd geminating with gemination, etc. 

lOUnlike Akkadian, Latin, or Greek, where the morphology plays a greater role in analyzing the syntax. In this 
regard, Egyptian is much like English, where word order, contextual meaning, and syntax are also crucial to 
identifying the form in question. (E.g . .. living" is both the gerund [verbal noun] and the participle [verbal adjective] . 
Gerund (noun): .. Living in the city is becoming ever more expensive." versus Participle (adjective): .. I saw a living 
specimen of the rare coelacanth in a Japanese aquarium." 

11 N .B .  the Egyptian "old indicative" forms are quite restricted in use, and apart from the archaic affirmative use, 
only occur after the negation n.  See § 106 ff. 

12The category of adverb is almost certainly broader than that of Indo-european languages . .. Adverbs" in Egyptian 
seem to qualify nominal elements (including the particle iw) more often than genuine verbal ones. They do, 
however, often correspond to adverbial elements in Indo-european languages. 
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Tri-consonantal All three consonants: }J ;r � wbn·k 

3rd & 4th Weak Without gemination: � iii p mri·s, fo p�� �msi-i 

2nd Geminating With gemination: � ��� m.JJ·pz 

§30. The Past Tense of the Circumstantial Form (Active Voice): Sgm-n1 
The past tense (of the active voicel3) is formed by the insertion of the verbal suffix n, which 

precedes the subject, whether a noun or a suffix pronoun: srjm·n-j or srjm·n + noun subject.14 If 
the context is in the past, a circumstantial srjm·f form refers also to past events, normally in a 
circumstantial clause. Similar, to the circumstantial sr}.m·f, the circumstantial srjm·n·f form 
expresses a past relative to its context. In the case of iw + circumstantial form (simple statement 
of fact), the function of the particles iw and mk is to establish the context as here and now, and 
they cannot really be translated in English. The particle iw is quite weak, but mk is fairly vivid.l5 

The construction iw sr}.m·n-j means: "with respect to (us) here and now, he heard." Thus, 
although the verb form on its own expresses only relative time, most constructions are 

unambiguous in their time reference: iw sr}.m-j conveying present time, and iw sr}.m·n-j past time. 

There are three sr}.m·n-jforms (of which the circumstantial sr}.m·njis one) . Unfortunately, they 

are all written identically, unlike the present tense sr}.mjforms, which have clearly differentiated 

forms (as we know from the mutable verbs) . There is never gemination with either 3rd / 4th weak 
or 2nd geminating roots in the sgm·nfforms. Presumably the forms were somehow distinguished 

in pronunciation, but we do not know how. The existence of various different srjm·n·f forms

including the circumstantial sr}.m·nj-is assumed from their different uses and based on analogy 
with the present tense constructions.l6 

Examples of the "Circumstantial sr}.m·nf: 

Hi-consonantal. Qjr � _ P777 iw r}.d·n·sn "They said." 

3rd weak No gemination: Q} �iii- � � iw mri·n ss "The scribe loved." 

13The past tense of the passive voice ("was heard") employed a different form, the s!fm(w)jpassive (§35), but it 
belongs very much in the "circumstantial family." 

14N .B. Some scholars do not admit the existence of distinct s(/m·n1 circumstantial forms, maintaining that one or 
two varieties of st}.m·n·f merely function in a variety of ways. Although the forms cannot be differentiated 
morphologically, they occur in constructions in which only the circumstantial s(/mjis otherwise used. We presume, 
for instance, that a circumstantial st}.m·ni occurs in the construction iw st}.m·nj by analogy to the circumstantial 
sdm1 occurring in the iw s4mi construction. In spite of the fact that there is no distinction in writing, and even if the 
pronunciation were identical, we would be justified in identifying them as distinct forms based on grammatical 
meaning. Cf. English grammar, which distin'guishes three distinct forms all written identically: 1) "Writing quickly 
she rushed through the exam." (participle = adjective). 2) ''Writing too quickly can result in illegibility." (gerund = 
verbal noun). 3) "Ancient writing was discovered on the wall." (common noun). 

I5cf. French voila, Hebrew iiji). The translation "Behold!" is to be avoided, if possible. "Look, " or "see, "  are 
somewhat better. Sometimes one can translate along the lines of ''Here she comes now!" or "There he is, sitting in 
the corner." 

· 

16-fhere are additional clues provided by the differing ways that they are negated and other such factors. 
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2nd gem. -No gemination: Q}� � ;: iw mJ·n·1 "You (fem. sing.) saw." 
The st;!m·ni form used in th� iw s4m·nj construction is presumed to be the "circumstantial 

st;!m·n·f," and it should be so identified when parsing. With st;!m·nj forms of 3rd weak roots, 
scholars generally do not indicate the final weak letter. The practice of transliterating it at this 
stage is, however, helpful in distinguishing the verb classes. 
§31. Statements oi Fact: iw s{jm:f i mk sfimi i NoWl + sdm1� etc. 

The typical construction consists of introductory particle (or other word) + circumstantial st)mj 
(or circumstantial st;!m:n ·f) form. Introductory particles include iw and mk. Other words may, 
however, be used to start the sentence. These include the topic of the sentence and a few particles 
(e.g. br m-bt"Now later, . . .  "). The basic constructions are: 

• Q} � � 1'o..... iw st;!mf"He hears." 
• ���� "-- mk st;!m·f"See, he hears." 
• Noun (the topic) + �� l!i..... st;!mf. The suffix pronoun (subject) agrees in number and 

gender with the topic since the subject is the same person or thing as the topic (as in 
French "ma sreur, elle bavarde trop") ,l7 This construction is not particularly common. 
E.g. Q :::_ � �� '-- iri st;!mj"My father hears." 

Exx. 

Q} A c=::o} ilJ ts;:;:;; - if iw mdw·k n·i 

"You speak to me." (Shipwrecked Sailor, 70.) 

Q} �- � .B}.c. ,� iw fnrn·i kJ(w)t csJ(w)t 
''I directed many construction projects." (Urk. IV 1494, 8.) 

Verbs of motion (i.e. involving movement in space: go, come, sail, run, travel, return, arrive, etc.) 
never occur in the iw st;!m·nj past tense construction. Instead, the stative is used (§§82, 88) . 

Although the present tense construction iw st;!mj must have been very common in speech, it is 
less well attested in the texts than one might think. The past tense, however, is common in 
recorded speech and autobiographies . Literary texts generally employ other constructions for 
narrative passages (cf. §§90 ff.; 136), but the iw s(}m·nj construction is also used. The past tense 
construction iw s(}m·njmay be translated ''He heard" or "he has heard." 

The charts listing the basic verbal constructions (Appendix 2) should be consulted as each new 
construction is learned. They contain almost all the main constructions (except the common 
literary past tense constructions). The charts should provide a convenient reference once the other 
constructions are introduced, and should help for review of previously learned material. 

17Jt is difficult to translate the nuance in standard written English, which unlike the colloquial does not allow "My 
father, he hears." An almost identical construction is, however, common in French. 
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§32. Circumstantial Clauses 

The circumstantial si;!m·f and s{}m·n"f forms are used in subordinate clauses of circumstance, 
without introductory particles. These clauses convey information about current circumstances 
(with s{}m-j) or circumstances prior in time (with sgm·n·j). They may indicate reason or motive 
("because," "since," "for"), a concession or exception ("but," "although .. . "), and :very often a 

temporal relationship (''when," "as," "while," "whenever") . Typically, the Egyptian writer did 
not specify the exact nature of the relation, leaving it up to the reader to make the proper 

connections .IS The circumstantial clause, which is "adverbial" in nature, occurs later on in the 
sentence and always follows the main clause. (Just as word orderis quite rigid in Egyptian, so too 
is the order of clauses. One may, however, find it convenient to use a different clause order in the 
translations .) Circumstantial clauses are very widely used in Egyptian, and often they occur in a 

fairly long series of clauses. 

Ex.: 

!:\ Q_ �------�� lL � ��� �� !.;.! Illlil�� lL 
!!d·inl9 Nmty-nfJt pn, m3Jj cJw n(y) sfJty pn . . .  
Then this Nemty-nakhte, seeing the donkeys of this peasant, said "( . . .  ) ." (Peas. R 41-2.) 

One might also translate "Then this Nemty-nakhte said when he saw the donkeys of the 

peasant: . . .  " Or "because he saw," etc. Here the English past tense is used in the translation

because the context is in past time-but the Egyptian uses the present circumstantial form. By 

using the English participle ("seeing"), one can often avoid determining the specific connection, 

and retain some of the ambiguity of the original.2o The following example uses the sgm·njform 

to indicate prior action in a past context: 

hJtpw ir(w)·n21 s!J.ty pn r Kmt, Jtp·njcJwjm iJJw, rdmwt, }J.smn, i;tmJt 
And so this peasant went down to Egypt, having loaded his donkeys with reeds and rushes, natron and 
salt . . . (Peas. R 7-1 1) 

The peasant first loaded his donkeys, and then went down to Egypt. Here one might also translate 

"after having loaded," "when he had loaded," etc. 

18There actually were words and phrases that could specify the exact relationship, such as lzr .. on account of," n 
"because," or bft .. when," but they were not frequently used. One would be wrong to consider this ambiguity a 
"primitive" feature of the Egyptian language, for several modem languages, such as Japanese, regularly employ 
rather ambiguous circumstantial clauses in preference to precise conjunctions (or equivalents). In fact, the less 
precise circumstantial clause is more a feature of scholarly or literary English than colloquial idiom. 

1� is a literary past tense form (§131) indicating action in sequence. 
20Jf the subject differs from that of the main clause, one can sometimes translate "the official seeing," but this 

construction can be awkward or confusing. In these instances one may need to supply a conjunction in the English 
translation. 

21This is a literary past tense construction: s(jm pw ir(w)·njliterally "hearing is what he did" (§136). 
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Note that with a non-verbal circumstantial clause with adverbial comments, when the topic is a 
pronoun, the particle iw is required as a prop for the suffix pronoun, which cannot stand on its 
own. 

QJrv � = ? '- <>�Q��r ��1\J5r-�l�� 
iw wpi·nfrfr·i, iw·i tzr !JJ·i m-bJfzf 
He opened his mouth to me as I was on my belly in front of him. (Shipwrecked, 67) 

VOCABULARY m 

� � Jtp, later �� j Jtp "to load" m "with" 

� ,  �<>, '1: imy-r22 "overseer," "superintendent," � C(l imy-r pr "steward" 

� , 4:> irl "to do"; "make"; "carry out (a project, activity, etc .)" 

Q �it it "father" (thefis not pronounced!) . Note that this writing can also stand for it"i "my 
father." 

7 e (dual � ewy) "arm," "hand" 

� � � eJ "great, large, grand" 

� 'b eJ "donkey" Possibly onomatopoeic cf. Coptic EIID (*ieo?) "donkey" from original *'Tii 

}Q � � wiJ sacred bark 

Ql:=_�t web the "web-priest" 
� � wpi "to open" 

5r � � bJk "servant"; � � � bJkt "female servant" 

.J Q -;. bin "bad" 

� �� mJJ "to see," "to look at," "to regard" with prep. m "as" Perhaps cf. Sem. ::Jmr cf. 
Akkadian amliru "to see"; Ugaritic amr "saw" 

� 0� mwt "mother" Prob. cf. Sem. 3imm, ::Jumm, ;)em "mother" 

� See under bny-r 

<::::::.:> nb (adj .) "all," "every," "any," "all kinds of'; : � � bt nbt "everything"; 
: � ':;: �� bt nbt nfrt "all sorts of fine things"; Ft <:::;;:> s nb "everyone"; i <::::::.:> IJ.r nb 
"everyone"; 3 0 c:;;>, � re nb (The variant is not to be misread as *hrw nb!) "every day" 

22The word is always written as an abbreviation. Note that some scholars transliterate mr or imy-rJ. These are not 
considered standard in the Anglo-American practice. 
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Note that although nb is an adjective (and therefore follows the noun it modififes), it cannot be 
used as a predicate adjective, nor as a noun. 

o:::::::;;> �, � , o:::::::;;> nb (noun) "lord," "master," "possessor," "owner"; "the Lord" (meaning the 
king), which is also written o:::::::;;> �; <:::::=;> � Nb TJwy "Lord of the Two Lands" (an epithet of 
the king) 

� nbt "lady"; "possessor"; � c:::::> Nbt tJ "Lady of the Land" (queen) 

�:;:::; nfr "good, fine, fair, nice," "kind"; "happy" 

�� nfrt (adjective as an abstract noun §21 , 1) "a good thing; good" (also in plural) 

t;r� n4s "small, utt1�" 
;:; r � � n4s "poor man," "commoner" 

1i" � rb "to learn, find out," "to learn of (something)"; in past tense "to know" (i.e .  having 
learned something is to know it) 

� r "mouth"; "statement," "words"; "opening," "entrance" 

g }:��� � riwt "joy," "a state of joy" 

� .JJ rd "foot"; abbreviated: .JJ .JJ rdwy, prob . cf. Sem. rgl "foot, leg" 

ro�.A hJi "to go down," "descend" This word must be clearly distinguished from hJb "to send." 

ro�J.A hJb "to send (a person on an errand, etc.)"; hJb . . .  r "send to (a place)"; hJb . . .  n "to 
send (word) to (a person)"; f:zJb l).r "to send (word) about (a matter)'' This is not a "verb of 
motion." Cf. ?? Sem. spr "to send" cf. Ar . .;.., (safara) 2nd stem (faccala) "to send away"; 
Akkadian sapliru "to send" (h vs. s; b vs. p and metathesis) 

td..& kJt "construction project" 

� tJ-wy "the Two Lands" (refers to Egypt-Upper and Lower) 

� � � J.Jty "the vizier" (The highest official in Egypt) 

��� gJi "to ferry (someone) across"; "to cross (sky, river, etc.)" !)Ji is not a "verb of 
motion." 

EXERCISE ill 

(A) Learn the hi-consonantal signs: with � 3 as the second consonant (which is usually written 
out-"the phonetic complement"). 

f\ w3 
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B bJ �. � pJ23 > . � . �� mJ  
t �  lbJ � !JJ 
6 sJ � sJ C!!!S sJ 

U ld  f1 tJ '&..tJ 

� r!J  

(B) Transliterate and translate: 

1) ���� � �C?1' �� - Jr.�ttr 

z) QlFt��JrQa � -:! 1\}&,._�� ��? �C?,._ 
3) Qlal\�3� �1\lQ}&��}&� 
4) Q}tro�J�Q � � ��:;; ��QJJr-:! �}&"--- F; � JQ � <> <;> - �  
5) QJtc:7 � 1\�JrQa �  1'�� ;:.,��Q� 
6) Q}t��� 1\g}oa � � �� � i �:;; -�0tf � 
7) 1\��0� ���� �1\C? P t; r��c=ofo� P l�P 
8) Q}==1\��tt� 

ntJ.. � J ..ll o:::::::;7 - �� ..A.,..__ � @ <ill' u �  Q 9) L.Uf fD...B'!\ - I I l l  � .£ <> Q Q l I ol!a -
(C) Parse the words and phrases from the following sentences of part B: 
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<ijl> oOoo::> t!.l_ 0 � I ..A_ = <ijl> t "-. � . � 1) 1 '='Cl 7Jl§ · 2) The verb . 3) � . 4) � .£  � .  5)  c:7 9;. 6) 1 ®<> - � 0Er � 
7) 1\C?P 8) ���tt� 9) The verb; � � ·  

(D) Write in hieroglyphs and transliterate: 

1) His fine boat is in the river. 

2) The steward sees the daughter of the vizier in it.24 (in the boat) 

3) The daughter spoke to her father when she saw the female servant upon his donkey. 

4) This scribe's hands are in the water, but his feet are on the ground. 

5) The Lady of the Heavens25 sees the horizon every day as she is in her sacred bark. 

23The writing with both wings to the back is from hieratic, and that with one on each side of the body is 
hieroglyphic. These should be kept distinct. 

24cf. §23,4. 
25Use the bound construction. 
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6) We cross over when the scribe sends (word). 

7) Your servant is in (a state of) joy on account of your words. 

8) You are a father to26 this town. 

9) He crosses over to this city, his daughter being -with him. 

10) The Lady of the Land is a mother to everyone .  

2&fhe "dative." 
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§33. The Passive Voice 

The Egyptian verb expresses both the active voice ("He eats lots of olives.") and passive voice 

("Great quantities of olives are eaten in this region.") . The passive forms of the suffix 

conjugation are mostly very distinct from their active counterparts. There are two ways of 

forming the passive (depending on particular verb form), but the most common uses the verbal 

affix (in-fix) a.} tw. The affix tw derives from the word o.}t tw meaning "one" (French on, 
German man), which continues in this use, although is far less common than the true passive 

suffix ·tw. In Eighteenth Dynasty texts written in Middle Egyptian, the word a.} tw "One" is 

used euphemistically to refer to the king. 

§34. The Passive of the Circmnstantial Forms: Present Tense 

The present tense circumstantial form uses the affix tw attached immediately after the active 

circumstantial sgm·f form, normally after the determinative: &' � o.Jt � sdm·twj, 3rd weak 

� � iri-t(w )-j, 2nd gem. ;! � � o.} � mJ3·tw-j, etc. Of course, noun subjects may 

occur in the place of the suffix pronoun. The agent may be specified by the particle ..9_ in "by." 

Ex. 

Q} &' � 0} � � iw sdm·tw rj .. His words are heard." 

Q} �  ��o. } � i� � iwmJJ ·twjin s nb 
"He is seen by everyone." 

Sometimes tw is abbreviated to just t; this is especially the case when placed before the 

determinative: Q} a�� p iw g3i-t(w )·s "She is fenied across." 

§35. The Past Tense Passive of the Circumstantial Forms: 
The sgm(w)-jPassive 

The past tense circumstantial passive forms are not formed with o.}t ·tw. Instead, a completely 

different verb form is used. This form is called the "sgm(w )·f passive," but it is an integral part of 

the "family" of circumstantial forms. Its grammatical function is adverbial as with all the other 
circumstantial forms. Like its present tense counterpart, the sgm(wJ·fpassive forms are used in 

all the constructions employing circumstantial forms or wherever an adverbial word or phrase 

can be employed: 
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1) in statements of fact (beginning with iw or mk), 
2) in subordinate clauses of circumstance following a main clause, 

3) in other constructions yet to be learned. 

It must be stressed that the "sgm(w)-jpassive" is a past tense form, even though it does not use 

the usual past tense marker - n, and that it is a passive form, even though it does ttot employ 

the regular passive marker .c.} tW. It is not at all a rare form, although it has the (undeserved) 

reputation of being quite obscure. The w ending is sometimes written when the subject is a noun, 

but it is almost never written when a suffix pronoun occurs as subject. The 3rd weak roots 

sometimes have a final QQ  y instead ofw (i+w> y): Q}:;.QQ� iw mry·i "I was loved." 

The sgm( w) i passive forms by root class are as follows: 

Hi-consonantal roots: both consonants 

Strong roots: all consonants 

3rd weak roots: no gemination � ir(w), �} mrw 

2nd gem. roots: no gemination � � m.J(w) 
Irregular: "to give," both with and without r S rd(w ), L-D d(w) 

Exx. Q} � � '- 1 i "=' iw m3(w)jin J:zr nb 
"He was seen by everyone." 

Q}S }  -���� �.c.� l iw rdw n·i tz,nw J:zm(w)t 

"I was given male and female servants." (Or "Male and female slaves were given to me.") 

Q} a��� s ':i �� iw !!Ji·n·i, rd(w) n·i dpt 
"I crossed (the river), having been given a boat." Or "a boat having been given to me" or "when a boat 
was given to me," etc. 

Since the w of the sgm(w )-j passive is regularly left off, the forms tend to look like active 

circumstantial s{/mfforms (with relative present time reference) . The student should, as a rule of 

thumb, take such a form as active at first, but then try to analyse it as a s{/m(w )-j passive, 

especially if the meaning is odd, such as **"The bread gives to the hungry man." Another clue to 
the presence of the s{/m(w) passive forms is their occurrence in a past-time context or in a 

construction that requires a past tense form (as with the literary past tense construction c�:zc·n 
s{/m·ni §90, ff.) . Since the passive forms are not as common as those of the active voice, they 

should be learned all the more diligently, because they are less likely to be drilled into the 

memory through the exercises and reading passages. 

Note that in the last two examples above, the dative unit n·i "to me" has moved up closer to the 

verb, and thus precedes the noun subject. This forward movement is a regular feature and it will 

be dealt with later (§51). 
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The family of circumstantial forms 

Active 

s4m·f 
sgm·ni 

§36. A Variation on the Statement of Fact: Noun sgm-J 

Passive 

sgm·twi 
sgm(w)-j 
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Instead of starting with iw or mk, one can simply place the noun that would be the subject of the 
sentence at the head of the sentence, and then conjugate the verb with the appropriate suffix 
pronoun .  Ex. ��� = ==}�� � Q :;: � � � lE....... J}ty 'lmn-l)tpl sJ Mn1W-n!Jt,2 
tjdf: . . .  ''The vizier Amen-l;totpe son of Montu-nakhte says: . . . " In general use, this construction 
is not very common, but it is probably used in mortuary inscriptions to introduce the speech of 
the tomb owner, where it is the norm. The construction also occurs in literary texts, including 
verse. 

§37. Another Variation on the Statement of Fact: lw-j sdmi 
This construction places a noun-usually corresponding to the subject-before the verb, 

directly after iw. Suffix pronouns may occur after iw if the person or thing has been mentioned 
previously (iw-j sgm·f). Some scholars have maintained that this construction was used to 
express repetitive action, maxims (gnomic statements), aphorisms, sayings, and the like. Not all 

examples, however, fit this description. This construction probably involved a subtle shift of 
focus onto the word placed after iw by means of the linguistic phenomenon sometimes called 
"fronting" (i.e. putting it at the head of the sentence)-other scholars refer to this as 
"topicalization," i .e .  making this word the "topic" of the sentence (with the following suffix 
pronoun serving as the actual "grammatical subject").3 In English it is translated exactly as if it 
were the normal statement of fact. (In French and other languages that permit fronting, one could, 
however, imitate the Egyptian word order rather successfully.) 

Ex. 

Q}�- .il a �� tl iw r n(y) s nJ:unfsw. 

"A man's speech saves him." (Ship. Sail. 15.) 

Perhaps the sense is something along the lines of: "A man's speech-that's what saves him." 

1 The names are inverted for honorific purposes, see §41 ,  1 .  
2The various words from the root n!Jt "to be strong" are usually spelled out in full; the "man with stick" is, 

however, a very common abbreviation in names. 
3Qther similar constructions also occur (§§133, 134), but the shift in focus there is much more pronounced. 
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§38. Circumstantial Clauses that modify Nouns: 
The Relative Clause with lndefmite Antecedent 

A "circumstantial" clause may modify a noun as a relative clause ("who . . . ," ''which . . .  ," or 
"that . . .  " clause). This construction is almost always employed when the antecedent (the word 
referred to) is not defined (i .e. in English it would be preceded by the indefinite article 
"a" I "an").4 The concept of definite I indefinite seems to have existed even though Egyptian did 
not yet have the corresponding articles.s Other factors that render a word definite include the use 
of the suffix pronoun ("her father" i .e. ,  the speaker is referring to a specific individual), 
specification by name "Nofret's father'� (whether using the direct or indirect genitive), and the 
use of demonstrative adjectives ("this house"). 

Ex. 

Ql� �i' t; r �1r..2 � � � rr rr �cr���) . . .  
iw r!J·n·i n4s l:zmsii m l)d-Snfrw. 
"I have learned of a commoner who lives in Djed-Snofru . . .  " 

When the verb is in the passive voice and involves prior action, the sgm(w):f passive is used, as 
in ordinary circumstantial clauses of this sort. 

Ex. 
Q � �1\i' llilll� 1r  ff �_o 1!.£! � 
iw gmi·n·i s!Jty cwJ(w) J:mwi 

"I have found a peasant whose property has been stolen." 

In the last example the relative clause was translated as a possessiye "whose," the sense being not 
only clear from context (the property was stolen, not the peasant), but also required by the use of 
the suffix pronoun attached to �nw "property" (the subject of the sgmw:f passive form cw3 [w]) . 

The circumstantial clause means literally: "(a peasant) his goods having been stolen." 

It is particularly important to note that the circumstantial clause, like all modifiers in Egyptian, 
always follows the noun that it modifies. At this stage, students should ask whether a 
circumstantial clause seems to modify the entire preceding main clause, or whether it modifies 
only the noun immediately in front of it (if there is one). In the former case, it is a normal 
circumstantial clause. If it modifies the noun, it is a relative clause "who/which/that. . . . '' Usually 
one interpretation will be considerably better than the other. Since the ordinary circumstantial 
clause is by far the more common, special attention must be paid to this particular use as a 
relative clause. This type of relative clause is not rare, but ordinary circumstantial clauses are 
extremely common. 

4 A different construction involving the relative adjective nty ••that which" (§ 1 1 1, ff.) is used when the antecedent 
is defined. 

5But cf. §§66, 78 for early examples (at least in colloquial speech). 
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§39. The Dependent Pronouns 

The basic use of the dependent pronouns is as the direct object of verbs (i.e. they correspond to 

the English accusative [direct object] pronoun series "me, him, her, them," etc.). They are also 
the type of pronoun that is used with mk, e.g. mk wl '�look (at) me" or "here I am." (Cf. French 
Me voilll!) Unlike the suffix pronouns, they are treated as separate words. This set of pronouns 
must be thoroughly learned. A review of tlie suffix pronouns (§23) should also be undertaken, if 
these are not yet firmly committed to memory. Special stress may be placed on learning the 2nd 
person, especially feminine forms, since these are less common and therefore will not become as 

familiar. The forms are as follows: 

Singular 

Plural 

Alternate 

TABLE 6: THE DEPENDENT PRONOUNS 

Gender: 

1st Person 

2nd Person 

3rd Person 

1st Person 

2nd Person 

3rd Person 

3rd Person 

Common Masculine Feminine 

}� wi 

';7; n  
== 
';7; _ln  
r';7; sn 

r 0 st 

==}.rw == 
- tn  

4:} sw r,, sy 

"Me" 

''You" 

"Him"f'Her'' ''It" 

"Us" 

"You" 

''Them" 

''Them" / ''It" 

Q 
The 2nd person forms also have later variants with t instead of 1: o � tw, .!:.. tn, ';7; tn .. The 

3rd fem. sing. p s(y) is also written defectively without the oblique strokes. It is distinguished 
from the 3rd fem. sing. suffix pronoun by the grammatical requirements of the context. There 
pronoun r 0 st is commonly used for the 3rd plural "them" and for (often unspecified) "it." 

The dependent pronouns when used as the direct object of a verb tend to get as close to the verb 
as they can, and they precede the subject when it is a noun. 

Exx. 
Q} � ��� r" iw mJJ·tn sy "You (pl.) see her." 

Q} � �- 4:}�� '- iw mJ·n sw sJtj 

''His daughter saw him." 
As the direct object, they can also be used reflexively with the meaning "himself, herself, 
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myself," etc. As mentioned above, these pronouns can be introduced by mk: �� t} i � mk 
sw J:zr wJt. "There he is on the road." ��p "" mk sy "Here she is." · 

§40. Feminine and Plural Forms of the Particle mk 
The particle �� mk actually contains the 2nd masc . sing. suffiX pronoun (·k) and is used 

when addressing a single male individual (and in written documents and literature). When 
addressing a female, the particle takes the appropriate 2nd person suffix: �� mt. Similarly, 
when addressing a group of people, the particle takes the 2nd. common plural suffix ending: 
� :=:::> m[n. The fem. sing. and the plural equivalents of mk have later variants with t instead 
of 1: � 0°mt and ��777 mtn . Note also the common hieratic writings of mk (etc.): ��· 
�� , both read mk (i.e. with no �. 

§41. Transpositions in Hieroglyphic Writing 

1) Honorific Transposition: The bound constructions (§22, la) were sometimes written in reverse 
order to place the second element in first place out of deference or respect. This is regularly the 
case with compounds involving the word j ,  ntr "god" and t � nsw (not *swtn!) "king." In 

titles, the latter is often abbreviated: :j.: nsw . The transposition is not, however, indicated in the 
transliterations. Exx. t ::._ C? pr-nsw "palace" (lit. "house of the king"); I �  /:lm-ntr "l:zm-ntr
pri.est" ("servant of the god"); t � wd-nsw "royal decree" ("decree of the king"); 0 � SJ Rc· "the 
Son of Reco• (part of the royal titulary); � ==} � � Q Q mry Mntw "beloved of Montu," etc. 

A special type of honorific transposition was used in identifying one's father in the Twelfth 
Dynasty and earlier. Although the bound construction is used, the father's name is placed first. 
As with the cases above, they are simply read in reverse order: j e:_ � � Q Q � Mry sJ 'lntf 
"Mery son of Intef'' (and not Intef son of Meryl). After the Twelfth Dynasty, this form of 
honorific transposition was dispensed with, and the names were written in the order that they 
were to be read. The other forms of honorific transposition were, however, retained in full force. 
2) Graphic Transpositions: Sometimes signs were written in reverse order for aesthetic reasons in 
order to avoid unsightly gaps, etc. So, for instance, occasionally one finds o} for wt and �LI 
for qJ . Narrow vertical signs tend to precede the birds that should follow them: e.g .  for �} wg 
"decree," l� � JIJ.t "field." In particular, note the word � , which is read !Jft (not *!Jtf!) 
"according to"; "corresponding to"; "when." 

§42. Combination Signs 

Some signs can be combined with others either to produce a new sign or to write the two in a 
more compact manner. Of the former category are ] in ] Q A ii "to come," !. in(i) "to bring," 
Q:?l is "Go!" and 7?� sm "to go," in which the "walking legs" are an integral part of the sign. 
Signs optionally joined for aesthetic reasons include 1f we, l,t mJ , � JJ, � mm, 
� smc(w) "Upper Egypt." The sign A)f is read m (originally mi), but its variant writings � 
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and )."can be read as m and less often me. The sequence me is usually written �, but this can 
also be read· as m, especially in writings of mk "see!" (§40) . The words in which such · 

combination signs occur will be learned later; those presented here are intended only to provide 
examples of the phenomenon. 

§43. An Overview of Adjectives 

Adjectives can be used in three ways: 
1) As a Qualifier: modifying a noun, r � � � � s!Jr nfr "a good plan" 
2) As a Predicate: forming a sentence, �� r �� nfr si:Jr "The plan is good." 
3) As a Noun: � � nfr "a good one"; �� nfrt "something good" 
As has been seen previously, adjectives as qualifiers follow the noun they modify and agree 

with it in gender and number: !, � ";; �? !Jt nbt njrt6 "all sorts of fine things," 
��� .:;,.�� dpt'i tn nfrt "this fine boat ofmine," r �� �JQ � s!Jr pn bin "this bad 
plan." (Note that the adjectives pn, tn, and nb are used before other adjectives.) 

The words o::::::;o � Q  ky and '?/:' kt "other," "another" do not follow the noun because they are not 
adjectives, but nouns meaning "(an)other one." The noun that follows is standing in apposition 
(§22, 2) and specifies what category the "other" thing/person belongs to. 

§44. The Predicate Adjective 

The adjective, as in English and other languages, not only serves as a modifier of nouns ("the 
big boat"), but can serve as the predicate of a sentence (''The boat is big.") . The adjective, when 
serving as predicate, occurs only in sentence initial position, i.e. as the first word of the sentence. 
It occurs almost always without introductory particle. It can be preceded by 1\. � mk, but never 
by Q} iw. 

The predicate adjective is invariable with regard to gender and number and does not agree 
with the subject. If the subject is a pronoun, the dependent series is used. The idea of tense is not 
present in sentences employing the predicate adjective, but there is little problem translating 
them, since the time reference can be established by context. Egyptian does not permit the 
compounding of predicate adjectives in sentences comparable to the English sentence: "The boat 
was big and beautiful." 

Exx. 

��� �� � '"J dpt tn. "This boat is large." 

� � � r,, '"J sy "It is large." 

6Possibly one should transliterate .this as a plural: !J.(w)t nb(w)t nfr(w)t, but this common phrase is almost always 
transliterated as if it were singular. 
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� � C(l _ � � � nfr pr n(y) 13ty ''The vizier's house was nice." 

� � � }r nfr sw "It was nice." 

§45. Exclamatory }'' -Wy ''How • • •  !" 
The dual form of the adjective (ending in �' -wy, written after the determinative) is used as a 

predicate adjective with an exclamatory force: "How . . . !" This is known as the "exclamatory 
-wy ." Originally it meant "doubly bad," "twice good," and so on, but the original meaning was 
not retained, and these exclamations should not be translated as duals. 

Exx.  
� � } '' p" nfrwy sy "How good she is!" 

���}"�� _ Q =� c3wy pl)ty n(y) 1mn! 

"How great is the might of Amun!" 

§46. The Impersonal Predicate Adjective + Dative 

The predicate adjective-without a subject-can be followed by a dative, mostly with the 
meaning "Things are [adjective] for a· person." Sometimes English would prefer a verb and 
adverb "It goes well for." "Things will tum out fine for," etc. The term "impersonal" means that 
the "subject" is non-specific, i.e. "things in general," "circumstances," etc. In English one must 
use a "dummy" subject like "it" or ''things," but in Egyptian, one could simply omit the subject 
altogether. 

Exx. 
JQ - �"7 b' . � .lt z mwy n·z 

"How bad it is for me!" I ''How bad things are for me!" 

� �1 1 1 - � t:=:l t:=i a. D ""- csJ n·fm mnmntf �""'\� '-- � - - I l l  
"He became rich in cattle." (Literally, "It was plentiful for him in his cattle ."). 

�� }" - �� C(l nfrwy npr nsw  

"How good it is for the palace." 

''It will go well for you here with me." 

§47. The Independent Use of the Feminine Singular 

As noted in §§21;  43, adjectives can be used as ordinary nouns. Of particular importance is the 
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use of the fern. sing. form of the adjective to mean "something that is . . .  ," "what is . . . ," or "a . . .  

thing." Exx. �? nfrt "a good thing," "good" (as a noun); JQ � hint," "what i s  bad"; 

::::=; �o� cJt "something great." 

§48. The Adjective + Noun: A Bound Construction 

With reference to people and gods, Egyptian frequently uses an adjective followed by a noun to 

modify a preceding noun, the whole phrase constituting a bound construction (§22, la) . A very 

similar construction is found in English, but it sounds archaic or convoluted: � � 'T' nfr lJr "fair 

of face" etc. Sometimes one can translate along the lines of "with fair face" or "whose "face is 

fair," or the like. A particularly favourite expression was J:;. Q � � �} 0 � bnr1 mrwt "sweet 

with regard to love," or "whose love is sweet," or "lovable." Certain combinations are idiomatic 

only in Egyptian and are best translated by a single term. Some expressions are flattering� others 

not. Exx. LJ� r 6 I qJ sJ "high of back" = "arrogant," "presumptuous" (and as a noun denoting 

such a person); .Ll� J !}� qJ !Jrw "high of voice" = "noisy" ("loud-mouth"); A }'\( Jw ib 
"long-hearted" = "joyous," "happy"; jl1ll\} � Jw 4rt "long-handed" = "generous" (i.e. always 

extending· the hand to help others). When adjectives are used as modifiers, they agree in gender 

and number with the antecedent. E.g. _i";j:;_Q� � �}0� s bnr mrwt "a lovable man," but 

the fern. sing. adjective is required in �tlJ:;.o � �  �}0� sJt bnrt mrwt "a lovable 

daughter." 

§49. The Comparison of Adjectives 

As with the ancient Semitic languages, there are no comparative or superlative forms of 

adjectives (e.g. corresponding to bigger, biggest) . The concept, of course, was very much a part 

of the language. In fact, Egyptian writers were quite given to hyperbole; often things were not 

just "good," they were "the best in the entire land," and "so fine that nothing like them had ever 

been seen (or done) since the era of the primeval gods," and so on. The comparative notion is 

conveyed by use of the preposition r "with respect to," "compared to." This use is known as the 

"r of comparison." 

Ex. 
� � liJ "'--I .A._ .-. � I .A._ - fl!' .A._ _0 
__.. ...1\:)\ lU �H - �.H fliBJ .H c3 s3·i r s3 n(y) sspn. 
"My son is bigger than the son of this scribe." (Literally, "My son is big by comparison to the son of 
this scribe.) 

The use of the preposition r can occur with adjectives used as modifiers or with the predicate 

adjective. The use of r "more than" is fairly broad and can even be used with some verbs when 

the idea involved is "doing more/better/farther than," etc. 

Exx 

� � r 0 <:> : <:::::;> nfr st r !Jt nb(t) ''It was fmer than anything." 

7In words with a final r there is a tendency to shift to i. The older fonn with r is used in transliteration. 
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�� l�o J�.o[<>� """1 ":;; �.cO mk l;nqt bnrt r dpt n(y)t bit 

"Here is a beer (that is) sweeter than the taste of honey." 

Q} ::;_ ;::_ .= � 'SnJ <> � � l<-. iw mri·nft.sm r sJtf 

"He loved the dog more than his daughter." 

§SO. The Superlative Notion 

There were no special adjectival forms. Rather, the concept of the superlative ("biggest," 
"tallest;' etc.) was expressed by a genitive construction (either bound or with genitival n[y]) in 
which the second element is the plural form of the first element: � � wr wrw or 
�� -�}� wr n(y) wrw "great (one) of the great ones" or "greatest," � 

1\� � 
� 

1\�� c3 cJw "grand (one) of the grand ones" or "the most grand." The idea is 
identical to that of "king of kings" (first among kings) familiar from literal translations of 
Biblical Hebrew. Additionally, the phrase <:::> : <:;:::::;> r bt nb(t) "more than anything" often 
conveys the superlative notion. 

Ex. 
(He said): �g� <:;:::;> ���� -�}� 
imy-r pr wr, nb·i, wr n(y) wnv . . .  

(He said): "High steward, my lord, greatest of the great . . .  " (Peas. B 53) 

VOCABULARY IV 

'? ib "heart," "mind" Cf. Semitic lb, lbb "heart, mind" 

JL in (preposition) "by, through" (expresses agent or means in passive constructions) 

Q� � iqr adj . "excellent, dependable, reliable, worthy" Cf. Hebrew ,R: (yiiqar) "precious, 
highly esteemed"; Arabic .;�.J (waqur) "dignified, venerable" 

��· · csJ adj . "many' numerous"; (of people) "rich" m "in/with (things)" (The plural strokes 
are a semantic determinative.) Cf. (?) Semitic gtr Hebrew ,-ai:s7 (csr) "to be rich" 

� wJt "road," "path," "side" 

01=: web adj. "pure"; verb "to purify (oneself)," "to bathe"; also with dependent pronoun "to 
bathe oneself' 

� wr (adjective) "great"; abbreviated 1)} ,  and as noun "great one," "ruler (of a foreign land)"; 
in titles "chief," etc.; imy-r pr wr "high steward" Cf. (?) the Semitic roots rbb, rif "great." 

� .o o bit "honey" 
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J � Q � � bnr "sweet, pleasant" (of taste; of a person's  disposition) 

� .:._ L? pr-nsw "palace" (lit. "house of the king") 

Si � piJ,ty (n. masc.) "might, power" (of god, king), "strength" 

� � m3c "true, just, fair, right, correct"; "innocent" (as legal term) 

iQ mi (preposition) "like" 

� � mri "to love," "like" 

�}0ilJ mrwt noun "love" 
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o� � nl;lm "to rescue," "save"; "to take away," "to take out"; "to withdraw" Cf. Arabic J.
(l;zml) "to bear, cany, take"; stem VITI (iftacaza stem) "to carry off, take away" 

l '  n1r "god"; l R l)m-n1.r the l)m-n1.r-priest; pl. j 2 * l)mw-nJ.r "l)m-n1.r-priests" 

S rdi, (irregular verb) (hieratic variant 3 rdi not rc!) "to give"; "to put, place"; rdi c n "to 
give a hand to (a person)," "to help (a person)" Possibly a remote connection to Semitic ntn, 
ndn, ytn "to give, put, place." 

Rdi is a third weak class verb, but it has a particular feature: some forms have initial r and 
some do not: check the mutable verb chart (Appendix 1) as each new verb form is learned. The 
circumstantial s4m-jform is usually � di-j; but examples with initial r are also found. The 
circumstantial s4m·n-jform is with initial r: S ;::::_ rdi·n-j. 

R � 1)m "slave," "servant"; fern. R o � l;lmt "slave," "servant woman" . 

2 1 � .{:lm-j"His Majesty" (said of the king); R 1 � .{:lm·i "My Majesty" (said by the king) 

E-A l)msi (4th weak) "to sit"; with m "to live (in/at a place), dwell" 

l � 0 J:mqt "beer" Cf. (?) the Semitic root *l;lmr) "to be sour, fermented." 

e�-'- !Jm "to not know (something/somebody)"; "to be ignorant (of something)" 

!}jl} brw "VOiCe, SOund"; �!}�, abbreV. n� , � mJC !Jrw (Said Of deceased) "justified," 
"vindicated" (I.e. in the trial court of the hereafter, the deceased has been declared innocent, 
and is admitted to the hereafter.) 

r l �� sfJJ ''to remember'' 

�. s "pool," "pond," "lake" 

Ll� J qJ "tall, high"; "exalted"; "loud" (cf. English "at the top of one's voice") 

� � gmi "to find" Cf. (?) the Semitic root(s) *�:J I mf I mgy "to find; come; come upon," 
e.g. Hebrew �� (mli$li� "to fmd," Ugaritic mgy "to come upon." 

o= G 1 1 , t "bread" 

� '-1: dpt "taste"; "experience" 
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M} � gw "misfortune," "evil"; and adjective "bad," "wicked"; "sad" 

EXERCISE IV 

. (A) Learn the hi-consonantal sign groups: with i as the second consonant: 

g mi Q...D mi (also written -D) � ti 

With cas the second consonant 

With w as the second consonant: 

1'4. Jw 
o nw 

� lJw 
M {lw  

� iw 
"-::-, o(<> nw 

= mw 

The sign P has the hi-consonantal value sw, but since this feather is the emblem of the 
goddess Macat, it occurs as a "phonetic determinative" in the writing of words from the root mJc. 

With b as the second consonant: 

Y Jb (but also mr) � nb 

With p as the second consonant: 

V wp 

(B) Transliterate and translate:8 

1) Qll?-�� � a=� � a=: r r,, � �� �� ��� � 
2) J- qx  .,n �'' c::::. '--? - � t '-- n e � � � 9;;=> o <::> lt :U ..lt Do \. .:::::. c. O ® <::> I \,<> .:::::. 1 1 1  .:::::. � � �-
3) Q} o� � � 1 '-- 1 � � �to- =., (The context is past time.) 

, 4) t� �� 47� � Q �� �to-Q}���c::::=�� 
t� Ji'' ::. r�� � �  '9'� 3 0  � 

s) Ql3 - P  � - t;r�� �� - P +l'f� � �� � 

Ssome of the texts contain more than one sentence. The particles and predicate adjectives should help indicate the 
sentence breaks. 
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6) Q:tr � � 12 -�� � � ";;." �:tt� 

7) n� · � - o � - � o'' g - o .� : t � '\7 W A...JI 0..1f� l1 1n --0 1 1 1 � __o ,R __o J1 o l!( . ® o I 

S) Ql �-� 2 1 � ! �  � �� � � }���<>�JA : 
Q� � ·<> 1\<>�J� ���� � 

9) ::;, �� :tt'' �I !!.. ��· · +} 1\ : � � t? 
1o) Ql ��c;r� � ::t  � �Y� � 

(C) Parse the words and phrases.from the following sentences of Part (B): 
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1) The verb. 2) .J�Q� �  }''; p" .  3) B� �; 2 r  � . 4) &'� � . 5) � . 6) � 1 2. 
7) A...JI o}; � .  8) The verbs; Q.£,. � . 9) t} . 10) c; r� �-

(D) Write in hieroglyphs and transliterate: 

1) How fine is this house of yours! Here it is in my sight (lit. "face") like heaven! 
2) A man remembers a bad thing, (although) he does not know the good therein (Lesson 1 

vocabulary). 
3) (See,) you are with me as a servant woman. 
4) She is meaner ("bad") than her daughter. 
5) (Behold,) misfortune is on every side (lit. "road"). 
6) We were found on the road by a servant of our Good Lord who had been sent from (m) the 

palace. 
7) Everyone is in joy when they hear it.9 
8) Here is a woman who lives in this city. 
9) How excellent is this plan of yours, to my mind (''upon my heart"), 1° my lord! 
10) My father likes bread more than (§49) honey. 

9Egyptian often uses a plural suffix in reference to a collective noun (i.e. a noun that is singular in form, but plural 
in meaning). This also occurs in English: e.g. "The whole class was talking about their history project." 

lOar "in my opinion" or more freely, "How excellent this plan of yours seems to me." 
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§51. Word Order in the Verbal Sentence 

The basic word order in verbal sentences is, as has been seen, that ·displayed in paradigm I. 
This sentence pattern (i.e. its word order) should be learned now, if it has not already been 

learned. In Egyptian the order of words is crucial in understanding "who did what to/for whom." 

I. Basic Order: Subject, Direct Object, Indirect Object (when all nouns) 

1 2 3 4 5 
Q} !:t � � <> o  - �� I -

' 4d zw l:zm-ntr rpn n ss 

particle verb subject direct object indirect object 

"The priest says this (magical) spell for the scribe." 

When slots 3-5 are all nouns, this pattern is invariable. When, however, some of these slots are 

filled by pronouns, the general rule is that the pronouns (including the dative n·f, n·tn, etc.) take 

precedence qver nouns and they jump as far as possible to the beginning of the sentence .! 

Nothing can intervene between the verb and its suffix pronoun (as subject) except for verbal 

infixes, such as the passive marker ·tw, and the past tense marker ·n. 

n. Direct Object is a Pronoun (Dependent Pronoun moves forward) 

1 2 3 4 5 
Q} � tl � � - �� 

' 4d 1:zm-111r n ss lW sw 

particle verb direct object subject indirect object 

"The priest says it for the scribe." 

lcf. modem languages, such as French: J'ai vu le spectacle. Je l'ai vu. The shifts are less complicated in Egyptian 
than in French. 
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m. Indirect Object is a Pronoun (Dative phrase moves forward) 

1 2 3 4 5 

Q} !:t - i2 <=> o 
"'- I -

' tjd nt J;zm-np- rpn zw 

particle verb indirect object subject direct object 

"The priest says the (magical) spell for him." 

IV. Subject and Both Objects are Pronouns (Indirect before direct object) 

1 2 3 4 5 

Q} ::t - +Jr "'- "'-
' dd �r n·f lW sw 

particle verb subject indirect object . direct object 

"He says it for him." 

Note that the suffix pronoun of the dative phrase takes precedence over the dependent pronoun, 
and the whole dative unit (n + suffix pronoun) jumps ahead of the dependent pronoun. The only 
source for confusion lies in sentences of type Ill, where nj (the dative) might be at first mistaken 
for the past-tense marker and suffix pronoun subject. Such a reading must be ruled out since 
there are too many nouns after it, including a likely candidate for the subject. Only rarely is the 
sentence truly ambiguous,  and in such cases, the context virtually always permits a certain 
interpretation. 

§52. Abbreviations and Defective Writings 

The Egyptian writing system is generally compact and abbreviated and defective writings are 
very common. By defective is meant only that the writing is not as full as it could have been, not 
that it is an erroneous writing. If two identical alphabetic signs come together, they are 
sometimes only written once (e.g. � m in place of �� mm). This also happens with the 
seated man determinative and the 1st sing. suffix pronoun, where it can do double duty for both: 
e.g. �� s3 "son" or s3·i "my son"; Q :::._ � it "father" or it"i "my father," and even itJ (the 
viper Sign, which was not pronounced in it, is thus doing double duty here for the suffix f). 

Common expressions, especially honorific inteijections, are usually abbreviated. The most 
common are f�P cn!J(w), (w)gJ(w), s(nbw) "may he live long, prosper, and enjoy good health! ," 
which is said after reference to the royal family and the palace. We conventionally abbreviate this 
as "l.p .h." (for "life , prosperity, health") . The epithet �ffri}J mJc !Jrw, "justified" or 
"vindicated" said of the deceased, is regularly abbreviated to: u! . The word +.::. nsw "king" is 
commonly abbreviated to : + , e.g. +� ss nsw "royal scribe" (note the honorific transposition 
§41 , 1), and in the royal title � nsw bity "King of Upper and Lower Egypt." 
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Based on evidence from Coptic (where the missing letters were spelled out with Greek letters), 
some words were always written defectively. The most common are l � 0 J;znqt "beer," g .if 
rm1 "person," and the fem. sing. collective noun g lt� rmJt "people." 

Q I I I 

On the other hand, sometimes superfluous signs were added. Often this is by confusion with 
another similar looking word. For instance a t  and stroke are frequently found with words 
employing the town determinative-the scribe was reminded of the word �� niwt and wrote it: 
!ffi o } �1 Hnw "the Residence," i.e. royal city. These superfluous signs are generally ignored 
in the transliterations. 

§53. Vocalic Writing 

Towards the end of the Old Kingdom a system of indicating the significant vowels (ile and ulo) 
was devised, primarily to write the names of foreign towns, people, and so on. In this system, the 
reed leaf Q i was used to indicate i and e, and the quail chick } w was used to indicate u or o .  
The vowel a was not indicated, except in one or two possible cases, QiiJ r:Ja, . Most of the signs 
were alphabetic, but some hi- and tri-consonantal signs were also used. Bi-consonantal signs 
ending in 3 represent the given consonant + l or r. This writing system continued to be used in the 
:Middle Kingdom with very few modifications.2 

During the Hyksos period, however, an attempt was made to also indicate the vowe� a. It was at 
this time that hi-consonantal signs ending in 3 were beginning to be pronounced without the 

consonant 3 (originally close to l or r) . These signs were mostly assigned the value of the given 
consonant plus a, but sometimes they could represent syllables with other vowels. The vocalic 
writing system was probably at a transitional phase in the Hyksos period and both systems were 
in use. Some of the older conventions can be found as late as Thutmose m in the Eighteenth 
Dynasty. Mter that period the newer conventions are in place. Since in the newer system sign 
groups (rather than alphabetic signs) are the rule, the script is known as "group writing." 

In the New Kingdom group writing was much used (and abused) by all scribes, and since it was 
the product of a long evolutionary process it is not always consistent and reliable. For this reason 
its vocalic nature had been long denied by prominent scholars. There now seems little doubt that 
group writing was an attempt to indicate vowels, but that in actual practice, scribes tended to be 

rather careless. New Kingdom group writing is encountered in later manuscripts of good Middle 
Egyptian texts. Exx. Qj� "_i� :JA-bi-na (a man's name), � � (<>� I � l)i-du-na �idon. 
By convention, the 3 may be disregarded in the transliterations. Late Egyptian group writing is a 

very cumbersome system, and students of Middle Egyptian are not expected to have any control 
over it. 

2For a discussion of the development of vocalic scripts from the Old Kingdom on, see James E. Hoch, Semitic 
Words in Egyptian Texts of the New Kingdom and Third Intermediate Period (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1994), pp. 487-504. 
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§54. Nisba-adjectives (Relational Adjectives ) 

There exists within the Afro-Asiatic languages a category of adjective that is derived from 
nouns and prepositions. The term nisba �·relative" is taken from Arabic grammar. In the Semitic 
languages, it is largely used for the "gentilic," indicating a person's  origins (place or cultural 

group). These adjectives are quite analogous to English derived adjectives ending in -er, -em 
-(i)an: ''upper'' (from the preposition "up"), "southern" (from the noun "South"), "Mrican," etc. 
In Egyptian, nisba adjectives are very widely used, and they can also be derived from 
prepositions to create adjectives denoting relationships, e .g .  "which is above," ''who is below," 

"pertaining to," and "belonging to" (the last has already been learned as the genitival adjective 

n(y) "of' [§22, lb]-deriving from the preposition n "to"). 

The forms are identical to those learned for the genitival adjective, and are indicated in table 7. 
Note that masc. nisba forms may be derived from feminine nouns, e .g.  � � Jf bity "King of 

Lower Egypt" (literally "he of the bee") from the feminine word � 'T bit "honey bee." 

TABLE 7: TIIE NISBA ADJECTIVE ENDINGS 

Masculine Feminine 

Singular -(y) -(y)t 

Plural -(y)w -(yw)t 

In nouns ending with t (either as a root letter or as the feminine ending), the masc. plural -tyw is 

usually written with the sign � tiw. (This sign is distinguished from � 3 by means of its 

rounded head in contrast to the angular head of 3 .) 

Sometimes the nisba adjective is written as if it were a dual, probably because the forms were 
pronounced similarly. Thus we have ! 1 � nfr niwty "the local god" (literally "the god who is of 

the city") and � 3!J.ty "who is from the Horizon." The use in these two expressions is virtually 

identical to the so-called "gentilic" of the Semitic languages. This use, to indicate an individual's 
origins, is also attested with Egyptian place and geographical names: from � !J3st "foreign 

land" derives ��I'*' !J.3stiw "foreigners" (used as a masc. pl. noun). 

The word �<.:> imy-r "overseer," "superintendent" is a bound construction whose first 

member is the nisba adjective derived from the preposition m "in" and means "(he) who is in the 
mouth." There is a commonly used playful (but not humorous) variant writing with the tongue 

sign '-1 . This sign is normally read ns "tongue," but as a title it is transliterated imy-r (It is based 

on the pun: "that which is in the mouth" being, literally of course, the tongue!). 

Some of the forms derived from prepositions are written differently than the preposition itself. 

The two most important examples are Q1J=�" <Q1J=, 1]=�. 1]=) imy "which is in" (from the 

preposition � m) and Q� iry "thereto," "connected to," "associated with" (and hence the word 
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Q<>ll iry "companion," i .e.  "[one] who is associated with") ,  which is derived from the 
preposition r "to." Both of these nisba adjectives form a number of compound words (bound 
constructions) with a following noun: E.g. c{)= � � C? im(yw )t-pr "transfer of title to an estate" 
(literally "the things that are in the house"), Qif "9' imy-ib "favourite" ("who is in the heart"), 
Q�� � � iry-cJ "door-keeper" ("he who is at the door"), etc. Such compound words are 
treated as vocabulary items in the dictionaries and will be learned as separate items in the 
vocabulary. 

There are many compound prepositions3 in Egyptian, e .g .  � � m-J)Jt "before." As nisba 
adjectives, it is the firSt element that requires the proper ending:4 if�� .A !  imyw-�Jt "who 
were before," or as a noun "those who were before," i.e .  "ancestors" or "predecessors." Note that 
the plural strokes may be written after the second element, since the whole was thought of as a 
unit. 

Words indicating relation to the cardinal points are derived from nouns. E.g .  � �" imnty 
"western" derives from � � imnt "the West," (which in turn derives from � • imn "right hand," 
which is cognate with Arabic � [yaman] "right-hand side"; "south" and Hebrew rr�: [yamin] 
"right hand"; "south."5) The names of the other cardinal points (and their related adjectives) are 
treated similarly. 

§55. The Use of lry ''Its" I ''Their" 

The nisba adjective Q� iry, var. Q<> ir(y) is used invariably (without regard to gender and 
number) after nouns as a periphrastic ("round about") way of expressing "its" or "their." The 
suffix pronouns are not used, but the appropriate pronoun may be used in translations. (This is a 
more idiomatic way to translate than the traditional "thereto·," "thereof.") The expression 
sometimes expresses the notion of "proper" or "belonging to." There is a variant Q� irw. E.g .  
� � � Q� m st iry "in their (proper) place(s)" (meaning something like "in goOd order"); 
0 00 Q<> mitt iry "it's likeness" ("the likeness thereof') "something like it"· ro 0 Q<::::> hp irw :@: � '\.'\. ' ' � I I I 
"the law (applicable) to it" (said of a crime) . 

§56. Independent Pronouns 

The pronouns of this category have the force of the nominative case, that is, as the subject of a 
sentence. The use of the independent pronouns is, however, very restricted, and as we have seen, 
the sufflX pronoun is used as the subject in verbal and as the topic in non-verbal sentences. The 
independent pronouns are never used as the subject of a verb . These pronouns also are fairly 
emphatic when used (cf. Latin ego, etc.) .  The plural forms are not very common. The 1st sing. is 
directly related to the Semitic pronoun e .g .  Hebrew ":;>j� (:>anogi), Akkadian aniiku "I." The 1st 

3Equivalent to compound prepositions in English, e.g. "in front of," "on top of," "at the bottom of," etc. 
4 In a manner not unlike the English plurals "passers by," "mothers-in-law," etc. 
5The use is practically identical, only the West Semitic speakers' geographic orientation was facing East (hence 

South, to the right-hand side) and the Egyptians' orientation was facing South (thus the right hand-side is West). 
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plural is likely directly related as well. The other forms are probably ultimately related, but from 

within the Egyptian system; they seem to be built on a stem (i)nt followed by the corresponding 

suffix pronouns. There are three basic constructions employing the independent pronouns, of 
which two are dealt with in this lesson. 

Singular 

Plural 

TABLE 8:  THE INDEPENDENT PRONOUNS 

Gender: Connnon 

lst Pers. 

2nd Pers. 

3rd Pers. 

lst Pers. 

2nd Pers. 

3rd Pers. 

0 ink � 

Qjb� inn 
== :;:" 777 ntJ.n 

- r -
.o. 1 1 , ntsn 

Masculine Feminine 

- -
& ntk ;{ib ntJ. 
-

� P nts � ntf 

'T' 

''You'' 

"He/She" 

''We" 

"You" 

''They'' 

The variant writings of the first common singular pronoun are: �ir, Q � ir. 
1)  Independent pronoun as topic in the sentence with nominal comment 

The construction is called the "AB nominal sentence" since noun element A is simply juxtaposed 

to noun element B with no connecting words. In this case element A is the independent pronoun 
and constitutes the topic . Element B is a noun or noun phrase that constitutes the comment. E.g. 

:§:. F. ntk s "You are a man." � Q � � p ntf it· s "He is her father." � p ';";"'; � � ntsn 
nbw pt ''They are the lords of Heaven." Note that in contrast to the m of predication (§24), here 
the link is essential or inherent. The idea is that of identification and not description. This 

construction is never introduced by the particle iw, but m k  (and its various forms) may 

occasionally occur. 

The independent pronouns cannot be used in non-verbal sentences with adverbial comment. 

One may say Q} � � C? iw·k m pr "You are in the house." Or, one niay say �� ==} � C? 
mk 1W m pr "There you are-in the house." But a similar construction with the independent 

pronouns is impossible. 

2) Independent pronouns in the sentences with adjective as comment 

This use is actually a sub-set of the previous AB nominal sentence construction. Here, however 

element B consists of an adjective rather than a simple noun. It is very likely that the adjective 

was used as a noun (i.e. "one who is good," etc.) . The use is almost exclusively with the 1st sing. 

Ex. � � � ink nfr "I am one who was good." �ir Q� � ink iqr "I am one who is worthy." 
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§57. The Inrmitive 

1) Preliminary Remarks! The Egyptian infinitive is a nominal form derived from
'verbal roOts. It 

functions fully as a noun (denoting verbal action), and occurs in any place that one might use a 
noun: with suffixes, as the direct object of verbs, .after prepositions, etc. The infinitive may serve 
as the subject of a sentence with a conjugated verb or even as the subject of a predicate adjective. 
In meaning, the infinitive is often closest to the English gerund (also a verbal noun): "my going," 
"much shouting," "swimming after eating ," etc. English idiom sometimes prefers the use of the 
English infinitive "to go," as in "I decided to go at the last minute." Sometimes, it may be more 
convenient to translate with other derived verbal nouns: e.g. "the arrival," "our descent," etc. 

The Egyptian infinitive has no tense and no voice (i .e .  it is neither active nor passive, and 
therefore can be translated either way-of course the active sense is by far the more common). 
Infinitives are by definition non-conjugated forms (they do not form a unit with a subject). In 
fact, that is often precisely why one used the infinitive rather than one of the conjugated nominal 
verb forms (to be learned later). Before examining the uses of the infinitive, the specific features 
of the infinitive by verb class are detailed. The most notable feature is the occurrence of an 
ending o t in some roots (most notably the 3rd weak class). This t corresponds to that found in 
certain forms of the West Semitic infinitive especially in the final weak verbs: e.g. the root czy 
whose infinitive construct in Hebrew is ni'?� (cazot) "going up." 

Bi-consonantal: both consonants-::t 4d "speaking" 

S-causative forms of hi-consonantal roots: take t ending-P':;: � smnt "establishing" (derived 
from � � mn "to endure") 

Strong verbs: all consonants-PI�� sl:J3 "remembering" 

3rd weak: no gemination, but almost always with t ending-� irt "doing," ro�A h3t 
"descending." 

There are a few apparently 3rd weak verbs that do not have the t ending: e.g .  11 � lJlJ;y "to 
search (for)";6 Ll ,, � J:rsy "singing."7 In such cases, the y is usually written: "· This may 
indicate that in some verbs, y was treated as a· strong consonant. Verbs of this class whose 
infinitives do not have t will be noted in the vocabulary. The dictionaries do not indicate such 
infinitives. 

2nd gem.: gemination is present- Lljj {2 qbb "being cool" 

4th weak:8 Most verbs of this class take t-_£ o � l)mst "sitting; dwelling" (dictionary form 
l)msi), but some verbs have an infinitive without t (these are usually written with " y) .6. �' A 
IJ.rty "travelling overland" 

6p. Westcar, 7, 7. Five more examples could be cited here from a range of texts. 
7p. Westcar, 12, 1 .  
8This is a small class of verbs with i or y as the fourth radical, e.g. Qmsi. 
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Mutable & Irregular Verbs: 

sm: with t 5r�o smt "going"; sm is not, however, a 3rd weak root. 

'Ii, lw: both roots ] Q A iit and � }0 iwt "coming" 

'Inl: l. o init "bringing" 

65 

Rdl: usually with r 6 , � , and hieratic � rdit "giving," "placing," "causing" 

M33: various forms- � �� mJJ, � �- mJn, � � mJ "seeing," the first is by far the 

most common. The writing with n may have arisen for phonetic reasons (J pronounced as 1?9), 
and it might therefore not be a variant form, but only a variant writing. 

2) The Infinitive as Object of Prepositions The infinitives occur after any number of prepositions,  

usually with very predictable meanings. These phrases (including subsequent words), since they 

are prepositional phrases function as adverbs, and occur in almost all places where adverbs do. 

Some of the more notable specific uses are as follows: 

R + infinitive: expresses purpose- <::> � r irt "in order to do" <::> ro �A r hJt "in order to go 

down," etc. This is a very common use. Much less commonly, the r has the force of the 

comparative/superlative (§§49-50): � =: � i ��� <:>Q � . . .  mnmnt c:sJt r ip "  . . .  and 

cattle too numerous to count." (Note that in the translation, however, the comparative/superlative 

affects the adjective. The Egyptian is literally: "cattle numerous with respect to counting.") 

f!ft + infinitive: expresses temporal relationship-"when." E.g. t:' ]QA lift iit "when 

(someone) got there" or "upon arrival," t=';! � � bft mJJ "when seen" (note here that the 

infinitive is translated as if it were a passive-it is neutral with respect to voice, but the English 

requires a passive) . The subject may have to be supplied in the translation, but is not needed in 

the Egyptian. 

M-!Jt + infinitive: expresses prior action-"after (doing)" or "after having (done) ." E.g. 

� $;..11 � �� m-!Jt mJJ "after seeing." 

IJr + infinitive: expresses action in progress-equivalent to English progressive tenses "am 
doing," "was doing," "will be doing" (or "will continue to do"). r � l;zr irt "is doing," r 47� 
J;zr sgm ''was listening." This use will be dealt with at length in the next lesson. Although rare by 

comparison with the progressive use, J.r,r can be used with the infinitive in its other senses, e.g. J.r,r 
wnm·f"on account of its eating (a person's  barley)." 

M + infinitive of verb of motion: Mostly the equivalent of J;zr + infinitive: �]Q A m iit "is 

coming" (Lesson 6). Less commonly, m has a temporal meaning "at": �g Jt l2 m prt l;zm-ntr 
"at the coming forth of the J.r,m-ntr priest." 

M With verbs other than verbs of motion, various meanings are encountered, e .g. � � r m 

irt·s "in doing it," "by doing it" (means). �!:\ m 4d "quote" (literally, "in saying" this is used 

to introduce direct discourse-reported speech-and is used exactly like Hebrew io�?. [lemar] 
"saying"). The infinitive is also used in such expressions as 1\ l�� m wJ.r,m "again" (literally 

9Egyptians regularly transcribed Semitic l with Egyptian n in later times. 
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"in repeating"), e.g. Sf e � ].�� cnlJ m wfzm "living again." Specific idioms are mostly noted 

in the dictionaries and will be presented in the vocabulary lists as separate items. 

3) Infinitives and their Logical Direct Objects Infinitives can be followed by what would have 

been the direct object if it were · a conjugated verb "logical direct object." Note than unlike the 
true direct object, which uses the "accusative" dependent pronouns, the relationship here is 

usually genitival, since the suffix pronouns are almost always used (the dependent pronouns are 

used, however, when the dative or other words must intervene between the infinitive and the 

pronoun).lO 

Exx. 

1\ e:� �r 
m-!Jt irt·s 
after making it (literally "after the making of it") 

..}}'? � � �  o:::::::;o .A <> .CO. � ...&'!:\ I - I JilL 
r mJJ /p" n(y) Nb·i 
in order to see the face of my Lord 

<> � ��� 
rmJJj 
in order to see it 

1\ �� �1\ � l ��� 
m-!Jt gmtj in {�ty 
after the vizier's finding him 11 (literally "after the finding of him by the vizier'') 

4) Infinitives and their Logical Subjects Since infinitives are specifically forms that do not 

conjugate (unite with a subject), the need to indicate the logical subject (i.e. what the subject 

would be if this were a conjugated verb) seldom arises. But just as one can say "thanks to my 

knowing the manager,12 we got front row seats," so too can one express the logical subject in 
Egyptian. 

With intransitive verbs (verbs that do not take a direct object, e.g. verbs of motion like "going," 

"coming," "arising," etc.) ,  the logical subject is expressed either with the suffix pronoun attached 

to the infinitive or the bound formation with a noun following the infinitive. Examples are not 

uncommon. 

lOit should not be surprising that both types of relationships should be found, since the infinitive is verbal in 
meaning and functions as a noun. The nominal relationship is dominant here. 

l l'fhe translation is admittedly awkward, but it retains some of the flavour of the original. A polished translation 
for publication might render it more naturally and note the deviation from the original. · 

12The logical subject of the knowing is the speaker. 
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Exx. 

�g� j2 
m prt J:un-ntr 
at the going out of the J:un-ntr priest 

�2.� r �� l0 <> � ��C? r 
mpn·s m hrw r mJJ prs 
at her going out into the daylight in order to see her house (said of the deceased's b3 leaving the tomb to 
visit what she wishes) 

With transitive verbs (verbs that can take a direct object) the logical subject may be specified, 
but only when the direct object is also specified. In this case the logical subject is either a suffix 
pronoun attached to the infinitive or a noun in a bound formation following the infinitive. The 
direct object follows, and if this is a pronoun, the dependent pronouns are used. Such phrases are 
not particularly common. 

Exx. 

� �� Q ��t} 
lift gmt it'(f) sw 
when his father found him (literally "at the time of his father's finding him'') 

t=- �� � t} 
!iftgmtfsw 
when he found him (literally, "at the time of his finding him'') 

5) Infinitives and their Logical Indirect Objects When the logical,direct object is not expressed, 
the indirect object is expressed by the dative n + noun (or n + suffix pronoun), which simply 
follows the infinitive � :::::. irt nj"(the) making for him." 

If the direct object is expressed and is a suffix pronoun, then the dative group follows, as 
expected: � � ;:::, inj nj "making it for him" (or more literally, "the making of it for him") . 

When the logical direct object is expressed by r 0 st "it," "them," the dative follows st: 
�p o ::::. irt st nJ. (This would appear to contradict the rules of §5 1 ,  but there, the verbal 
predicate! subject/objects relations were involved, and here, the rules governing noun phrases are 
involved. Since irt and st form a bound construction ["the making of them"], they cannot be 
broken up by intervening words or phrases, and the dative phrase must follow.) 

6) Infinitives Serving as Direct Objects of Verbs As a nominal form, the infinitive can also serve as 

the direct object of certain verbs. In particular the verbs have to do with commanding, perceiving, 
saying, wishing, thinking, and causing. 

Exx. 

y�����E:n������*��JJ�����.�. 
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wg13 1Jmj sJd mr pn m-I:Jt gmltj sw gbJ(w )14 m inrw 
His Majesty commanded the dredging of this canal after his f'mding it blocked up with stones. 
(Thutmose m, Canal Inscription) 

n�..> 'tk - o o � e T a.ut � ..A)\ 10--. <> .Jl .1t 0 b 
iw mJ·nfprtwbt 
He saw the emergence of the darkness. 

The use of � rdi "to put, place" (in any verb form) + infinitive to express the meaning "grant 
(to someone) to do something" is not very common. It does not appear to be a causative 
construction (§75, 1), and typically occurs parallel to the "granting" of favours to the king. 

Ex. 
�����ltr!�WllJ��¥1� 
Sw, di·f n·k irt Wzw m l;zbw-sd csJw m cny, wJs, gt 
Shu grants to you the making of millions of jubilees, often, and in health and dominion for 
ever. (Urk. IV 570, 12) 
When the verb �� ri:J takes an infinitive as a direct object it almost always means "to know 

how to" or "to be able to." One should remember that the meaning of ri:J in the present is "to learn 
(of)," but in the past tense (and the stative [§§82, ff.; 89]) it means "to know." 

Ex. 
4� ®�nc��o�nL)� 
iw·k ry·ti15 ts tp �q(w)16 
You know how to attach a severed head. (West. 8, 13) 

7) Infinitives in Captions and Journal Entry Style-The Narrative Infinitive Just as in English, 
Egyptian captions and journal entries are often terse and abbreviated phrases that do not comprise 
grammatically complete statements. Instead of using a conjugated verb, the infinitive without 
introductory particle is used. If the actor is specified, it can follow the infinitive directly in a 
bound construction "the returning of so-and-so." If, however, other words intervene, it is 
introduced by the agent particle JL in "by." 

Exx. 

]Q� ���i �  
iit sJ nsw m TJ Ntr 
The return of the prince from God's Land. 

13Wg is the narrative infinitive, §57, 7. 
14pbJ(w) is the stative (§82) "blocked up." 
15 Rlrti is the 2nd masc. sing. stative (§§82, 89). 
16I;Jsq(w) is the 3rd masc. sing. stative (§82). 
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iit m l)tp in sJ nsw 
The return in safety by the prince . . .  

These can also be used in commemorative inscriptions and historical narratives (in the latter 
presumably to imitate or include journal entries made on military campaigns). In such cases these 
are better translated as full sentences: 

}��.Jl 2 1 �  'f �<>QQ 0� � ;;:  l�J/� 
w{# 1Jm1 br wrryt1 n(y)t (JCmw 
Then His Majesty proceeded upon his chariot of electrum. (Literally: "The proceeding of His 
Ma. sty ") lJe • • • •  

Such caption I journal entry type statements can be distinguished from ordinary sentences in 
several ways (often by a process of elimination): 1) the absence of the particle iw; 2) the final 
weak verbs (and sm) have fmal t; 3) the context is past, and there is no past-tense marker ( ·n)
and it is not a s(/.mw-j passive. This use of the infinitive is known as the "narrative infinitive." 
The narrative infinitive occurs in literary verse, as well as historical prose, narratives. 
8) Inimitives as Subjects of Verbs and Predicate Adjectives As a noun, the infinitive can occur as 
the subject of a verb or as the subject of a predicate adjective. 

Ex. 

�-� ���� 
J!J, sr}m n sJ 
listening is useful for a son. (Pt:alAl. 534) 

VOCABULARY V 

A } Jw "long," "extended"; with 'V Jw ib "happy," with � Jw (/.rt "generous" 

A } � Jwt "length"; tf!!!!4, }! .,;;., '? Jwt ib "happiness," "joy" 

41. 8 3 h "good ''useful " "beneficial" �� "" , ' 

]Q.Il ii and .ll} iw (anomalous verb; infinitives: ]Q� iit and .ll}0 iwt) "to come," "arrive"; 
"return." These two related roots are not exactly interchangeable, and usually a particular form 
prefers one root over the other. (Check the mutable verb chart [Appendix 1] for the various 
forms that have already been learned, and also for each new form learned in future lessons.) 

Q� iry, var. Q<> ir(y) Q� irw (nisba of r) "thereto," "thereof," "belonging to it"; "its," 
"their": see §55. 

Sf-q; cn!J "to live" (exist); not in the sense "to live (in a place)" 

Note the expression Sf-aP  cn!J(w), (w)(/.J(w), s(nbw) "may he live long, prosper, and be 
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healthy!" or "l.p.h." The verb forms used in this expression have not been learned yet, but will 
be presented in Lessons 8-9 §§82, 99. Treat this just as an expression for now. 

�}. � , } � � w4 "to command," "order," "decree"; (noun) "command," "decree" Cf. Arabic �J 
( w� ); li�brew (with metathesis) iQ; ( �liwli) "to order, command, decree" 

} �� � w(JJ adj. "sound," "in good condition," "prosperous" 

Jta�A w(JJ "to go, set out, proceed" (cf. Semitic *wfly, e.g. Hebrew �: (y�a) "to set out, go 
forth") 

2.. A pri 1) "to go I come out" m "from," l.zr "through" (a door); 2) "to ascend, go up" r "to" 

� c;=:A m-1Jt11 (compound preposition) "after," "following," "behind" 

� !:t m 4d "saying" (4d is an infinitive) used to introduce direct discourse (a word for word 
quotation); it can be left out of translations if colon and quotation marks are used. 

Also occurring with the same function is the phrase <::> ::t r 4d "saying" 

> �}� mJw "new" 

>�Jt ..:, mJwt "something that is new," "a new thing" (§21 ,  2); � >�Jt � m m3wt 
"again," "anew," "afresh" (literally "as a new thing") 

J, � mitt "likeness" 

: niwty (nisba) "local," "of the city" 

<? !:( r-pr "temple" 

g ifrm1 "person"; pl. <=> .itl rmpv "people"; g .itl rmtt (fem. sing. collective) "people" 
::= 1  I I 0 I I I -

There is some confusion between the use of the masc. pl. and the fem. sing. collective. 

6 � J:uy (nisba) "upper"; "(one) who/which is above/over"; � C( � l.zry-pr "chief of 
household staff' 

� ljtp "to be satisfied" m "with"; "be at peace," "go to rest," "set" (of sun); transitive: "to 
satisfy," "make content" 

o::&:. z-.- noun "peace " "contentment"· m htp "safely" (when travellino-) oO '.""Y ' • • eo 

� hJst "country " "foreign land" o I � ' 

�� " � hJstyw "foreigners" o � l 1 n � 

t=' bft "in accordance to"; "corresponding to"; "in front of'; "opposite"; bft + infinitive: 

17The t is a root letter and not the feminine ending. 
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"when." Following verbs of speech: "to" (a person of high rank or royalty), i .e. one does not 
.speak to the king, but merely in his or her presence. Note the: writing! This is a case of graphic 
transposition (i .e. the t is placed in a convenient space for aesthetic reasons). 

�], !Jfty "enemy" (a nisba "[one] who is opposed"), pl. � Jt! bftyw 
� br (preposition) "under,". and from the idea of being "under a burden": "bearing," "carrying," 

"holding," "having"; "(being) in" (a state or condition) 

� 0 � brt "belongings," "property," "possessions" 

�� bs or bs(y) "cowardly"; "vile" (of enemy) 

� � st "place"; "seat," "throne"; � � � Q� m st iry "in good order'' (literally: "in their 
[proper] places") . Cf. ? Arabic �"""I eist) "buttocks"; Hebrew nvJ (set) "buttocks," n� (sat) 

"foundation" 

p J� snb adj . "healthy"; "safe"; vb. "to be healthy" (cf. Semitic slm "to be whole, in good 
condition, safe"-here Egy. n corresponds to l and with interchange of m and b) . 

l!fl � qd "to build" 

�� � K3s (place name, feminine in gender) Kush 

e::. drt "hand" o l -

EXERCISE V 

(A) Learn the hi-consonantal sign groups with m as the second consonant: 

-'=== im 1 nm o /:tm 

LJ km 
With n as the second consonant: 

6 in19 � wn 
� mn ff nn20 
� bn  � bn 

Q sn 
With r as the second consonant: 

+ wn (rare) 

1'1- J:tn 
' sn 

18The distinguishing feature of this sign is that the bird is looking down at the ground, having spotted something 
(food?), cf. gmi ••to find." 

19Note the long straight dorsal fm of the int fish. 
20nns sign is distinguished from the sw sign. Nn has only one pair of off-shoots, and sw has two. 
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(B) Transliterate and translate: 

1) Q}�o � � � <?>  C( � � �� Q� ?Jt ::: 12 P Q�Po 
2) Q}ttt ::: � � � �� <r> L?  � �>�Jt � � �./3 

�� �:t} 1\fl� P 1 � 

3) ]Q� 2 ' � <> P>�� � � *' �  ��� =� 
4) - 9 -==- � .J1 q� <> - � 1 c::::> ilrl <> JfJI � <> <::> .jj N O'-'- - � .J1 e_ 1 1  --11 � l!l .1t L..ll � o I I o <> e::. '-'- <> 4°--D Q) l!l ..1J1 __a � __a � lll 

S) g j�Q[ � �}0ji(t 'f(  -�� A } �  _ g ���� �� '--
6) Q}��j - t} ��� -�� Jt? � � Po ==-
7) Q}t ro �j }A :::_ �� '-- <> ::t :=_ : � .::. 

Q� 9 - - r � � t1 �A 9 ,�� ['"] -8) .lt c=t a;...._ � o � $o.l3 -0� 1 .JJ o lli...- .§.. 

� Q..JI � � - <> � 4t_ &o -10) �� == .1t � � I $ - '-- ::z:.� ....... (Cf. §§ 47' 38) 

(C) Parse the words and phrases of(B): 

1) � �� Q�. ?l ::: . P Q� .  2) lffi�. :tl .  3) ]Q� . � � � - 4) , ,  ��� . 
-;;: Jf.Jl �. 5) .g: ,  J:;.Q[  � �}0j, :.._ in the phrase - �I � • 6) � � j - , r o · 
7) ro�J}A· 8) The second ::. . � .  9) �� .  Jl .  10) :=}, � .  

(D) Rewrite in hieroglyphs the following sentences from section (B) according to the directions: 

3) Replace the nouns and noun phrases with pronouns. 6) Replace the nouns with pronouns (first 
clause only). 8) Replace the pronouns with nouns or noun phrases of your choice in the phrase 

Q}� ::. ::.  r o · 

21This is the swallow sign. It is distinguished from the "bad bird" determinative (� a sparrow) by means of the 
swallow tail, which flares slightly and has sharp points, compared to the sparrow's narrow, rounded tail. 

22'fhis sign also has the value Jb. 23This sign must be distinguished from ID g. 
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§58. 1Jr + Infinitive: Ongoing Action � Action in Progress 

The infinitive following the preposition 'f J:J,r has a special function-to express ongoing action 
and action in progress . In general it corresponds to the English progressive tenses "is 
doing"f'was doing" and French en train dejaire. E.g. 'f� J:J,r irt "while doing," 'f��� lio-.. 
J:J,r mJ3f"while looking at him." 

Note that since the infinitive is involved, the logical direct object is in a genitival relation with 
the infinitive [§57, 3] , and if a pronoun, the suffix pronoun series is used. In addition, the 
pronoun st "it"; "them" also occurs as a logical direct object. 

The construction consists of a prepositional phrase, and is therefore adverbial. It can form the 
adverbial comment in sentences of the "non-verbal type." Such sentences are said to involve the 
"pseudo-verbal" construction (a regrettable, but well entrenched, term). 

Like other Egyptian adverbs and adverbial phrases, this construction may be used to modify 
nouns, especially the direct object of gmi "to find" and mJJ "to see." 

Ex. 

�a�� �lb-�2<=>�QQ�o�o�:::-Flb-
wrP pw iri·nj(§136) J;zncjr mryt IJr rdit njcj 

He proceeded with him to the river-bank, giving him his hand. (West. 8, 2) 

�==*�'gz�PJJ*tr-E2 
gmi·nj(§141) sw /:lr prit m sbJ n(y) prj 

He found him just1 as he was going out the door of his house. (Peas. 1, 34-35) 

The construction is conveniently translated by means of the English participle (a verbal 
adjective). The preposition l� J:J,nc "together with" can be used to link two of these phrases, 
and here has the meaning "and." (Egyptian generally does not attempt to express the notion 
"and." See §63 .) 

§59. Sentences Expressing On-going I Progressive Action 

Since J:J,r I m + infinitive are adverbial, they can serve as the adverbial comment in a non-verbal 
sentence (§ 10) . Just as one can say Q}rli.-.. � L:?iw-j !E:...1!l: "he is in the house" (m pr: 

l'fhis is not a statement of fact, but an "explicatory sentence" (§148), which highlights the circumstances: "How 
he found him was as he was going out . . .  " 
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prepositional phrase = adverbial comment), one can also say Q}r 10.-r � � j � � 10.- iw-j J:zr 

Jtp cJi "he is loading his donkey" (Qr Jtp: prepositional phrase = adverbial comment). This 

sentence construction is quite frequent. Like other sentences with adverbial comment, the verb 

"to be" does not occur, and therefore there is no tense distinction. One must rely on the context to 

establish the time frame. Thus, if the context is past tinie, one would translate "he was loading." 

The rules concerning the presence and absence of iw apply here. 

Ongoing action does not need to take place at the moment the speaker was talking (or writing) . 

The iw-j Qr sdm construction can also refer to action that takes (or took I will take) place over a 

period of time, and may include the present time. It can also refer to regularly repeated action. 

This use is close to the English pres�nt perfect constructions: "I have been living in Rome for 

years." "She has been swimming since she was four years old." 

Ex. 
Q � q. • 1f1\ib ������<>��- � � 1\ Q� �. 
l::OP�Q:=ibl&.o = o� <>::; � � ro <> �0 � 
iwjiJ;r wnm t 500, rmn n(y) riv, m iwj-(f), vnc swr J.mqt ds 100 r-mn-m hrw pn. 
He has been eating 500 (loaves of) bread, a side of beef as (his) meat, and has been drinking 100 jugs of 
beer down to this day .2 (West. 7, 2-4) 

If �� mk is used in place of iw, the dependent series of pronouns must be used (as with 

other sentences with adverbial comment, §39). 

Exx. 

Q Q = � := q> .Jb� A =G � lli.... H 777 I U � l:ll 'i7T 
iw it·pz vr wnm t 
Your father is eating bread. 

�� +�i1f��� mk sw vr wnmj 

Look, he is eating it. Or, Look at him eating it. 

1\� t}1\]Q� mk sw m iit 
There he is coming. / Look, he is arriving. 

§60. M + Verbs of Motion-Motion in Progress I Immediate Action 

Verbs of motion (except sm "to go") and certain intransitive verbs ( e.g. l:Jpr "to become, come 

into existence") can be used in a similar construction. The preposition used is often � m rather 

than 'T J;u-, but both are used. Besides conveying the notion of "motion in progress" the 

construction m + infinitive can mean "going to (move)," "to be about to (move)," or "be on the 

point of moving" (or even "will be [moving]," and cf. French.futur proche "Je vais faire . . . "). 

2nus refers to a certain magician's incredible daily rations. 



Exx . 

Ql:! �� r,,�]Q� 
iw mJ·nf sy m iit 
He saw her coming. 

LESSON 6 

Q ����� t(U�rn�A<>�QQ� 
iw gmlpnf sw m h3t r mryt 
He spotted him going down to the shore. 

�--�� � d\. � � o .lJ �- (U= Q� A .*1 1 1  
�0 .lt.iir� rn�..l.l <> o® <>A o  � I l l  �- r �� � 
mt (§40) wi m h3t r Kmt r int cqw im n !:Jrdw·i 
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Look, I'll be going down to Egypt to bring back some provisions from there for my children. (Peas. R 2 
f.) 

§61. Progressive Circumstantial Clauses 

With noun subjects, the absence of iw indicates subordination-a circumstantial clause (§16). 
These can be used in the normal fashion to modify the entire preceding clause, or they can be 
used as nominal modifiers: the relative clause with indefinite antecedent (§38) . 

Exx. 

(I heard a thunderous sound. I thought it was a wave of the ocean,) 

� q> � � � � X c::;::=> 9 t:::::::J t::::::::� 
1 1 1  I ..;r� ..;r� � I I _ _  ..l.l 

fJtw l}r gmgm, t3 l}r mnmn 
but the trees were breaking, and the ground was shaking. (Sh.S. 59 f.) 

1 ��Jt'tiiA.. o}Q} r.-..� ]QA" 
l}f3w pw3 iw1 m iit 
It was a serpent that was coming. (Sh.S. 60) 

In the second example, the clause iwi m lit modifies only the noun l}fJw "serpent" as a relative 
clause: i .e .  "what kind of serpent?" "one that was coming." When modifying the entire main 
clause (whether past or present tense), these circumstantial clauses typically refer to on-going 

activity that was (or is) taking place when a certain action took (or takes) place. 

Ex. 

Q�� � - ["'] 0 � ED T  <:> � q. �Ll .Jt 4:1>- � � <:> .Jl .Jt o --11 "'f" I .lit'S .Jl 
iw m3·nfpn w!Jt, r l}r cq 
He saw the emergence (§57; 57, 6) of the darkness as the sun was setting. 

3The construction X pw expresses the idea "it is/was x" (§129). 
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§62. The Future Tense Construction: 'Iwir sgm 
, 

This sentence pattern is exactly like the structure of the progressive constructions iw·f 1:zr stjm 
and iwjm iit. All the rules of the non-verbal sentence with adverbial comment are expectedly in 
force. The preposition used is r "to, towards" with the sense of futurity. (The notion involved is 
very similar to English "I am going to do" and French "je vais faire," which also involve the idea 
of "motion to.") In this role, the preposition r is referred to as "the r of futurity." The passive was 
formed by means of the pronoun tw: iw tw r sgm "one will hear." 

There were a number of ways of introducing the future tense, but the particle iw is by far the 

most common. The particle mk is used, 
·
and as expected the dependent pronoun series is used for 

the topic. 

Also attested, but less common are: NOUN r sgm and the quasi passive tw r sgm "one will 

hear," which may be a Late Egyptian construction. In neither case is any introductory particle 
used. The pronoun tw is here not used as the passive suffix (as it almost always is), but rather it is 
used as an independent word "one." Structurally, the construction is identical to NOUN r stjm. 

As with the progressive constructions (and otherwise with infintives), when the logical direct 
object is a pronoun, it is of the suffix pronoun series: iw· s r m3 3 i "She will see him." In addition 
to the suffix pronouns, the dependent pronoun st "it"; "them" may occur as the direct object. 

Exx . 

Q} �� <> ]Q��]?l o}o 
iw dpt r iit m bnw 
A ship will come from home. (Sh.S . 1 19-20) 

�� Jr� <>B'�---D �tb� lillll�� q> l=tr�� � :td·,� � 
mk wl r nl,lm cJ·k, sl:Jty, J;zr wnmj4 smc·i 

Look, I will take your donkey, peasant, on account of its eating my Upper Egyptian barley. (Peasant B 1 ,  
11) 

f-QnJl�<=>.LJjJjJ�=-A-����=��p� 
ib n(y) ljm·k r qbb n5 mJJ bJm·srP 
Your Majesty's mind will be refreshed at seeing how they row.7 (West. 5, 15 .) 

iw tw r !nt st r pr-M 

4The infinitive. Here the preposition IJ.r has the meaning .. for," .. because,'' .. on account or• and is not the 
progressive IJ.r + infinitive (§58). 

5The negative arms are here used as a variant writing of the preposition n .  MJJ is the infinitive. 
6This is a second tense form (§147) and means .. how they row." It is a nominal unit and serves as the logical direct 

object of the infinitive mJJ .. seeing." 
7The context is that of a rowing exhibition performed by women as a royal entertainment. 
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One will investigate it at the treasury. (Urk. IV 694) 

o o a � o ru\ � �  � <:> tl!t� -Jl �  I I I I U� �]j 
fW T SSp [1,'\v nW CI)J 

One will take up weapons of war. (P. Petersburg 1 1 16B, 39) 

§63. Coordinating and Disjunctive Words 

77 

Egyptian does not require the use of a co-ordinating word equivalent to English "and." E.g . 

� 1 &, o t IJ.nqt "bread and beer," � � � r...... s ]J.mtj "a man and his wife." Although such a 
sequence would appear to be identical to the bound construction, this can be ruled out on the 
basis of the meaning: "bread of the beer" and "man of his wife" do not make good sense. 

Similarly, there is no common word for "or." Again one must rely upon the meaning in context. 

Occasionally the preposition r 1J.r "on top of' is used with something like the meaning "and": 

"'{" y r ��Q Q � gc ]J.r ]J.wyt "wind storms in addition to rain." Sometimes 1;mc "together with" 

may be used: ;; .�. �� :: =� i rmpv ]J.nc mnmnt "people along with the cattle." In 
�rogre s sive s entences , one  c an use lJ. n c to j oin i nfinitiv e s  

4 � 9 1 if�� �� · · · �� p � Q = j{J 1 � 0 iwj ]J.r wnm t • • •  J:mc swr IJ.nqt "He has been 
eating bread . . .  and drinking beer." 

§64. Vocative 

There is no vocative case in Egyptian_ to indicate direct address to an individual (or 
individuals) . One may start a sentence with such an address, end with it, or insert it at some 
convenient place in the middle. In funerary inscriptions, the text often begins with the vocative 
particle Q� i "0 (you) ." Personal names were probably often thrown into the sentence as 
vocatives, but this use is not common in written texts. 

Exx. 1\� } � <> 'B'�-JJ � til � illl1l � � 9 1 ={]=� � r...... 

+ l1c;=: � mk wi r nl}m cJ·k, s!Jty, J:zr wnm.P smc·i 

Look, I will take your donkey, peasant, on account of its eating my Upper Egyptian barley. (Peasant B 1 ,  
1 1) 

Qj-fl�} : ���� : 
i cn[1,w tpyw t3 (§54) 
0 you living beings who are upon the earth • . .  

§65. Cardinal Numbers 

The Egyptian cardinal numbers are as shown below. The actual names of the numbers need not 

8 The infmitive. 
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be committed to memory, since in practice Egyptologists do not attempt to reconstruct the 

Egyptian numerical system, and instead the numbers of the translation language are used. The 

numerals are indicated by various signs representing various powers of ten. Ones are indicated by 
a stroke ( I  ), tens by a hoop ( n ) , and so on. The signs are written as many times as required: 
n 

n 
n 1 1  32, � � 11 11 11 1 47, etc . Many of the Egyptian numbers are directly related to their Semitic 

counterparts (lJmnw : *tmn "8," but the relations are considerably obscured by unexpected 

phonetic correspondences (e.g. Egyptian lJ for Semitic t) . The corresponding Semitic numbers are 

listed in parentheses in the following chart. 

6 
I l l  srsw I sisw (*sd1.) 1 w'"(w) (*wbd) I l l  

7 
I I  I I  sf&.(w) (*sb'"J 2 I I  sn(wy) (*tny) I l l  

8 
I I  I I  

!Jmn(w) (*pnn) 3 I l l  !Jmt(w) I I  I I  
I I  I 

4 I I  I I  fdw 9 I I  I psg(w) (*ts'") I I  I 

5 I l l  diw 10 n m{j(w) I I  

The number one is frequently written out: e.g. :_t w'", ::=:; 'T wet. The number two is also 

fairly often written out; it is a dual form: � 0} 1 1  snwy. Other numbers are only very rarely 

spelled out. The numbers had feminine forms to agree with feminine nouns, but these are not 

indicated in the writing, apart from the number one when it is spelled out. 

The other units are as shown below. Note in particular the sign for 100 � which resembles the 

w sign derived from hieratic <? • The 100 sign descends farther and is less round than w. 

The names for the units 100-1,000,000 need to be learned, but the others can be dealt with in 

the translation language. 

[?] 
n n n 

psdyw 20 n n 90 n n n 
n n n 

30 n n mcb3 100 � st n 

40 n n J;,m 1000 I !J3 n n  

50 n n n  diyw 10,000 fl gbc n n  

60 n n n  sr(syw) 100,000 '4 J.zfn n n n 

70 n n n n sf&.(yw) 1 ,000,000 w J;,J.z n n n  

80 n n n n !Jmn(yw) n n n n  
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Numerals are written in combinations beginning with the highest unit in descending order. For 

example, the number 236,258 would be written: �� flfl fl  I I I I l l� �  n n
n

n l l l l .  The 

numerals are not transliterated; instead the Arabic numerals are used. The sign :i Iii) falls into 
disuse with the meaning "one million," but continues to occur as a word meaning "a great 

number." 

§66. Use of the Numerals and Numbers 

The numerals are written after the noun, which is usually written in the singular. E.g.  C: 1 1 1 1  
pr 4, "four houses"; �� 

n 
1 1  dpt 12 "twelve boats." This use is probably derived from 

inventory style, in which things were itemized and followed by a number indicating quantity. 

This practice is particularly evident when the demonstrative adjective (§78) is used with 

enumerated nouns-the singular demonstrative is used: ��� ('>� 1 1 1  p3 !Jrdw 3 "these 3 

children." P3 is the masculine singular form "this" (§78) . The demonstrative agrees in gender 
with the noun that is enumerated, but only the singular is used: �� 1 1 1  .::._ dpt 3 tn "these 

three boats." 

With the numbers 100 and 1000 , the demonstratives were used differently. In this case, the 

demonstrative must agree in gender with the number: feminine for 100 (st) and masculine for 

1000 (/}3). As with other numbers, however, only the singular is used. Exx. c� �� � t39 t 100 
"these 100 loaves (of bread)," �� G� I p3 t lJ3 "these 1000 loaves (of bread)." 

It seems likely from later evidence that in actual spoken Egyptian (apart from Egyptian as it 

was read from written documents), the number was generally said first and was followed by the 

plural noun. (This would presumably be the bound construction [§22, la] meaning, "four of 
houses.") This was not, however, the case with number two, which even in Coptic follows the 

noun. 

When the number one is written out, it usually follows the noun and agrees in gender. In 

addition to "one" it can mean "unique," "sole," "only," etc. E.g. � � ::=; � w3tj wet "one 

side of it," I ' :t ntr we "the unique god." Sometimes it precedes the noun and is linked by the 

genitival adjective n(y ): :t - � } 0 we n(y) hrw "one day." This later became the indefinite 

article "a," "an," and some early examples can be found in Middle Egyptian. 

"One of a group" can be expressed by the preposition m: :t �:; c:::::o 'fo � l we m !Jrdw "one 

of the children," :t Q� � we im·tn "one of you." This use is known as the partitive. 

The number one can be used as a noun in its own right, e.g. in the expression :t <;:::;;> we nb 
" " Th 

. .6-- Q Q  e ky d .6-- .6-- e c "th every one. e expressiOns .....o 1 • • •  c::::o> w . . . an .....o 1 • • •  .....o , w . . . w mean e one . . . 

the other." The word :t we can also be translated as "individual" in some contexts. 

The higher numbers (1000 and above) are usually written before the noun and either the m of 

predication or the genitival adjective n(y) connects the number to the noun. E.g .  I � � 1 � o 

9TJ is the fem. sing. demonstrative pronoun "this" (§78). 
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l:JJ m t l;mqt "a thousand (loaves) of bread and Gugs) of beer" (a standard line in the funerary 

offering formula), �_ 0'@ � n(y) sp "a million times." 

The Egyptians had a very cumbersome system of fractions, and it should be examined by 
students only at a more advanced levei.lO A few fractions are, however, fairly common: c= gs *• 
and much less often fTii r 4 (hieratic equivalent x "tzsb) �. and '9 nry %. (Apart from %, all 
Egyptian fractions have only 1 as the numerator. One had to add a series of fractions with 
differing denominators until the right total was achieved.) 

§67. Ordinal Numbers 

For "first" the nisba adjective tpy �' (var. � ,  U ) derived from the preposition "on top of' � 
tp is used (i.e. "to head the list") . As expected with the nisba adjectives, it follows the noun 

� Qi �, m sp tpy "on the first occasion," � � � � bmt-f tp(y )t "his first wife." It can also 

mean "chief' or "head" (i.e. "number one") 1 � f l;zm-ntr tpy "chief l;zm-n:t.r-priest." 

The ordinal numbers "second" to "ninth" are formed with the suffix o -nw attached to the 
cardinal number: � R sn-nw "second," but other numbers are usually 

.
written with the numerals 

� 2-nw "second," 161 3-nw, "third," etc . for the masculine. The suffix � nwt is the feminine 

form. In earlier Middle Kingdom texts, the ordinal number is placed before the noun, and agrees 

with it in gender: 1 161 '  Qi 5-nw sp "the fifth time," � � � � � m 2-nwt-j st "in his second 
position." In later texts, the ordinal numbers are treated like adjectives and follow the noun: 

{ � ��� mpt 3-nwt "the third year," r J *[""] I �  I sbJ 4-nw "the fourth door." 

Ordinals from "tenth" and higher were formed by use of the word \ mb and its feminine form 

� mbt "filling up," "completing" (these are grammatically participles-verbal adjectives [§1 17 
ff.]) .  The cardinal number is placed at the end of the construction: *� d n 1 1 -;;: � wnwt mbt 
12 n(y)t hrw "the 12th hour of the day." 

§68. Measuremen� 

There were a great many measures some precise and standardized, but others were not at all 
accurate (e.g. === p o ds "jug") . Only the more important units of measure are here indicated. 

Some measurements were actually standardized, but the standards occasionally were changed. 

And we know from actual texts that the standards were sometimes (often?) subverted or at least 

differed regionally. (One gentleman farmer instructed his agents to use his personal measure in 

order to collect everything owing to him.) 

1) Volume. The basic grain measure was the /)qJt (ca. 4.54 litres) written variously: 1 � ... ·CD , .·� , 

I leo, .·cb , :-�cr:: , leo . A larger unit was the � ft (var. ft )  bJr "sack," which held 20 bqJ; (ca. 

90.8 li�es). A measure for liquids (beer, milk, honey, etc.) was the �o}o hnw "hin" (ca. 0.5 
litre) . (This word is probably the origin_ o.f Biblical Hebrew T'i'J (h"in) a much larger liquid 

10 A fairly complete outline of the fraction system can be found in Gardiner, EG §265 ff. 
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measure.) Rather common for beer is � r 0 ds "jug," of unknown size (if it was even partially 
standardized is unknown). All of these measurements are placed directly after the item, e.g. 

:tl,� lJ, nnnnn l l l  smc J;zqJt 53 , "53 J:zeqats of Upper Egyptian barley," 

l�o!E,.o}o � � 11 11 11 1 J:znqt hnw 47"47 hins ofbeer." 

2) Length. The cubit ..:J mJ:z was a common measure of length (ca. 52.3 em) .  It was subdivided 
into smaller units, but these are normally encountered only in technical and mathematical texts. 
There were several units for measuring long distances (e.g. � !Jt 100 cubits), but these can be 
treated as vocabulary items to be looked up in the dictionaries if encountered. E.g. 
�. -.:J � nnnnn s n(y) mJ:z 150 "a pool of 150 cubits." The phrases �A} � m Jw:f"in 
its length" and �} r � � m ws!J:f"in its width" may follow measures of length. The suffix 
pronoun of course agrees with the gender and number of the object(s) measured, and one may 
translate the phrases as "in length" and "in width." 

3) Weight. From the Eighteenth Dynasty on, metals (gold, silver, copper) were measured by the 
deben ::;: c::J (dbn) of ca. 91  grams. The deben was subdivided into 10 qidet: �� qdt. 
E.g.D1�, ::;:  c::J n nn n n � � 1 1  J;zmt, dbn 50, qdt 2 "copper, SO deben, 2 qidet." 

4) Area. The main unit of land measurement was the Egyptian aroura (by its Greek name): 
d:;c::J st}t measuring 100 cubits squared (2735 sq. meters or a little more than ¥.3 acre) . E.g. 
� g • f �_e_ I l l  ���l®? �0CJ n n 1 1 Jl;twt nfr(w)t st}t 25 "25 arouras of good arable land." 

§69. Dates & the Royal Titulary 

The Egyptian year was divided into twelve months (� � Jbd) and three seasons: :!, Jljt 
"inundation," � � prt "winter," and c:::::l := 0 smw "summer." Each season had four months of 
thirty days, for a total of 360 days, but the year was "filled out" to 365 days with the inclusion of 
the five "epagomenal" (added) days. Dates begin with the signs for "regnal year": f@ l;zJt-sp 
(the normal word for "year" is f � rnpt). This is followed by a numeral, then the following 
sequence: Jbd X J!Jtlprtlsmw, sw Y "month X of inundation/winter/summer, day Y ." The word 
for "day" in dating sequences is � , 0 sw and it probably means "date" as opposed to just "day," 
although it is to be translated "day." E.g. f@ 1 'jj' if! 0 - l;t.Jt-sp 1,  Jbd 2 J!Jt, sw 8 "Regnal 
year 1 ,  second month of inundation, day 8 ." The numbers of the day of the month are regularly 
written horizontally in hieratic texts, as in the example above. The number before the season is 
very likely the ordinal even though it is not particularly indicated. In hieratic texts � Jbd 1 
occurs without variation, but in hieroglyphic inscriptions, we usually find the writing V c:::::l := 0 
tpy smw "the first (month) of summer" (without the word Jbd) . 

The last (thirtieth) day of the month was called L) Q Q 0 crqy. It does not occur in conjunction 
0 

with 1 sw. It can be translated "last day (of the month)." 

Dates were given by the regnal year of the current king, and therefore the royal titulary is a 
major and integral part. After the date, the titulary formula follows, with the royal name enclosed 
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in a cartouche: � 2..!... � � t:::::l � lJr ljm n(y) nsw-bity Mn-lJpr-Rc "under the Majesty of the 
King of Upper and Lower Egypt Men-kheper-Rec ." This is the minimal formula, and even this 
would be followed by the laudatory or honorary interjection: "given life!" 

The full titulary consists of five names, and these are listed in a specific order, and particular 
epithets are associated with the different names. The full titulary -established and proclaimed 
immediately upon accession to the throne-consists of 1) � ljr: Horus name, 2) � Nbty 
Nebty (''Two-Ladies"ll) name, 3) � ljr nbw: Golden Horus name, 4) � nsw-bity ("King of 
Upper and Lower Egypt") + Prenomen in a cartouche (the prenomen almost always contains the 
name of Rec), 5) � sJ Rc ''the Son of Rec" + Nomen in a cartouche (the name borne before 
taking the throne) ,  6) laudatory epithets, e.g. &Jf-� 1 0 1  £l di cnlJ 4d wJs mi Rc gt "given life, 
stability, and dominion like Rec, forever." The order of these elements was very strictly followed. 
The only variation is with the laudatory epithets, and even here, only three or four set phrases 
were used. Since the full titulary is very long, abbreviated formulas are the norm, the prenomen 
being the most crucial to the identification of the particular king. It often occurs alone or with just 
the nomen. Within a dynasty it was common to use the same one or two nomen over many 
generations.  (We distinguish like-named kings by such designations as Am.e�otpe I, Ramses IX, 
etc., but the Egyptians relied mainly on the nomen and the associated prenomen.) The other 
names are not placed in a cartouche, and are customarily translated-they are usually highflown 
and difficult to translate. They frequently employ the adjective + noun bound construction (§48). 

The full titulary of Thutmose II: 

2� �D �� 1P � �I +QQQ � t �Jr� 

� � � (�1.� �JQ���Jf-} 
Ij.m n(y) Ijr: K3-n!J.t, wsr pJ:tty (§48), Nbty: Nsyt-ntr, Ijr nbw: SlJ.m-lJprw, nsw-bity cJ-lJpr-n-Rc, s3 Rc 
l)J:twty-ms, nfr hew (§48), J:tr st Ijr (§22, la) n(y)t cnhw 

The Majesty of Horus: Mighty Bull of powerful might, The Two-Ladies: Kingship of the God, 
Golden Horus: Powerful of Forms, King of Upper and Lower Egypt c A-kheper-en-Rec, the Son of 
Rec Djel;mty-mose whose appearance in glory is grand, upon the Horus throne of the living. (Urk. IV, 
137) 

The royal titularies are quite complicated, not to mention the fact that kings sometimes changed 
their names, or used minor variants, or added certain epithets inside the cartouche, etc. A 

convenient source book in English that is approachable by beginning students is not yet 
available . All the kings' names are, however, contained in German translation in a lexicon of 
Egyptian kings.l2 

l iThe "two ladies" in question are the goddesses Nekhbet and Edjo. 
12Thomas Schneider, Lexikon der Pharaonen (Zurich: Artemis, 1994). 
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§70. Sp sn: "(Read) Twice" 

The sign sequence � sp sn "two times," "twice" indicates to the reader that one or more sign 
or even a complete utterance is to be repeated. Frequently it is used to repeat a word for 
intensification: �� � nfr sp sn = nfr, nfr "very good." Only in magical spells does sp sn 
indicate that a whole sentence or phrase is to be repeated. (And there, it may even be sp 4 i.e. to 
be read four times, etc.) 

VOCABULARY VI 

�1� 3� "field" (specifically agricultural land) 

Q ::;: ���. abbrev. Q ==�� 'lmn-n!Jt Amen-nakhte (a name) 

l ini (anomalous 3rd weak; infinitive int) "to bring"; "get," "acquire," and many other idioms. 

(This is not a "verb of motion.") . Note that the s(},m·n-j forms are written l "
in·(n)-jand ..H="- in·n-j. 

� �� c1;,3 "to fight"; "to wage war'' 

� .ll cq "to go in" with m (a place); with r "to a person"; l;r "by (a door)"; of sun "to set" 

� g � wnwt "hour"; and general "time"; "moment" 

=[I=�� wnm "to eat," "consume" 

� :=, � � m-b31;, "before," "in the presence of' (used of an audience with the king, or when 
ushered in before the gods) 

�Q Q � 1 mryt "shore," "bank"; "quay" 
�QQ 0� Mryt Merit (a name) 

::l ml; "to fill" with m "with"; \ , :;:t ml;, ml;t + cardinal number = ordinal number (§67) 

:::.:1 mf; "seize," "grasp"; "take (into detention)" (for a crime) 

:J mf; "cubit" (523 em) 

a�}� mdw 3rd weak verb (infinitive a�� mdt): "to speak," mdw n "speak to (a person)"; 
mdw f;nc "have words with (a person)," "dispute," "contend (with a person)"; 
noun: "speech" 

a�� mdt "speech," "word," "words"; "thing," "matter"; f;r mdt n(y )t (a person) "on (account 
of) the word of (a person)" 

T nbw "gold" (depicts a gold collar or necklace) 

rn � .� . - nhy n(y) "a little (of something)," "some," "a few" 
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j �� ntrt "goddess" 

l.J P T IJ.bs "garment"; pt "clothing," "clothes" 

� �, � � ]Jmt "wife," "woman" Cf. ? Semitic *IJ.mt "husband's mother" 

a f':j
:.P>- hew "weapons"· "equipment tools"· a f':j:.P>- 0 IU\ � � hew --11 ' I I  1 w ' ' ' --11 ' I I I I U....J �'Jj w 

a (<l:.P>- IU\ � � hew ehJ "weapons of war'' --11 I I I U....J � 'Jj w • 

n(y)w ci;.J ,  

$).6 lJpr "to come into existence"; "to become," "to happen," "to take place"; "to change," 
"turn" m "into"; "to come I arrive" (of time), and other meanings I idioms to be 
looked up in the dictionary (Cf. ? Semitic *blf "to pass on"; derived stems "to 
change" 

e 
<> lJr (preposition) "with," "by," "near," (a god or king)"; "under" (a king's reign)"; (speak) 

"to" (a king) 
:.P>- � 

0 1 lJt, (noun masc .) "tree," "wood," "lumber"; "mast" (of ship) pl. 'fi',1 lJtw 

p �i. p �Qj swr "to drink" (? an s-causative cognate to Semitic *rwy "to drink one's fill") 

r .J �� sbJ "door'' 

0'@ sp ''time," "occasion"; "deed"; "misdeed," "fault" 

� sp sn "twice" This indicates to the reader that some signs need to be repeated. (See §70.) 

r >�� ' r >1\�� sm3 "to kill," "slay" 

Jl!l[ � slJt "fields," "meadow," "country" (in contrast to the town) 

Jl!ill. zz � slJty (nisba from slJt) "peasant" 

r $}. slJpr (s-causative) ''to create," "bring into existence," "cause to be," "bring about" 

PTo. � sti "to shoot" 

+ /,� smc "Upper Egyptian barley" 

Q 7 ib sni "to investigate," "enquire into" (a matter); "to curse"; "to conjure,'' "exorcise" (an 
illness) 

� D ssp "to take " "accept " "receive" 
/l.IJ.I- '--0 ' . ' 
� � qd "reputation," "character," "nature"; "extent," 1 Q � 1: � mi qdi "in its entirety" 

.Q. km "to complete"; � g � 0 m km (infinitive) n(y) Jt"in the completion of an instant" 

� l T grl:z "night" m grl:z "at night," "in the night," grl:z mi hrw "both night and day" 

� tp noun "head"; preposition "on" 

t(, (var. � )  tpy (nisba) "which is on"; "principal," "chief'; £.,,U "first" 
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n I !lbc "finger"; n "1 0 ,000" ( cf. Semitic *:J� be "finger'') 

EXERCISE VI 

(A) Learn the hi-consonantal sign groups: with I:J as the second consonant: 

With l:J as the second consonant: 

With s as the second consonant 

l ns14 
c:: , c:::: 16 gs 

With q as the second consonant: � cq 

With k as the second consonant: l sk 

(B) Transliterate and translate the following sentences. 

l) QJr�l\- ���OI:�Q ��r ��.ll � PJ l\� - � 
2) Q}r � � � Jl!lli�� !!.. Lll\ '1 �!� � � �  �� n 1 1 1 l�o 

:== o I I  I I  <>!.o :::. 1� ��fo� l P���� :  
3) � Q...O l -� � ......, 'i:B O  - o ...n. � A - '' o "1 •• cn 17 

�� "f�<> o �  'jj '=\:) 1 1 1  1 � � - u �l!il ro � � · · - T :- 1 1 1  

4) �� + ��a� � -�s!l== 
5) Q}�} = �� �{ffi� �� - � :::: nw�,1\, >�}0� 

13This sign also has the value (lw. 
14-rhis sign is also used to write the word imy-r "overseer," "superintendent." 
15To be distinguished from Q in. 
l�e longer sign c:::: also has the alphabetic value m; the shorter sign is always gs. 
17 - '-'- o "'} •• ·CD • th b. ro � 1 1 1  - � • 1 1 1  ts e su �ect. 
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6) Q}Q = ���i1f�j}iTI� .�. -� l� P�Qj}l!;o 
� �o * 1 1 1 -

m lT W - -o 0 Oo o <> 

7> Ql P�� >Jt� 'Ul �Xa-:::���0 
8) Ql� �-·a=��?� ��.r a: r � =I.JPl?:r r �. 
9) Ql��'i' t;r� 1l P�j} � l�o !E. oJto n n 1 1 3� 
to) Q (<> � - P777 :: Po Q� � ��'D j �� �;-.. <> ]� ! � I!-.� rum� . <>�, 

(C) Parse the words from the following sentences of(B). 

t> Q ��r. - <�). 2) :; �. LJ�'f �Jj). I!-. · 3) t (<> .  o��. 11=��. 
4) 8� j}. 5) �} ::: , :Z. � . 6) �- 7) � �0�. 8) 1?�. 9) ��'i', 
r �ill I!-. . 10) r Q • � o � � � I!-. .  

(D) Translate the following sentences into Egyptian. 

1) He ferried me (across) in a boat of18 14 cubits after19 I had given him20 2 qidets of gold. 

2) The scribe is going to town to drink beer with his associates while his wife is in the house 
making bread. 

3) Good is a daughter who listens to her father. She is finer than gold. 

4) Am.en-nakhte was writing while his wife was talking with his friends. 

5) Your (fern. sing.) father was in the city when his donkey was taken away by the steward. 

6) I am a scribe with excellent fingers (§48) . (Literally: "excellent of fingers," i .e. "manually 

highly skilled") 

7) Behold, you are looking (at) a mother whose children have been seized (§38) on the word 
of21 a man of wicked character (§48) . 

8) I saw Meryt as I was going down to the shore. 

9) We will enter the temple in order to place22 the gold before the majesty of the great god. 

10) Look, I will give you 25 sacks of new Upper Egyptian barley (§68, 1), because you rescued 

my son when he was in the river. 

18use the genitival adjective. 
19Qr "when." The Egyptian does not use a word for "after," "when," "since," etc. 
20nris is the dative in English. 
21Use the genitival adjective. 
22use a a form of the verb rdi. 
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§71. The Prospective Sdm-JVerb Form 

The prospective sgmj'is nominal in nature and it occurs in almost any place that one might use 
a noun. It can even be used to form nominal clauses that serve as the subject of a conjugated 
verb! The prospective refers vaguely to the future, and its modal values are that of the optative 

(also known as precative) and subjunctive. In other words, the prospective form basically 

expresses what the speaker considers "desirable I possible /liable I ought" to happen. The 
prospective is als� used to express purpose "that one might do . . . .  "1 The notion of tense is, as 

usual, relative to the context, and can be used in past time contexts in subordinate clauses of 

purpose (§74) or as nominal phrases (§§75, 1-2). 

The prospective forms are often used in clauses similar to the English "that clause" (which is 

also a nominal construction) occurring after verbs of saying, thinking, causing, perceiving, etc. 

As, for example, "I think that you should return early." The nominal phrase "that you should 

return early" is the direct object of "think." The Egyptian use is very similar, except that there is 

no special word "that" required, since the prospective form itself conveys the meaning of English 

"that," French, que, German da./3, etc. 

(Some confusion may arise in English, since there are several distinct uses of "that." In 
English, the "that" that corresponds to the Egyptian prospective forms is not the relative 
pronoun: I.e. it is not used to say such things as "the tomb that I built," but only in such noun 
phrases as "His .Majesty granted that I might build my tomb [in such and such a place, etc.]." As 

in Egyptian, these phrases are nominal and can serve as the direct object of verbs-in this case 

answering the question: "What did His Majesty grant ... ?") 

Strong verbs (e.g. bi- and tri-consonantal roots) do not distinguish the prospective from other 

sgmj'forms. The prospective sgmj'forms from the mutable and irregular classes are as follows: 

3rd Weak: no gemination, sometimes withy ending-� iri·k, �QQ � iry·i 
2nd Gem.: no gemination- Llj£2 "'- qbf 
H/lw "to come": only the root iw, and with t-.ll }0 r iwt·s 
inl "to bring": with t-j � tr::::1 int· k 

rdl "to give": 
.
without r- � , � dif 

m33 "to see"· m3 and m3n--> � === m3·t _)/ �- r- m3n·sn • &:J>. � -' &:J>. � I I I 

1 This use is similar in meaning to r + infinitive "in order to ... ," but the clauses with the prospective forms were 
used when the subject was required, and the r + infinitive when there was no need to indicate the subject. 
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In particular note the forms of the anomalous verbs ii!iw, inl, and mJJ. The verbs li!iw and ini 

take a final ton the base stem in standard Middle Egyptian. In later Middle Egyptian, and in later 

copies of texts originally written in standard Middle Egyptian, the t has been dropped. Make note 

that then that sometimes occurs in the prospective form of the verb mJJ looks like a sgm·n·fpast 

tense form. One must depend on the meaning and on the syntax. (I.e. does it occur where one 

expects a prospective and not a sgm·n·fform?) The writing with n possibly stems from phonetic 

factors, and it may be only a variant in writing, but not in actual form . 

A general rule is that with the prospective forms, there is no gemination in verbal classes where 

it does occur. The 3rd weak class verbs often have an ending in QQ  yin their prospective forms. 

Certain verbs occasionally have a } w ending. 

The prospectives form their passive voice by means of the suffix a.} tw: PI�ib �a. 
sbJ·tw·t "that you (f. sing.) be remembered." The basic stem of the verb forms of the mutable and 

irregular verbs are identical to those of the active voice with regard to the presence or absence of 

gemination. However, the passive of the verb ini "to bring" is in·tw . The other verb taking tin the 

prospective, iw "to come," is an intransitive verb of motion and therefore cannot be used in the 
passive. 

Although the verb "to be" is not required in simple statements of fact (non-verbal sentences 

with adverbial comment), the somewhat irregular verb � wnn "to be" is required in order to 
-

express the various notions conveyed by the prospective forms. Prospective forms of wnn are 

used in all of the constructions in the following sections (§§72-77). Like other second 

geminating verbs, the prospective form of wnn does not exhibit gemination: � � wn-j"may 

he be." 

§72. Prospective sgmfForms in Main Clauses: Wishes, Exhortations, etc. 

The normal construction is simply bare initial2 prospective sgm-j or prospective sgm + Noun 

Subject "May he hear." When the speaker is referring to himself, an English translation as "let 

me do" (rather than "may I do") is usually preferable. 

Exx. 

Jr�1Jr��'� �4�.!.t}�6� &�30l�ll�Jrj� 
wfJC wi /)l)wty. !Jsf !Jnsw }Jr-i. sdm Rc mdw·i 
May Thoth judge me. May Khonsu fend for me. May Re" listen to my speech. (Lebensm. 23 ff.) 

J.t"je_a.��r}���- q::_���t������ 
sbijtw m c}Jcw nfr n itw·k imyw !Jrt-ntr (§54) 
May he send you"'- in a good span of time'- to your ancestors who are in the necropolis. (West. 7, 22 f.) 

2I.e. no introductory particles are used. 
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P�ib����- ��.....n����1\��� 
sdd•i bJw•k n ity, di-i SSJjm CJ•k 
Let me recount your might to the Sovereign. Let me acquaint him (literally "cause that he become 
familiar" §75, 1) with your greatness. (Sh. S. 139) 

Strictly speaking, these clauses are not main clauses in origin, but nominal "that" Clauses serving 
as the direct object of the implied "I wish" or "I hope." However, in practice-if not origin
these clauses are always main clauses. Cf. the French: "Qu'il soit ... " "May it I he be . . . " which 
uses a "that" clause in exactly the same way. 

Non-verbal sentences with adverbial comments can be transformed into wishes, but require the 
use of the prospective form of the verb wnn "to be." 

Ex.����������fo� 
wn·k m pr·k tznc J:unt·k brdw·k. 
May you be in your home (once again) with your wife and children. 

Passive wishes beginning with sgm·twf are not very common, but do occur. In early texts and 
in religious texts the sgm(w )·f passive is used in wishes. (This was likely a special prospective 
sgm(w)fpassive that was distinct from the circumstantial past-time sgm(w)·fpassive [§35], but 
the evidence is not yet certain.) Note that passive requests (e.g. "Let a goose be brought to me.") 
do not take the form of wishes, but rather use a special imperative construction (§ 146). 

Ex.::t� 11� g0-=�� 
dd·tw·k 1}43 rk n(y) mn 

May you be called: "The one who ended the time of pain." (Merikare 142) 

Wishes, exhortations, and requests are found in recorded speech, e.g. in letters, prayers, etc. 
and as quotations within narratives. 

§73. Prospective sgmf.Forms In Other Main Clauses 

The prospective sdm'f forms are also used in sentences with the meaning "(one) is to (do)," 
"(one) is supposed to (do)," "(one) ought to (do)," or "(one) must (do)." These are never 
introduced by the particle iw. Polite requests may be introduced by the particle f� � 1}3 or 

1}'' tzwy, the latter often being followed by � 3 "please." The particle Q � i!J +prospective 
form is also used in requests, particularly in requests made by a superior to a person of lower 
social status. Otherwise no introductory particle is used. 

Exx. 

mr�r)\�C"J�0c = =4 

msi·s m 3bd 1 pn, sw 15. 
She is supposed to give birth on the first month of Winter, day 15. (West. 9, 15) 

31}4: a masc. sing. perfect (active) participle= "the one who ended" (§§ 117 ff.; 121, 2a. 
4Note that the numbers for the day are written horizontally (§69). 
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:J�Q� ���.A ���j�� ift� 
ds·k irfljr-ddf, sJ·i, int{w}·k? n·i sw. 
Now, you, yourself, Hardedef, my son, are to bring him to me. (West. 7, 8) 

��,� � �a���·�� <> ��-C:Jl CJ tar 
9� ;;;JJ?,�������= � :;;:"� O�["J �6� 
bwy 3 w{/3 Ij m·k r s n(y) pr-c3, cnlJ.(w), (w){/J(w), s(nbw), 
�r(w)6 n·k bJw m nfr(w)t nb(w)t n(yw)t !Jnwcl;-k 
Would your Majesty please go forth to the lake of the Palace, l.ph., when a galley has been equipped 
for you with all the beautiful women of the inside of your palace. (West. 5, 1 ff.) 

Q�j':;:-����&'�� Po 
ii.J in·t(w) n·n m ss sdm·n st 
(1bey)7 are to be brought to us in writing so that (§74) we might hear them. (Peas. B, 80) 

§74. Prospective sgm-jForms In Subordinate Clauses of Purpose and Result 

The prospective sgm ·f forms are used without introductory particles or prepositions in 

subordinate clauses of purpose, and can be translated as "in order that one might do .. . ," or "(so) 

that one might I could I would do .... " The use is similar to r + infinitive (§57, 2), but the 

prospective forms were generally used when the subject was specified. 

Ex.Q}�� <>I� }� xjb�;:: 
' ' ' ' Xb' i lW wpz·n·z r·z W.>< ·z n· 
"I opened my mouth that I might reply to him." 
The verb � wnn "to be" can be used in this construction in clauses with an adverbial -

comment. 

Ex. Q}� ;::L? ��� �� �'i � 
iw piJ,·nj prjwnjiJ,nc snwj 
He reached.his home in order that he could be with his brothers. 

The chief difficulty in distinguishing this construction from the circumstantial clause is that 

only in a few verbs is a distinctly written form used (i.e. 2nd geminating class verbs). When the 

correct prospective form-distinct from that of the circumstantial sgmJ-occurs, then there is 

little problem, but otherwise one must rely on the meaning in context. Generally this is less 

difficult than might be thought. One must, however, ask the question: was the speaker or writer 

5The scribe has written the prospective form of ini as if it were the passive, but the intention was to indicate the t 
ending of the prospective in this verb. 

6Most translators have taken this as an imperative ''Equip for yourself .. . !" However, given the polite, deferential 
tone, the s!Jm(w)jpassive (§35) in a circumstantial clause seems preferable . 

7The subject has been left out since it was obvious. This is not common with subjects, but direct objects are not 
infrequently left out when the context was clear. (See § 141 .) 
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relating the circumstances contemporary to a certain action or specifying the motive for the 

action? E.g. the choice between "he went to town so that he might sell his leather goods" and "he 

went to town when he sold his leather goods" is not difficult in context. 

Also, certain constructions favour the use of purpose clauses. For instance, they are particularly 

to be found in "explicatory sentences" which allowed the speaker to draw attention to such things 

as why actions were undertaken. (See §148.) 

Oosely related to purpose clauses-from the point of view of Egyptian grammar-are result 

clauses. They are, however, quite rare by comparison with purpose clauses. Result clauses do not 

relate intention on the part of the doer of the action, but rather the action resulting from a prior 

action or pre-existing situation. The use of the prospective in Egyptian implies a connection of 

the actions or situations. In English such clauses can be expressed through the conjunction "so" 

followed by the indicative: "The bridge has been completed, so we can cross over without 

making the detour." In other situations, English can use "then": "Be good to your chum, then he 

will treat you fairly." (This is different from the temporal or sequential use of "then": "I had 

dinner, then I had a cup of coffee.") 

Ex. 

�<:> � � :;;()\ � f 6C7 � �0 oe7�jl��. OC7 

n-E)�oe72�0C7��6C7t?OC7 
irS qn·{n]k9 d3r ib·k, mJ.z-k qni·k m l:Jrdw·k, sn·k J:tmt·k, m3·k pr·k 
If you are brave, control your thoughts (literally "heart"), then you will fill your embrace with your 
children, then you will kiss your wife, and then you will see your house. (Sh. S. 133 ff.) 

§75 Prospective sgm-JUsed to Form Noun Clauses 

1) as the Object of Verbs of Speech, Perception, Causation The prospective forms were used in 

clauses that serve as direct objects to verbs of speech and perception. These correspond to the 

"that" clause of English: e.g. "He said that h� would fight with me."lO 

Particularly to be noted is the extremely common use of the prospective after the verb "to give" 

(rdi) , which has a causative meaning: "make (someone) do," "have (someone) do," or "let 

(someone) do.'' It corresponds to French faire faire, and German tun lassen. The s-causati.ve 

stem (§27) is used only with certain verbs in Egyptian, and although existing s-causative forms 

remained in use, the function was being replaced by the use of rdi plus prospective. 

Exx.L.II�&'��i�Q� 
di-i stjm·k mitt iry 

8The particle ir "ir' introduces conditional sentences (§ 137 ff.). 
9verb forms ending inn are occasionally written as if the were sdm·nj forms. Here the superfluous n is indicated 

in braces. 
l&fhe underlined ''that" clause h�e serves as the direct object of "said." 
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''Let me tell you something like it." (May I cause that you hear the likeness thereof.)ll 

I:J--D <> - � - - >"'>- � 
X - __a r..-. .ll a.� li-... -=> � 
c�c.n12 rdi·njini·tw njl:Jt-cJ 
"He bad a lJt-cJ-bird brought to him." (He caused that a lJt-cJ-bird be brought to him.) (Jiles,t. 8, 23 ff.) 

2) Prospective Forms as the Object of Prepositions As a nominal form u,sed in "that" clauses, a 

prospective form can also occur as the object of a preposition. Fairly common is the compound 

preposition - �}a.ilJ n mrwt + prospective form "in order that" (lit. "for the love of "), and 

the preposition <> r "to," usually with the meaning "until," but also with the meaning "in order 

that" (purpose) or "so that ... " (result; purpose).13 Purpose clauses without introductory 

prepositions (§74) are, however, much more common. 

Less expected, b ut quite well attested is the use of the prospective after the compound 

prepositions � bA "after," "when" and <> 9 "after." The tense/mood normally associated 

with the prospective would seem to b e  lacking, but the selection of this form logically arises from 

its nominal nature. 

The phrase !J.r m-!J.t + prospective sf}m·f "Now after he heard" can stand at the head of a 

sentence and introduces main clauses, including the narrative past-tense construction cl;lc·n 
stjm·nf (§90). This counters the rule of adverbial modifiers occurring in sentence final position, 

but it is perhaps better to consider this a case of fronting a noun phrase. 

Exx. 

t��c:== <> �� 
s!Jm·k m mw r J:t.tp ib·k 

May you have access to water so that your heart might be satisfied. (Paheri, 5.) 

iw rdi·nfwi m imy-r !Uwt n mrwt qd·i njmnw wr(w) 
He appointed me as chief of construction in order t:hat I might build great monuments for him. (§77) 

(B t th to ) n� _ � � � ®___a �4qj � _ "'ffi'> U e S rnl arOSe l.jJf 1 1 1 � \H <>:r:::t I I � 1 1 1 �I 

. . .  , iw·n m wJg wr, tp-c sJl;t.·n tJ 

... while we were at sea, before we could reach land. (Sh. S. 32 ff.) 

llThe first verb form (di·i) is a prospective in a wish. Sgm·k, also a prospective form, heads a clause serving as the 
direct object of di·i. 

12The construction c�c·n s{]m·nfis a common literary past tense. See §90 ff. 
13Jn English the distinction between result and purpose clauses is determined by verbal mood ... So that" + 

indicative mood indicates result; "(so) that+ modal auxiliaries ("might," ''would," "could") indicates purpose. 
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��lit<> 01 Pc�l� it�� 
.)/ � � � o .A 

<>01 .ca.�..B::' 0 l� � 
mJ14 wl r-sJ sJJpl tJ, r sJ mJ·l dpt·n·i15 

See me..,... after I had reached land and after I had seen what I had experienced! (Sh. S. 179 ff.) 

���eA 6e.<>itit'i '=tl� ��dQcpJl_ 
lJr m-!Jt sprjr l)di, cl;tc·n wJI)(w) pJ qniw 
Now after he reached Djedi, the palanquin was set down. (West. 7, 13-14) 

3) Prospective Forms as the Subject of Verbs 

93 

The prospective forms could even be used to start "that" clauses that could serve as the subject 
of a sentence. In the following example, the noun phrase swcb·k pJ r-pr n(y) Jb4w serves as the 
subject of a sgm(w )j passive verb. 

1\��Jr�Pt1:::���9-YMJ 
mk wd(w)16 swcb·kpJ r-pr n(y) Jbgw 
"See it has been commanded that you purify the temple of Abydos." (Lesest. 16, 6-7) 

§76 The Adjective Verb 

The term "adjective verb" is used of adjectival roots that are used as verbal forms. In other 
words, the root is primarily used as an adjective, but the same root is also conjugated as a verb. 
The adjective verb only occurs in some verb forms. Fairly common is the use of the prospective 
adjective verb in various uses: wishes "may you be happy of heart"; in the causative construction 
after rdi "caused that Her Majesty be great"; in purpose clauses "in order that it be splendid." 

Other verb forms of the adjective verb include the imperative (commands, §145) "be happy" 
and the stative (§82) "the eyes have become dim." The negative equivalent of the predicate 
adjective uses a verbal conjugation (§106). Adjectival roots were not, however, used in the 
circumstantial sgm-j and related forms in statements of fact-for this the predicate adjective 
construction was used. 

§77. The Expressions Rdi m & Rdi r ''To Appoint" 

The verb rdi has as one of its many meanings "to appoint" when used in conjunction with the m 
of predication or the r of futurity. The literal meaning is something along the lines of "to place in 
(the capacity of)" and "to place to serve (in the future) as." With m one can translate "appointed 

14MJ is the imperative (§145). 
15Dpt·n·i is the fem. sing. sgm(w)·njrelative form (§§157, 161) "what I had experienced." 
16Wg(w) is the st}m(w )1 passive. The "subject" of this passive form is the whole nominal clause beginning with 

,swCb·k "that you purify the temple ... • .  " English requires an impersonal construction with "it" as a dummy subject. 
The Egyptian is literally : "that you purify the temple has been commanded." 
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as" and with r one can render "appointed to be" or "appointed to serve as."17 

Ex.�� 3- 0�21 �� '-1 C? � 
mk rdi·n tw ljm'f m imy-r pr wr 
See, His Majesty has appointed you as the chief steward. 

Q}8�<>+� 
iw rdi(w)'fr ss nsw 
He was appointed (to serve) as a royal scribe. 

§78. Demonstrative Adjectives and Qualifiers 

In addition to the common !!.._ pn and .;;:,. tn "this" (occasionally "that"), there were several 
other demonstrative adjectives in use. The plural demonstrative of the pn, tn series is ++- nn 

n(y) "these." Nn n(y) precedes the noun that it modifies. Nn is actually a pronoun ("this," 
"these"). In Middle Egyptian it is followed by the genitival adjective n(y ), but in later times n(y) 
was dropped. Nn is invariable in gender. E.g. ++- { � l nn n(y ) mp(w)t "these years." Note that 
when another adjective is used in conjunction with tn and pn, this adjective follows the 
demonstrative adjective. The pronoun nn can be used on its own meaning "this": 
Q}:::t ::.i'++ iw g d·njn·i nn "He told me this." 

There was also a series of demonstratives expressing "that (over there)," "those," etc.: masc. 
!3._ pf(var. � � pfJ, �'' pJY) and fern. we_ tf(var. �� tfJ). E.g. � }0 � hrw pf 
"that day," � � lj3st tf "tha.t foreign land." The plural form (corresponding to nn n(y) 
"these") is :::_ _ nf n(y) "those." E.g. ::_ - � � � nf n(y ) !Jjtiw "those" enemies. The pf, tf, nf n(y) series was often used to distance the speaker from what was being mentioned. I.e. 
"that (despicable) fiend" or "that (awesome) day." For this reason, the pn , tn, and nn n(y) series 
was sometimes used in cases where English would prefer "that" rather than "this." Pf and tf 
precede other adjectives, as with pn and tn. 

The series �� (var. �, hieratic: ��)pJ, � tJ, �- nJ n(y ) (later just i. nJ) also 
means "this," but already in the spoken language it was coming to represent the definite article 
"the." In literary texts it usually is a demonstrative, but in everyday documents (e.g. legal 
documents), they are regularly the definite article. All three of the series are placed before the 
noun: e.g. �� L.J 1 pJ pr "this/the house"; 1 jQ0 tJ tLwt-ntr "this/the temple"; �- � �= n3 n(y) tLm(w)t "these/the women." Rarely � n3 is used on its own meaning 
''these (ones)" and even with a non-plural meaning "this (one)." 

A much rarer set of demonstrative pronouns is also encountered in religious, magical, and other 
such texts: masc. o}QQp11ry and fern. o}QQ twy "this." These are used as adjectives following 
the noun that they modify. Also encountered in these texts are the archaic demonstratives o} 

17The use of r corresponds exactly to that of its Hebrew cognate 7 (1'1) "to" in the expression 7 c•ip (sim za_) + 
office ''to appoint as." 
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pw, c. }t tw, and� o}. nw "this, these," which also follow the noun. 

number: Singular Plural 
gender: masculine I feminine common 

"This" � (noun)pn I c. (noun) tn ++- nn n(y) (noun) -

number: Singular Plural 
gender: masculine I feminine common 

"That" � (noun) pf I �(noun) tf ;:: _ nf n(y) (noun) 

number: Singular Plural 
gender: masculine I feminine common 

"This"/"The' � l\ pJ (noun)l c. -
l\ tJ (noun) 11- nJ n(y) (noun) 

§79. NolDl Phrases as Adverbial Modifiers 

Nouns and noun phrases may be used as adverbial modifiers (but not as adverbial 
comment/predicates in non-verbal sentences [§10]). Some are quite obvious, e.g. :::::=;; 0 c:;;o (var. �) rc nb "every day." In these cases a preposition is not required in the Egyptian, although a 
preposition may be required in translation. 

Ex . .JQ�}''-F,c:;;o2,}0 �-�jb 
bin·wy n s nb hrw pfn(y) sn4 
How bad (it will be) for every man on that day of fear! 

§80. Expressions for "Complete" ''Entire" 

Certain adverbial phrases had rather idiomatic uses. Very frequent is the use of <> � l!i..... r 
g.r-f "to its limits I borders" (from the word .g.}� grw "limit, border) in the phrase 
� �� .!::. <> � � m tJ pn r (f.rj "in this land in its entirety," or "in this entire land." It is also 
USed in other contexts, e.g. Q} r f@ i' �1 �<>.g. r iw scnfrn·i niwt·i r tjr·s "I kept my city 
in its entirety alive (during the drought)." The suffix pronoun attached to gr agrees in gender and 
number with the antecedent. 

The phrase 1Q�� '- mi qd·f also can be translated "in its entirety" or "entire." E.g. 

Qc=J ....... .:: iQ fl:!:: r J;,wtj tn mi qd·s "that entire estate of his." 

Another similar expression is <> lfll\ }t;:: r Jwj "to its length," but figuratively "in its 
entirety." Sometimes it is used without suffix pronoun: <> � } � r Jw "to the (maximum) 
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length"= "in their entirety." E.g. 9} � Q- 2• � <> ++P ��<>A} r77'; wrl'inl81Jmj 
r nn smJw r Jw·sn "Then His Majesty proclaimed concerning these wild bulls in their 

entirety ... " (Rb. 66, 5-6) ffipJt�A, P�A} � msw·sn r Jw "their offspring in their 

entirety" (Rb. 59, 11). 

§81. Compotmd Prepositions 

Egyptian compound prepositions are by and large bound constructions consisting of 

preposition + noun, e.g. i � tzr-tp "on top of." Students should become familiar with the 

compound prepositions introduced in this section. Others can be learned as they arise. These 

compounds are almost all listed in the dictionary, and they are often listed under the second 

element (e.g.� $:..1l m-!Jt "after," "following," "behind"; � m-bJtz "in the presence of," 

etc.), but also under the first element (e.g. i'Y tzr-ib "in the middle of, i � tzr-tp, etc.). A 

number of these use parts of the human body as the second element: 

8 0 9 h-�+ hr "before the face of " "in front of' a;,__ I U:J • • ' 
�m-e "in the hand," "in the possession of," "by the hand of," "with" (a person), "because 

of," ''from the hand of' (i.e. a letter) 

��, � m-bJfz "before," "in the presence of' (important people and gods) 

Other important compounds include: 

�� m-m "among" (people) 

�� m-I)Jt "in front of," "before" (temporally and spatially) 

� 91 m-tzr "before (a person)," "in (one's) sight" 

� 1af o} C"J m-bnw "inside" (literally "in the interior'') 

� 9 m-sJ "after," "in the back of' 

<> 9 r-sJ + infinitive "after" (doing something), and with nouns "behind, after" 

� LJ�J � m-qJbl9 "in the midst of' (people, places, things) 

<> 7 r-gs "beside," "at the side of," "next to" 

Nisba adjectives can be formed from compound prepositions. The nisba adjective endings are 

placed on the preposition (the frrst element) and the second element remains unchanged. Only the 

nisba adjective is declined by gender and number (cf. English "passers by"). 

From �� m-I)Jt "before" is 1}-�� imy-I)Jt (pl. imyw-fzJt) "former," "previous," "which 

was before." 

18This is the literary sdm·in-j"Then he heard . . . " (§131). 
19ne phrase is cognate to the Semitic b-qrb, cf. esp. Hebrew :r::J�;I (b"qereb.) "in the midst of." In both language 

families the expression involves qrb "inner parts," "intestines." 
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From � �.ll m-!Jt "after" is Q1f� e:.ll imy-!Jt "one who will come after," pl. imyw-!Jt 
"those of later times,'' "future generations." 

From q. ® hr-tp "upon" is q. ® hry-tn "who I which is upon " "chief " and as a noun I I • <::>- I • '¥ > ' ' 

"headman," "master." 
Such nisba adjectives function as ordinary adjectives, and thus follow the nouns they modify, or 
stand alone as nouns in their own right (§21). Although in one or two cases nisba adjectives can 
serve as predicate adjectives (§44), this is not the case with those derived from compound 
prepositions. The meanings of the derived nisba adjectives are sometimes not quite what one 
expects, and these must be learned as separate vocabulary items. E.g.1f� f==i:;) .A i imyw-bJJ;z, 
which in addition to meaning "(those) who are in the presence (of a god)," also means 
"ancestors." 

VOCABULARY VIT 

t J � iJbty (a nisba adjective) "eastern" 
� iw "island" Cf. Hebrew �� (:.If) "island"; "coast" 

Q;;: .ll lfd "to flee" 
<:> .E.n iry-pct "hereditary nobleman" (This is an abbreviated writing. 1ry is the nisba adjective of r 

= "one belonging to" and the p et was the social stratum of the nobility usually translated 
"the patricians.") 

Q � irf"then," "now" (a particle, often left untranslated) 
7 c"condition," "state" (e.g. of a person's health) 

= � .?. cntiw "myrrh" 

1\ � :I:::t w3 if-wr "the sea" (lit. "the great green one") for 0� :J w3g "green," "fresh," cf. 
Semitic wrq "green," "foliage" e.g. Hebrew P'J: (yereq) "green"; Arabic J..u (wariq) 
"green," "verdant"; cf. also Egyptian Q� � �: iJqt "vegetables," "greens" 

� wnn (irregular 2nd gem. verb) "to be" 

� wr (adjective) "great"; as noun � k "great one"; � .if"ruler (of a foreign land)" 

� p J:z  "to reach" (a place, person as direct object) not a verb of motion 

� m (preposition) with verbs of motion, e.g. come "from," go "out of," etc., but also enter 
"into" (the meaning depends very much upon the verb used-most major uses are noted in 
the dictionaries) 

� � m8c: "soldiers, troops, army"; "crew, gang"; � � "military expedition"�.::::. �. � � 
mt "to die," "to perish" (ships); noun masc. "death" (Cf. Semitic mwt "to die.") 
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+� nsw (not swtn!) "king" Note: this word derives from a nisba compound: n(y)-swt "He who 
belongs to the swt-reed." (The swt-reed was a symbol of Upper Egypt.) 

� nsw-bity "King of Upper and Lower Egypt" 

5 �Jty-c"count" (a regional governor, mayor) 

j1} � �wi "to beat," "strike"; "tread" (on a road); verbal adjective: l11 QQ =: �wy "well-
trodden," "beaten" (path)20 

n ° hwt "estate " "large building"· 9 n ° hwt-ntr "temple" IIlLJ . • ' IIIlLJ. -
l � ljkn verbal adjective: "(he who is) praised" 

� IJ"'iii:<'il hd "silver" I ooo . -

l �� !J3c ''to throw down," "cast aside," "abandon (property)" 

� � hntw "outside" I !Mall 0'-:: �I -

"5rn o r.. hnw "interior"· "home"· '1i71 r.. @ "royal city " "the Residence" - -:: D- , , _ o,LJ , 
� � Q fl-k br(y) qni "porter" ("he who is under the baggage") 

�� � brt-n:tr "necropolis" 

9 sJ "back," � 9 m-sJ "behind," "at the back of,"<> 9 r-s3 "behind, after" (+ infinitive or 
prospective sg mf- "after hearing" or "after he heard/has heard/had heard") 

Pc�l �.ll, Po�l� sJ� "arrive," "reach"; with �� tJ as direct object: "to land" (from a 
ship), "to reach land" 

r�� �q (s-causative of a bi-consonental verb-see §57, 1) "to cause I make to enter," "to send 
in" 

-:1l J.ll sbi "to send (a person)" (but not letters); "to lead," "accompany" (someone) n "to (a 
person)," r "to (a place)" 

� i' sn "brother," �:; t} snt "sister" 

r:r snb "recovery" (from illness) 

� j sn4 verb "to fear"; noun "fear" 

Tl 1JW "wind"; "breath," !JW cnlJ "the breath of life I life-giving breath" 

&1L! 1 di cnlj, g d, wJs "given life, stability, and dominion" (an exclamation used after the 

mention of the king's nomen, see §69; the verb form of di will be presented in §121, 2b) 

� '-1� dp "to taste"; "to experience" 

� ds· "-self' requires suffixes: .:J ""'- dsf"himself," .:J r gs·s "herself," :J � gs·k 
"yourself," etc. (The words formed with (is· are emphatic and are riot used for the simple 

20-rb.e water determinative is "borrowed" from a related word meaning ''to surge up." 
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reflexive. I.e. the sense is like French moi-meme "me-myself' and not "myself' as in "I 
saw myself in the mirror.") 
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Welcoming Death: This is a poem (ca. 1990-1850 B.C.E.) about a man for whom life has been 
painful. A couple of minor corrections have been made and one line has been omitted,. Consult 
the dictionary for the new words. A few forms that have not yet been learned are indicated in 
footnotes-follow the supplied translations; these forms and their uses will be learned in due 
course. 

QJr�Q��9�� 1� 1Q r:r v��� 
1Q g_A <> limJ ��,<>Or mQ�� 2

1 

QJ!�Q��q.�� 1� 1Q ra:=�H. 
1Qo Pofo� ���}� �}ery� 

Qjr�o��q.r � 10 1Q r� ;;;;� � 
iQo Pofo 91 �QQ�,:;:-�� 

Q}�o��q.l� l0 1Qfl����QQo:= 

1QA}22� 1\ �� <> LJ P-:7723 

QJr �0� � 91 � 1� 1QYJJ�24.i"; � �� L? P-:77 

�:::25f.:, �����0� 

(A) Memorize the hi-consonantal signs: 

With t as the second consonant: 
� mt � mtlmwt 

EXERCISE VII 

i: st 

21 The last word in this line is to be read ihmt (graphic transposition). 22yw is a "second tense" form (§§147, 150) and is translated "how [the subject] returns" (or ''the way [the subject] 
returns"). 

2 3Egyptian is less consistent with the agreement of number and person: "their house" is used because it is the 
house of the man's family, as well. 

24This is the second tense form of Jbi: "how [the subject] desires /longs." 25yri also has the meaning ''to spend (time)." 
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With d as the second consonant: 
, sf126 � qd n 4d 

With 4 as the second consonant: 
:x:::c c4 9 wg 

(B) Transliterate and translate. Consult the dictionary for a few new words and expressions. 

1)��&�&7�-���. 
2)f�i}}A-JJ���+ .... ,� -��QfT� 

Q1.>. � 1.>. - .,.,. � .it� o ., o � ® ..& <> := � n c:::::. .A t � 3) ..1t Jl.l't :It <> r:;;::;;:, r . . , 1 1 x <> , &..-�� H o , 1 1 � o o l!ll ® o 
4)Q}�-1�2.l..�l��>��l��;�!�27 

� (e �lfil)e�(Q:::1\�)&-¥-n1ei�<>1:���28fJ� 
5) ]Q� �I II.-. ��II.-. Q r � � 1\ �l..r;:_ <>�I>-. � �� �I fl � �� r <>�I 29 
6)���� 3 ;::f®� l��.-.o}<>�.E.,. 
7) Q}P<>�;:: -�++��Q}Oc...e.<> ]Q� �"@ o}o 

5?��l�P777<>!fi!o}o������� 
8) ol�� 1!?l o}o �� Q��>-..1\.a�.J�*"'} ��.� 
9) Q}= � Q:;;;A� ]j1.J ]j1JQoQ � <> �� �Q�� ���-� 

1��-�rr�o������� �i1� 
10) nq o � � Q =ffi"' � � o 11 � � � .!l A � o.D -o::::::::::' =ffi"' IJI I II I ++- I I I � Ei)o,A ...__ 

�o be distinguished from � mJ;. primarily by the two prongs at the left end. 
27The Golden Horus name is placed before the Golen Horus sign, in this text. The name is to be read fj.rw-mJc. 

(This is not a case of transposition.) 
28Read the foreign land signs as smwt "deserts" in this title. 
29-fhe town boundaries had become confused during a period of upheaval. In Egyptian the idea of distinguishing 

one thing "from" another is expressed with the preposition r "to." Egyptian tends to be elliptical in making 
comparisons, e.g. Egyptian gets by with "their hearts were braver than lions," whereas English requires a second 
genitive •'than (the hearts of) lions," or "than those of lions." (In other words, in Egyptian one can compare "apples 
and oranges!") Here translate "its boundary from (that of) another town." The repetition of nlwt • • • niwt conveys the 
idea of "one" and "another." 
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(C) Parse from (B): 

1)��- 2)��+l�. 3)j},��- 5)8��- 6) o}. 7) P<>�;::. 
8) ol_\)\�. 9) Q;;;,-.ll, I��-�. 10) ]Q�. 

(D) Translate into Egyptian: 

1) May you return in safety, having carried out ("done") all the commands of the vizier. 
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2) You are to write ("send") to me in order to let me know (literally "to cause that I learn") your 
condition (and) the condition of your brother. 

3) May that vile enemy flee after finding them(selves)30 in the presence our Lord. 

4) His majesty commanded that this expedition be undertaken (literally "be done") in order to 
place fear in the hearts of those foreigners. 

5) His might is greater (cJ) than (that of) any former king in this entire land. (§§44, 49) 

30-rhis is simply the direct object in Egyptian. Do not use ds· "(one)self." The Egyptian tis· is quite emphatic, and 
does not serve as a ''reflexive" pronoun. 
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§82. The Stative 

The Egyptian stative verb forms (also known as the "old perfective" and in old books also 
called the "pseudo-participle") do not. form part of the suffix conjugation. The stative is, 

however, related in form to the West Semitic "perfect" and is especially close to the Akkadian 
stative in both form and function. The stative focuses on the result of an action (a state) and not 
on the action itself. With verbs of motion the idea is that a person "has anived," or "has gone 

out," etc. With other intransitive verbs, the actor is associated with the result of the action: for 
instance the stative form of the verb f� elf "to stand up" conveys the sense that the person "is 
standing" (i.e. having stood up, the actor is now standing). It often indicates a condition: "fallen 
into ruins." 

With transitive verbs, apart from rlJ. "to learn" (§89), the stative indicates that the person or 
thing has undergone the action, and is translated as a passive in English (although in Egyptian it 
was not considered a "passive" form): "clogged up," "having been removed," "�s open," "has 
been equipped with," etc. 

Many adjectives can be used as verbs (mostly as the prospective stjmj, imperatives (§145), and 
the stative forms). When "adjective verbs" are used in the stative, they indicate the state or con
dition of something "was hungry," "awake," "is glorious." One can often translate "has 
become ... ," and this is the best translation, when it is possible. 

Note that the stative forms are adverbial in their grammatical function. In particular they often 

occur in the same sentence types as those involving br +infinitive. E.g. Q}r lli.o.... � '  g A iwi br 
prt "He is going out." Q}r "- 2 .A iw·f pr(w) "He has gone out." The two constructions are 
known collectively as the "pseudo-verbal construction," an unfortunate, but widely used, term. 
Being adverbial, however, they also occur wherever one expects the grammatical category of 
"adverbial." 

§83. The Stative Endings 

Unlike the suffix conjugation, where the subject of the verb-when a pronoun-is indicated by 
the use of the suffix pronouns, the stative involves different endings depending on the person, 

gender, and number. These endings do not serve as the subject of the stative forms, and in fact it 
is best not to think of a subject-predicate relationship, but rather an "antecedent-modifier'' 

relationship. The endings are as follows: 
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TABLE 9: 1HE STATIVE ENDINGS 

Common Gender Masculine Feminine 

lstPers. -kwi �Jt� 
Singular 2ndPers. -ti �Q , 0 t(i) 

3rdPers. -w },0 -ti �Q , 0 t(i) 

lstPers. �--wyn '\..'\..I I I 

Plural 2ndPers. -tiwny �� 
3rdPers. -w } ,0 

The writing of the 1st sing. ending is occasionally written in variant forms: �} Q, � }, 
� �. �Q . and �. The endings are normally written after the determinatives, but the 2nd 

pers. and 3rd fern. sing. forms may be written with t placed before the determinative. The w of 
the 3rd pers. masc. (sing. and common pl.)-when it occurs-is also written before the 
determinative. More frequent is zero-ending. Quite rarely the 3rd. masc. forms (sing. and pl.) 
have a y ending. 

§84. The Stative Fonn Stem 

The stative forms normally do not exhibit gemination in any of the mutable roots. There are a 

few examples of stative forms with geminated stems, but these are mostly late, and in medical 
and mathematical texts. The normal forms by verb class are as follows: 

3rd Weak: no gemination-ro�A �}ll h3i·kwi, sometimes withy in place of · w: 
ro�QQAhJ· y 

2nd Gem.: no gemination- LlJ/2 qb·(w) 
ll!lw: both roots are used, ]QA ii· t(i),A}r iw·(w) 
lnl: L �Q ini-ti 
wnn: no gemination-� wn(w) 
m33: no gemination-� � mJ(w) 
rdi: mostly with r: 3 � � rdi·k(w )i, but also without r: -;;;: di· t(i) 

§85. Stative as Adverbial Comment (''Pseudo-verbal Construction'') 

Since the stative functions grammatically as an adverb, it can serve as the comment in non

verbal sentences with adverbial comment that are usually-but not always-introduced by iw or 
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mk. Sentences beginning with a noun (and not introduced by iw or mk) that are followed by the 

stative are well attested. Grammatically, the construction is identical to: mk sw m pr "look, he is 

in the house" I iwj hr wnm "he is eating," but the comment consists of the stative form and 

word(s) associated with it (i.e. it is not part of a prepositional phrase). The stative forms do not 

indicate tense (except that the action is over and resulted in a particular state or condition). Note 

the word order carefully. The structure is essentially presentation of the topic followed by the 

adverbial comment (here, the stative). It is incorrect from the point of view of Egyptian grammar 

to call the sentence topic, whether a noun or pronoun the "subject" of the stative form. It is rather 

the antecedent, with which the stative form must agree in gender and number. 

Note that adjectives can be used as statives in this construction. They can be translated as "has 

become weak," "have gone deaf," etc. 

Exx. 

Q} � '� 9 1 � iwjc/Jc(w) }Jr w3t 

He was standing on the road. (Having gotten up he was therefore "standing.") 

��mr�-r,, :??�A �Q<> =t Q�<> 5?1\5l (<> = lt� 
mk msl sy §m·d r dd: iw·i r smt w_ts·i 
But look, she went off saying: "I will go so I can make an accusation." (West. 12,22 ff.) 

�Q�! Q�}� rol\}A: ;:;r }� tt�Q �}� 
tni !Jpr(w ), ilw h3w . . .  irty n4sw cnlrwy imrw (main clause without iw) 
Old age has arrived; the senior years have descended .... The eyes have become feeble and the ears 
have gone deaf. (Pt:al;t-1}.. 1 ,  4 ff.) 

QlP:l�Q��Q��l\: 
iw·s miJ·d f1r /Jtp(w)t gfJw 
It (a tomb) is full of offerings and provisions. (lesest. 87, 5) 

§86. The Stative in Circumstantial Clauses 

As expected, the particles iw and mk are not used. And as always with the stative forms, there 

must be an antecedent (a noun or pronoun). The antecedent may be part of the preceding clause, 

or, if a noun, it may stand at the head of the circumstantial clause (without iw, of course). Note 

that with verbs of motion, the sense-regularly corresponds to a simple past tense in English (i.e. 

the stative sense is impossible to render in English): e.g . . . .  -i, sm·kwi r Hnw" . . . me, when I 

went to the royal city" and not necessarily "when I had gone to the royal city." 

Circumstantial �lauses with the stative are somewhat vague with regard to time and sequence 

of events, as opposed to the circumstantial st},m·f and st},m·n·f forms, which provide precise 

1 Ms is an enclitic particle that is usually translated as "'surely," "'indeed," but whose meaning is not exactly certain. 
Gardiner, EG §251 maintained that it expressed surprise that some thought or statement had been overlooked by the 
person addressed. 
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information concerning the time and sequence of events. Thus, the action expressed by the stative 
may be subsequent to that of the main verb and not prior to it. 

Ex. 

Q}�:::_}�,T��9'� 
iw plpnj wi c�c·kwi �r wJt 

� 1:7 I 

He reached me as I was standing on the road. 

In this case the antecedent is the dependent pronoun wi "me," with which the stative form agrees 
in person and number. If the antecedent is not mentioned in the preceding clause, it must be 
supplied at the head of the circumstantial clause before the stative form. 

Ex. 
n� m �c. SL-w � � � ""'< �� T 8 
� grt·k2 mt·(ti), rn·kcn!J(w) 

Now, you are dead, but your name is alive. (Lebensm. 36-37) 

The circumstantial clause begins with m·k "your name," which is the antecedent of the stative 
form cnl.J(w) "lives" or "is alive." (In the actual context-a debate between two living entities
one might better translate: "Now you might be dead (i.e. at some point in the future), but your 
name will live on." The idea of mood ["might be"] and tense (''will live"] are not conveyed by 
the stative forms, but the context suggests these notions.) 

In meaning, circumstantial clauses employing the stative of transitive verbs (those that take a 
direct object) are fairly close to those employing the sgm(w )f passive, and the translations may 
end up almost identical. These two types of circumstantial clause are, however, easily 
distinguished by word order. The stative requires an antecedent (either within the main clause, or, 
as fairly common, supplied in the circumstantial clause itself). The sgm(w)'fpassive, on the other 
hand, requires a subject that follows it. The word order is therefore as follows: 

With Stative 

NOUN/PRONOUN+ VERBAL FORM (Look for stative endings) 

With Sdm(w)·f Passive 

VERBAL FORM +NOUN (If a sufftx pronoun follows, it cannot be stative.) 

2The particle grt often means "moreover," "also." Here the 2nd. masc. sing. sufftx pronoun is attached to it, but 
this is  not at all common. 
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The following example illustrates the Egyptian inclination to multiply circumstantial clauses! 
Circumstantial clauses of all types may be freely intermixed, as will be seen in this example. · 

�Q-ij��� 

����tJ�i 
�:5�malo�LJJ 

;tttt.��e3 
���=Qo�� 

���t� 
5r::::€� 
'*�)1� 

�'=7ft�.2n�7�� 
���o n n/�\�W��� 

� -=:D<=>- n n  �:�.. -� db o �dC7�8 8 9jy.u�8 8 8� o � 
=- �-� is. .. 08 8 8hn n D"T'� 
tO��'I�i 
���t��� 

gd·in3 smsw iqr: 

mk pl)·n·n bnw, 

ssp(w) &rpw, 

l)w(w) mnit, 

I)Jtt rdi-t(i) l)r tJ, 

rd(w) lfknw, 

dwJ(w)-n1r, 

s nb l)r l)pt sn-nw·f, 

iswt{t}-n ii-t(i) cd·t(i) ... 

mk rfn ii·(wy)nS m l)tp. 

tJ·n,pl)·(n)·n sw. 

ink Sw I)Jw . • .  

Then the trusty retainer said: Cheer up, governor. See, we have reached home, the mallet 
having been taken up, and the mooring post having been driven in, the bow-warp having been 
placed on land, praise having been given, and thanks having been given, while every man was 
embracing his mate, our crew having arrived safely ... Now look, we have returned in safety. 
Our land-we have reached it! Now listen to me, governor. I am one who is free of 
exaggeration ... (Shipwrecked Sailor 1-13-To be continued in the reading passage.) 

§87. The Stative as Modifier of Nouns 

Just as circumstantial clauses can modify nouns (e.g. relative clause with undefmed antecedent 

3This is a narrativesdm·injform (§131) that indicates sequence. 
4This is the imperative (command) form (§145) of the adjective-verb.Literally "Be cheerful of heart." 
Sifthis is not a stative defectively written, then the sentence must be an explicatory sentence (§148), in which the 

speaker would be focusing on the notion of safety. 6 An imperative form. 
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§38), so too can stative forms (and phrases or clauses involving stative forms) be used to modify 
nouns. E.g. i: l1� 1� sm� 1)4(w) "damaged Upper Egyptian barley" (i.e. "U .E. barley that has 

become damaged")· 9 �<> � � � 1n � � hr wrryt·f b.Jk·ti m nbw "upon his chariot ' I <> 0 '-- .J:r �o..--IJ lJ'i � I l l  • 

worked with gold" (or "wrought with gold" -i.e. gold-plated), ��.3 � := dpt "*·t(i) m 

mw "a boat full of water" (i.e. "a boat that has become full of water"). This use is quite 
commonplace in Egyptian. Note that the modified antecedent can also be a pronoun: 

� �.Jl � � � �J 8 � Q<; fT1 m-bt gmti gb.J(w) m inrw "after it was found blocked 
up with stones" or "after finding it blocked up with stones." 

Also very common is the use of the stative to describe the direct object of verbs meaning "to 
find," "to see," and "to cause." For example, � k-� p o � gm·n·i  st wp(w) "I found them 
open." (The explicatory sentence § 148, literally "how I found them was open.") 

§88. Past-time Sentences with Verbs of Motion 

It was stated in §31 that the construction iw sgm·ni (iw I mk + circumstantial sgm·nj) was not 
used with verbs of motion. The corresponding construction uses the stative in the "pseudo
verbal" construction: Q} '-- g .Jl iw-f pr(w) "He went out"; �� p ,, 7f�.Jl �Q mk sy sm·ti 
"See, she has gone." Note that these sentences can be translated by either the English simple past 
tense "went out" or the perfect "has come," depending on the context. Egyptian literary narrative 
texts generally use a different (but related) construction (§92). 

Exx. 
� � 1\o� ]� � � mk wi iHcwi 

See, I have come! (West. 8, 12 ) 

� �  rooJL�.Jl(<l� ��� mt SJ-nht iw(w) m cJm 

Here is Sinuhe having come as an Asiatic! (Sinuhe B264-65) 

§89. ''To Know" 

The verb �� rb means "to learn," "to find out." To express the idea "to know," Egyptians 
used mostly the stative (but also the past tense) of rb (i.e. "being in the state of having learned" = 

"to know"). Fairly common is the use of the infinitive as the direct object of r!J , and the meaning 
is regularly "to know how (to do something)." 

Exx. 
n� �<=> c:i!!!!:t� ..A= ·<> c:i!!!!:t� ..A<=> � � =  L.f..lt£ � �..lt£7':"; 0 �..lt£ _O..Jt I l l ';";";' 
iw·i rlJ.·kwi pz, rlJ.·kwi rnw·pz 

I know you, and I know your names. (BD 125 ) 
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A-D� � _ n  � --�� _ <> � _ n?Kn ,, 
� 4> � I  I I h' � �  I I I $ o:!!!:!:o '' I I I 1 1 1 1r \. 

di:k mJ·n sy. mkn rfrwyn smsy1 

You should let us see her. You see, we know how to deliver (a woman in childbirth). (West. 10, 5) 

§90. The Narrative Past Tense Construction: 

�� 0'7 � ::_ CJ}c·n sgm·ni 

A very common past tense construction in narrative texts of all types is the basic construction 
�=0'7�;:, cl)c·n sgm·n·f. The verb cl)c (without the walking legs determinative) probably 
derives from the verb meaning "to stand up , arise ," and the original sense may have been 

something like: "and so it arose . . .  " In practice, it was simply used as an auxiliary verb . The 

construction is never preceded by the particles iw or mk. The particular verb form of cl)c·n will be 
dealt with in §153. The verb form occurring after cl)c·n is the circumstantial sgm·n"f. This can be 

ascertained since a variety of circumstantial clauses occur in this position . Intransitive verbs of 

motion use a variation of this construction (§92). Only very rarely is the subject placed after 
cl)c·n, a pronominal subject is then placed on the following circumstantial sgm·n"f. 

It is important to take note of the fact that the elements following cl)c·n are always adverbial. 

They can therefore consist of such things as circumstantial verb forms, progressive l)r + 
infinitive, and stative constructions. Not all adverbials , however , can follow cl)"·n: only phrases 
containing some form of a verb are permissible . For example, non-verbal clauses with adverbial 

comment (e .g .  topic + m pr) cannot occur here. 

Exx. 

'=0'71\ i"  <�J�Jt��q�� 
"J:z"·n sdm·n·i orw qri 
I heard the sound of thunder. (Sh.S. 55, ff.) 

!= § :;; Jittr � � i��� ���l� POf=:� 
��9-VMJ 
cJ:z"·n rdi·n sr wgt m J:zr·i m dd mkwg(w)8 SW:b·kpJ r-pr n(y) Jbdw 
The official brought the order to my attention9 saying: "See it has been commanded that you purify the 
temple of Abydos." (Lesest. 76, 6-7) 

' = g'b' o:!!!:!:o n� or= = �t1= - ro<><?0 n i l  I I  
cJ:z"·n Rd4dt w'1rn·s m web n(y) hrw 14 
Redjedet purified (herself) with a purification of 14 days. (West. 11 ,  18 f.) 

1Jnfinitives of many s-causatives derived from 3rd weak roots do not have t (§l70). 
&Wg(w) is the sdm(w )1 passive. The "subject" of this passive form is the whole nominal clause beginning with 

sw"b·k "that you purify the temple . . . .  " English requires an impersonal construction with "it" as a dummy subject. 
The Egyptian is literally: "that you purify the temple has been commanded." 

9Note the vivid expression rdi m /;lr "to put in (one's) face," which means "command," "call someone's attention 
to." 
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§91. The Past Tense Passive Voice Construction: 

cl)c·n sgm(w)fPassive 

109 

The passive counterpart of the c�:zc.n sgm·n:f construction uses the sdm(w)-j passive (§35). 
There is nothing particularly remarkable about the construction, other than the fact that the 
subject is virtually always a noun and not a suffix pronoun. There are cases of an impersonal use 
with omitted subject, e.g. "(It) was done according to ... " . 

Exx. 

'=� � ��-k!J� 
c�:zc·n mJ(w) n3 n(y) kJwt 
These construction projects were inspected. (Lesest. 76, 15) 

1:! .....11 <> 1:!__.�� - g - JJ o p 
X - L-11 I .A I',_� I I  � .....�� 1] I ';";"'; 
c�:zc·n rdi(w) c�;zc nj q3q3 2 J;znc ist·sn 
Two ships and their crews were provided to him. (Lit. it was caused that two ships . . .  attend to him.) 
(West. 8, 4) 

¥::: 4>1Q � �� � 21 1'o..... 
CIJ,C•n U(W) mi WgtlO nbt ljmj 

It was done in accordance with all that His Majesty had commanded. (Impersonal construction) (West. 
5, 13) 

§92. The Stative in cl)c·ni im(w) with Verbs of Motion 

This is the construction used with intransitive verbs of motion. Since the stative forms must 
have an antecedent (whether a noun or a pronoun) , c�:zc.n always takes a subject in this 
construction. The stative form, of course, agrees with the subject of c�:zc·n in person and number 
(and gender if applicable). 

In some texts the 1st sing. suffix pronoun is frequently omitted after c�:zc.n. This is probably an 
abbreviated writing-i.e. c�:zc·n·(i) or c�;zc.n·<i> l l-rather than being a distinct construction. 

Note that verbs of motion in this construction must generally be translated as simple past tense 
forms in English (cf. §86), since English does not have a true stative. 

Exx. 
'= �� � ]QA' 
CIJ,C•n dpt tf ii•t(i) 
That boat came. (Sh.S. 154 f.) 

lOThis is a fern. relative form (§ 158) used as a noun with /jm-j as subject: "what His Majesty had commanded." 
These forms will be dealt with at a later time. 

11  The "angle" brackets are for mistakes of omission. 
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f::: � 5?�./l�} 1.:::;, � 

clzc·n·i bn·kw(i) lznc1 
I went with him. (Lesest. 76, 6) 

§93. The Progr�ive Past Tense: cl}c·ni l}r sf!m 

This variation on the pattern is not terribly common, but it is quite straightforward. Its structure 

is grammatically identical to that presented in §92, only here the adverbial phrase consists of a 

prepositional phrase rather than the stative. 

Ex. 
f::: � r Ql\r:::J j -� rt. 
ClzC•n•i J:zr iJS n mSC 
I was calling out to the crew. (Sh. S.  170) 

§94. The Stative in cl}c·n-Jrill(w): Quasi-Passives & States 

This construction could be used with transitive verbs to form a quasi-passive. With intransitive 

verbs, the notion conveyed is of a state or the result of the action. Here again, the 1st. sing. suffix 

is sometimes not written after c�;.c·n, although it was presumably supplied by the reader. 

Exx. 
f=l�Jtj}<>�� ifl�}= 
clzc·n·(i) ini·kwi r iw pn in w3w 
I was brought to this island by a wave. (Sh.S. 109 f.) 

clzc:·n·s gr·ti 
She became motionless (not rowing). (West. 5, 17) 

§95. cl}c·n sf!m·n-jwith following Parallel Clauses 

Frequently, one or more parallel circumstantial clauses (often employing the sgm·nj) follow 

the initial clause. These are not to be understood as subordinate clauses (which would indicate 

that the action took place prior to that of the initial clause). The sequence of events in the 

following sentence illustrates how this parallel construction works. 
1:1 --ll_ � c::;;:J � A� � X £ .JJ �_, .. ' .H c�;c:·n·i bn·kwi, 

12For ntiw "those who (were)," see §§ 1 1 1-12. 

rdi·n·(i) wi J;r fJt q3, 

sl3·n·i ntiw1 2 m-l:lnw·s. 
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I went, 
and I got myself up a tall tree, 
and I recognized those who were in it (a ship)P (Sh.S. 155 ff.) 

§96 CJ)c·n sflm"f: A Rare Variation 

The construction c�:zc·n sdm-jis used in past narratives, but it is rare. In one instance, there are 

two parallel s(}.m-j clauses that follow, indicating that this form was not simply a textual error. 
The use of the relative present s(}.m·f may have been as a "vivid" past. 

Ex. 
,= 3 � 1�1\?� 
clf·n rdij wi m rj 
He put me in his mouth . . . .  (Sh.S. 75) 

§97 More About Adverbs 

Although the grammatical category called adverbial is extremely large in Egyptian (and 

important as predicate in all types of sentences), there are almost no "adverbs" proper, apart from 
a few adverbs of time and placel4 (but these are probably mostly nouns, anyway). By "adverb" 

proper is here meant any word similar in function to English "quickly," "greatly," "nicely." 

There is no real void, however, since Egyptian uses either a circumstantial clause (" . . . , hurrying 
as they went") or a prepositional phrase ("in haste") . In addition, adjectives could be used in this 

capacity, as in German and informal English. 

Exx. 
'=I *�;.:_ 'i"-=- <> � 
cl}c·n dwJ-nJrnjn·i c3 r lJt nbt 
He thanked me most greatly. ("He praised god for me greatly, more than anything.") (Lesest. 76, 13) 

Sometimes a w ending is encountered, and these may be true adverbs. This is especially the 

case with prepositions that have no suffixes. These may be derived adverbs-they have some 

resemblance to nisba derivatives, but the exact relation is not certain. The w ending is usually not 
written. It is possible that im "therewith" is to be also transliterated as im(w ) , but this is less 

certain. The similarity to iry, ir(w) "thereto" (§55) is, however, quite apparent. 

Ex. 
� �Q_!lilll��� 9 1 <>1\QQoc. ��}� �"\ 

wn·in (§ 131) slJty pn l}r rmyt cJw wrt 
Then this peasant was crying very greatly. (Peas. B1 24 ff). 

13 A sentence with the following meaning is impossible: "I went, after I had gotten myself up in a tall tree, having 
previously recognized those in it." Clearly the sailor saw a ship in the distance, climbed a tree to see it better, and 
then recognized his former shipmates. 

14E.g. "tomorrow,'' "here," "over there," etc. 
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�}�1� 
nnlS wi lznc(w) 
I was not with (them). (Sh. S.  130) 

The feminine singular noun wrt "greatness" can be used to modify adjectives-both qualifiers 
. and predicate adjectives. This was probably a type of bound construction (§48), but can be 

conveniently translated by "very" in English. 

Exx . 
QP== ���� fl�0£z:i· · ·<>� 

is116 stJ wrt wJt . . . r !Jt nb 
Now, the road . . .  was very difficult-beyond anything. (Lesest. 77, 7) 

r j 1 '===ill = � 0 sbl;z CJ wrt . . . a very great cry. (Sinuhe 265-66) 

VOCABULARY VITI 

Q 1D, D 1 i� "ox," "cow" (generic) 

QP � � isft "injustice," "falsehood," "chaos" 

Q � Q Q �, Qt � Q Q tf, :::= � 1ty "Sovereign" (a title of the king) 

I�� elm "Asiatic" (i.e. the people living to the north and east of Egyptian borders) �--_:t c�c "to stand up"; cl)c r "to rise up against"; in stative "to be standing" 

]�QQoj} w�myt exact meaning unknown, perhaps "howling" 

JrP�, � wsfJ "width" Cf. ? Semitic wsc, e.g . Arabic (wsc "to be wide") 

J 'tj} � biJw "mining-region" 

c£, r Jf �, j I � pds "bOX," "chest" 

��Ji � fJi "to raise," "lift up"; idiomatic use with .tJw "wind" perhaps as direct object "to 
sail \ run  before the wind" or else as subject "to pick up," "rise up" 

�_a, �a m-e compound preposition "in I by the hand (possession, charge) of," "through" 
(agency); "because of'; with !Jpr "happen to I with" (a person) 

� o P �, � � � , P � mJct "justice," "truth," "order" 

�� � � mckJ "brave" 

�p 1 � msiJ, "crocodile" Cf. Arabic c:W (timsal:z.) "crocodile" 

ISNn (§102) is used to negate non-verbal sentences with adverbial coment. Here J:znc(w) is the adverbial 
predicate. . · 

16Js.t is a sentence particle (like mk). Cf. § 185. 
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� o }r Q Q � nwyt ''wave" 

� rf a particle (cannot be at the beginning of a sentence) "then," ''now," cf. irf 

�} !f=l , 1� � 1 brw "enemy" 

rt ";' scni:J (s-causative): "to feed," "provide food for"; "to keep alive" 

r� � smJ-tJ "to unite the land," "to be buried"; noun "interment'' 

1 13 

r fl � � sqdi (s-causative of 3rd weak verb, apparently without t in the infinitive): "to sail," 
"to sail on" (can be transitive); (more generally) "to travel" (even on land) 

r fl� ,� sqdw "sailor" 

r 0'}:;;: I I I StpW "the ChOiCest'' "the pick" 

r � sr!d (s-causative of r!d) "to relate," "recount," "converse" 

+_a lib� smcw "musician" 

� r .Jl sms "to follow," "accompany"; � r .Jl } a� .Jl sms wgJ "a funeral procession" 

� }r � smsw (noun) "retainer," "attendant" 

LJ�@ Kmt "Egypt" ("the Black Land") 

o} tw indefinite pronoun: "one" (Can begin a future tense sentence without introductory 
particle.) 

I* 1 dwJ-ntr compound verb: "to praise god"; dwJ-n!_r n + (person) = "to thank" (a person) 
(literally, "to praise god for a person") 

EXERCISE VITI 

(A) Reading Passage: 

r��� � i�Q� !17���� 5?�£.} � <> 
JQO' � - :::�m��}�<> ;1 �%:::I���:;:" .:J � g  
�A�r::! g g  �PeJroP18P ��,� � g Q1\P �:;:- LJ�@� � r�19 

17The phrase mitt iry is treated grammatically as a masculine. The following word, !Jpr(w), might be a stative 
form, but it is more likely a participle (§1 17 ff.; §121,  2,a) "that happened" (the use tends to overlap somewhat). 

1scf. §41 ,  2. 
19Jn this sentence we have a pair of parallel prospective sdm1 forms used with the meaning "whether they . • .  or 

whether they." The use is very similar to the French subjunctive so it . . .  so it "whether it be . • .  or it be . . . .  " A literal 
rendering in English might be accomplished with the modal auxiliary "should": "Should they . . .  or should they . . • .  " 
And just like the French subjunctive or English "should" clauses, these prospective clauses lead into a main sentence 
construction, which follows. The construction will be dealt with later in its extended context: the "conditional" mood 
(§§ 138-39). 
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(B) Transliterate and Translate. Additional vocabulary to be found in the dictionary. 

1) ,= ;J ::;� � � -::;� �' 1\j����::- �l.� 
2) f= I�d -�� 62:J . ll�l\ � P  t �- := t .� .<> .:. , �21<> : 

'= t}�� ��r��-:1 ',',',' '� :J::.1\'t�t;rl 
3) '= 3 = 1 �� ::.  .ff ,� :! � lJP�l?: 
4) Said by the king to an elderly courtier: 

� o �rA �a� A 0 1 r�_n �. 
JtQ J�T 
® ·� ..!. J�. 
o� <ill' t 
t:==:l <>� 

lL.Jl � i'K r � 22 � � Ill o �� 
� . : .  q. , Q� l �  
�--Jl�j ���� 

s) � = }� PT�}� t&�}� . . .  
� = �<>.g.��� _._23lg.�j . . .  
�� �� }� 24�-ifiiJ� 'fi.�. ��£;;5: (From a letter that almost certainly 

exaggerates the current circumstances in the writer's vicinity.) 

20Mt is an abbreviated writing. The t is doing double duty for the root letter and for the appropriate verbal suffix. 
The word order (and meaning) should indicate which form is required! 

21The suffix jrefers to a commoner who was having an affair with a magician's wife. 
22 A depiction of the night sky was painted on the ceiling of the shrine. The deceased thus was thought to be able 

to look up at it. 
23The "negative arms" n is used for the preposition n. 
241fiis is an "impersonal" construction (§91). The expression sJ� + m + infinitive means "to begin to . . . .  " 
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6) Q � Q�1x:::z: P ��� LJ�® ��� 0� ::: 9 1  gJJ25 
0�  <:> 11� = _ '_.D �� <:> r ���'

� r.-26! �Q�oJ�,  
7) Q � !���  fil.<> <? lt.J�� ��Q�  ����� ro�QQ�<> LJ�@ 
s) Q � � *<>]QA<>�� r QP� ���Q <>�,, � 

(C) Parse from section (B): 

1) �J��0�- 2) I�d - ,  �}\ 6,� 1 �• _ .:J 'i111 1 • 3) l o � ' :1 .  
4) 0 1  'r �I ,  Q ol �. 5) 1�, ��. 6) 9 1 gjj, r ���� . !�Q. 
7) ��� �� · s) QP� -

1 15 

25The word order seems peculiar, but the genitival construction was probably split up for a good reason -perhaps 

involving the function of P�� in the sentence. 
26WJt here means "course." 
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§98. The Independent Use of the 1st sing. Stative 

There is a fairly rare independent use of the l st person sing. stative in· main clauses. The 
construction does not require an anteced�nt and does not use the introductory particle iw . It does 
not occur except with the 1st person �ingular. 

Ex. 

3�<>c:Jt� �� )1 pp �  Q�a;__ PLl.JJ��:= c:JQ�a;__ 
rd·kwi r pr s3 nsw, spssw imj(§38), sqbbwy imj 
I was put in a prince's house with splendid things in it, and with a cool hall in it. (Sinuhe B 285 ff.) 

- �  � � """'))<::a LJ �- g � � o O �  � f'tt.ifrf o � � I' __n �� � lJ a.'\. I' : ::D("��®Io l l l  <:>n�� q> I -1.!"1 --.s!. I' I 
sd·kwi m p3qt, gs·kwi m tpt, sgr·kwi J:zr l.znkyt 
I was clothed in fine linen; I was anointed with fme oil; and I was laid down upon a bed. (Sinuhe 289 
ff.) 

§99. The Exclamatory use of the Stative Fonns 

The 2nd and 3rd person stative forms could be used alone as exclamations, and may occur at 
the beginning, middle, or end of an utterance. The use is restricted to a few phrases, some of 
which, were much used, especially in the royal titulary. The most common is the phrase Sf-� r 
cnf!(w), (w)43(w), s(nbw) "may he live, prosper, and be healthy," which has already been 
encountered as an exclamation occurring in conjunction with the mention of members of the 
royal family, the palace, etc. Similar is the phrase Sf-� cnbw gt "may he live forever" and the 
feminine counterpart Sf-!Q � cna·ti rJ.t "may she live forever," which often occur after the king's 
nomen or prenomen (§69) . 

Such exclamations were not limited to royalty, however, and in the speech of commoners we 
find the phrases 11� �Q J:ts·ti "may it please you"; rT o snb·t(i> "may you be healthy" 
(meaning "have a safe journey!"); ]QA �Q ii·ti "welcome!"; ���� �Q s33 ·ti1 + l;tr "beware!" 
"take care not to (do)" 

Ex. 

PTo � ;:;  -;:� <> C?� 
snb·t(i) sp sn, nds, r pr·k 

1 The gemination is unusual (but known) in stative forms of final weak verbs. 
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Safe journey, safe journey, little man, to your home. (Sh. S. 158 f.) 

§100. Existential Sentences: ''There is • • •  " "There are . . .  " 

To express the idea, "there is I are . . . " (French il y a . . .  , German es gibt . . .  ) , the verb � wnn -
is used in a verbal sentence beginning with the particle iw. Note that although wnn is basically a 
2nd geminating verb, its circumstantial form does not exhibit gemination (see, Verb Chart, 
Appendix 1): Q} � iw wn. The sentence type was no doubt common in everyday speech, but 

examples in the literature are not all that abundant. In place of iw, one also finds the particle 

Q r = is1 1 Q r 0 ist "now," but perhaps also meaning "too," ("and then there is . . .  ") 

Ex. 
Q�:!!t:tP�nnQ"i��� �11-� �nn� (Pl��J�...d!�€D 
iw wn ntis l)di rnj, J:zmsiim [)d-snfrw, mJc-!Jrw 
There is a commoner by the name ofDjedi who lives in Djed-Snofru (a town), justified. (West. 6, 26-7, 
1) 

Q Po� �� ����=:r 
ist wn lpntj, Mrt m·s 
And then there was his wife whose name was Merit. (Peas. R2) 
There are also cases of non-verbal sentences that do not use the verb wnn. These use only the 

particle iw followed by the noun or noun phrase. One also finds Q � im "there" as the adverbial 
comment, with additional modifiers, if necessary. (Literally, "X is there . . .  ") 

Ex. 

Q}� lJ'f� � :::J�� � � �Qt� QQti ������1"::=� '-
iw bry-J:zbt c3 n(y) B3stt, ity, nb·n, Nfrty mi 
There is a great lector-priest of Bastet, o Sovereign, our Lord, by the name of Neferty. (Neferty Pet. 9 f.) 

iw it im IJ.nc bdt 
There was barley there along with emmer. (Sinuhe 84) 

§101. Negation 

Negations were accomplished in two ways in Egyptian: 1)  by negative particles, and 2) by 
means of negative auxiliary verbs (i.e. verbs meaning "to not do"). The negative auxiliary verbs 

(§164-166; 175-80) have special functions and are not used to negate "simple statements of 

fact." The negative particles were used to negate non-verbal sentences with adverbial comment, 

verbal sentences (whose affirmative counterparts are iw stjmj, iw st]m·nj, iw s!lm(w), and iw·i 
sm·kwi), and existential "there is I are" sentences (§100). 

There are two negative particles in Middle Egyptian: ..A- n  and -::::- nn. Nn negates nominal 
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elements, and n is used primarily with verbal elements. The particle n is cognate to the Semitic 
negation lii: "not," e.g. Arabic "1 (lii) "no, not"; Hebrew t<'i' (lo) ''no, not."2 The negative particle 

always stands at the beginning of the clause or sentence. 

With the possible exception of the construction -A.. 0@ n sp + prospective s4m·f ("he never 

heard," § 1 10), all of the negated clauses may be used either as main clauses or as subordinate 
clauses of circumstance. One must judge by context which clauses are main clauses and which 
are subordinate. 

§102. Negation of Non-verbal Sentences with Adverbial Comment 

Sentences of the pattern iw + Topic + Adverbial Comment (§ 10) are negated by --:.::- nn (which 

may be preceded by mk). The particle iw is not used. The word order is Nn + Topic + Adverbial 
Comment. If the topic is a pronoun, the dependent series is used. E.g. the negation of 

Q} � � � � �"o- iwj m st-j"it is in its place" is --:.::-t <!> � � � ��o- nn sw m stj "it is not in 
its place." (Or, as a circumstantial clause, "  . . . , it not being in its place.") 

Exx. 

�}�Q1\ 
, , nn wz zm 

I am not there. (Lesest. 50, 5-6) 

� P1\v- '�  
nn s(y) m ib·i 
It was not in my heart. (Sinuhe B223-24) 

§103. Negation of Existential Sentences ("There is I are no • • •  ") 

The usual construction begins with -::::-� nn wn "there is I are no . . . .  " Quite often just ::::
nn without wn is used. Quite rare, but identical in meaning is -A..� o n wnt. (This expression 

can be found in the dictionaries under wnt, and need not be learned at this point). Note that when 
possession is involved (e.g. a suffix pronoun, the genitival n(y) , or the dative n), one can often 
better translate with the English "does I did not have . . .  " etc. 

Sentences with -::::-� nn wn are always main clauses, but when just -::= nn is used, the 

clause may be either a main or a circumstantial clause: " . . .  , there being no . . . . " 

Exx. 

��v-� - K;  LQ:�.bL 
nn wn ib n s, rhn tw �r1 
There is no heart to a man so that one might rely on it. Or better: No one has a heart that might be relied 
on. (Lebensm. 121) 

2The connection of nn is less certain. Its Late Egyptian counterpart is bn, which might be cognate to Semitic bal 
"not." 
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nn wn pl)wyj'y 
There is no end of it. Or: It has no end. (Lebensm. 130) 

:::-QiP� 1\:=: � 
nn isf<t> m bt·i 
There is no falsehood in my innermost being. (BD ch. 18) 

§104. Negation of Nouns: ''Without . . .  " 

Nouns and noun phrases could also be negated with � nn. In these cases, the best translation 
is usually ''without." Frequently the noun that is being negated takes a suffix pronoun to add 
clarity, but this is often redundant in English. 

Exx.  <> 
(I plundered all their people as captives) � � �· · Q� .g.� 

• • •  mnmnt iry nn drw 
. . .  and their cattle without limit. (Rb 57, 13-14) 

(I crossed over) � � r: D� :!::' t:l � � � r 
. . .  m ws!Jt nn �mw·s 
. . .  in a barge without a steering oar" (lit. "not [having] its steering oar" Sinuhe R 38). 

§105. Negation of the Infmitive: "Without (doing) ... " 

In place of an ordinary noun, an infinitive may follow � nn with the meaning "without 
(doing)." This construction is not uncommon, especially when the actor is the same as that found 
earlier in the clause. It functions like a circumstantial clause, but, of course, without a subject.3 

Ex. 

c_.._ O@PQ� e r§no] <>PP�) 
JQ�� � � ���r�./3 �  --- �� �  � Pofi� .__ 

( n sp sin<n> f rssy4 ), Bik CtJfS �c smswf nn rdit rfJ st mJcf 
(He never even hesitated), the Falcon (the heir apparent) flying off with his retinue (i.e. his personal 
body-guard), without letting his troops know it. (Sinuhe R 20 f.) 

3There are some cases of nn + infinitive as main clauses that mean "There was no (doing) . . • .  " These sentences 
are certain, but not terribly common outside of a few literary texts. 

4The term rssy, later rsy, basically means ••quite," "entirely," and after negations ••(not) at all." Here it has been 
translated as ••(not) even." . 

5This is a circumstantial clause, but note that the word order is Noun + circumstantial sgmj. 
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§106. Negation of the Verbal Clauses & Predicate Adjectives 

The two basic verbal negations (corresponding to affirmative statements of fact) are 
-"-��� n stjm·f (past time!) and -"-��;::::_ n stjm·n-j (present time!).  The stjm·f and 
stjm·n-jforms are not the circumstantial forms. These clauses may be either main or subordinate 
clauses of circumstance. The sequence of tenses is often the key factor in determining clause 
type. In particular, negated verbal clauses conveying (relative) present time that occur in a past 
time context are almost certain to be circumstantial clauses.6 (Of course, in the case of prior 
action in a circumstantial clause, the relative past tense construction is required.) 

Predicate adjectives are negated by means of this construction as well. The required form of 
"adjective verb" (a verbal form of the adjective) is used, and it is treated just as any other verb. 
The tense distinctions are not always as clear-cut as in negated verbal clauses.  

§107. Past Time: "He did not Hear • • •  " I ''He was not Heard • • •  " 

1) Active Voice -"- .:1') � "- N Sr!mi ''He did not Hear": This construction corresponds to the 

afflmlative iw stjm·n-j. Note that it does not use a stjm·n·f form, but rather a stjm-j. The reason 
for this is that the form in question is the "old indicative" form, which was a past tense form in 
Old Egyptian} The use of the old indicative forms is quite limited in Middle Egyptian, and it is 

common only in this fossilized construction. In subordinate clauses of circumstance, n stjm-j is 
the negative counterpart of circumstantial clauses formed with the circumstantial stjm·n-j forms, 

and can be translated "because he did not hear," "although he did not hear," etc. or less 

specifically, "he not having heard." 

To say "I do not know," one used the verb rl:J "to learn" in this past time negation. (This 
corresponds to the use of the stative and past tense iw stjm·n-jin the affirmative.) 

With adjectives, the time reference is usually past. There may be a few exceptions which seem 
to refer to the present.8 

The stems of the old indicative sdmf forms from the mutable and irregular verbs are as 
follows: 

3rd Weak: no gemination-��'-- gmi·f, sometimes (rarely) with y: ro�QQ� hJy·k; 
,....._ , , ,c.. , ,  
-- zn, <:> zn 

2nd Gem.: no gemination- LlJ£2 qb 

il! lw: mostly ..l.l} iw; much less common: ] Q ..l.l ii 
, , � ' ' znz: L znz 

rdl: mostly with r: 3 rdl, but sometimes without r: 4..-.11 di 

6I .e. if they were main clauses, they would be in the "present tense," but as subordinate clauses, they relate 
circumstances contemporary to their time context. 

7 Cf. E. Doret, The Na"ative Verbal System of Old and Middle Egyptian (Geneva: 1986), pp. 27-28. 
8E.g. Peas. B2, 103. 
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wnn: no gemination-� wn 

m33: � �� mJ·i; also with n9: � �- mJn 

Exx . 

..J>-. r�---��� 2 ��- 2 � �..J>-. PY���..J>-. Pl��� 
..J>-. P<>1\ 1rr-� ..J>-. r >�1\���o..J>-.�l��r >�1\� 
n sdwy·l J.un n J:zry-tpj. n smr·i. n sl;zqri. n srmi-i. n smJ·i. n wg·l smJ. 

121 

I did not slander a servant to his master. I did not inflict pain. I did not cause hunger. I did not cause 
weeping. I did not kill. I did not order to kill. (BD Ch. 125 Intro) 

� :;; � ' c:!S!:.  ..A � � '=" � -� 9 - .A. �  R � � � Q f ""'>. c=:o{ I I I =:;;.1) 0 rlr I I I <> 2r � � <> <:> £:! I 00 � H =:..a 0 � I I I �<:> J.Vd>' 

..J>-.L�j}J �� �  ..J>-. A} iJi�f ��� Q1J=�'�} �  
dd·tn mJct r-i m-bJJ;z Nb-r-dr J;zr-nt(y)t (§1 14) iri·n·i mJct m TJ-mri, n snt·i ntr, n iw sp·i J;zr nsw imy
hrwj 
May you tell the truth about me in the presence of the Lord-of-allll because I did justice in Egypt, not 
having denounced a god, nor with a fault of mine having come out concerning a king in his day. (BD 
Ch. 125, Address to gods) 

With an adjective/verb: 

....L 8 <v � c!fj � �  Jl Jr. :it� Cl .lr' 'jl 
n bdS tzr-i m-J;zJt bJk 
I was not faint-hearted in face of the work. (My face was not faint in front of the work.) (Sinai 90, 1 5) 

2) Passive Voice ...A-..�1\o} �io..- N Sgm·twi "He was not heard": This Middle Egyptian 

construction replaced the older n + s{/m(w)·fpassive construction (a few examples can be found 
in early texts, see § 1 15 ,  second example) . The verb form is a passive of the "old indicative" 

formed with the passive suffix ·tw. As with its affirmative counterpart, the time reference is past. 
The clause may be main or subordinate. 

Ex. 
1? - - __o �  .·CD ..J>-. ll o it Ll .lt : 1 1 1 

n ini·t(w) n·i cqw 
The rations have not been brought to me. (P. BM 10549 4) 

§108. Present Time: "He does not Hear • • •  " I "He is not Heard • • •  " 

1) Active Voice ...A-..<fP1\;:: N Sgmm1''He does not Hear;' ''He cannot Hear": Thls construction 

9Probably not a different form, but a different writing influenced by pronunciation only. 
lOThe writing smJm indicates that original sm3 was then pronounced sm, the 3 having been dropped. The standard 

practice in transliterating is to follow the earlier writing. 11  An epithet of Osiris. 
· 
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is formed with a sgm·n·f form, possibly derived from the old indicative forms, but this is not 

certain. Whatever the form might be, the tense is present (relative to the context) in spite of the ·n 
suffix (otherwise the "past tense" marker). As with the other negated clauses, these may be either 

main or subordinate. When this construction occurs in past time contexts, it is almost always in a 

circumstantial clause. Sometimes this construction has the meaning "cannot hear." 

The sgm·n·f forms used in this construction are identical (in written form) to all the other 

sgm·nfforms: no gemination in the 3rd weak or the 2nd gem. roots. 

Exx. 

_,_ 3 �� �Jjr.l\<?i� - A�jjj��� 
n rdi·n·k n·i dhJw n mdt tn nfrt 
You do not give me compensation for this fine speech. (Peas. B1 318) 

4> Q_ .illlll � � � ' --0} � <> .g;.} � <? I  6 j}J - �'-� � � 
_,_ 3 ;:: � 7�<>r 
iri-in (§131) s!Jty pn c/:tcw {JO} r hrw 10 l;tr spr n Nmty-nlJt(w) pn, n rdi·nfmJcfr·s 
Then this peasant spent a period of12 ten days petitioning to this Nemty-nakhte, but he did not give his 
attention to it. (Peas. B 1 31  f.) 

With adjective/verb: 

_,_ t:t a 1\::: == 0:; L\. 0:; L\. Q1\ 
n n4m·n n-J bt!Jt im 
A reversal thereof (''therein") is not pleasant for him. (usest. 93 , 10 ff.) 

2) Passive Voice -"-&71\- o.} � N Sdm·n·tw-f''He is not Heard": The passive is formed with 

the suffix tw. 

Ex. � <> �  -� I X <> � _;p_n � g � �  
� G)  0 - 0. � :  ..Jl ...A- G) - o. (?  .c::::l 0. \. I  I I <> <>� I I I  
[ . . . ] m (§24) r!Jt n(y) ntiw (§ 111) swJ(w) (§82), n rlJ·n·tw mJct r grg 
[You have heard of events] consisting of the knowledge of those who have passed on, but one cannot 
tell the difference between fact and fiction. (Literally: "but fact cannot be ascertained from fiction." 
West. 6, 23 f.) 

§109. Future Time: �&'!'�� Nn sgmf''He will not Hear • • •  " �  &1\ o.} � Nn 
s!fm·tw-f''He will not be heard" 

The negative counterpart of lwf r sgm "he will hear'' is formed with the negative particle nn + 

prospective sgm-j form. It has been claimed that his construction was used for negative wishes, 

but this does not seem to be the case. Note that negative wishes and negative purpose clauses ("in 

12The Egyptian uses the preposition r "(amounting) to," "as long as." 
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order not to do . . .  ") require a different type of negation (§§ 164, 175). 

With adjectives, this construction is also used for future time.· The examples of. nn + adj. that 
are clearly not future should probably be analysed as nominal constructions (§103): '"What I did 
upon earth was not a trifling thing."13 (Or more literally, '"It was no trifle (namely) what I did on 
earth.") 

Exx . 

...,A..... � -!I 9 _ q J- 'lih � *� C"J o ..A... qr � - <:> A -

- I I I L).Jl � <:::> I I I - c::::J .lf I I I - ·� - c=o{ � - l!:f!  I I I 

nn di·n cq·k �·n, in bn.Sw n(y) sbJ pn, n is dd·n·k m·n 
We will not let you enter past us-so say the doorposts of this gate-unless14 you say our names. (BD 
ch. 125 Address to gods) 

-:::-Qro1\.il ��� � .ll� ] QQ � )\� � 
nn ihm dpt{w}·k. nn iwt iyt m !Jt·k 
Your boat will not be held back. No harm will come to your mast. (Peas. Bl 56 f.) 

With adjective/verb: 

:!:���:=:�-���!b-. 
nn Sri m n(y) s m in·njl5 
A man's name will not be lessened through what he has done. (Merikare 10, 2-3 ) 

§110 • ...,A..... Qi�� 1ioo.... N sp + Prospective sgmf''He never beard • • •  " ''It was never heard" 

The verb spi "to remain over'' (presumably in the "old indicative" form after n) is followed by a 
clause beginning with a prospective srj,m-j form, either active or passive, with the meaning 

"never." (Of course, the verb spi, when not used in this construction, also occurs with its original 

meaning "to remain over, to survive.") One can translate "he has never heard" and "he had never 
heard," depending on the context. This construction can also be used with future time reference: 
"He will never hear . . . .  " 

Exx . 

- � 0 o <i> · <:> 9 ...,A..... o @  ro� @:� ' � ,:: � c;;o 0 I 
n sp hJi mit(y)f �r !JJst tn gr rk ntr 
One like it had never come down from this desert since the time of the god. (RB 76, 9 f.) 

...,A..... [iij:;:-i� ��- +��f4. �  � =  
n spi ini·t(w) mitt nn n nsw nb !Jpr(w)16 dr pJwt tJ 
The like of this had never been brought to any king who existed since the primeval time of the earth. 
13The example is from PtalJIJ.otpe 640: nn sri irt·n·i tp tJ . 
14one of the meanings of n . .  .is is "unless." 
151rt·n1 is a relative verb form, here used as a noun meaning ••what he has done." 
16 fjpr(w) is a participle (§ 121, da) .. who existed." 
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(Rb 53, 3-4) 

§111. Nty The relative adjective ''That, which, that which, who" 

The relative adjective � nty is a nisba adjective, and is declined as expected, although 
occasionally plurals and feminine forms use the masc. sing. nty. 

TABLE 10: THE RELATIVE ADJECTIVE 

Masculine Feminine 

Singular � nty � nt(y)t 

Plural -�· ·  -_}:: , o. , o. • nnw � nt(yw)t 

The basic meaning is "who," "that," "which." Like all adjectives, the relative adjective nty can 

modify a preceding noun (its antecedent) or it can stand alone as a noun meaning "the one who," 
"the ones who," "those who," "that which," "whatever." The relative adjective is used mostly in 
cases where the antecedent is definite (i.e. it would be preceded by "the" in English), but also in a 
few cases which would seem to be indefinite (cf. §38, where the antecedent is almost always 

indefinite). The meaning of the relative adjective is broader than the English equivalents, and 
when place is involved, it can be translated "where," "wherever," etc. 

The Egyptian relative adjective is not related to the Semitic relative markers �sr, �s, and sa, but 
its use is similar in a general manner. 

§ 112. Nty + Adverbs I Adverbial Phrases 

Whether � nty modifies an antecedent or stands on its own as a noun ("the one who 

is . . . I those who are"), an adverb or adverbial phrase may follow. This may consist of an adverb 

(e.g. Q� im "there," � �� c3 "here," etc.) ,  a prepositional phrase, a stative form, and 
circumstantial clauses, verbal and non-verbal (with adverbial comments) . When the relative 
adjective is used as a noun (and not referring to an antecedent) its gender and number are those 

required by the context: � �� "-- nty l)ncf"the one who is I was with him," � � '
nt(y)t m-bJI)f "she who is in his presence." Note the euphemism for the deceased: �� 1 Q� 
ntiw im "those who are there" (i.e. in the world of the hereafter). 

In the simplest construction, and by far the most common, � nty refers directly to a specific 
antecedent about which some information is related: �· �' � ���� a e.e � � � illlll� 
prj nty m niwt �:znc (/3ttf nt(y )t m s!J.t "his house which is in the city along with his estate that is 

in the country." 

Somewhat more convoluted are cases in which the information related is not directly about the 
antecedent, but rather about something or someone indirectly connected with the antecedent. For 
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example, ::-.J:::... = � � r ��� st tn nt(y)t sn·s m ss "that woman whose brother is a 
scribe."l7 The use of the suffix pronoun ·s after � � sn "brother" is necessary to determine the 
particular relationship-"possession." Thus the English relative pronoun required is the genitive 
''whose" rather than ''who." Note that in such cases, the relative adjective agrees in gender and 

number·with the antecedent, regardless of the associated noun that follows. (E.g., in the previous 

example, � nt(y)t agrees with -:� st although followed by the masculine noun � � sn.) 
In this type of relative clause, the nominal element following nty may be a pronoun. In this 

case, the dependent pronoun series is used, except in the expression bw nty X im "the place 
where X is." In that phrase, we find the forms nt(y)j and nt(y)·k (the y is sometimes omitted): 

JJr �1!0-Q� bw nty'f im "the place where he is" and J<?�Q� bw nt(y)'k im "the place 

where you are ." 

Exx. 

i . : . �Jt :;:-�· · 1\ �  :;:-�· · �� lL..Jl r� ���sr-arr � 1\tar 
npw nbw ntiw mpt, ntiw m tJ, di·sn iri nb·i cn!J(w), (w)gJ(w), s(nbw) rnpt 1P:z m cn!J., (w)gJ, s(nb) 
All the gods who are in heaven and who are on earth-may they let my Lord, l.p.h., spend a million 
years in life,prosperity, and health! (P. BM 100567 5-6) 

[ . . . ] m r!Jt n(y) ntiw swJ(w) (§82 ff.) 
[ . . . ] consisting of the knowledge of those who have passed on. (West. 6, 23) 

i� ! � � A o}A 'i ��� 1\J}� �,�Q)\ 
nlr cJ, di·k iwt n·i bJ·i m bw nb ntyj im 
0 great god, may you let my ba come to me from any place where it might be. (BD ch. 89) 

o-�� �= QQ� � i� o}QQ �r� � =1\�Q� l� �� �  
nJ:un·k Nbsny m-c ntr pwy nty f:zrfmtsm inf:zwy'fy m rm1 
May you rescue Nebseny from the hands of that god whose face is (that of) a dog and whose eyebrows 
are (those of) a human. (BD ch. 17) 

r ........Ji o JIQ 9 .� = � � -:::- � �  � � - lt:[� � � ��o �  
nn fr·tn bi<n>·i n ntr pn nty tn m-bt1 
You will not raise up a misdeed of mine to that god in whose following you are. (BD ch. 125 
confession) 

Verbal clauses may refer directly or only indirectly to the antecedent, and there may be an 

accusative relationship (e.g. "the bread and beer that I gave you") or much more often another 

17Here there is a non-verbal circumstantial clause following the relative adjective. Literally, "her brother being a 
scribe." 
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type of relationship (e.g. "the book from which the scribe read," "the steering-oar with which he 

guided the boat") . The exact relationship is determined by the use of "resumptive pronouns" apd 

"resumptive prepositions" such as imj "with it," "in it," "from it"; J;zr-s "on it," "on account of 

it," etc. The use of verbal clauses after nty is quite limited because there existed an Egyptian verb 

. forms that specifically expressed the relative idea "that, which, who, etc." (§ 157-62). Both s{/.mj 

and sgm·n-j forms occur after nty. The sgm-j forms are the circumstantial forms, as are 

presumably also the s{/.m·nj fonns. Negative verbal constructions after nty are somewhat more 

common than affirmative ones. Of course, ..A-. n + the old indicative forms are used. 

Exx . 

� 5 ?� � }� ?�! P} � c=� � o}QQ� 
D Q� o '£::j Do- V lll - <::> 999 Q �-

.dl � <::::z I I I - r::::=::1 0,, 0 X l!l "'- I - I I I � 

wn(w) (§§35, 72) r·i, wpw r-i in Sw m nwtftwy n(y)t biJ{t} n(y)pt18 nty wp·nfr n(y) npw im·s 
May my mouth be opened, may my mouth be unlocked by Shu with that iron adze of his with which he 
opened the mouths of the gods. (BD ch. 23) 

--� t:l � � f � o : - Vo p- � rri po o � 0 1 1 1  n n �@ <::> � •  o" ..A-. 0 x 1 1 1 � ll l  \. 
. . .  st-IJ.mt 20 m (§24) nfr(w )t . • .  nty (!) n wp·t(w )·sn m msit 
. . .  20 ladies, that is beautiful women, . . .  who have not been opened in giving birth (West. 5, 9 f.) 

§113. � Nt(y)t ''that which is • • •  " 

The fem. sing. form of the relative adjective � nt(y )t can stand on its own as a noun meaning 

"that which is" I "what is ." In negative expressions it can be translated "nothing": 

� = � r o Q�"- nn nt(y )t nn st imj"There is nothing that is not in it ." Quite common is 

the phrase = � nt(y ) t  nbt "everything that i s ," "whatever is . . .  " E .g .  C( � �� � � Q� � pri J;znc nt(y ) t  nbt im-j"my house and everything that is in it." 

§114. r = lJr nt(y)t "because" 

Egyptian writers tended not to say "because" specifically , as they preferred the less precise 

circumstantial clause. However,  in cases where it was essential to be more specific, the phrase 

r = J;zr nt(y)t "because" could be employed. Other similar expressions (fir nt[y]t, m-e nt[y]t) 
will be learned later as vocabulary items. 

Exx. 

�� � 0 � � <=>1! �� �.g� r� � 1! � oP ���Q.[® 
dd·tn mJct r-i m-bJI;z Nb-r-t)r l;zr nt(y)t ir·n·i m.�ct m TJ-mry 
May you tell the truth about me in the presence of the Lord-of-All because I did justice in Egypt. (BD 
ch. 125, Address to gods) 

18The term biJ n(y) pt "metal from heav�n" denotes meteoric iron. 
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<::> 
. . . 'f:;-:; o}1\ �if 
• • •  � nt(y )t tw m r!J. 
(Do not be arrogant) because you are a learned man (Ptal). Lesest. 37, 10) 

§115. <::> :;-:; R nt(y)t I 'f;:; -lf.r nt(y)t ''to the effect that" in Letters 

A typical Egyptian letter is structured as follows: 1) "(title and name of writer) speaks to (title 
and name of recipient)"; 2) a series of wishes involving prayers to the gods for the recipient's 
good health, etc.; 3) the body of the letter begins with such phrases as ''This is a communication 

to inform my lord, to the effect that . . . . " In informal letters the preambles may be dismissed and 
the body begins directly <> = r nt(y ) t  or r = l)r nt(y )t "to the effect that." Also, these 
phrases may be used within the body of a letter to introduce a new topic. (Again, in more formal 
letters there may be such a phrase as "a(nother) communication to the effect that . . . .  '') The letter 
may end with some such phrase as: '� &71\� nfr s4m·k "May your hearing be good." 
(Probably nfr is the prospective of the "adjective verb" followed by the infinitive.) The idea 
being something along the lines of "may you hear this letter in good health." 

Exx. 

= m�}� :::: ¥t�P� 1a�� 1\�� r�� 
1\ H� ilJ :;-- 81�'=' t J � 1� l l l  � 111 � 111 c::o .� 
r nt(y)t hJw nb n(y) nb·l c.w.s. c!l(w), wdJ(w), m st·sn nbt m l;lst n(y)t Spdw Nb l3btt, /;tncpsdtf, 71lrw nbw 
(This is a communication to my lord, l.p.h..,) to the effect that all the affairs of my lord, l.p.h.., are safe 
and sound and in proper order19 through the favour of Sopdu, Lord of the East along with his Ennead20 

and all the gods. (P. Kahun, pl. 29) 

q> - � � e= 1l}.. ..A_I I I  
I � ...A- "'5F� �- g.lr� H 

� nt(y )t n gm(w) (§ 107, 2) nJ n(y) !Jrdw 
(This is a communication to my lord, l.p.h..,) to the effect that those children have not been found. (P. 
BM 10567) 

§116. = Nt(y)t ''that" after verbs of knowing & seeing 

This use is not terribly common and is here included only for future reference. It is used only 
with verbs of knowing and seeing, and not with verbs of speaking I saying. 

Ex. 

� =  � - :: =Q<>� &&o P<>li'=' �P��<>1Q 
1\.@. t:::::l e ...A-;:;; a 1\::- ;::: � t\. � t\. Q1\ 

19Literally, .. being in all their places." 
20 A group of nine gods. 
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mJ.n rfrn·tn nt(y)t ir bt nbt ddt21 sr nb, 1l4s nb r �wt-np- m tpy n(y) smwf, n mJm·n ni btbt im 
Now you know that as for anything that any official or any commoner gives from the best of his harvest 
to the temple (for contracted mortuary services), a reversal thereof (i.e. of the terms of the contract) is 
not pleasant for him. (lesest. 93, 10 ff.) 

VOCABULARY IX 
rll £. tl '@  1wnw n. loc. Heliopolis 

1 in " . . .  so says" (introduces the speaker following a quotation) 

Q � l-- inl.z "eyebrow" 
l� it (masc .) "barley" (also the generic word for "grain") 
7:t} l,� cqw "loaves, rations" 
� cg. "to be safe" (of persons and things) 

rt .::::::.} ��. wnfl.wt n. fern. collective "people," "fellow human beings" 

�,  M ,  .a::x> � Wsir n. div. Osiris 

'�/;;:: bdt (later bty) "emmer" (a type of wheat) 
� = p3wt t3 "primaeval time of the earth" 
� �g Pbr-wr the Euphrates River 

� 111. ! l !  � lll psfl.t "ennead" (group of nine gods) 
� '=I m3c "temple" (of head); rdi m3c r "to pay attention to" 

1 �. 1 .::::::. mlty (nisba) "which is like," "a thing like it" 

==t mhty (nisba) "northern"· � -z.+�y)w "Northerners" 0'-..'-. • ' I I I IIU.U\. 

-::-j � m4/:t "to hew" (wood, stone); "to build" (ships). Cf. ? Semitic, e.g. Hebrew :Jln (�b) "to 
hew" (stone, wood) 

� Q � � nfl.m "pleasant," "sweet," "charming" cf. Semitic ncm "pleasant" <> r (to act, do injury I injustice, etc.) "against" (a person) ("r of opposition") <> � ... &. rh "a learned man " "a scholar" &::!!!:!= � v ' 

l� rsy (nisba) "southern" 
g 0 rk "time," ''era," "age" 
ro�} � h3w (place) "vicinity," "neighbourhood"; (time) "time," (of king) = "reign" 

l� -j J:tsi "to praise," "honour," "favour" Cf. ?? Semitic sbJ:t "to praise," "laud" 

21Ddt is the imperfect relative st)mj (§159) form of rdi: .. that la subject] gives," modifying lJt nbt. 
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12 � iiJ }J.st "praise," "favour," (divine) "grace" 
I Q @� /yJJ-IJ,wt "local ruler," "mayor" 
� lJ.t (masc.) "wood"; "tree"; "stick"; "mast" 
� lJ 'f � bry-IJ,bt "lector-priest" (lit. "one with the ritual book'') 

P-fl � T, � swJ (intrans.) "to pass," "to pass by:· "to pass away" (die). Cf. Semitic swr: 
Hebrew ,,� (.fwr) "to journey"; Arabic .Jl... (sara) "to move on, go away, travel" 

� � swt (enclitic particle) "however," "but" 
;@ sp "time," "matter," "deed," "misdeed," etc. (consult dictionary) 
o-@ spi ''to remain over," "survive" 
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� � spr "to petition," "appeal," "make petition"; spr IJ,r "make a petition against" (a person) 

� 7 } � I I  sn-nw "companion," "partner" (from "second") 

S F9 s(/.r "to sleep," "lie down," "spend the night (doing)" 
� r � spsy "noble," "splendid," "costly," "elegant," "luxurious" (of gods): "august" 

)i rr � spssw "precious things," "luxuries," "riches," "wealth" 
..&., � iiJ Sn.t (a variant of sn1.) "to revile," "denounce" 
i!!lt R .� I sspt (collective) "cucumbers" 
� 
� n. loc.  Kpny (also spelled Kbn) Byblos (an Egyptian "colony" in Lebanon) 
� � � gro "falsehood " "lie" <:::> c::lb;, I l I 0 ' 

�Q.£ ® TJ-mri "Egypt" 
= 

1 � TJ-np- "God's Land" (designation of far-off lands) 
o o t::l" � � tnw "number" - -- � � I l l  

.= � 'Sr.g 1.sm "dog," "hound" 
� (/.t fem. "eternity," "for ever" 
M dw "mountain" t=l -

� (/.r prep. "since" (temporally); (/.r-nt(y)t"because" 
�}� (/.rw "limit," "boundary" (concrete and abstract) 
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EXERCISE IX 

(A) Reading Passage: Clauses are aligned to indicate parallel structures and indented lines are 
subordinate clauses. The clause structure here presented is a suggested interpretation, but in some 

cases other analyses are possible. 

�::: �� 1\� 
:;--�· · q�pzz......._ o@ � � � Q� 

�=�3�l� <> � Q_fl�.}� -1t � l::::t 
!::�2:.}0 1 1 1 ::;,� � � 

'9'�1\��}� 1 1�  
SM�l��!i?t g- ��-A- o-� 

�Q J1 -� P � QQ � 
'=� �A - ��JfjJ� <> �� -:'if23� ?� 

��-if ��Jft\.�. Q�g �.�. q�q� �'lt= �� r:. 
� �}.� . Q�t::;, Li }o .�. ;f!!t!; .� . g,q  � P24 
<>���Q�J� �£.}� 
-::::- = :::r 0 1\!ii! o} � 

(B) Transliterate and Translate. Additional vocabulary is to be found in the dictionary. 

1) 1\� }� 9 1  6jb ;;; ..A.. 471\ ;;; PoQ� <>7?� � 
6�� �� -Q[j}�� 

2) li��q .......... � 7 .::.o�l� � Q� Q��QQ�-¥-� r ��� 
Q� t�:�� ��J�� Po Q1\ 

3) Q�� �� Q1\ :;-- =� 1\-:C"J PQ�,, � :::jbP1\ 8��� Po�0l\ � �o 
22This is an example of "fronting," i.e., the general topic is placed in clause-initial position. "Fronting" gives a 

slight shift of focus to the topic. The phenomenon can usually be imitated in English translation, but the words "As 
for, . . .  " may be required. 

23Dit·i is the fem. sing. prospective relative form ofrdi (with 1st sing. suffix as subject) used on its own as a noun: 
"that which I might put" I "what I might put" (§§ 157; 160). 

24Here translate mi "as if." The verb iri ••to do, produce" here implies "cultivation." 
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4) �� o(<>!Q �. :::- IQ ®� P iQ � �:::- P�QQ�� �p 
5) Q}��.I3 '- <>C( � Q}'- ���� � � : �Q�� 
6) ��}� ]Q�}���:::- QP ���:::- �� ��:::-�o}� �  
7) � __..!I � .,A n q .13 � ..A.!,. ..H 7 - �0,� g":A - q r�� �� .J:t _H � � .J:t.J!i tJ::::7 - .iB: � =:..a i:!l I I I -I,....D .iB: � 0 I I I 

..AQr �� <> lila� -A- C.£ 0 1 1 1 <> = · · ·  

w) t:� P� 2� �l.Q� � � 7ff � �eJ28��  
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� :  f � � �;; �  �QQ:;t �� � �  ;b}l .13} � ��l'B ��· � 
u) QJt�Of=: �l �  � � q��Pl���oP�Of=:��:JQQ� *� 
12) -:::� 5 � � -:::LJ]�� �6�1Q�� �� 

- *�[""].!!. _.A.. Q P � ;;;�� 
13) -::: Jt � �6'\lr� 

(C) Parse from section (B): 

1) ci,jb�. 2) ll.jb�Q, � 'i .  3) �0� � �D· 4) o(<> . 5) � · 7) .!� . 
8) �o}�� •. 9) ��� o}, 0 1 , ��· 10) ��. 1 1) P}�. 12) � G �· 

25§41 ,  2: The determinative normally precedes the suffix pronoun, but placing it after allowed a more pleasing 
spacing here. 

26'Jry is a stative ( cf. §87) or a participle (§ 1 17 ff.), here in the sense "that occurs" (i.e. "that is produced"). 

27 A false archaism for tn. . 

28sd a passive participle (§121 , 2b) "one that is carved out . . . .  " 
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§117. The Egyptian Participle 

The participle is an adjective derived from a verbal root. It possesses all of the features _of 
adjectives and some features of verbs.  It is not a conjugated verb form (i.e. it does not form a unit 
in conjunction with a subject as is the case with the st}.mj and other forms). The participles do 
not convey the information that a specific action was done (or is or will be done), but that 
someone or something is the "doer" of an action or the "undergoer" of an action (in the passive 
voice). The meaning is literally: "the one who does" (or "that did," or "will do," depending ori 
the particular participle used). 

Students f�ar with Biblical Hebrew should note that the Egyptian participles, although 
generally similar in function to their Hebrew counterparts, do not convey the notion of ongoing 
or progressive action (which in Egyptian is expressed by f}r I m + infinitive, §§58-60). 

§118. The Basic Uses of the Participle 

The participle is used exactly like any other adjective: 

1) It can modify a noun (qualifier): "stinging criticism" ("stinging" is a participle in English) � � <£1 � s3 sdm(w) "a hearing son," i.e. "a son that listens" or "an obedient son." 

2) It can stand on its own as a noun: dJ � � sdm(w) "heare�," "one who hears," which as a 
technical term is the Egyptian word for "judge." The participle is very commonly used to express 
occupations ("one who does . . .  ") and as such corresponds to words formed with the English 
suffix -er/-or: "teacher," "supervisor," "actor," "singer." The word � � ss "scribe" is almost 
certainly a participle ("writer") . When used this way, the participle is often followed by the 
seated man or woman determinative. The use of the participle as a noun is not, however, limited 
to occupations: e.g. � � o� 4d m3ct "speaker of truth" or "one who tells the truth." 

3) The participle can be used as the predicate adjective (§44). This use is most common with 
verbal roots meaning "to rejoice," "to be happy," and the like, but also with descriptive verbs, 
such as "to be crooked," "to be hidden," "to be tilted," etc. It is also used with transitive verbs 
with the meaning "he is one who does . . . .  " As always with the predicate adjective, the adjective 
(here a participle) begins the sentence, without the particle iw-although mk may precede it. The 
participle as predicate adjective does not agree in gender and number with the subject (§44). The 
subject, if a pronoun, is from th� dependent pronoun series. They may also take the exclamatory 
-wy ending "How . . .  !" This use-although not exceedingly frequent-is probably more common 
than generally held. 
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Since participles are adjectives (derived from verbal roots) and can serve as predicate 
adjectives� the distinction between adjectives and verbs is often a very fine one indeed. Of 
course, this is not unlike the situation with English participles used as predicate adjectives: 
"That's disgusting!" (with a participle) parallel to "That's awful!" (with an adjective). 

Ex. 
l__n'J � + � Q�<> 6��� � 

�c(w) sw im r sprw (§121 , 1a) nb 
He is more joyous over it (literally ''therein") than any other petitioner. (PtaQ};t. 270) 

§119. Adjectival Features of the Participle 

Participles, like all adjectives, express gender and number and are declined exactly like other 
adjectives (and nouns) . As usual, only the feminine marker t is consistently written out. When 

they are used as modifiers they follow the noun and must agree in gender and number. When 
they are used as predicate adjectives they are always masc. sing. regardless of the gender or 
number of the subject (§44). The feminine singular forms may be used as abstract nouns meaning 
"thing that . . .  " ''what (is) . . .  " or "something that . . .  " (§21, 2). 

§120. Verbal Features of the Participles 

Participles, like other verb forms, express voice: active and passive. They also express 
tense I mood: past, present, and prospective (a future equivalent [active voice only] involves a 

different form, § 125) . Like other verb forms, participles may have a direct or indirect object 
(dative): � � t (Cl s ir sw "the man who made it." ! 1 �,:!: � � nt.r qd bJ·i "the god who 

formed my ba." 

§121. Forms of the Participle 

There are three basic types of participles in Middle Egyptian: imperfect, perfect, and 

prospective. Each type has both active and passive counterparts (thus a total of six forms) . The 
strong verbs hardly differentiate any of these forms in writing, and one must deduce which form 
is required based solely on context. Even with the anomalous verbs, where one can differentiate 
between imperfect and perfect forms, one must usually determine whether the active or passive 

form is required by the meaning demanded by the context. Usually the voice is obvious, at least 
after some consideration (e.g. "I am one who was praised in the palace" -and not *"one who 
praised in the palace") . Sometimes parallel statements may contain forms from the mutable verbs 

that corroborate the determination of the particular form. For instance, in a tomb inscription, one 
might suppose that in the phrase "I am one who . . .  " the speaker employed the perfect participle. 

This may be corroborated by the occurrence of non-geminating 3rd weak (i.e. perfect) participles 

later in the inscription. However, the tomb owner may have considered his actions as on-going or 

timeless and therefore used imperfect participles. 
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1, a) Imperfect Active Participle 

The imperfect! participle conveys relative present time. The masc . sing. sometimes has an 
ending in -w or -y, but mostly it is not indicated. Otherwise the participle is declined exactly like 
other adjectives (and nouns). E.g. � t 0 QQ bJ cni:Jy "a living ba"; t e } l cn!Jw "the living" 

(i.e. "those who live"), or when in direct address (the vocative): "you who are alive." 

The forms for the various verb classes are listed below. Note that the "gemination" in the 
participle is completely unrelated to gemination found in the "suffix conjugation." In other 

words, here, as elsewhere, gemination does not mean anything in and of itself. Particular forms 
either have it or do not have it. Nevertheless, its presence or absence is significant. Thus, 
although gemination is found in imperfect participles (and not in perfect participles), gemination 

in no way is a marker of"present tense." 

Strong Verbs: all consonants- 47.1\ sdm "hearing, listening," "(one) who listens" 

3rd Weak: with gemination-ro��A hJJ "who goes down" 

2nd Gem.: with gemination- �= � !j]� bnnw "brawlers" (i.e. "ones who cause a 
disturbance") 

il I lw: ] Q A ii "that comes" 

ini: j = inn "who brings" 

rdi: without r; with reduplication: :::::;: , :::jl , & & dd "who gives I puts I places I causes" 

wnn: with gemination-� wnn(w) "(those) who are" 

m33: with gemination-� �� 0 m33t "(she) who sees" 

Anomalous: g irr, � ir(r) "who does." When written with only one r, the second r is 

included in parentheses in transliterations .  

Exx. 
As an adjective: 

�-� 47���47�} 
3lJ sdm n s3 s4mw . 
Listening is good for a son who listens (or "an obedient son"). (Pta1)1).. 534) 

As a noun: 

Ql4-�� XA � I  ro oJ!� 
iw lJsf tw n2 sw3 J;r hpw 
One punishes him who passes over the laws. (Ptal:I.Q. 90) 

1 I.e. the action is not "completed." The term "imperfective" is used in the standard grammars, but is confusing. 
2The phrase lJsf + the preposition n = "to punish" requires the dative, not a direct object (i.e. it means something 

like ''to deal out punishment to (a person)." 
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1, b) Imperfect Passive Participle 
The masc. sing. passive forms often end with w . This may reflect a u-vowel (cf. the Semitic 

passive participle: katub .) This ending is more commonly written than that of the active forms. 
The passive forms usually look identical to their. active counterparts, and the voice must be 
determined from the context (usually quite obvious-temples,  for instance, are built, but do not 
build). The occurrence of gemination is identical to that of the active forms. 

Ex. 
']> d?l l  a � d� c=j I '\:� ..fJA H e '";' Q "- Clt'� r=b c::::1 
..!:.0 --t1 >f- c:i!!!& <::> .1t I � � � f ..dl o <::> � u 1rb .:::::.0 o-=o 

iry pet, 1}3ty-c, rlJ-nsw, mrrw np-j, imy-r smy(w)t iJbt(yw)t Hnm(w )-}J,tp sJ N}J,ri (§41 ,  1), m3c !Jrw 
Hereditary prince, count, royal acquaintance,3 beloved of his god, the overseer of the Eastern Deserts, 
Khnum-l}.otpe, son of NeQri, justified. (Rb 67, 12) 

..:Q::o. - l Q 
<>.:::::. : �_,._,._ 
ir(r)t nbt n4 nsw 
all the things that are done for a king (West. 12, 2) 

2, a) Perfect Active Participle 
These forms express relative past time. Masc. sing . forms sometimes end with w. E.g . 

..:Q::o. � � ir m3ct "the one who did justice," :: J!1 � Q 6 r st gdt }J,r-s "the woman who spoke 
about it." 

Strong Verbs: all consonants- <f)� sgm "hearing, listening," "(one) who listened" 

3rd Weak: no gemination-ro�..ll hJ "who went down" 

2nd Gem.: no gemination- �/2 qb "that was cool" 

Ht lw: both roots occur ]Q.Jl ii, var. ]QQ.Jl iy; � iw "that came" 

lnl: l in "who brought" 

rdl: usually with r S rdi; more rarely without r: to..-n di "who gave I put I placed I caused" 

wnn: no gemination-� wn(w) "which was" 

m33: no gemination-� 1\ a m3t "(she) who saw" 

�omalous: c.. ir, � ir "who did" The latter writing is identical to the less full writing of the 
imperfect participle (irr) 

Exx. 
::tt : � ; Q� .'?. � mr �  ��QQ ? 
dd mdw br irtt n(y )t mslt 13y 
Words recited over the milk of one who has given birth to a male child. (P. Ebers 69, 7) 

3Perhaps rlJ is the passive participle, .. who is known" in a bound construction. 
4The .. negative arms" n is not infrequently used in hieratic texts for the dative n-but not for the genitival n(y). 
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I •  �� YJ• .!..�4:1> t<? 
lfntr Jb!J(w) (§87) m ir sw . 
the flesh of the god (i.e. the deceased king's body) having been united with the one who made him 

(Sinuhe R1, 8 ff.) 

2, b) Perfect Passive Participle 

The passive forms generally correspond to their active counterparts, apart from the hi

consonantal class. These forms sometimes have an ending y, possibly vocalic (cf. the Semitic 
passive participles with i-vowel: katlba "written") . E.g. iQ � �QQ o ��  === mi gmyt m ss 
"like what was found in writing." Occasional forms with w ending are also attested. 

Some hi-consonantal roots exhibit gemination of the second consonant . These forms need not 

be committed to memory, but this section should be noted for future reference: e.g . �� ':l � 
wddt "what had been decreed"; � � rbby "one who is known" (the tense may be present 

tense in the English translation); e��� bmmy "which are unknown"; ��� � SJJt 
"which had been ordained"; � �� 1 dddt "what was said." 

This form of the participle occurs in the epithet &Sf- di cnb "given life" used after the king's 
name in the royal titulary (§69). 

Exx . 

L�o : � ���0 ���QQ �,�� �Q�P�\.�����-� ��. 
rlJ ir(ryw)t (§121, lb) m dgm m (§24) gmyt (§121 , 2b) m sJw iswt m (§24) J!Jt n rm1(w) 
(Title of a medical text): Knowledge of what is made from the castor oil plant-as found in (literally ''as 
something that was found in'') the writings of antiquity, being something of benefit to people. (P. Ebers, 
47, 15 ff.) 

iw·i mi s itw m cljljw 
I was like a man who had been overpowered by darkness. (Sinuhe B.  254) 

3, a) Prospective Active Participle 

There is no gemination in the prospective participles of 3rd weak and 2nd geminating classes of 

verbs.  These forms and their passive counterparts therefore tend to look like the perfect 
participles, but the tense is relative future or else they express the optative mood "who should 
do," "that ought to happen" or "what is desirable to happen ." Some scholars h ave denied their 

existence, but they are fairly widely accepted these days. mr � mst "she who will give birth." 

Exx . 

4� �� 9 · �]QQ� 
fJsf iw br irt iy(w)t 
The one who should punish crime is committing offences. (Peas. Bl,  102-3) 
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3, b) Prospective Passive Participle 

The prospective passive participles are indistinguishable from their active counterparts in 
written form, but the passive meaning is required. The fern. sing. sometimes ends with !Q ti, e.g. ::t �Q dd·ti "what might be said." 

Ex. 

��� ib'� � I ::t aQ � 
m '"m(w) (§166) ib·k l.zr gd·ti n·k 
Do not be neglectful concerning that which might be said to you. (Ptal:U}., 153) 

§ 122. Translations of the Participle 

There are three basic translations of participles. 

1) The English participle "the living god." 

2) As a profession: "baker," "singer," "scribe," etc. 

3) A relative clause "which creeps upon the earth," "one who works," "he who comes," "that 

moves," "that which was found," etc. 

The English relative clause is often the best translation. The Egyptian participle does not 
constitute a relative clause in Egyptian, but this is a convenient way to translate it. 

§123 Extended use of the Passive Participles 

The passive participles are not infrequently followed by a "complementary direct object," that 
is, what would normally be the direct object if an active verb form had been used. For example in 
the phrase .J <.? �<.? !<.?iiJQ� bw irw fJrw im "the place where the sound was made," the noun 
bw "place" is modified by the perfect passive participle irw "which was done," and the thing that 
was done is then specified, here fJrw "sound." The whole phrase is then wrapped up with the 
resumptive im "there." When the "complementary direct object" is a pronoun, the dependent 
series is used. The demonstrative pronouns (e.g. +f nn) may also occur as "complementary 

direct objects." 

The passive participle in these cases refers to its antecedent indirectly. The use is generally 

similar to that of � nty with indirect reference to the antecedent (§1 12, end) . The "resumptive" 
pronouns, the dative ("to whom . . .  "), and other words (e.g. Q� im "where," "in which," "with 

which," etc.) may also be used. In translating, one may usually use the passive voice, but the 
"complementary direct object" should be made the subject of the phrase in English (since it is 

impossible in English to say: **"the place that was made the sound there") . Resumptive words, 
although essential to the Egyptian, are redundant in English. For instance � 5?�0 1' p w3t 
sm(y)t l;u·s must be translated as "the road that is walked upon" or "the road that one I they walk 
on" (or more formally, "the road upon which one walks"), since **"the road that is walked upon 
it" is impossible in English. 
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Particularly common is the phrase introducing a person's secondary name or nickname. In this 
expression, the dative is required: PN1 (/dw n·f PN2 "Name1 , who is called

.
Name2." (literally 

"Name1 to whom is said 'Nam.e2 ."') 

Some of these constructions can, it must be admitted, seem quite convoluted. For instance, 

3 � � ��l � � � r Xl � �;,-.. rc mJJw t�-t nbt m stwtf must be translated as "the 
sun, by whose rays all things are seen," in which r "sun" is modified by the imperfect passive 
participle mJJw "is seen," when in fact it is not "the sun" that is seen, but rather "all things."5 
Actually, the problem is not that the Egyptian is so convoluted, but rather the fact that English is 
incapable of such phrases as: **"the sun which is seen-things-by its rays." Note that the 

"complementary direct object" may also be left out: "the sun by whose rays one sees" for the 

impossible English **"the sun which is seen by its rays." Such constructions are notoriously 

- difficult for beginning students, and only with time and repeated exposure does this use come to 
"feel'' natural. 

English actually allows a similar use, but only with a handful of verbs such as "to give," cf. 
"the player who was given the highest award of the season." (The award and not the player was 
given, but the passive form grammatically refers back to the player.) Egyptian allows this with 
almost any verb (even intransitive verbs of motion6), and goes one step beyond the English use, 

since the reference can be indirect-as if one could say: **"the peasant who was given food to 
his wife" for "the peasant whose wife was given food." 

Exx . 
�}� � �o�tf �-P �Q� 
S3t-Spdw, s3t Sft, dd(y )t n·s Tti 
Sit-Sopdu, daughter of Saftu, called Teti (P. Kahun, 12, 8) 

!:�&'� P 1�j Li--.--.� ��j @Joift�m��o: � _..._+,,� 1\o��LJ . . .  
� Q _ p q> t  = ./.\  o�-;;: LJ -"-�1\ =J � �� r oQ1\ 
CIJ.C•n Sgm•n•s lJrw lJ.sy SmcW, !Jht, WJg, 

ir(r)t nbt n nsw m t3 ct . . .  wn·in·s (§131) IJ.r dbn t3 ct, 

n gm·n·s bw irw st im 
She heard the sound of singing, music-making, dancing, and rcelebrating' -everything that is done for a 
king-in the room . . .  She was going (all) around the room, but she could not find the place where it 
was done. (West. 12, 1-3) 

1J=}\�tf. ;;: ��. c.QQ ++<> 'T  r� 
imy-mj1 rmtw iry(w) nn r-gs·sn: 

5 Alternately, one could supply a subject in the translation: "by whose rays we see." 
6E.g. "the road that is walked upon . . .  " 
7The term imy-m'f"list" is a compound word of a sort that seems quite illogical to English speakers, since by our 
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List of persons in whose presenceS this was made: (followed by the names of witnesses to a legal 
document) (P. Kahun, 12, 13) 

§124. Passive Participle + Noun (bound construction) 
or with Genitival n(y) + Noun 

Very frequently the passive participle occurs in a bound construction with a following noun. 
Examples such as g}t � _ mrr(w) nb·f ''the beloved of his lord," (or "one who is I used to be 

loved by his lord") ,9 but the construction with the genitival n(y) + noun also occurs: 2 = j}j - � 0� � l;ss(y) n(y) mwt-j"one who is I used to be praised by his mother." 

§ 125. Sif.m•tyofy, Sflm·ty·sy, and Sif.m·ty·sn Future Active Participles 

These forms are a limited set of future active participles, and are only used when referring to 

individuals in the 3rd person: "he," "she," "it," "they." There are no passive counterparts. They 
are formed · th th £ 11 ffi W1 e o owmg su IXes: 

Masc. Sing. 

Fem. Sing. 

Plural 

lllo-.. :--; .0. 
� ,, ·ty-Jy, var. � ·ty-j(y), � ·t(y)-jy, � ·t(y)-j(y) 

� p," ·ty·sy, var. � p ty·s(y), .o.P"" t(y)·sy, oP t(y)·s(y) 

� P777 ·ty·sn, var . .o. r� t(y)·sn 

The forms from the mutable verbs are as follows: 

3rd weak: no gemination .::0>- � r irty·s(y) "she who will make" 

2nd · · .J> "'\}.. � .o. lllo-.. fy " h ·ll " gem.: gemmation .c.. � � "" "" m33·ty· w o W1 see 

lw I ll:  "to come" ..tl}r � P'.'77 iw·ty·sn "who will come" 

rdl "to give" with r � � rdi·ty-j(y) "he who will give" 

wnn "to be" � .o. P777 wnn·t(y)·sn "those who will be;' 

The sgm·tyjy forms are adjectival (as are also the true participles), but their use is somewhat 
more limited, as they are not used as predicate adjectives. As well, they are not used in the 
construction known as the "participial statement" (§ 134) . All the other uses, however, are 

identical to those of the participles. There is some overlap with the prospective participles. 

The more abbreviated writings tend to look exactly like the abbreviated writings of passive 

sgmj forms with ·tw. In practice, there is little confusion, since the use of the stjm·tyjy forms 

(adjectival) is quite different from that of the passive forms (e.g: statements of fact, 

logic it should mean: "that which is in his name," but probably originated from a colloquial phrase meaning "his 
name's in it." 

8Literally "at whose side." 
9 A phrase mrr nb1 might hypothetically contain the active participle: "one who loves his lord;' but this would not 

be said, since it is the feelings of the "lord" that are important, and not the feelings of the subordinate. 
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circumstantial clauses, purpose clauses). Only the use of the circumstantial clause as a relative 

clause with indefinite antecedent (§38) would be similar, but the context should leave no doubt 

(e.g. is the required voice active or passive? Is the required tense relative present or future?). 

Exx . 

.!..!�Ptl}.�� <?� 0@ �� � � � m� .� � - A��= '� .;;,. 
!Jnms·tn wd (§ 121, 2a) sp nfr (/11-tyj(y) n·i nhy n(y) md(w)t nfr(w)t 
a friend of yours who has made a fine achievement who will tell me a few fine words (Neferty, Pet. 7) 

=t� : � !:o <?'f�jb Q e� � P<>lfi� 41��':'- P777 
���' LJ<>}� 'e:' 
{}d·k lJt tnw, i[JlO 4d srw sdm·ty·sn: nfrwy prw n(y) rj! 
You should say things of distinction, then the officials who will hear will say: "How fine are the 
declarationsll of his mouth!" (Pta1:)1:)., 625-27) 

§ 126. Possession 

In general, the dative (the preposition n "to, for") is used in the sentence with adverbial 

comment: iw n ·i X "I have an X" (literally "there is an X [belonging] to me.") Other expressions 

sporadically occur. They are not terribly common, but they were not necessarily rarities in the 

language, and should be noted. 

Ex. 

�� .J_al�� �� ��<>�e:.�� �� � ::::QL 
q� -mr�Jrin � 
mk bcfi. m·i, mk r !Jrd qn dd(w) (§ 121, lb) rj: iwj {lwj]l2 n msdwj 
Behold, my namel3 stinks, yes, more than a strapping child about whom is said: "He belongs to his 
rivai.l4" (Lebensm. 99-101) 

1) - + <? N(y) sw X ''He belongs to X" 
When the thing or person "possessed" is a pronoun, the genitival adjective - n(y) can be used 

as the predicate adjective to mean "he belongs to X." The dependent pronoun series is used, and 

as any other predicate adjective (§44), n(y) is invariable in gender and number. With the 3rd 

person sing., a writing with the "tongue" sign '\: ns is quite common: ;::; +} n(y )-sw, ;::; r" 
n(y )-sy . Several common personal names involve this construction, and it was also occasionally 

10 A particle indicating sequence or consequence, "then," "so." 
llLiterally, "that which has come forth." 
12The second iw'fis an error (dittography). Note how this is indicated in the transliteration. 
13Jn Egyptian (as in the Semitic languages) "name" has a rather broad range of meanings, and often means 

"reputation," and the like. . 
14I.e. his father's rival. In other words the child is said to be born of adultery. 
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used to indicate measurements (English usage involves "being [a measure] ," but other languages, 

as Egyptian, involve "having [a measurement] .") 

Exx. 

'ill0� 
n(y) wi � 
I belong to Rec. (Lesest. 47, 1 1) 

===Jr=t +Jt� 
N(y )-sw-Mntw 
He-belongs-to-Montu (a man's name) 

2) Ntj X ''X belongs to him" 

The independent pronouns followed by a noun are occasionally used to mean "to him 

belongs . . .  " or " . . . belongs to him." At first sight such sentences might seem to mean "he is X" 
(cf. the AB type nominal sentence, §56, 1), and indeed, they are structurally identical, but the 

meaning will be impossible in context. For instance, it is not difficult to decide between: **"You 

are gold." and "Gold belongs to you." 

Ex. 
0 �  
<::::;:0> I I I  

ntknbw 
Gold belongs to you. (Urk. IV 96, 6) 

3) ;:: Q�QQ Nfbny X ''X belongs to him" 
The phrase n-j imy (n·k imy, etc.) is composed of the dative unit n + suffix pronoun, followed 

by the nisba derived from the preposition m. In this construction imy serves as the predicate 

adjective (whose rules are in full force, e .g. the subject is the dependent pronoun, when not a 

noun). 

Exx . 

� Q1\QQ �.�. 
n·k imy l.z4 
Silver belongs to you. (Urk. IV 96, 7) 

;;; Q�P 1� ::: 1\�rt� � 
n·k im(y) s(y) mitttsmw·k 
It (Canaan) belongs to you-a thing like your dogs. (Sinuhe B 222) 

§127. � Q�QQ nflmy "Of His" I ''His Own" 

A noun may be followed by the phrase n (dative) + suffix pronoun + imy. The writings are 

sometimes abbreviated: � Q1\ n·k im(y). Sometimes the use is that of the partitive "of them." 
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Exx. 
Q�tl1! r� Q1\QQ<>� � �� .1\ e� 
iw smsw n·sn imy r irt wr mJw m 1wnw 
The eldest of them will serve as the Greatest of Seers (i.e. the high priest ofRe') in Heliopolis. (West. 9, 
11 f.) 

tJ �t n·n imy 
this vanguard of ours (Urk. IV 650, 5) 

§128. AB Nominal Sentences 

The simple nominal sentence in which element A is simply followed by element B (without 

any connecting words), known as the "AB nominal sentence," was introduced in §56, 1 .  This 

sentence pattern is used in the following cases: 

1 .  A is an independent pronoun (ink, ntk etc.) and B is a noun. 

����c..g'£ � ink Wr ir (§121 , 2a) sspj 

I am the Great One who made his light. (BD 147) 

2. A is an interrogative pronoun, e.g.  o }r �£�, o} �Qfj pw-tr, � £� ptr, later 

variant �"" £j pty "who?"; "what?". In this case, B is commonly a dependent pronoun. 

� ............ fj ��} pty rfsw Who, then, is he? (BD,passim.) 

3 .  A is a name and B is mj, m·s, etc. 

��=t p� '2 � N(y)-s(w)-Ptl) (§§41 ,1;  126 , I) rnj Nisu-Ptal) is his name. (Often as 

subordinate clause: "whose name is Nisu-Ptal}.," or "Nisu-Pt:a}J. by name.") 

4. A is m "name" and B specifies the name. 

::- � .£. � �c.�� rn n(y) mr pn Wn-t3-W3t The name of this canal is "Opening-the

way" (Rb 46, 4-5) 

§129. Bi-partite Nominal Sentences with o }r pw 
The demonstrative pronoun o} pw ("this") is used invariably (i.e. it does not agree in gender 

and number) in the two-element construction X pw, meaning "it is X," "this is X," or "he I she I it 

is X," "they are X." This construction is a special type of AB nominal sentence, but differs 

somewhat from these. Most importantly, pw "it" takes position B ,  but it is the topic, while the 

noun in slot A is the comment. (I.e. the speaker is talking about B, and A is what is  said about B.) 

The term bi-partite is used because the sentence consists of two components (A and B). Some 

scholars refer to pw as the "copula" (a linking word like the verb "to be" in English) . It is not the 
copula, but is almost identical in meaning and function with French ce in the sentence C' est moi. 
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If a pronoun fills position A, it must be of the independent series. Note that pw must come 

immediately after the first word (or words in the case of a compound or bound construction), and 

modifiers of element A (such as adjectives, participles, and noun phrases introduced with the 

genitival n(y), etc.) may continue after the pw. When element A consists of a bound construction, 

this is treated as an indivisible unit that is followed by pw. (I.e. nouns in the bo�d construction 

cannot be broken up with an intervening word.) 

Negations of these sentences are formed with the particle ..A- n or the compound negative 

..A- • • • Q p n . . . is. Occasionally pw is left out in negated sentences. 

Exx. 

o} �Qfjb �tl �� l o}� � r�F'\:)J! -3� 
� $:A fl��<>����Q1\� 3 
pw tr rfsw? snfpw pr m l;znnw n(y) Rc: m-!Jt w3j(§15, 2) r irt sc:d(w) imj dsi 
What then is it? It is the blood that came forth from the phallus of Rec after he started to make incisions 
upon his own person. (BD ch. 17) 

Q�"fj r""Ql\����::, ;:,Q_��Q'i 
��Df=t :_��� O t�@ ��� 4)�Q� fo� � 1 1 1  
Pty sy t3 Rd-ddt? dd·in (§131) l)di: l;zmt w'1J pw n(y) Rc: Nb S3!Jbw, iwr·ti m brdw 3 n(y) Rc: Nb S3!Jbw 
''Who is she-this Redjedet?" Then Djedi said: "She is the wife of a web-priest of the Temple of Rec, 
Lord of Sabbu, who is pregnant with the three children of Rec, Lord of Sabbu." (West. 9, 8 ff.) 

;:,Q_ p� � 2 t �..A-. Eo ����� �� H 
;:,Q_ Y t '- e:o �1\��� 
dd·in·sn (§131) lift l}mj: n ntfpw m m3ct, ity, nb·i. dd·in l}mj: ntfpw m m3ct 
Then they said to (literally ''before'') His Majesty: "It is not reallylS him (is it)? 0 sovereign, my lord!" 
Then His Majesty said: "It is really him." (Sinuhe B1 ,  268 ff.) 

n s3·i is 
(He) is not my son. (les. 84, 16) 

§130. Bi-partite Nominal Sentences with Other Demonstrative Pronouns 

The construction is identical to that with pw, the only difference being that the demonstrative 

force is retained ("this" as opposed to the sense "it," "he," "she" of pw). The pronoun ++ nn 
"this" is especially common in this type of sentence. 

15«Jn truth." 
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Ex. 
�� ��++ 
dpt mt nn 
This is the taste of death. (Sinuhe B 1, 22) 

§131. The Sgm·ln-j''Then he heard" and Related Constructions 

There are two sentence particles that introduce statements concerning events contingent u.g;n 
previous circumstances (whether the circumstances are made explicit or not): � fJr, and � 

. k3 .  The idea behind these particles is: (if such and such is the case), "then . . .  " and they can 
usually be translated with "then" (in this sense of the word). 

There also existed a special verbal stem used involving these particles and a third, Q_ in, as 
"infixed" elements . :Qle resulting forms are known as the ��Q-� s(/m·inj, ���� 
s(/m·!Jrj, and ��� � s(/m·k3-j. All of these relate things as events "contingent" upon 
previous circumstances, events, actions, etc.16 Only the s(/m·ini is common, and it is used 
extremely often in narrative tales,  for instance in introducing changes in speakers in a 
conversation: "then [speaker 1] said: . . .  " "Then [speaker 2] said: . . . " For translation purposes, 
one may render the sgm·ini (and the other contingent forms) as "then he heard," etc. 

The sentence construction using these forms is never introduced by iw or mk. The "bare initial" 
sgm·ini begins a new main clause, but relates it to previous circumstances. Clauses beginning 
with s(/m·fJrjmay be secondary main clauses (e.g . following conditional clauses: "If . . .  , then he 
will hear . . .  '') . But such uses are rarely found outside of medical texts . 

Also common in narratives is the use of the s(/m·injform of wnn "to be" �Q-� wn·inj 
to introduce non-verbal sentences with adverbial comments. The full range of adverbial 
comments are encountered: 

wn·in [subject] + prepositional phrase 
wn·in [subject] + adverb 
wn·in [subject] + IJ.r + infinitive 
wn·in [subject] + stative 
The forms of the s(/m·in·f in mutable and irregular verbs are in need of more study (there may 

be even more than one form involved), but are generally as follows: 
3rd weak: without gemination .a::r::- Q_ r';"';"';' irl:in·sn 
iw I ll:  the stem iw is used: A}Q_ iw·in 
rdl: almost always with initial r; never with gemination: � Q_ '-- rdi-inj 
wnn: without gemination �Q-"'- wn·inj 

16The function of these forms has been dealt with in depth by Leo Depuydt in his valuable study: Conjunction 
Contiguity Contingency (Oxford University Press: 1993). 
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The forms of the sgm·!Jrf are possibly built on a different stem as shown by the forms of the 
2nd geminating verbs and wnn "to be ."l7 

3rd weak: without gemination c-.�«:::::> iri·lJr·k 

2nd gem.: ����«:::::> mJJ·IJr·k 
rdl: with initial r; without gemination: � � «:::::> rdi·IJr k 

wnn: almost always with gemination � � lli.o- wnn·IJrf, but also rarely without gemination: 
�� .__ wn·IJrj, which seems to be: 1) a form related to the prospective s4m-J; 2) a form 
related to the sr}m·nj past form 

Exx. 

Q nnn o ..A. o 1:1 __a �  0 ro � 0 � .A  � � ..A. o 
4> - lllili'\.'\. H- I .lt n <><:>.lfn � 1 <> � - o'\.'\.'jj£_ 
,_;._ 3 ;:: � ?�<>P 
iri-in s!Jty pn CJ)cw {JO} r hrw 10 J:tr spr n Nmty-nf!t(w) pn, n rdi·njmJcjr·s 
Then this peasant spent a period of18 ten days petitioning to this Nemty-nakhte, but he did not give his 
attention to it. (Peas. B 1 31  f.) 

�Q_1JJill��� 91 <>1\QQ.::::::..:e::-. ��}� �< - Y�� c-.QQ o� 
wn·in slJty pn 1:z.r rmyt cJw (§91)wrt n mr n(y) iryt rj 
Then this peasant was crying very greatly because of the pain of that which was done to him. (Peas. B l  
24 ff). 

!f!�-�o-Qo�����-A-��� ���n� 
wn·in ib n(y) lfmfnfr(w) n mJJ bnn·snl9 
Then His Majesty's heart was happy at seeing how they rowed. (West. 5, 14-15) 

VOCABULARY X 

� e � � 3hw "skills " "expertise " "craft" .:lft- .lf I I  I v ' • 

] Q Q *' iyt "mishap," "incident," "trouble," "offence," "wrongdoing" (i.e. unfavourable things 
that happen or are committed-literally "that which has come," cf. English "event," 
"outcome" for a similar, but less negative, semantic development) 

17But it is also possible that the contingent verb forms are a single conjugation, but that they distinguish relative 
tense and mood (e.g. st}m·n:f for past tense, and have prospective forms, etc.). The apparent differences in form 
might then be shown to be differences in tense (e.g. s{}m·in:f forms would be related to the sgm·n:f forms). In any 
case, there are obviously too many discrepancies to simply consider the contingent s{}mj forms as part of the other 
st}mj conjugations. . 

18The Egyptian uses the preposition r "(amounting) to,'' "as long as." 
19-fhe direct object of mJJ, bnn·sn, is a second tense form and means "how they row." 
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�� iw "crime," "wrongdoing," "injustice," "misconduct'' 
=lf1\ � � imy-m"f"Iist of names" 

1. ini "to bring"; "to attain," "reach" (a goal, etc.) 
� irt sing. fern. "eye"; the dual : is possibly masculine, irwy? 

Q�P"\.� is adj. "old," "ancient" Cf. Hebrew 1W: (yliSan) and Ugaritic Y!.n "old" 

Q�P�\.. ';7;' iswt "ancient times," "antiquity" 
::;;::> � iti var 7f' � iti· infin 7J �- itt 7f' � itt "to take " "take away " "overcome " and

. 
j.J '.Jj - ' • 0 'jj ' . 0 'jj - ' 0 0 'jj , ' ' 

various idioms to be looked up in the dictionary 
: � idbwy: idb "river-bank"; as dual "the Two Banks" = Egypt 
--rf <>9� cpr "to equip"; in the stative: "to master'' (a craft, etc., i .e. ,  "to be equipped with" the 

required knowledge and experience) 
fl.� £;5: wJ adjective: "far," "distant," "long ago"; 

verb: "to· fall" r "into (a condition)," wJ r + infinitive "to start (doing)" 
V � wpi "to open"; wpi ? r <> r + person: "to address" (a person) 

� � � wr mJw "Greatest of Seers" (title of the high priest of Rec in Hell opolis) 

v� � mr adj . "sick," "painful"; noun: "pain," "ailment" 
J::::% mr "canal" ';) J  

� fl fl � mty "straightforward," "exact," "correct"; "faithful," "loyal" 
..A- n This writing is sometimes used in hieratic texts for the preposition n, but almost never for 

the genitival n(y). 
� nfJt(w) "strength," "force," "power" 

<> � .ca;:.. , var. 1ft rm1 "to cry" 
<.:> . t � ..!.. rfJ nsw "royal acquaintance" (a title) 

c::2l <\! hJty "heart " "thought"· variant pl. � <\! hJtyw (not * hJt ibw !) 0 "'-"'- • ' ' 0 I I l l  • • 

�� �c "flesh"; pl. �cw "body"; with suffixes: " .... self'; "(so-and-so), in person" 
l--!1 J � l;lci "to be joyous," "rejoice" 
R --11 ::: R-Il::: � Hcpy Nile hcp c3 "high Nile"· as god: Hacpy � 0 - ·  � 0 - .,.. . ' . ' . 

lfi o hmt "craft " "art" .! t � · ' 
t } }� l;lmww "artisan," "artist" 

lj_ "" jb l)si, J;sy (infin. without t) "to sing" 
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? � M IJr "cheerful" (literally "bright of face") 

! � bt noun fern. "fire" 

.!. 't?, iii bn "phrase," ''utterance," "speech"; "matter," "affair"; � � lJn nfr "a kind word" 

4-� 'f!.sf"to oppose," "thwart," with l)r + infinitive: "to prevent (someone) from doing 
(something)"; with the preposition n: "to punish" 
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� bt noun, fern. (sometimes masc.) "belly," "abdomen," ''womb"; the belly was considered the 
seat of emotions: "innermost being" 

� �� bni "to row" (a boat) 

'()� li.nm(w) The god Khnum 

Po�A� � sJq "to pull (oneself) together," "to be collected" (of mind), "composed" 

Jr � sb in the expression 7l � - � � sb n(y) s(/.t "burnt-offering" 

r J � sb3 "to teach" (can take two direct objects: "to teach a person a thing") 

tl}� s� "eldest" (of persons) Note the crook at the bottom of the staff. 
e:::o r <> }� � srwd (from srw(}.; s-causative) "to strengthen"; "to perpetuate" (offerings to the 

gods) 

X (l Sdt "fire " "flame" o J.!ls - ' 

�__a sdi "to dig out," "cut out," "carve (out)"; "remove" 

,!!.. � qni adjective and verb "to be brave," "strong," "sturdy," etc. Cf. ? Semitic dnn: U garitic 
dnn "to be strong, powerful"; Akkadian daniinu "to be strong, powerful 

� � grg "to establish," "re-establish," "found"; "to prepare" 

:=�� iii tni, ;::_ �� � tni "to distinguish" (one thing r "from" another); "to be 
distinguished," "elevated" (of actions, speech, character, etc.) 

:= o � �� t tnw, ;::_ o � �� t tnw "distinction," "eminence" 

:= r 0 1 � 1.St "troops" 
<== dbn "to go around " "circulate " "travel around" - ...1 ' , 

�� dgi (transitive) "to hide" (something); (intransitive) "to be in hiding", "to be hidden" 

�� � (/.3 "fire-drill" (an implement to start fires) 

9 � �'\@ c!e:!:t 9 � c!e:!:t � = � � 9 � d.f··> " • • , " te 
" � �  � 1 1 1 ,  � .1t1 1 1 ,  � 1 1 1 ,  � ,  � �  � �:.J.JW proV1s1ons, sus nance, 

"abundance" 

� A  I : I ' abbreviated a,., (}.d mdw "words to be recited" (dd is the infinitive [§57' 7] literally 
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"the saying of words"): a phrase to introduce the text of rituals, incantations, and lines of 
dialogue of divinities in.dram.atic performances or on temple walls accompanying 
illustrations (the speaker is identified by the agent particle in "by") 

EXERCISE X 

(A) Reading Passage: Note that some words are somewhat abbreviated or slightly "miswritten"

as is normally the case in original texts. 

'= rro��-20}� 
3 -�<::>�, -�21� ,��'\.� 

�����;_ 
r�:::� � �22 
!::� :ll� - � �-1. � . 

'=&7�-��!�}r:4!J �Q�� 
Q.Jt;j �Jr�fl�Jr=: oJr -'ft � =r 

�l?-�r�23 
��-� ���JrlJ\1.. o} QJt� �]QA 

=1 + <?  :J n
n

n 

2Drhe subject has been omitted  either through error or because it was considered unnecessary (§140) . 

21The subject o f  wr (fruit and vegetables) was probably omitte d  since it is cle ar  from the context. English requires 
the use o f  a "dummy" subject: "because there was so much . . • .  " Alternately, wr might be analysed  as a noun 
meaning "excess," "large amount." 

22Note to adv anced readers : The s4m·njforms may be 2nd tense forms used in a reciprocal construction (§152). 
They have usually been analysed as circumstantial s4m·nf forms s tanding p arallel to preceding clauses o f  the c;,zc·n 
sdm·njconstruction (§95) . 

23The sgm·nf for ms may possibly be 2nd tense forms used in a reciproca l  construction (§152) . They are here 
presented as parallel clauses (§95) . 
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•J-l;��r<>� l l  24 

1.......0 -;- � - U\ � fiii?B �l l l llio.... <> .Jt 'Jj � I l l  

Q� -- llio.... � 8 n  n� ..>.......a 1f - '-'- '-'- � l :.dJ  I l l  .c::J � 
.......0 

<2f � �} <> 1®1 :;:-
Q}v � � <j> llio.... <>� 

Q��i � ��J5r-�l�llio.... 
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(B) Transliterate and Translate. Much of the new vocabulary must be looked up in the dictionary. 

A couple of writings are not exactly as found in the dictionary or vocabulary. 

1) An address to the king who, as plentiful provider, is the source of much happiness: 

I.......oJ� l'' 1 � : �  P<>}� � � ��� �r� 
l.......oJ� l'' Q� � � 1f�J5r-�l� P���� 
0 c:::::J � r-ox ' ' '  1 1 1  

2) On the nature of art and rhetoric: 

-"-!ol�}� t'T � -::::- t}}�rt<>B�Y}� �  
�}� ft�� ��o<> ilc:J 
Q}��op� �� �� � 1J0}o ffi 

3) A self-laudatory tomb inscription: 

b�}=!!oA P� 
pg� 1!?"1 � � � 

b Y� = 26oft��� 
4> f!}��-iQ�� 

24nns is another case of "fronting" a noun to the·head of the sentence (topicalization). 

25 Rd is a variant writing of <>} 1S\""""" rw(}.. 
26-rhe second n is to be deleted. 
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o n - <:::::::::' 
� .dl <:>  - D• � 

5) Said of the king who is identified with deities: 

3 � ol.:�.<��l� PXl�� 
r tl;(. +l �<>q � � 
r1tl+l=<>t-£t=��� 

� - � � ;:;>:., 5)_- 29 � "-- � � �oT C®  
(C) Parse from (B): 

l) l_aJ�Jt". PJr;o � � 
2) lo1, �<>B�. ��o p 

27The "arm" sign is a determinative. 
28The last word is an abbreviated writing of ngsw. 
29perhaps this clause forms an explicatory sentence (§ 148), but it could just as well be a circumstantial clause, and 

should be so translated for the purposes of this exercise. 
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§ 132. The Possessive Article ''My:' ''Your," "His," etc. 

From the demonstrative pronoun (definite article) series pJ, tJ, nJ were derived nisba forms 

which take personal suffixes (originally meaning something like "the one of + his" [etc.]): e.g. 

��QQ .._ pJyj, 1QQ '- tJyj, � QQ .._ nJyj"his." These are placed before the noun, 

and agree with it in gender and number. As with the plural definite article � nJ, �plural form 

n.Jy· is used for both masc. and fem. nouns; earlier examples use genitival n(y ): � Q Q ,_ -

nJyj n(y) + plural noun, but later examples have just � Q Q ,_ nJyj + plural noun. The 

possessor i s  indicated by the appropriate suffix pronoun : e . g .  

�1\QQ .._ Q �� 1QQ ,_ �o��� �QQ .._ �::-� = �  pJy-jit, tJy-jmwt, f:zncnJy-j 
sn(w)t nb(w)t "his father, his mother, together with all his sisters." This is the normal way of 

indicating possession in Late Egyptian, but these forms were already in use in colloquial Middle 

Egyptian, and are to be found in every-day documents of the Middle Kingdom and some literary 

works, but not in monumental inscriptions. Other examples: �� Q Q �� pJy·i pr "my house," 

�QQP _ g}��.!!. nJy-s n(y) !Jrdw "her children." 

§133. Fronting of No1DlS with Q<:> ir "As for • • •  " 

In verbal sentences, a noun or a noun phrase could be placed at the head of the sentence, 

thereby making it the topic or focal point of the sentence. The particle Q<:> ir, derived from the 

preposition <::> r "towards," "regarding," can also introduce nominal elements at the head of a 

sentence of almost any type. In this capacity, ir can be translated by the English: "As for X, . . . .  " 

Subsequent conjugated verb forms, if they occur, require the appropriate suffix pronouns as 

subject. 

The "fronted" topic is often the same as the subject of the verb, but this construction does not 

place particular emphasis on the topic as the "doer'' of the action. (For this type of construction, 

see § 134 ff.) Sometimes a subject was fronted because it was modified by one or more lengthy 

qualifiers; the whole unit could then be referred to by a single suffix pronoun, thus avoiding 

confusion. This construction is found in wisdom literature, but is particularly common in 

medical, magical, and didactic texts, especially when the speaker wished to point out something 

or clarify a term or name. The construction is not common, however., in narratives (except, 

perhaps, in quotations). 
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Exx. 

�� r� �� �l� *l\}0 o} �Qiib �Jl l P �  
a>� o} l*l\}0 3� o} �}Cf o}QQ _ Pl��� 
��� l � 9 :g��Q��l�-�Ll � o} � � � �  
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ink sf, r!J·kwi dwJw. pw tr rfsw? ir sf, Wsir pw. ir dwJw, Rcpw, hnv pwy n(y) sl)tm IJ!tywjn(y)w Nb
r-dr imjl)nc sl)qJ·tw (§75, 2) sJjljr 
''I am Yesterday, and I know Tomorrow." Who then is it?l As for "yesterday," it is Osiris. As for 
''tomorrow," it is Rec on that day of destroying his enemies-(i.e., those) of the Lord-of-All [Osiris] 
along with his son Horus' being installed as ruler. (BD ch. 17) 

Q<>o�QQ � f}t. c=J �Pt==J 4�Q�P l� o�QQ � �� 
..A- s A� x <> .i.d <c:::' 9.::> r - 0 J./,..&)\ ::== I I I 0 � I  <:> 
ir tJy·i I)Jt qrs(t)"tw·P im·s l)nc tJy·i l)mt, nn rdit gJ rm!.(t) nbt tJ r·s 
As for my tomb in which I will be buried with my wife, there will be no permitting any person to 
interfere3 with it. (Les. 91, 4-5) 

§134. The "Participial" Statement 

This construction, rather inappropriately known as the "participial statement," uses the perfect 

and imperfect participles and the 2nd prospective sdmj forms. It is used to highlight the "doer" 

of the action and is comparable to English "It is he who hears." Structurally, this is a type of 
"fronting," but the particle Q_ in specifically introduces the fronted noun as the "doer," as 
opposed to the non-specific use of the particle ir "as for." The particle in is no doubt the same 
particle used to introduce the "agent" in passive clauses. (And just as ir is an initial form derived 

from the preposition r, in is likely related to the preposition n). 

Forms of the perfect and imperfect participles are used for past and present time, respectively. 
The 2nd tense prospective s(Jm(w)jforms (§138)-and not the prospective participles-are used 
for future time reference. Only examples with active participles / 2nd prospective s(Jm(w )jforms 
are known. The participle is · always in the masc. sing. form and does not agree in gender and 
number with the "doer." 

1 This is a "gloss" -a type of commentary -on the text. First the gloss asks who the speaker in the main text is, 
then proceeds to supply the answer. Many .beautiful, poetic parts of the Book of the Dead are riddled with such 

glosses, sometimes compounded with alternate glosses, which are introduced by c:::::>Q Q  !::\ ky gd "another 
saying . . • .  " The esoteric explanations of the more or less straightforward text often seem nonsensical to the modern 
reader. Here the speaker in the original text was claiming to have mastery over time. The writers of the glosses, 
however, were more concerned in identifying the speakers and relating their statements to mythical incidents. By 
contrast, glosses in the medical texts often supply important definitions of difficult technical terminology . 
. 2Qrs(t)·tw·i is a (passive) relative form (§162 that modifies I)Jt ''tomb" and means "that I will be buried." 

3The expression 4J tJ r + thing means "to interfere with." Here nn + infinitive must begin a main clause (unlike 
§105). 
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In the case of the future construction with the sdm (w )j forms, a 3rd person suffix pronoun 

must serve as the subject of the sdril.(w j-j form. The suffix pronoun agrees in gender and number 

with the noun introduced by in. The 2nd prospective forms are dealt with in § 138 and § 188. 

The three constructions are as follows: 

Pa§t Q_ + DOER + PERFEcrPARTICIPLE (It is X who heard.) 

Present Q_ + DOER + IMPERFECf PARTICIPLE (It is X who hears/is hearing.) 

Future Q_ + DOER + 2nd PROSPECTIVE Sl}M(W)·F (It is X who will hear.) 

If the "doer" is a pronoun, the independent pronoun series is used without introduction by in. 

There may be some morphological connection between the particle in and the preformative 

element of the independent pronouns (i.e., then of ntf, etc. may be related to the particle in). 

The interrogative pronoun �" m var. �, � "who?" can be used in this construction. 

Earlier texts write out i �" in m fully, but the two became fused as a single word -� nm 

"who." The Late Egyptian writing is "" �oi}, cf. Coptic ni.M. (nim) "who?" 

Exx. 

�Q- ffffQ �  Q� o Q Q�f�P ��� 1\� � .g,� QP]= 
�r-..-.. �Q- 2 �  �� q-�� J:: � r-..-.. ::tQ_ ffffQ� 
q_tl}!��fo�� 1 1 1  �-.. 1\� -�'h'�ff� J::� r" 
4d·in !)di: ity,'�n!J(w) (w)dJ(w) s(nbw), nb·i, mk nn ink is inn n·k sy. dd·in lfmf: in m rjin(w)f(§l38) 
n·i sy? 4d·in !)di: in smsw n(y)p3 !Jrdw 3 (§66) nty m bt n(y) Rd{Jdt in(w)fn·k sy. 
Then Djedi said: "0 Sovereign, l.p.h., my Lord, Behold, it is, in fact, not I who is bringing it to you." 
Then His Majesty said: ''Well, who will bring it to me?" Then Djedi said: "It is the eldest of the three 
children who are in the womb ofRedjedet who will bring it to you." (West. 9, 5 ff.) 

� � ::..Po 
ntfdd nfst 
He is the one who was giving it to him. (Peas. B 1 85-86) 

Q_ R 1 w...... 3 � � :::: :fl�}�� �QQ ;:: !� 
in ljmfrdi ir·t(w)f; nn .fwJw iry nf mitt (§ 123) 
It is His Majesty who had it done; there is no commoner for whom the like has been done. (Sin. B308 
ff.) 

§135. Tri-partite Nominal Sentences with o} Pw 
The bi-partite nominal sentence with o} pw (§129) was expanded in a special way to permit 

the speaker to say "X is Y ." The bj-partite element actually forms the core of the construction. As 
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with the bi-partite sentence, pw ("this, it") is the grammatical subject, but it is followed by 
· another noun in apposition that specifies what "it" refers to. E.g . Y pw X would mean literally, 

"It, namely X, is a I the Y ." In other words, Y pw is the bi-partite core of the sentence. The 
pronoun pw is modified by X, which stands in apposition to it. In translating, it is customary to 
simply make X the subject in English, and Y-the predicate (i.e. "X is a Y ."). On a structural level, 

the Egyptian construction bears some resemblance to the French L' etat, c' est moi. 

Exx. 

� !Q � .  o} f� 
dmipw 1mnt 
The W est is a harbour .4 (Lebensm. 38) 

4� o} �� �� o} t:11\ � t-.. 
qnt pw Jd; !Jst pw J:un-bt 
Aggression is valour; retreating is cowardice. (Les. 84, 3-4) 

§136. 5r1\� o <::> c-. � Smt pw ir(w)·ni A Narrative Past Tense Construction 

A very common narrative construction, used almost always with verbs of motion, is a special 

bi-partite nominal sentence in which the first elem,ent is the infinitive of the verb in question, 
which is modified by c-. �  ir(w)·n·f, a past relative sgm(w)·nj form (§161): "which I that he 

did." The subject of ir(w )·n is, of course, any noun or a suffix pronoun (only the third person 
occurs). The sentence 5?1\� o <::> .:a:. � smt pw ir(w )·njliterally means "it is a going that he 
did," but this is normally translated "then he went," "and so he went," or simply "he went." 

The construction is never preceded by iw or mk, but the sentences constitute main clauses. The 

smt pw ir(w)·nj construction introduces new action in the narrative, and is frequently followed 
by one or more sentences of the sgm·in ·f construction to convey subsequent actions. (Other 

sentence types may, of course, follow the smt pw ir(w )·n·f.) This construction may be followed 
by subordinate s(/.m·n-j circumstantial clauses that relate prior events . The construction i s  
extremely common in the tales. 

A passive construction with c-. QQ iry, the perfect passive participle, is encountered, but it is  

very rare: 5r 1\ � o <::> .:a:. Q Q smt pw iry literally "It is  a going that was made . . . .  " 

Exx. 

L.J��(!> �  ++111 rmr �r� �����1\ ��ji)<:>� � � �  
pnpw ir(w)·n nn npw, sms·n·snRtf4dtmpJ !:Jrdw 3 
These gods went out, having delivered Redjedet of these three children. (West. 11 ,  3-4) 

4This is a poetic reference to the deceased person's tomb in the necropolis. 
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��:;- D � � o� �JI5r-�QQ�Jl<>j� = Q��- = 
'= ir'= P,,�Pl��� "Ao �A>QQ<>::t P ������Q-��QQP 1� 
sJs pw ir(w)·n tJ wb3yt r int n·s ikn n(y) mw. c�:zc·n it·n sy msl;z. s3s pw iry r 4d st n Rd4dt in pJy·s sn 
The maid went to get herself a basin (lit. "a drawing'') of water. A crocodile seized her. ·A trip was 

made to tell this to Redjedet by her (the maid's) brother. (West. 12, 17-20) 

§137. Conditional Sentences 

The "if' clause of conditional sentences is most commonly introduced by the particle Q<> ir 
"if," which is nothing more than the initial form of the preposition r "as for" (§ 133). Conditional 
sentences are easily distinguished from the "fronted nominal phrase" by the presence of a s(}mj 
verb formjrectly after ir. (The only words that commonly intervene between ir and the sgmj 
form are � grt "now, however, but," and +}. o swt "but, however.") The "if clause" (known as 
the protasis) comes first and is followed by the "then clause" (known as the apodosis). The "then 

clause" may be of a variety of main clause sentence types including the prospective in a wish or 
exhortation (''you are to do . . . '), an imperative (a command: "do . . . " § 145), a future tense: lwj r 
s(}m ("he will . . . "), or a s(}m·!Jrf ("then he will . . .  "), the last of these being found mostly in 

medical texts. 

§138. The Second Tense Prospective Sgm(w)fForms 

Since the particle Q <> ir is a form of a preposition, one rightly expects the phrase to follow to 

be nominal in grammatical function. Nominal phrases with verbal meaning are regularly formed 

by the use of a nominal form of the verb. Since we are dealing with a conjugated nominal form, 
two well known possibilities are readily at hand, 1) the prospective s(}mj, and 2) the "second 
tense" s(}m(w)j(§141). Prospective sgmjforms do indeed occur after ir in conditional sentences 

<Q <> � ir di·tw "if [ . . . ] is given"; 1l � � � ;;; ir grt mJn·k "if, however, you should 

see . . . . " The 2nd tense sgm·fforms (§ 147) probably also occur, but rarely: Q<>� ��"C7 ir 
gmm·k "if how you find it is . . . .  " 

Somewhat more common, however, are forms of the "second tense prospective s(}m(w )j."5 A 

w-ending is found in the 2nd tense prospective forms with most verb classes, but as always, this 
ending is usually not written. At this point, only the use of these forms in the conditional 
sentence and the "participial statement" (§ 134) need be considered (most of the time it is 
impossible to distinguish between the two forms-even in conditional sentences). (Superficially 

the 2nd prospective forms appear to be identical to those of the circumstantial sgm·f. Their 
functions, however, are quite distinct. The circumstantial is adverbial; the 2nd prospectives occur 

where nominal forms are required, and indeed, their negations are clearly nominal [§ 177] .) 

Spor this verb form (and its bibliography), see Pascal Vernus, Future at Issue. Tense, Mood and Aspect in Middle 
Egyptian: Studies in Syntax and Semantics (New Haven, 1990), pp. 29-53. The name of this form-although quite a 
mouthful-has no meaning, and students are warned not to attempt to understand why it bears this name. 
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The Second Tense Prospective Sgm(w)1 

3rd weak: without gemination Q <>� ir iri·k "if you make" 

2nd gem.: with gemination Q <> � 1\ 1\� ir mJJ·k "if you see" 

lwtll: the stem iw; with no t: ..l.i} iw 

lnl: with no t: j;::_ in(w)f 

rdl: with initial r: Si rd(w) 

wnn: with gemination Q <> �� ir wnn·k "if you are . . . .  " 
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Only very rarely does one encounter a sf}m·nj form after ir in conditional sentences.  These 
may be translated "if I had . . .  " or "if only I had . . . . " This use is for "unfulfilled conditions" (i.e. 
the action was not done) . Examples are not likely to be encountered until advanced stages of 

study. 

Exx. 

Q<>Q�� ID<>� � O I� 
-.::t:.. A o \::) <> .!Il�o���'?.ffi � 
:! ::=; r l.JPl? o ,  r 
ir iqr·k, grg·k pr·k, mri·k lpnt·k m bnw, mb (§ 145) bt·s, bhs sJ·s 
H you are prosperous, you should establish your home; you should love your wife therein; fill her belly, 
clothe her back. (Ptabl;t. 325-27) 

"',.l. �  \::) � __a  Q - \::) � __a  q).Jt� � �?� � <>�� � - , �?� � } 7'�� -:� .6.' ....... 

ssJw bsb m 7tj:6 ir QJi·k s n bsb m 7tjwdi-IJT·k c.k bri . . .  
Treatment of a fracture in his jaw: H you examine a man for a fracture in his jaw, you are to place your 
hand upon him . . .  (examination procedure and observations follow). (Ed. Sm. 8, 22 ff.) 

§139. Conditional Clauses Without lr 
Much less common than circumstantial clauses introduced by ir "if' are clauses with bare 

initial prospective sf}m·f forms conveying the sense "should X happen, Y would occur," etc. 

Usually the "should" clause precedes the "would" clause, but this is not always the case. 
Examples are not particularly common. 

Ex. 
h<>� � c=.�� i � P  o ��� i ::: Po 

wd·tw n1 dbJ st, dbJf st 

6Underlining indicates rubrics in the original. Titles, headings, the opening words of new sections, etc. were often 
written in red ink. 
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Should he be ordered to repay it,7 he would repay it. (Peas. B1 48-49.) 

A pair of "should" clauses using prospective st}.mj forms serves as the Egyptian equivalent of 

"whether he did X or whether he did Y.', The overall use is reminiscent of French soit . . .  soit, 

which uses the subjunctive. 

Ex. 
� � r- Do � � r- c:::s=> � ---D � ---D '\7 r- � � � � t!Q> ...&))\ 1 I I r::::::l t!Q> ...&)\ I 1 1 � I  �� ...&))\ I I I 1 <> t!Q> �.lf I I I 

mJ·sn pt, mJ·sn tJ, mCJcJ ib·sn r mJw 
Whether they looked at the sky or whether they looked at the land, their hearts were braver than (those) 
oflions. (Sh. S .  29) 

§140. The Omission of the Subject 

It has been noted in various places that the subject could be omitted when it was obvious, or 

that perhaps it was simply a less full writing that the reader was to fill out as required by the 
grammatical context. Of course, there is also the phenomenon of pure scribal error (leaving out 

the subject by mistake). All three types of omission are probably attested. It seems likely that the 
cases of omission of the first person suffix in the construction cl}c·n·(i) rdi·kwi, the suffix, 

probably the vowel -i, was simply to be supplied by the reader. The explanation as a scribal 

error-although scribes were notoriously sloppy at times- should be suggested only as a last 

resort. The case of the omission when the subject is obvious may be more complicated. 

In the cl}c·n s{/,m·nj construction, subsequent clauses are usually parallel clauses beginning with 

a st}.m·n·f verb form. There are, however, cases of a subjectless, tenseless (?) verb form. One 

might have thought the infinitive a possible candidate, but in the following example the infinitive 

of the second form would be scqt. Perhaps this is simply the circumstantial form with subject 
omitted. 

Ex. 

1:1---D -=> �< � > _.J] '-- Q � r -;:::;' � _.J] -=> 4._ I I I "i:'" LJ <:> � '-X - ---D ..&)\ ___a '-- o � c::;o � '-' � c::::::;:, -lrB ..__ JiP:s A o '<oY 

CJ_zC•n CJ<g>i (§96) Ctinb(t) im•s, n1Jm CJWj, Seq 7 4Jtt1 
He beat his every limb with it, took his donkeys, and brought (them) into his estate. (Peas. B23 ff.) 

In other instances, there seems to be a special subjectless ending of the st}.m·njthat resembles a 

nisba ending: ·ny.  In most, if not all, examples of this ending, the subject is in the 3rd person. 

Ex. 

-:!:-l�l� ���" 
nn wi bnc(w) (§97), Jm·ny 
I was not with (them) when (they) burned up. (Sh. S. 130) 

7In the phrase dbJ st, dbJ is the imperative: Should he be ordered: ••Repay it! .. Egyptian frequently employs a 
direct quotation in such cases. 
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§141. The Omission of the Object 

Not at all infrequent is the omission of the direct object when this was clear from context. 

English generally will require the use of the appropriate pronouns in such cases. In the case of the 
omission of the object of prepositions, there may have been an adverbial ending (w) attached to 

the preposition. Cf. both of the examples in the preceding section. In the first example a pronoun 

referring to "donkeys" is not present, and in the second example, the object of the preposition 

was left off. 

§142. The Vocative o} Pw 
Although it has been stated in various places that there was no specific vocative case, Egyptian 

used either context or certain particles to indicate direct address to the listener or reader. In the 

case of the address to the living (in funerary inscriptions), one must supply "you," whether the 

vocative particle Q� i "0 !" has been used or not: e.g. "All scribes, officials, priests of Temple 

X, (you) who live upon the earth • • .  you should say (offerings of various sorts)." 

There is another vocative particle o} pw, which is actually nothing other than the 

demonstrative adjective "this" in a specialized, and highly idiomatic use. This fairly rare use of 

pw is found in direct speech between individuals of distinction or high rank. It seems from the 

contexts to be quite formal or high-flown, and not a part of ordinary conversation among 

common people. It does occur, however, in religious texts. The use can be distinguished from the 
demonstrative meaning since it occurs only in direct address. The context of direct address will 

also normally preclude an interpretation as a bi- or tri-partite nominal sentence. 

Ex. 
toj �o� l:: � o �  
n4-fJrt sJ nsw pw 
Greetings, o prince! (West. 7, 26 f.) 

§143. S€fmfpw: ''This means that he hears" etc. in Explanations 

The pronoun o} pw could be used to form a variety of bi-partite nominal sentence frequently 

used in explanations. There are two nominal s{/.mjforms that occur in this construction, but only 
the prospective "that he hears," etc. has been learned at this point. The sentence is a bi-partite 

nominal construction, meaning literally "it is that he hears," more closely rendered by the French 

c' est qu'il . . . .  The translation "this means that" is often the best in English. The second tense 

s{/.mj forms (§147 ff.) also occur in this construction and they regularly mean: "this is how he 

hears," or "thus he hears" (indicating manner -examples will be presented in § 149) . 

Ex. with prospective s{/.mjform: 
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1��}<? � :)fQ)i g Q1\ !:1 M o}- �:)fQ� g �  
• • .  ir-n 1npw s(w)t·sn hrw pwy n(y) "mi (§145) rk;S im." . . . ir gn hrw pf "mi rk im," 4d Wsir pw n �: 
''mi rk im!" 
. . .  , Anubis having made their places on that day of "come out of there.»9 ' . . .  Now as for "that day of 
'come out of there,'" it means that Osiris says to Rec: "Come out of there!" (BD ch. 17) 

§144. 'Ink pw: in Explanations 

A variety of sentences, verbal and non-verbal, can be introduced by the independent pronoun + 

pw. In place of the independent pronoun, there may be a noun or name. These constructions are 
typically used in explanations, but are often impossible to translate adequately in English. 
Colloquial English uses: "It's like this, . . . ," but written English has no convenient equivalent. 
Sometimes one may translate: "It so happened that. . . .  " 

Ex. 
�------It � .ll <> �---b +� -B � � �-� olPI�t -� � �0 � 
� Q �+�- � +� ®J �t 
''pty spr (§121 ,  2a) r /:rJty·k?" nsw ds14df ly·s: "ink pw sfp·n·i mwt-mwt·i, mwt it-(i) ljmt-nsw wrt, 
mwt nsw, Tti, m3ct !Jrw." 
(fhe queen said:) "What is it that has come into your heart?" The king himself said to her: "I was 
remembering my grandmother, (my) father's mother, the Great Wife of the King, the King's Mother, 
Teti, justified." (Urk. IV 27, 12-15) 

§145. The hnperative (Commands and Instructions) 

The imperative is the verb form that is used to tell the hearer or reader to do something, either 
as a command or as instruction. It is more direct than the prospective s(/m·k, s(/m·1. or s(/m·t.n in an 
exhortation: ''you should listen I ought to listen I are to listen." The second person is inherent in 
the form, so no subject is expressed. There is no distinction between masc. and fem. forms in the 
writing, but there may have been distinct forms (as in the Semitic languages). The plural may 
have had a a-ending in Middle Egyptian, but the w is almost never written out. Plural strokes are 
fairly common on plural forms. Adjectives (or "adjective verbs") can be used in the imperative, 
especially when part of a compound, e.g. M l:zrk "be cheerful" (literally, "be bright of face").lO 

The forms from the mutable and irregular verbs are as follows.  It should especially be noted 
that some "irregular'' verbs use different roots in the imperative. 

8 Rk is a particle commonly used after imperatives. It can be translated as ''then" or the like, but is often best left 
out of the translation. 

9This is a difficult passage-so difficult that it required explanation even by the ancient Egyptians! (And even the 

explanation is not very convincing.) 
lOone might take this as a prospective sdmi in a wish-type statement, but the negative equivalents (§166) clearly 

show these to be imperatives. 
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3rd weak: without gemination 4:l> iri "make, do" 

2nd gem.: without gemination � f2 qb "be cool" 

H J lw: uses a different root-�" Q .ll, � Q Ll, � Q �, �o mi "come" 
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rdl: uses a different root-Q�� imi var. Q�5. Q.:::=!a. Q5, Q �!a "give, put, 

cause." 

wnn: ?? 

m33: with and without gemination � � m3, � � � mJJ "see" 

In addition to 5?� sm "go," there is also an imperative from a different root Q Jr .A is "go," 
which is especially common in the phrase Q 7J .il ! is in . . •  "Go, get . . . !" (Both forms are 
imperatives.) 

Although a given imperative form may-in isolation from its context-appear to be very 
similar to an infinitive or a participle (since none of these have subjects), the grammatical context 
and above all the context of communication (discourse) and the meaning in context make it fairly 
straightfo�ard to recognize imperatives. Imperatives, of course, occur only in direct address, 
and in contexts where one person (speaker or writer) tells another person (or the reader) to do 
something. Thus imperatives are quite common in didactic literature ("If you are in this situation, 
do this . . .  '') and in technical treatises, such as medical texts: ("Mix with beer, let stand exposed 
to sunlight during the day and to the dew at night for 4 days. Have him drink it for 3 days.") 
Imperatives also occur in letters: ("Send the leather that I wrote to you about without delay.") 
Imperatives do not occur in narratives, except in direct quotations of speech addressed to third 
parties. (E.g. the king ordering his troops to advance, etc.) 

Two enclitic particles are not uncommon in commands: .).o m "please" and g r k "now." 
The latter has its origin in the preposition r with 2nd masc. sing. suffix and is akin to � rf 
''then." Both occur immediately following the imperative form. 

Ex. 

::tQ·_:t::. � �!:1 '-- A Qt �QQ�sr-�r ���Q(C> J� 
HHQ � �Q� � ��--- QJ.l.ll J� t (C>  
(}d·in sJ nsw I:Ir-ddf: ity, cnb{w) (w)dJ(w) s(nbw), Nb·i, iw in·n·i !)di. (}d·in I:Imf: is, in n·i sw 
Then Prince �-dedef said: "0 sovereign l.p.h., my Lord, I have brought Djedi." Then His Majesty 
said: "Go, bring him to me." (West. 8, 7-9) 

mi rk im  

"Come out of there!" (BD ch. 17) 
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mi, m, ib·i 
Please come, o my heart! (Adm. p. 105) 

§146. Polite Requests (''Have X be done . . .  '') 
Polite requests make use of the passive voice and sometimes, although not always, this may 

have served as a means of distancing oneself out of deference: i .e.  it would correspond to English 
"might X be done," as opposed to the more direct "do X." The construction consists of Q�� 
imi, the imperative of rdi, "to cause, let" + 1st prospective srjm·twjforms (cf. §75, 1). 

Exx. 

Q�5 �  i' �� - Ll�Ll�(<'� 
imi di·tw n·i w'" n(y) qJqJw 
Let one of the barges be given to me. (West. 8,  3.) 

Q�5 rr& � o(<' o� !tttgL.J � 1\  ���' 
imi sspd·tw tJ sspt nt(y )t m pJ s 
Have the summer house that is in the garden prepared! (West. 2, 8 f.) 

VOCABULARY XI 

Q1\� imi var. Q�5. Qc:=�a imperative form: "give, put, cause." Less common: Q5 and 

Q �!n 
� � imnt "the West" Cf. Semitic ymn: Hebrew rQ: (yamin) "right-hand side"; "south"; Arabic � 

(yaman) "right-hand side" 

Q ol � 'lnpw the god Anubis 

Q 7J .A is imperative form: "go" 

� ct "limb," "part" (of the body) 

f\ � 11�. ll � wJfz "to put down," "lay down," "set down"; "apply (a remedy), and many 
idiomatic meanings to be looked up in the dictionary 

! J jr � Q Q � � wbJyt "maid" (a servant) 

M D>-� Wsir Osiris 
' 

0 ...,.. A o 1;00 p(J )qt "fine linen" 

� 0 ,� , pbrt "prescription," "remedy" (medical) 
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�o m (enclitic particle after imperative forms) "please" 
� Q � Q  �Q'' � , . : � " , � A, � A, � .ll , � nu rmperative J.Onn: come 

� � 0 mwt-mwt "grandmother'' (even when referring to one's paternal grandmother) 
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foj nd"to ask," "enquire"; "seek advice" toiiJ �o'0r nd-!Jrt (compound verb, but !Jrt may 
be separated by the subject) "to greet"; as noun masc . nd-!Jrt "Greetings!" 

g rk an enclitic particle similar to rf, but used especially when addressing a person (i.e. in the 
second person) and is fairly common after imperative forms 

� tzJt-c"beginning"; tzJt-c m "Here begins (the book of . . . )" Used as the opening lines of a 

book or chapter in a compilation of texts. Do not confuse with � IJ,Jty-c "governor," 
"count," etc. 

lJ rer l;zbs "to clothe" (a person); "to cover'' 

t!f � IJ,m-kJ "IJ,m-kJ-priest," "kJ priest'' (a category of priest who supervised the funerary cult of 
the deceased and supplied [under contract!] offerings to the deceased person's  kJ) 

'1' 7 }" l;zr-'Wy "immediately"; occasionally with the singular l;zr-c. 

9 IJ,sb "fracture" (in bone) 

l T. l;zsmn "natron" (a naturally occurring sodium carbonate [N�C03 · lOH20] used in 
embalming and as a cleaning agent); identically written words (also read IJ,smn) mean 
"bronze" and "am.ethyst" 

I� '--11 !JJi, abbreviated '-'� "to examine" (a patient); "to measure" 

� � 9 st-l;zr "care," "charge," "supervision" in the expression br st-l;zr "in the care of (a 
person)," "under (a person's) supervision" 

:c:::J �ill si3 "to perceive"; as noun "prognostication" (a way of predicting the health of a 
patient) 

� .ll spr "to arrive" r "at"; "to reach" with r + person; transitive "to reach" (a place) 

r -;- sf"yesterday" 

r mr "\. smsi (s-causative) ''to deliver" (a woman in childbirth) 

r a�� sndm (s-causative) "to make happy"; "to sit, be seated"; � � -:;;;- r a �fo "dwelling-
place"; "home" Cf. Semitic ncm "pleasant, comfort," etc. 

-1 Ll � sl;zqJ (s-causative) "to install as ruler," "to make (someone) a ruler" 

PlF: � ��. var. Pl��� sl;ztm (s-causative) "to destroy" 

PPA a!!e!:> sspd (s-causative) "to prepare," ''to make ready," "to supply" m "with" 

� � �� st(w )t "shooting pains" 
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<P �4::2> sdm ''to apply (cosmetics, medicines) to the eyelids" 

�� s "garden" 

� � :;- s3s "to travel," "go," "make a trip" 

�} � ss3w "treatment" (medical) 

4 r t=l '-'I qrs ''to bury'
;
; noun "burial" 

�� qsn "painful," "troublesome," "difficult," "nasty"; as a noun "pain" Cf. Hebrew i1� 
(qasli) "difficult, hard, severe"; Arabic w (qasli) "to be hard, harsh, cruel" 

� gr(w) "also," "too"; "still" 

� <> � o:!:!!::. grg "to establish," "found"; grg pr "set up a household" (start a family) 
� "2?' grt "moreover"; "�owever"; "now" 

_::: � gs "to anoint" 

� � � gs-tp ''migraine headache" (literally "half the head") The Greek and Latin names from 
which "migraine" derives (hemikrania, hemicrania) are very likely loan-translations from 
Egyptian. 

*�}0 dw3w "tomorrow"; "morning�' 

� jr.l\ � o:!:!!::. db3 from earlier 4b3 "to restore," "repay," "replace" 

� !Q � dmi "town"; "harbour" 

� !Q__.�� dmi "to touch" 

� � � a:J> dg3i (also dgi) (fmal weak) "to see," "look at"; also with prep. n "look at" Cf. 
Semitic: Hebrew '1:1'1 (dligu[) ''visible; distinguished"; Akkadian daglilu "to see" 

�1@ {/3tt "estate" 

EXERCISE XI 

(A) Reading Passage: 

QJrv � ;:: ?'- <>� Q(<>�r ���Jjr.l\1�'
:=t '--� -� ! oJr � �;:� -� ! o} 
Q<>}e��� � -� l o} <>� � 
3� �:; o} Q}�1\ = �  t}� 1\� ...A.. �� � 
Q (<> 8c:.Jr�� -� -:::-Jr� r <P�� PoQJr�� J5r-l\l�� -�� }� 
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':::::' 3 � l�� ?� {f.� � l�<> ��� � P 6�1lfl�lt� � l� 
-::: �1Q5J� Jta��l� -::: ��Q�� Qlv � ;:: -y ._  <>� 
Q}�i � ��J����� ,� � ;:: w-� -� 1 � � ;:;; -;:� 
-� l o}<> � �  :._ 1\ � :c::z: � � �  �� �QQ ::: 

(B) Transliterate and translate. Look up new signs and additional vocabulary in the sign list and 
dictionary. 

2) ijepdjefa's exhorati.ons to his l;zm-kJ-priest: 

� � �i2 lb� 11::t �- t!Y� �� ++- � <:>� 
e n �  �12�---D 1 1  � � ®. .II LJ 9 � Q..Jl�Q fl2t) .A o¥ -.i:B: � ++- f...!! • • •  <:>J.l o � �� o - t..:J .£ 

Medical Texts 

3) �(' -:;: .,i .;;..� T �� � � - �o�O � <:> �� � 
<f!:;:7 13 - SJ� <:> � � c. ® 4) .,2. . 0 �� 0 I l l  � I I 

=� � Q�<> 0 1 1 1 1  
5) � Q<:>� ��<f!:;:7 �  i:� �. ��lJ �._ 

Q} � � �  �"� - ��J � '-Q} � � �  � {�}� 
Q}�� - ��J �� ;;:_�� Q}�lJ � � Jt=: }c�Q 
-'- tl-� ;::: � Iii��-'- � � Q}�� � �Q;;; �---" y� �� ���J � r.-.  
3 �� � ��� +l ��� -- +l<> G�� i 7l""14 

11 lJh :J is the tomb,owner's name. The determinative was omitted because he is depicted in the tomb scene. 12 A m. pl. sdm(w )·njrelative form (§ 161) "which I have put under contract . . . .  " 
13The word !5 ..,., <;>, pbrt "prescription" is alluded to in this common abbreviated heading of a medical text. 
14This text consists of four sections: presenting symptoms, examination I observation, diagnosis; and treatment. 

Unlike fuller cases, there is no formal prognosis, but this is implied in the section on treatment. 
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6) �QQ ==:J�� �ll� mrr4) � 15Q<:> �  � -QQ�16fe �o} 
Q <> :::t � �JQilJ17� � '--0} 

�QQ ==:J�jjj lBQ<>&'�o} !Jt jjj � - �9� Cj�� '-o} 
Q a....D 9 tm �  � � � Iii <> � I � <> <>.lf� � -� 1ro-0 .1f O 

(C) Parse from (B): 

1) p:;�� 
2) ��� �. P}� 
3) � 
4) =� 
S) }:= lc�Q , e:.lil� �. � �6 � .  <> 61\� 
6) � SL- � c. o - - � & c=.t ......_ , T o  �o.lf, <> 1 1 1 •  � = ·)j<>� 

15 Mss·tw·f. a relative verb form that modifies the noun immediately preceding it and has the meaning "that he is 
bam." 

16What the newborn says is, of course, not a word, but a sound made by healthy infants. (Cf. English 
··waaaaahhhhhh.") 

· 

17 Another sound "umbii," which resembles the Egyptian word for "no" m-bi3. 
18This is an abbreviated title, based on the previous one. 
19-rb.e n is either the genitival n(y) in an elliptical expression "(as that) or• or the preposition n "to" in the sense of 

"sounds like." 
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§147. The Second Tense Fonns 

The Egyptian language possessed a series of verb forms that function grammatically as 
nominal elements and convey the meaning "the way (or the situation under which) something is 
done," or in elliptical constructions ''thus something is done."l Most scholars refer to this form as 
the "emphatic sgm·f' or "emphatic sdm·n·f' but these terms should be strictly avoided, because 
they confuse the forms with one of their several functions.2 The term "emphatic" is misleading in 

that it falsely implies that the verb form is somehow emphatic. Lately some scholars have taken 
to referring to this form as ''the nominal form," but this is confusing, since the prospective sdmi 
is also a nominal form. The term "second tense form," although not at all descriptive, and 
somewhat confusing in that tense or time are not involved, is nevertheless fairly widely used, and 
universally understood by Egyptologists, since it is the accepted term in Coptic grammar. As 
with the names of the other Egyptian verb forms, the "second tense" should be recognized as a 
label that does not mean anything (i.e. "second" has no bearing here, nor is the idea of "tense" 
particularly involved). 

Like other Egyptian verb forms, the second tense forms distinguish at least two tenses (proper): 
relative present: sdm·f3 and relative past: sdm·nj.4 There is also the possibility that there were 

1 With regard to this verb form, J .B .  Callender coined the term "manner nominalization," which is fairly apt, but 
not inclusive enough. The term is not widely used, in any case. For the classical treatment of the subject, see HJ. 
Polotsky, "Egyptian Tenses," Proceedings of the Israel Academy of Sciences, vol. n no. 5 (1965), pp. 1-25; and 
especially, Polotsky, "Les transpositions du verbe en egyptien classique," Israel Oriental Studies, vol. VI (1976), pp. 
1-50. These articles are best left for a later stage. In older theories of the verbal system (such as that found in 
Gardiner, EG), this form was identified (partially) as the "imperfective sdm1" form thought to be used in cases of 
repeated action and the like. The term and the supposed use have been almost universally abandoned. 

2That is, the so-called "emphatic construction," which is termed the "explicatory sentence" in this work. It should 
be noted that many scholars use the term ''the emphatic" interchangeably with regard to the form and to its use in the 
so-called "emphatic construction" (§148). This misuse of terminology should be understood but not emulated by 
students. 

3 And the passive sdm·twj, and very likely in the sdmwi passive, as well. The possibility of a second tense for the 
latter has not, to my knowledge, been proposed elsewhere. 

4Som,e scholars do not recognize the existence of the second tense sdm·nj, since the form cannot be differentiated 
from other sdm·ni forms in the writings. The existence of the different forms is based on analogy with the sdmi 
forms and functions, and on the syntax of the sdm·nj itself. The syntax of verbs of motion provides the strongest 
evidence for a differentiation of .the sdm·n·f forms. Sentences with .bare,. initial. sgm·nj (i.e. no i w  or other 
introductory word) from verbs of motion occur: ly·n·i m niwt·i ("Out of my town have I come." [an explicatory 
construction]) But a hypothetical *iw iy·n·i m niwt·i ("I came from my town." [as a simple statement of fact}) never 
occurs. Instead we find iw·i iy·kwi m niwt·i "I have come from my town" (the stative §88). With verbs that do not 
designate motion, both bare initial (i.e. no introductory word or particle) sgm·nj [explicatory] and iw sdm·nj 
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second tense prospective forms, too, but the evidence is not conclusive (§ 138). As elsewhere 
with the Egyptian conjugated vetb, the forms express relative time only. Note especially that in 
some cases the second tense sf)m·f form can have past time reference. Second tense foim.S never 
follow the particle iw. The particle mk may, however, precede the explicatory construction 
(§148). 

1) The second tense sgmfforms from the mutable and irregular classes of verb are as follows: 
3rd Weak: has gemination-1i]��A hJJ, �� ir(r)·k, �� irr-k 
2nd Gem.: has gemination-.LJJJJJ f2 � qbb"f 
llllw "to come": only the root iw- ,;1�p iw·s 
lnl ''to bring": has gemination-j=� inn·k 
rdl "to give": no r; has gemination-til� , :::H� dd·f 
wnn "to be": has gemination-�� wnn-j 
m33 "to see": has gemination- ���8= mJJ·t. 

In particular, the "defective" writing �� ir(r)·k-which looks like a circumstantial or 
prospective sf)m-j form- should be noted. The form of rdi should also be carefully learned. 
Otherwise, the rule is gemination for all classes that can have gemination. 

The passive second tense sf)m-j forms are formed from the active base followed by the passive 
marker ·tw: �� � irrtw-j"how it is made" or "where it is done," etc. 

2) The second tense sdm·nf forms never have gemination. The writings of the form are identical to 
those of the circumstantial sf)m·n-j. The forms from the mutable verbs are as follows: 

3 4J:>.- - ; ' k rd Weak: <=::>o• 4J:>.� m·n· 
2nd Gem.: 4ll m:::: qb·n-j 
llllw "to come": only the root ii-���p ii·n·s 
lni ''to bring": j=dC7 in·n·k, j;;; ini·(n)·k 
rdl ''to give": with r u::: , :5:: rdi·n-j 
wnn "to be": :!':!:� wn"f 
m33 ''to see": ��= m.J·n·t 

The sf)m·n"fform of ini "to bring" is often written with just one n: .}k;. This looks like the 
circumstantial (but not the 1st prospective) form. On the other hand, the form with two n's (AJ looks identical to the present-time second tense sf)m"fform. Also, the sf)m·n:fform of 
wnn c:::�) �'to be" is written identically to its 1st prospective form. The tense should be clear 
from the context, and grammatical context will indicate whether a circumstantial or a second 
tense form is required. 

The passive forms of the second tense stjm·n·f, unlike the passive counterparts of the 

[simple (non-explicatory) statements of fact] constructions occur. 
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circumstantial sr}.m·nj (§35), are formed by the suffiX tw, which is placed on the active base: 
3 -c:. �lb.. rdi·n·twj"where it was placed." 

§148. The Explicatory Sentence Construction 

The most widely recognized use of the second tense forms is in the explicatory sentence 

construction. The term "explicatory sentence" derives from the fact that the speaker is not 

presenting something as a simple statement of fact, but is explicating the details surrounding an 

action. Or, in other words, what would be the "adverbial modifier'' in a statement of fact becomes 

the "adverbial comment." (I.e. not: "she is making bread in the house" [adverbial modifier], but 

rather "(where) she is making bread is in the house" [adverbial comment] .) The concepts of 

''when," "where," "how," and "why" are inherent in the meaning of the second tense forms, but 

in typical Egyptian fashion, the exact notion is not specified, and it is left to the reader/hearer to 
make the appropriate connection. This construction is usually known under the unfortunate term: 

the "emphatic construction." The construction is not particularly "emphatic," but rather puts a 

certain highlight on the circumstances (time, location, manner, condition, state, purpose, cause, 

etc.) occurring when an action takes or took place. In the explicatory sentence, the speaker 

wishes to relate not that an action took (or takes) place, but rather to fill in the details surrounding 

the action-to explain the circumstances .  

The construction is  never preceded by iw, but occasionally it i s  preceded by mk. It i s  crucial to 
note that in this construction, the second tense verb form (as a nominal form) and the subject (and 

other words that constitute the phrase) together form the topic of the sentence, and the comment 
is adverbial. The adverbial comment can consist of any one of the following: an adverb, a 

prepositional phrase, a circumstantial clause, a stative form, a purpose clause (with prospective 

sr}.m·f [§74] or r + infinitive [§57, 2]), or a noun phrase used "adverbially" (§79).5 This 

information is summarized as follows: 

Topic (nominal) Comment (adverbial) 

second tense form + subject (etc.) adverbial element 

adverb 

prepositional phrase 

circumstantial clause 

stative 

purpose clause 

noun used adverbially 

5Purpose clauses are actUally noun phrases used "adverbially ... 
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The explicatory sentence essentially works as follows. The underlined portion corresponds to 

the adverbial comment in the Egyptian. 

How/where/when/why/to whom/ the action is done is (according to the explicatory circumstances). 

topic adverbial comment 

��-+�Y��.4. �o-f\�� 
gm·n sw wpwtiw J;r wJt. 
(Where) the messengers found him was on the road. (Sinuhe 38) 

topic adverbial comment 

��P;7;+� <>�i§..I��1 
pl;:n·sn sw r tr n(y) f13wy 
(When) they reached him was at night-time. (Sinuhe 39) 

One of the main clues by which the explicatory sentence can be recognized is that the verb 
form is a "bare, initial" form (i.e. there is nothing in front of it) . This is particularly true for 

sdm·njforms, which are written identically to their circumstantial counterparts. The following is 
the key question to ask: is a given clause a circumstantial clause beginning with a sdm·n·f 
indicating action prior to that of the main clause (which precedes it), or is it a new explicatory 

sentence beginning with a second tense form? In the case of the passive forms, there is no 
confusion since the circumstantial clause would require a sdm(w ) ·f passive form, and the 

explicatory sentence would require the second tense sdm·n·twjform. 

It has been learned that with simple statement of fact and literary constructions, verbs of 
motion are not used in the sgm·n-j form (cf. §§31 ,  88, 92, 136) . The explicatory sentences, 

however, regularly contain second tense sgm·nj forms of verbs of motion. 

Ex. 

�/lAi:d�Q��P€!1�� Y ��€!1� 

ij��i(.!..�l�-dl!�� 
ii·n·i cJ r nis r·k m wpwt n(y)t it·i B(w)fw m3c-tpw 
Why I have come here is to summon you on a mission of my father, ijufu, justified. (West., 20-21) 

Here the speaker indicates the purpose of his visit. The other adverbial elements (cJ "here" and m 
wpwt . . . "on a mission") serve as adverbial modifiers and not as the adverbial comment (or 

predicate). The adverb cJ "here" modifies ii·n·i "I have come," and m wpwt modifies the 

infinitive phrase r nis "to summon.'.'6 As indicated by the underlining, .the adverbial comment 
consists of the adverbial element in question and all of its modifiers, including adverbial 

6The phrase r-k "to you" is also adverbial, although this is not apparent from the translation. 
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modifiers. Theoretically one might take c3 "here" as the adverbial comment, but the sense is 

poor, and as frequently, one must rely on the context-what the speaker was most likely 
explaining. 

The highlighting of the adverbial element is-accomplished by making the action and the doer of 
the action (as a unit) the topic of the sentence, while the comment consists of any type of 
adverbial element. The focus is thus shifted from the doer and the deed to the circumstances: the 

motivations for, time, and manner in which the deed was done. In other words, the speaker uses 
the explicatory construction in order to explain to the listener how, when, where, and why the 

action took place, and not simply that it did (or does) take place. Since the focal point is on the 

adverbial element, the explicatory sentence cannot highlight the subject or the direct object of the 

sentence.7 Note that some verbs are used almost exclusively in explicatory sentences for 

semantic reasons. For example, the verb gmi "to find" is only rarely found in basic statements of 

fact since usually the speaker wished to relate the condition in which something was found-or 

the place where / time when something was found-rather than simply stating that something 
was found. 

In English we can shift the focus onto the explicatory details in several ways: 

1) With qualifiers:8 E.g. "just as the day was dawning," "precisely because she hated it," "on 
that very night," "with only his hands," "right through it." 

2) With intonation: "She came two hours late." 

3) With word order (Topicalization9): "With her axe she chopped them up." "Panting, he 
hurried back to his car."lO 

4) With the "cleft sentence" construction:ll "It was with great difficulty that we got home." 

5) By translating the second tense form as "where I found it was . . . "; "how I found it 
was . . .  "; "why I have come here is to . . . "; "when I came here was . . .  ; and otherwise as 
required by context. This is actually a fairly literal way of translating the explicatory 
sentence. It is not, however, a translation technique used on a regular basis by most 
Egyptologists. Note that in Egyptian the meaning of the second tense form was broader 

7To highlight the subject, the "participial statement" (§ 134) was used. To make the subject (less often the direct 
object) the topic of the sentence, it could be placed in sentence initial position (fronting), usually preceded by iw, mk, 
orir. 

8The extreme lack of such qualifiers in Egyptian can be explained by the very existence of the explicatory 
construction. 

9I.e. shifting the key phrase to the head of the sentence. 
lOJoyce Carol Oates, Wonderland. The phenomenon can be termed ''topicalizing," i .e. making a certain word or 

phrase the general topic of the sentence. Some linguists call it "thematicization," making it the theme ("jumping-off 
place'') of the sentence. 

1 1r.e. the normal structure is "broken" into two clauses (instead of "X does . • .. " we have "It is X that does . . .  ") . 
The cleft sentence is common in French, but in English it is extremely forceful, somewhat tortuous, and can be 
clumsy. Its overuse in a translation can spoil elegant Egyptian verse. There are, however, times when it is the best 
alternative, but it should be used sparingly. Also, one should never, as some scholars erroneously do, refer to the 
Egyptian explicatory constructions as "cleft sentences." The Egyptian explicatory sentence is not a cleft sentence. 
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than the English equivalents, which must be more specific (''when," as opposed to "how," 
or ''why"). 

The Egyptian explicatory construction is used frequently and, despite the notions of many 
scholars, it is not particularly "emphatic" in the usual sense of the word, but rather indicates a 
shift in focus. Translations should indicate the special focus, and, as much as possible, sound 
natural in English. In translating the explicatory construction, one should first try using a 
qualifier such as "precisely," "only," etc. If none are appropriate, then the adverbial element 
might be placed at the head of the sentence. Finally, as a last resort, the cleft sentence 

construction or italics may be used. The Egyptian explicatory sentence is fairly subtle, and overly 

"emphatic" translations should be avoided. 

Exx. (The adverbial comment is underlined in the transliterations.) 

iw swtm3ct r �· hJJ·s m-e ir(r)·s(y) r l:Jrt-ntr. 
"Justice, however, is for all eternity. It goes down with one who does it right into the cemetery." (Peas. 
B1 307-8) 

�� ��o�:=::-����:!ft�o"C7,! 
dm·tw m n(y) � IJ,rnb-J 
The name of a poor man is mentioned only on account of his lord. (Peas. Bl 20.) 

���� +�5??�� t�£& <::>��� ac;7 
gmm•k SW Smi iwf!Jr gbCw•k12 
You find it moving back and forth under your fingers. (Ebers 40, 1) 

�=+�fQ.A�nJJ*tr-t2 
gm·nf sw (lr pn m sbJ n(y) prt 
He found him just as he was going out the door of his house. (Peas. B 1 34-35) 

By way of example, the last sentence has as its basic meaning and structure: "The circumstance 
under which he found him (was) as he was going out the door of his house."13 The basic meaning 
of the second example may be something like: "The reason why a poor man's name gets 
mentioned (is only) because of his lord." (I.e. otherwise he is not important enough to be 
mentioned by name.) 

§149. The Independent Use of the Second Tense Forms 

Some scholars have rejected the existence of the second tense forms because in some cases the 
forms occur with no adverbial element that could serve as the comment. In almost all of these 

instances; however, the· verb can be' translated onjts own as· "how,someone did .something.'� In 

12Sm1 and iwjare circumstantial clauses, lit. •• . . . it going (and) it coming.' 
13The verb gmi .. to find" very often is used in the explicatory construction, no doubt because the speaker wished 

to relate when, where, the condition in which, or circumstances under which a person or object was found. 
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other words, the second tense forms occur (as verbal nouns with subjects) outside of the 
explicatory sentence with other functions, but with similar meanings (i.e. they do not always 
have to have an adverbial comment because they are not always used in the explicatory sentence 
pattern). Some examples of a distinct use are in the abbreviated "caption" or '1oumal entry" style 
of writing. This is sometimes the case in the titles of spells in magical / ritual texts involving 
instructions: ::::+� '1?� [t JJ] 1.ss sw s J.zr gs-j [iJby] "How a man raises himself up 
from his [left] side." (CT ill 199a) This use is less common than the simple infinitive ("Rising up 
from the left side.") 

In captions to monumental reliefs one can often translate "Thus, 1 .  . . " E.g. &��'C/ 
dl·n·(i) n·k tJw nb(w) "Thus, �  have given to you all lands." This is a caption illustrating the 
delivery of bound prisoners to the king. (Although the dative, as an adverbial, can serve as the 
adverbial comment, the sense-as well as the fact that the direct object follows the dative
suggest the independent use as the most likely here.) 

The s(jmj pw construction (§ 143) that is often used in explanations can employ second tense 
verb forms, often with the sense �'this is how . . . . " It is also used in the typical colophon that ends 
literary works: 

A�!b-��lb-<:::>��������c��� 
iwf pw ]J.Jt r pl.z(wy )fy ml gmyt m ss 
This is how it goes, (from) beginning to its end as found in writing. (Sh. S. 186-87) 

§150. The Second Tense Forms as Objects of Prepositions 

Because the second tense forms are nominal, they (with their subjects and associated words, 
e.g. their direct objects) can serve as noun phrases indicating the way something was done, the 
attending circumstances, or the time of an action. The second tense forms often occur after 
prepositions in this capacity. The meaning of the prepositions is normally that found with other 
nouns, e.g. J.zr mrrf sw "on account of how (much) he loved him," m-lJt spr·n·f"after he had 
reached." In these cases, an adverbial element may not be present. It is uncertain whether 
adverbial elements, when present, are highlighted or not. It is possible that at least in some cases 
they are.14 Cf. the common phrase irrf mi mrr-j "He does just as he pleases."IS (This is an 
explicatory sentence whose comment consists of a preposition + a second tense s4m·fform..) 

Ex. 
g�o�J..'J <=>���Jo� 

prt pw in s  r mrrf m !Jrt-ntr 

14It is possible that adverbial elements, although not essential to the constrUction, when present, are aiways to be 
stressed. Such clauses would not be simple statements of manner, but rather complete explicatory constructions in 
their own right. . 

lSLiterally, '1'he way that he acts is in accordance with the way that he desires." 
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It is the going out by a man from the necropolis according to the manner he wishes. (Cf II, 47) 

§151. The Second Tense Forms as the Direct Object of Verbs 

Similarly, the second tense forms can occur as the direct object of verbs. The meaning almost 
always involves "how" or "the way that" (someone does/did something). That is, they are treated 
as manner nominalizations. 

f -Q oJ1cc:7<=>.LJj]jJf2:-A-:t&.���= �ljlp� 
ib n(y) ifm·k r qbb n16 mJJ bnn·sn 
Your Majesty's mind will be refreshed at seeing how they row _17 (West. 5, 15) 

"01::1::.. �-� \A <:::>- .L] �\A <:::::>.Jlmlb-Jr ��lb-. • ".Jiji£ 
mrl·nf wi rO,·nf qnn·i 
He loved me because he knew how brave I was.18 (Sinuhe B 1, 105 ff.) 

§152. Reciprocal Sentences (The Wechselsatz) 

Although not often discussed in introductory courses, and not universally recognized, two 
clauses containing second tense verb forms could be placed together to create a reciprocal 
sentence. Such sentences are far from rare, and are indeed a favo�d literary device. The fact 
that the couplet is the basic mainstay of Egyptian verse may account for the large number of this 
sentence type in such narrative verse works as the tale of Sinuhe. Many of the grammatically 
difficult couplets in that work will probably be better analyzed as reciprocal sentences, but the 
final word has not been said on the matter. Also quite common are such formulaic devices as cnlJ 
(god X); cn!J (person Y) "As god X lives, so lives person Y!" (i.e: eternally and in good health). 

In this construction there is no adverbial element serving as comment. Structurally, this is an 
AB nominal sentence.19 The basic meanings include the following: 

• "How A happens is how B happens." 

• "Just as A happens, so B happens." 

• "Just when A happened, B happened." 

• "No sooner did A happen than B happened."20 

16-fhe negative arms are here used as a variant writing of the preposition n. MJJ is the infinitive, and bnn· sn is the 
object of mJ.J "seeing." 

17The context is of a rowing exhibition performed by women as a royal entertainment. 
18The whole sentence is an explicatory sentence explaining why the ruler loved him. Both mri·n-f and qnn·i are 

second tense forms, but they function differently, the latter being the direct object of r!pnJ. 
19J.e. element A is simply juxtaposed to element B without any linking words: A =  B .  . 
20from the basic meaning: "When A happened is precisely when B happened." This construction uses stjm·n-j 

forms in both clauses. 
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Exx. 

a::::�i�mpijijc��rcj:�Jfftf1 i'�gijlit�� 
lJprn tr n(y) msyt sJI;z-n·i r Dmi Ngw. 
Just as supper time anived I reached Cattle--town. (Sinuhe 66-67) 

rdi·n·i wJt n rdwy·i m lJd dmi·n·i 1nbw-lJqJ. 
No sooner did I set out21 going north than I reached the Ramparts-of-the-Ruler.22 (Sinuhe 72-73) 

Sometimes, however, two explicatory sentences occur in what may appear to be the reciprocal 
construction. E .g . pr-n·sn r pt m blkw I pr·n·l iJ.r 4n1J.wy·sn "As falcons they ascended to the 
heavens; upon their wings I ascended." In this case, the two clauses probably do not constitute a 
true reciprocal sentence, but are two complete explicatory sentences loosely bound by meaning 
and form. It is sometimes difficult to distinguish between the reciprocal construction and the 
explicatory sentence in which the second clause is the adverbial comment (§148) . In the former 
case the clauses are virtually simultaneous: "No sooner did she hear this than she told her father." 
In the latter case, the s(Jm·n·f form expresses prior time: "Only

.
after she had heard this did she 

tell her father." Only context and judgement can determine which is meant. 

§153. The cl}c·n sgm·n:fConstruction 

The c�;z.c·n sgm·nj and related constructions (§§90-96) are actually a specialized type of 
explicatory sentence. The c�;z.c·n is a second tense form used impersonally (the subject was 

normally omitted because it is merely the non-specific "it"). Since this construction requires an 
adverbial comment, it is therefore not surprising that the sgm·n·f form following c�;z.c·n is the 
circumstantial sgm·n·f or sgm(w ) j  passive (which are adverbial forms), and that pseudo-verbal 

constructions (noun + J:z.r + infinitive; noun + stative) also occur. However, the adverbial 

comment of this construction must contain some form derived from a verbal root. Other types of 

adverbial comments (such as ordinary prepositional phrases) cannot occur in this construction. 

(Thus, a hypothetical ** CJJ,c·nj m pr is impossible.) 

The sentence type has its origins in a literary device meaning roughly: "How it arose (was) 

with his having heard . . . . " Translations, however, should simply treat these as literary past tense 

constructions: "He heard." 

§154. The Sgmt-fForm 

The rather rare form with suffixed t is very well attested in two constructions. Gardiner and 

21Literally "gave the road to my feet." 
22The couplet could not read: "I set ou� going north only after I reached Ramparts-of-the-Ruler" (with the second 

line as a circumstantial clause serving as adverbial comment), since the speaker obviously had to set out on the 
journey before reaching his next destination. An alternate reading of the frrst line as an expository sentence "I set out 
going north" is not very satisfactory, but even worse, it leaves the second line a virtual impossibility. 
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others have also posited a third use of the srimtjin a narrative construction (EG §406), but the 
examples are not very convincing, and most of them are probably infinitives of third weak verbs 
used as narrative infinitives (§57, 7). The morphology is uncertain. The form may be akin to the 
srJm·injtype forms (§131), but the evidence is scant. The 3rd weak class exhibits no gemination, 
but examples from 2nd geminating verbs are too scarce to ascertain. In its use after prepositions 
it is clearly nominal in nature and this is corroborated by its mode of negation (§ 180). Examples 
of the forms from the third weak verbs are less certain because their infinitives also contain t's, 
and are therefore ambiguous. With strong verbs, however, the only possible alternative is a 
defective writing of the passive with tw. Both active and passive forms of the srJmt·f are 
encountered and the passive forms look identical to the feminine singular of the perfect passive 
participle (§ 121, 2b), e.g .  4l:>.��o iryt. Examples of the passive forms are not common, and 
those cited in Gardiner, EG § 404 should suffice for future reference. 

§155. The N Sgnwf Construction " • • •  before he (has I had) heard" 

N srimtj functions in a manner identical to the circumstantial sgmj. The most common use is 
as a circumstantial clause meaning "before he heard," or in past contexts "before he had heard." 
But like the circumstantial srJmj, n sdmti can also follow the introductory particle iw. In these 
cases the construction is a main clause meaning "He has I had not yet heard." Here as elsewhere, 
tense is relative to the context. 

Exx. 

t:�f��T tdl<=>�JI �� · · ·  ��i���l -A-�i�it 
c�c·n·i l)r in w"w r dhJf . . •  iw·i m sri n in·i � 
I was serving as a soldier in place of him [speaker's father] . . .  when I was a lad, before I had taken a 
wife. (Urk. IV 2, 15) 

:l��:iffnP���.P�� � �����. � .�u- ���� -A-¥�P� 
• . .  �y·i l)r msw·s sdw m sw�t mJw l)r n(y) lJnty n "n/Jt·sn 
. . .  , but I am sorry for her offspring who were crushed in the egg [i.e. killed as unborn children] and 
who saw the face of the Crocodile before they had (even) lived. (Lebensm. 77..!60) 

' 
' f zw n mn zn· 

His eye had not yet been afflicted. (Gardiner, EG §402) 

§156. The Sflmt-/Forms as Objects of Prepositions 

The sgmt·f forms (and the phrase that follows it) can serve as the object of the prepositions r 
"until" and rJr "since," "until," "from the time that" and also ''before." It is possible that sgmtj 
forms also occur after the prepositions m-!Jt "after," m "when," mi "like," and hft "when." 
However, the only examples after these prepositions are from third weak verbs and these are 
probably infinitives (with t ending). -
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Ex. 
���+�<>P� �����<:::>�M��w�::�P 
m gfn(w)23 sw r skti bti. r ddt{if24iiit·nf25 IJr-s 
Do not dismiss him until he has poured out his heart,26 until he has told (you) what he has come about. 
(PtaQ}Jotpe 265 ff.) 

VOCABULARY XII 

::; �I Q� we im "one of them" (literally: "one therefrom") 

Y ��€g wpwt "mission," "business" 

Y � �.4. wpwtyw n. pl. (nisba from wpwt) "envoy," "agent" 

� .b i7 m-}J.r-ib "among" 

= � 'C:/  - ... i1 1 1 o n(y) rmtt nbt "public" 

�'�� Nmty-nljt A man's name 

r-n 0 , r-� 0� nJj}). "forever" "eternity," also in the expressions r nl;zl) ''forever," and r ni}JJ 
dt "for ever and ever." 

<e:>D -f\. �� r-w3t "path," perhaps "beginning of the path" 

�� � �i �wrw "poor man," "humble man" 

<!;> • •  27 1 e IJ.r-bw "except'' 

1 n IJ.q3 "ruler'' 

Y'@l M ''to be bright"; �'01 � M t3 ''the day dawns" (literally "the land becomes bright") 

e 1��� lj3m "to bend (the arm)" as a gesture of respect 

� l ljni "to land" (of flying, falling things); "to stop (at a place)"; ''to rest" (at a place) (also 
of resting for refreshment) Cf. Semitic nwb e.g. Hebrew ml (nwlj) "to rest," "to settle," "to 
stop (at a place)"; Ar. t_,j (nwlj) "to halt for a rest'' 

23M is the imperative (command) form of the negative verb "do not" (§166) and gfn(w) is the "negatival 
complement" (the form of the verb that occurs in conjunction with the negative verbs). 

24'fhe writing of the t of the sdmtfwith the "tall t" group is unusual. 
251it·ni is the st}.mw-nj relative form, with the feminine singular standing on its own with the "neuter" idea. 
26Literally, "wiped out his belly." 
27The writing with three lJ signs for lJw is a "sportive plural" writing. Cf. the writing *sss for sw and *tt for ty (a 

"sportive dual"). 
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b � hdi ''to sail north"· "to travel north " "to travel downstream" v ' ' 

�� r:::!::::J:fi.- D smJ-tJ '1uncture" "fork" (of a road). The meaning is not entirely certain. 

Pr "'=7� sk "to wipe out" (pots, etc.); sk lJt "pour out one's heart" (literally ''wipe out one's 
belly") 

c:::;::,x sd (from older srf) ''to break," "to crush," "to smash" 

.LJJ1J1f22 qbb "to be refreshed," "to be cool"; also as an adjective "cool'' 

�1. 0 tr "time," "season" 

= 
-=-r:::!::::J 1si "to raise up," "lift up," "get up" 

c:::;::,� �A dmi "to reach" (a place); "to touch" 

�j] � gbJ "compensation," "payment"; r-gbJ "in place of'; "in stead of' 

EXERCISE XII 

(A) Review from the Special Reading Passage, Lesson VII 

Q}�o� �9 1 � 1"0 !Qfll\� l1fQQo:= 
iQ �Jr F: � ti � <> o P777 

Q}�o� �9 1 � 10 !QYJJilJ� i: ��C( p� 
a> =:: f.r. �� �� � So� 

(B) Reading Passage 

'= ::t =::. -� -� 1 � � ;:; �� -� l o}<> � � -;1 �:r=�: 
� 'T �  �� �QQ :=!=}t::::l J xiiJ -� ;:: Po 7}''QQ� ell\�� 
�J5f.l\lr:! � ::t�;:: _g.� o}ro���Jt�<>JQ'O �� 'r/Jt� ::=� 
� ��� .::J � g� /1\�P-.:J: g g  �Pel� P P fl��� � g Q�P � P �l �-
.....,� o...:P � p- oo ...:P� r- c:;;;=> � __a �  �'\l r- ...}? � � IJ , , ,  .L..J�@ a> �  I l l � a>� I l l  ::§: l ���'jj I I l l  <> a>�.Jr �  
<>�iiJ P� � T ...A.. ]QA � �� � ...A.. ��� ��� Q�� 
�� l\�Y'- �� � '--<>·� �Jt� � � � -:= }•1��� � 6'\lr� 
� T g�Q} � � 1t �x:::tf{J� �A � �� "'-}\ j �y} � J�QQoib 
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�o}QQo:= Q�� :;:.:J : : : :  Q_� l l11--JJ -� P28 

'= �� �� ::�· ·  q� p _..._ O® �� � q� r ·.·��� }� <>�� 

(C) Transliterate and translate 

1) Meeting a man who lives a life of ease (fictional narrative): 

��==*�Pgf4<to� � �  fto�;;�c=:t -Ur=Jn� 
Q�J!®o�<tn-=:�J�-='J��� ��<tn PQ��j i� 

2) A plot to trick a peasant (fictional narrative): 

dll-��:dt�-��lb..Q� Aj=:ifQ2;o�c=Ji 
j-Q�:::�<pO-dlO'=���*�<pO l��� ::-&t�� 
® =1fp� JJSflb..<tn:=77 o Sflb..<to�� 

� o ...::Q:>.. nnno-.A o _ C'\  1t\ o --= 11 � 57? �A0�-illili\\l!r-<to() \�Q o oi,Ijl, o 
dll-�,�:it!...�<>��ll.�:it..A.��J lb 29<tn tlJP�SF·�· 

3) A royal canal inscription: 

f®RA n n=0���Q���c0�$l£¥ 
f�2���En�!...����+��Jl�����D� I 

..A-Pix-���� 
��==� lb.-�1'\�P /�:::���lb.. 
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28This sentence is notoriously difficult. Read: in lJt tzwtz n·i s(y). The construction can hardly be anything but the 
participial statement (§134). lj.t here can only mean "mast." ljwlz is possibly the imperfect active participle of tzwi 
"to strike." If so, it is unusual in reduplicating the fl.rst consonant (one expects tzww). This is perhaps because it is 
doubly weak, with w as its second root letter. The nuance conveyed by the use of the imperfect participle is unclear, 
but possibly involves repeated action "was battering." Another possibility is that the writing with two tz signs is a 
"sportive dual" writing that should be read tzwy. (Cf. the writing of ty with two t signs-e.g. pfztt as a not uncommon 
writing of pl;tty.) If so, this could be a perfect participle. Whichever participle it is, it is followed by a dative. The 
sentence ends with the 3rdfem. sing. dependent pronoun s(y) "it," which �ust refer .to nwyt, the only feminine noUJ). 
in the vicinity. 

29-fbe tense is uncertain. One expects present/future/modal: "you must not . • .  " "you had better not . . . '' "so that 
you do not . . . .  " It is possible that the Egyptian semantics required a past circumstantial clause "without your having 
done . • . .  " 
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5) ITI�A!tf!:::;:ffi�� �-A-�A� �-A-��� -A-��� 

6) ��5?���i2.I��l 10\-��A��� (§§57, 7; 79; 152; iri smt 
= •'to travel" Peten is a place name.) 

(D) Parse from (C): 

t> ��= . pg,F=1 , ..dl�..dl�w 
2) �::r.r , ® =� , 5?�A 

3) t� . c!,�::: . n ��:: 
5) �� 
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§157. The Relative Verb Fonns-An Overview 

Egyptian has a set of verb forms, known as the relative verb forms, which closely resemble the 
participles and are almost certainly derived from them. The relative forms are used, among other 
things, to form relative clauses ("the man whom I met"; "the woman whose sandal broke"; "the 
papyrus from which the lector priest read"). These forms are conjugated in the normal manner, 
but they function grammatically as adjectives. As with adjectives, if they modify an antecedent, 
they must agree in gender with it. Presumably they also agreed in number, but this is not 
indicated in the writing apart from the use of plural strokes. Masculine forms may have a w
ending, especially if the subject is a noun-the w is  extremely rare with suffix pronouns .  
Feminine forms have the expected t ending. Both the masculine and feminine endings are 
normally placed before the determinative. 

Many of the uses of these forms are identical to those of the participles-in fact the presence or 
absence of a subject is the main key in determining whether one is dealing with a participle or a 
relative verb form. The only use of the participle that is impossible with the relative verb forms is 
that of predicate adjective (§ 1 18, 3) . As other adjectives, the relative forms have two basic 
functions: 

l) They modify nouns: o J.e�'J st r[}t·n·i "a woman that l know";l c=5: rH-2� r
pr qd(w )·n lf.m f"the temple that His Majesty built." 

2) They can stand on their own as nouns: .O��=.O��.A! sgmw nj sgmw "one to 
whom the judges listen" (relative form + dative + plural subject); �C. Mt·nf"what he 
said," � � ,::: 4d(w )t·nj"the things that he said." 

There are four relative forms derived from the perfect, imperfect, and prospective participles, 
and there is a past relative that contains the past-tense marker ·n. These are referred to as the 
perfect, imperfect, prospective, and the sgm(w )·nj relative forms. 

Learning to recognize the relative forms takes time and practice. Sometimes they occur 
together with participles, and one might attempt to parse a relative form as another participle, but 
relative forms will always have a subject. Some of the forms may provide a clue to the correct 
analysis, especially when a feminine form is involved, when the masculine w is actually written 
out, or when plural strokes are. present. Nevertheless, in most cases, the best way to distinguish a 
relative form from a circumstantial form in a circumstantial clause is to compare the meaning of 

1 As has been seen on previous occasions, the verb rfJ .. to learn (of)" requires a past tense (or stative) form to 
convey the sense .. to know." 
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the two: which analysis works better? The independent use (especially of the 3rd fem. sing. 
meaning ••that which [a person] did'') can often be recognized when they occur in places 
requiring nouns, e.g. after prepositions or as direct objects of other verbs. 

An important clue arises in the. case of transitive verbs that lack a direct object when one would 
· otherwise expect one. This is because when a relative form modifies an antecedent, that 

antecedent is precisely what would otherwise have been the direct object. (In other words, in 
Egyptian-rather like English-one does not say **"the man that I know him" but rather ••the 
man whom I know.") Thus, in a situation where the direct object seems to precede the verb form 
that it must be associated with, one is likely dealing with a relative form. (The relation is not, 
however, that of a true direct object.) Students should examine the examples in the following 
section, attempting to locate a direct object in its expected position (after the subject). For 
instance, in §159, what do the official and commoner give? ("anything from the best of their 
harvest"). And whom do the two kings love? ("their true servant," the tomb owner). 

When the relative forms stand alone as nouns (without an antecedent) they are self-referential: 
"What His Majesty said: . . .  (quotation follows)." 

§158. Perfect Relative Verb Form 

This form is derived from the perfect participle (§ 121 , 2a), and its appearance is identical to it. 
There is no gemination in either the 3rd weak or 2nd geminating classes of verbs (e.g. mr(w )"/ 
•'whom he loved"). The form expresses past time (relative to its context). This form was early on 
replaced by the sgm(w)·n-jrelative form (§161) and is fairly rare in Middle Egyptian. 

t=���t���Q� 
CJ].c·n ir(w) mi wdt nht lj.mj 

(It) was done in accordance with all that His Majesty had commanded. (West. 5, 13) 

o�J:.�'J'HQ��Jl��iPo 
ptr 4dt n·i Nb·i? ilJ wsb·i st. 

What did my Lord say to me? Then I might respond to it. (Sinuhe, 565) 

§159. Imperfect Relative Verb Form 

The imperfect relative expresses present time (relative to its context). Like the imperfect 
participles (§ 121,  1a) ,  there is gemination in both the 3rd weak and 2nd geminating classes of 
verbs. Some contexts tend to favour the use of these forms, and in particular, they are found in 
the tomb owner's self-laudatory inscriptions, of the following sort: "I am one that the king 
favoured and one whom everyone loved." 

Exx. 

� ::� -::::Q<=>�&&oP<=>m'C/�P:it'C/<=> IQ 
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� Q = ,.l!J  - fl� �-� � n� �..,2!...= {._  -A-. , .�-!b...®,o�®o!A..I.j� 
mpz rf1·n·pz nt(y )t ir IJt nbt ddt sr nb, 1l!}s nb r �-ntr m tpy n(y) smw-f, n n4m·n ni I:Jti:Jt im 
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Now you know that as for anything that any official or any commoner gives from the best of his harvest 
to the temple (for contracted mortuary services), a reversal thereof (i.e. of the terms of the contract) is 
not pleasant for him. (Lesest. 93, 10 ff.) 

bJk·sn mJc, mrr·sn, }J.sy·sn, i" J:zsst-sn nbt m brt hrw n(y)t r nb 
Their (referring to two kings) true servant, one whom they love, one whom they have favoured, one 
who does everything that they favour in the course of every day. (Lesest. 81,  14 ff.) 

§160. Prospective Relative Verb Form 

The prospective relative verb forms closely resemble the prospective participles (§ 121 , 3a) 
from which they derive. There is no gemination in 3rd weak or 2nd geminating classes of verbs. 
The feminine singular sometimes has a writing with the group ti ]Q rather than a simple t. The 
modal meanings of the prospective are the expected ones: "that one might do," "that one ought to 
do," ''that one could do," "that one should do," and so on. Sometimes they are best translated by 
the English future rather than with a modal force. Since there were no future relative forms, it is 
logical that the prospective-the closest available form-would be used. 

clf·n dwn·n·i rdwy·i r rf1 dit·i m r-i 
I stretched my legs to fmd out what I might put in my mouth. 

§161. Sdm(w)·n:fRelative Verb Form 

The relative with past-time reference is the sgm(w)·n-j relative form. Like all sgm·n-jforms 
there is never gemination in any of the verb classes. The feminine ending occurs before the n of 
the past tense: ���:::�p iit·n-jl;lrs "that about which he has come." 

�� � +��� ���:nib...<:> d M� �w�:::�P 
m gfn(w )2 sw r skti bt-f, r r!dt{i}i iit·n·f IJrs 
Do not dismiss him until he has poured out his heart,3 until he has told (you) what he has come about. 
(PtaQQ.otpe 265 ff.) 

��++-�<:> g�2:::)i�++-tJ1.�.��c;?� 
mk nn n(y) l1t r drw f1tm(w )·n·i m-e nn n(y) wbw br st-J:u·k 
Look, all of these things · that I have put- under contract .with these web-priests are under your 

2M is the imperative (command) form of the negative verb ."do not'' and gfn(w) is the "negatival complement" (the 
form of the verb that occurs in conjunction with the negative verbs). (See §§ 165-66 .) 

3Literally, "wiped out his belly." 
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supervision. (Lesest. 92, 12 f.) 

§162. Passive Relative Verb Forms 

The passive of the various relative forms is formed with the suffix ·tw. These forms are not 

universally recognized by scholars since no examples with w (masc . sing.) or t (fem. sing.) have 
been found. In the case of the feminine, the two t's probably were not separated by a vowel (e.g. 
* sa4mattuf), and the t would therefore have only been written once. 

�<==>o ����f��gPe�i��p��o ���2Jl 

�������4��<-::>p 
ir tJy·i J:zJt qrs(t)·tw·i im·s 1;mc tJy·i lpnt, nn rdit gJ nnJ.(t) nbt tJ r·s 
As for my tomb in which I will be buried with my wife, there will be no permitting any person to 
interfere4 with it. (Les. 91 , 4-5) 

� �Qa=J ��l :i0niPP�� 
ky siJ brd hrw mss·twj 
Another prognostication of a child on the day that he is born. (Les. p. 57, 18) 

§163. The Smt pw lr(w)·n:fConstruction 

The literary narrative construction that was introduced in § 136 can now be fully appreciated. It 

is essentially a bi-partite sentence with pw with an infinitive in the first slot "It is a going," and 
with a s{}.m(w)·n·f relative form modifying the infinitive: "It is a going that he did." The 
construction is generally translated ••then he went," "and so he went," or simply "he went." 

§164. Negation of Wishes and Exhortations 

As was seen in §109, nn + prospective s(}.m·j is the negation of the future statement of fact. 
Negative wishes and exhortations require the use of an auxiliary "negative verb." There are two 
such negative verbs, �� tm and Q�-A- , f�-A- imi. The auxiliary verbs themselves mean 

"to not do." The negative verb is conjugated as the prospective and it is followed by a nominal 

form of the verb (the "negatival complement") that conveys the verbal idea. Negative wishes and 
exhortations use the negative verb Q�-A- imi. It is  important to avoid confusion with the 

imperative of rdi: Qc=� imi ••give!"; ••put!"; "cause!" The prospective form of imi is imi, e.g. Q��4J:>.. imi·k ir(w) "you should not do," "you must not do," "may you not do." The modal 

idea of the wish or exhortation comes from the fact that imi is conjugated as a prospective form. 

Note that when the subject is a noun, it follows the negatival complement, apparently l;>ecause 

the negative verb was bound to the negatival complement. 

4The expression dJ tJ r + thing means ''to interfere with." Here nn + infinitive must begin a main clause (unlike 
§ 105). 
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Adjectives can be used in this type of sentence. The adjective is then used as the uadjective 

verb" and occurs as the negatival complement after imi (cf. the first example, below). 

Purpose clauses are negated with the other negative verb, tm. These negations will be dealt with 
in §175. 

Exx. 

ij������p��GC/o�Qij-IP��� 
imi·k wsr(w) m !Jt·s m rn·kpwy n(y) Wsr-r"f. 
May you not be mighty within her womb in that name of yours: "Mightier than he." (West. 10, 9) 

imi mJJ(w) rmJ.. imi w'"r(w) ib·sn 
May people not see. May their hearts not flee. (Destruction of Mankind, 5) 

§165. Negatival Complement 

The negatival complement is probably nominal, but is distinct from the infinitive (§ 166). In 
later middle Egyptian, the negatival complement is replaced by the infinitive. There is a -w 
ending, probably vocalic, that is sometimes encountered, but it is usually not written. The forms 

of the negatival complement are as follows: 

3rd Weak: no gemination- rn�). hJw, � ir(w) 

2nd Gem.: with gemination- �=� bnn(w) 

11/lw "to come": only the root iw-A� iw(w) 

inl "to bring": no gemination- J.. in(w) 

rdi ''to give": with r and no gemination- u , :5i rdi(w) 

wnn "to be": with gemination- � wnn(w) 

m33 "to see": with gemination-��� m33(w) 

The negatival complement resembles very closely the "conditional" sgm·f (§ 138) or the 
Prospective ll (§138). The connection, if any, is uncertain, but it is an interesting fact that all are 

nominal. 

§166. Negative Commands 

In English, when one wishes to make a negative command, one negates the auxiliary verb "do": 

"do not" or "don't," and the following infinitive conveys the actual meaning ("don't go"). In 
Egyptian, commands use the imperative of the negative verb imi: � ·m "don't" followed by the 

negatival complement. Note that-the· adjective verb may occur as the' negatival complement in 

this construction. 
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Exx. 

�::n��/foc:;>T� � ��f oc:;>T::o��� 
m cJ ib·k � rfrk. m miJ. ib·k b,r-nt(y )t tw m r!J 
Don't be proud (''big,of heart'') on account of your knowledge. Don't be conceited on account of the 
fact that you are a learned man. {Pta1;l1;1. 52-53) 

Q<=>���a�Qp�€gi���������� -A-Qp�o�� OC/  

���foe:;>��=� Qc:=�+�<=>�'t-'ji�:::;;J 

�� ��+�<=>QPQQ-ij>o oe7 
· 

ir gmi·k ,Pisw m Jtj, m b,wrw, n is mitw·k, m Jd(w) ib·k rj !Jft !Jssj. imi sw r tJ, I:Jsf1 nj ds1. m wsd 
sw r isy ib·k. 
If you encounter a disputant in action,5 an inferior man-hardly your equal-do not be savage hearted 
towards him in proportion to how weak he is. Leave him alone so that he may oppose himself on his 
own! Don't answer him so that your heart might be at ease. (PtalJl). 74-78) 

§167. Questions 

Questions can be divided into two types, those that evoke a yes/no answer (questions for 

corroboration: "Did you eat the figs?") and those that ask for specific information (questions for 
specification: "When did you eat the figs?" "Who ate the figs?" and so on). The former are quite 

straightforward, but the latter involve a number of fairly rare words that are probably best dealt 

with as vocabulary items at a later stage. The general pattern and function of interrogatives will 

be presented as will the more useful interrogative words. 

§168. Questions for Corroboration 

Most commonly questions for corroboration are introduced by the interrogative phrase Q-Q� in iw. Practically any sentence type may follow in iw, even those that do not allow the 
use of the sentence particle iw. There is no change in the word order after in iw (unlike English, 
where such questions are marked by inversion of subject and verb: "you are going" vs. "are you 

going?"). Existential questions ("is there?" I "are there?") can begin in iw wn NOUN or in iw 
NOUN. With verbal sentences, a commonly found pattern is: in iw NOUN (= Topic) stjmj (the 

suffix pronoun refers back to the topic). The use of the enclitic particle rf ("now," "then'') is 
fairly common in questions for corroboration. 

Exx. 

Q-fR:!!f(�Jli� ��--��=fi)n�i 
in iw wn twJ mrrw n sJ(w) n(y) tp-IJ.r(y)? 

5Literally "in his moment." 
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Is there a lowly man who is loved to the extent of the master? (Sinuhe, 265-66) 

�-lJ�un���lb-��g�QA� 
in iw kJ mrlf(§38) Clft pry? 
Is there a bull (i.e. a challenger) who wants to fight the champion? (Sinuhe, 269) 

Q-Q�In®�-A-���== 
in lw ntr !Jm(w) (§85) sJt·nf (§ 157' 2)? 
Does god not know what he has ordained? (Sinuhe, 274) 

' ' .. l-d' " m zw wn·t r sn !.u, ·z pnt 
Is it in order to kiss this child of mine that you have come? Readingbook p. 115 

Q-Q��;;1��\'?��Q:b��nlt:�fi)n�P.LJ� 
in iw mJct pw pJ 4d iw·k rtJ·ti 1.s tp l;zsq(w) 
Is it true, this talk of your knowing how to attach6 a severed head? (Westcar 8, 12-13) 

187 

Much less common are questions introduced by Q- in without Q� iw. There seems to be 

little if any difference. The negative word nn, and less often n, can introduce questions that 

expect a "yes" answer (cf. "Is he not human, after all?"). For this sense, English often employs a 

positive question followed by a negative tag question: "You are coming, aren't you?" There is 

also a negative question pattern that is introduced by in nn +prospective sgm·f that means: 

"Won't he hear?" 

Exx. 

Q���a ®���:::;:::�� 9P�LJ���\)�p\\� 
�� �'if\�1'7��� <:> .glb- Q-;i��i���lb
�Q-�'7l�!... Q-��0����-�����;;;:��. 
����o�:=::-������n�!. 
iw·i gn rfJ·kwi nb n(y) !/Jtt tn. ny s(y) (§ 126) imy-r pr wr Rnsy sJ Mrw. ntf grt lJsf 'WJ nb m tJ pn r t}:rf. 
in 'WJ·tw·l m dittf? rld·in Nmty-nfJt pn: in pi pw tJn n(y) mdt ddw nn!(w ): dm·tw rn n(y) � IJr nbf? 
(§159) 
"Moreover, I know the owner of this estate. It belongs to the high steward Rensi, son of Meru. He, 
moreover, is the one who punishes robbers in this entire land! Shall I be robbed on his es�te?" Then 
this Nemty-nakhte said: "Is this the phrase of speech (i.e. "proverb") that people say: 'The name of a 
poor man is mentioned only on account of his lord.'?" (Peas. B, 15 ff.) 

6Literally .. Is it true, this saying: you know how to attach . . . .  " 
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�-���p��� 7o�u�i, 
in nn rf di·k swJ·n J.u wJt? 
Won't you let us pass by upon the road? (Peas. B, 8-9) 

§169. Questions for Specification 

Questions for specification employed a number of interrogative words that are best treated as 

vocabulary items. We have already seen examples of � m "who" or "what" in the "participial 
statement" after the particle in (§134). We have also seen the phrase pw-tr andptr "who" or 

"what" that is used in bipartite nominal sentences (§128, 2). Much less common are the 

interrogative words 7if sy, lJ.l..o� iSst,and the combined "Jif�j_o� sy-iSst,all "what." 

Some interrogative phrases are formed with the aid of prepositions, e.g. �o � 1;r m "why" 

(literally �·on a account of what"), and �Q� mi m "how" (literally "like what"). In questions· 

involving these and othe� adverbial phrases or words (e.g. :=) � In ''where") the explicatory 

sentence construction with the second tense verb forms are normally used. (English translations 

do not need to shift the focus, since the interrogatives do that sufficiently.) 

Exx. 

�A;;++ �nx�.J_ o� 
plpn·k nn IJ.r sy iSst? 
Why did you reach this (place)? (Sinuhe, 108) 

wnn irf tJ pf mi m m-!Jmt:f, ntr pf mnl}? 
How, then, is that land without him (the deceased king), that beneficent god? (Sinuhe, 127) 

0 ( ...:Q:>..- <:::> o<:::>.b 0 �...:Q:>..o� lfC7 

Ptr in·n·k ir tw r·k? 
What is it that you have done that one should act against you? (Sinuhe, 387) 

�++g�-�irn.lf A_�n��:g��Jijo;,o � o 
irtw nn mi m n b3k thi·n ibjfJ3s(w)t tjrtjry(w)t 
How can this be done for a servant whose heart has gone astray to foreign lands? (Sinuhe, 433) 

ffip,pQ�x�o�G�O\�n� 
msi·s irf sy nw, Rd{Jdt? 
Now when7 is she supposed to give birth-(this) Reddjedet? (Westc. 9 ,  15) 

?Literally "what time?'' 
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VOCABULARYXIn 

� � 0 J t  noun, fern. "moment"; ''instant"; �� � &_ m Jtf"in his moment" = "in action" 

Q� , cjf �..A.- imi Negative verb e•to not do") (§ 164) 

f�r=J� imyt-pr ''transfer of title" (a legal term, literally "that which is in the house") 

91-�� imy-sJ "attendant" 

�-Q� in iw Question particle (§ 168) 

��� is, var. �PQQ isy "to be light" (of weight and of frivolity); "to be at ease" 

lJ.l. .oi1J iSst interrogative pronoun "what" 

�rn � whi "to fail"; "to be thwarted'' 

� �� �sd "to respond to"; ''to speak to" 

JJ� 8 � ll?. bw-hwrw "evil'' X <::>� • 

� h . . . �ij, pri . • .  m ht  "to go up in flame" 

�i.. �.�. mty n(y) sJ "phyle controller"; as position "phyle controllership" 

&� ))��. mtrw ''witnesses" (a legal term) 

�� mdw iJwt "staff of old age" referring to a son who supports an aged parent 

=IJ\ � o nh t-hr "violent man" ®o.Ji "' • 

+�j;@ '� Nni-nsw Heracleopolis Magna (Ahnas) This was the capital in the 9th and lOth 
Dynasties. 

f � fi\ I)J (preposition) "behind" 

it� Mi ''to injure" 

� � lift-nt(y)t"in view of the fact that," "since" (cf.l)r-nt(y)t §1 14) 

��� hmt in the expression: � ��� m-hmt +suffix (or following noun) "without"; "in (a 
person's) absence" 

� <f�® brt hrw n(y )t r nb � � <?:;:"� m brt hrw n(y )t r nb "in the course of every 
day" 
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!(jo<:::::>P sJ r.-s "let it be revoked" (said of superseded legal documents-literally ''away with 
it!") 

9.�. sJ "a phyle (of priests)"; "regiment," "company" (of troops) Phyle is a Greek word 
meaning "division" that was also used of the divisions within the Egyptian priesthood of a 
temple 

�o� sJw "protection" (by means of amulets or spells) 

X sy (interrogative pronoun) "what" (precedes the noun); "who" K�_i o� sy iSst ''what" 

e � � s3 (hi-consonantal) "to ordain"; "to order" 

� � � s3(w ) : n sJw n(y) "to the extent of'; "in the capacity of' 

.LJ �J]<::::::::: qJb "interior"; "intestines"; �.LJ �JJ� m q3b "in the midst of' Cf. Semitic qrb 
"intestines"; "interior'' 

�,! � n � 0 i qnbty n(y) w "district magistrate" ("magistrate of the district") 

lJ� � km (hi-consonantal) "to complete"; "to come to a total of," "to total up to" 

�� tni "to grow old" 

2P !� dns (adjective) "heavy"; "serious" 

� -rn fi\ dhn "to appoint'' (a person to an office) 

� g3tt "estate" The reading of the word is not entirely certain. It might be read spJt "district," 
"nome" 

EXERCISE XIII 
(A) Reading Passage 

t=� �� � 7� 'Q�P-A.D®:!n�oQ� f®llft � �� �<::::::>� � 

9:.1���<=>���-f\��=n-"fl�c:::J 

�C-������rt;�i��a�'if�o����i 

�ifdi o:::D::::¥® DC/ .1 �a� <=>�� -Y :::=::::::;:pa��Jffio�� 

��"b...d<@J�ff, �����<::>���,'*� <:>lJ�, = � 
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*'�ODOO�O�r:=:J-�� �f;;�<=>��� Pi��l���n®�;; 
'Sff�A4C7��p�<=>btl o� � �6C/��o 6C7 

c:::::::::> .J/\�\\p�.J/\�-,..1/\- -=-'\:::::::) g @ � Q � � 

c:::�El..EW .lr c:::o{..Jl!U D o \S� - � cO D D V � Ji""-

p����;;2�q\('ti\<=>��ii1� �iQ1\� �::::D�7�M'it 
:;:��1i�4�LJ�JJ<==P� £)�=��� ��1rulm�w�mP�t¥.i 
���7'�M� :!:PI��'Jt;;����Jlj�-'it���.! 
t:Pl!�*0nJ��A�!!.-���ll�� 

(B) Transliterate and translate 

1) A transfer of a priestly office and property (similar to a will): 

Note the Geneology 

je_ ���� 
I I 

�QQi (:dl�::GC/J]�) = �+�TJt 
I 

fcnnlll�� C === ® n o o o o ® c 0 ::::::: 

j�i (� �==A�PJi) 

9f�r:=J���.l�.�j���QQi��== 4C7 J]Qi 9 

-��QQ�j�i��==A�WJi 
Q�it�\'?�QQi�i.�.�-�i�QQ�je:i 

��==A�P'J�c:::::::::>����g� :it��GC/�i 
Q�5m:: ��0��� 00 
Q<=>o�clf�LJ�£i-a�QQ� �0 JL{!�rBJO<=>P 

1 91 

80ne expects sni·n. Perhaps there was some confusion since the final consonant of the verb was n. (Cf. the writing 
of the s(/.m·n"fform of ini: in·f.) 

9cf. §41, 1 .  
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q<=>o����it9���GJ@��� lO 
' . .  · 

q��-1: ��ir-§���4mP��i' �-�+�t. 
�.i�n�n������+�iTt£ 

�:::n::� q� � +��.�.&� ))�.�.�QQcjf�r=JJ���p� 
(The names of the witness follow at this point.) 

2) ��������Qij\:""��=:Po!� �dl��� s-��+� � 

Q<=>�JlP� oc;>�<>��<t>o�Q���lb... ���� 

3) Q-Q��+�� =���� -Q��!�ol �<t>D�<t>oc 

Q-Q������E)�� 

4) �b��Ah�l�LJA��&��A ::::�E)D�b...f�fi'lb... 
�Dtb-=O�L&. �riJ�����::� 

���QA� �T��A������A E3oPt�6JP <t>nPifl-�A 
�rn�fiQ��Q�=� Q-Q��Q�o<=> =E3ffii� :!:�=E3o+� 
Q-Q��Q.Ao<>P�Q�=��P�Q�Q� � 
Q-Q��Q.Ao<=>ilx�:!:\titx�+� Q-��QA o<:::>��� 
:!:1{f�o+��i �i�n�� � 

(C) Parse from (B) 

1) 1t , ��:: , �QQ 

2) �� , �Po!� , +�lb.-

4) �Q�o , <>it�� , =:::n�a 

lOqwt Mdt, if that is the correct reading of the hieratic signs, is an otherwise unknown place name. 
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§170. Less Common Classes of Verbal Roots 

The main classes of verbal roots were introduced in §28. There are, however, several less 
commonly encountered verb classes. The following classes are attested: 

Quadri-consonantal Roots Many are reduplicated roots, e.g. �::::Jt::=J A mnmn "to move 
quickly, quake"; � � � �� gmgm "to crash, break." Someha�ur strong root letters: �p . A ws1n "to stride." Also in this group are s-causatives of tri-consonantal �ts: 

rr� 0� sJ:ztp "to please, satisfy." 

Third Geminating Roots These roots have the same third and fourth root letters: 
Po�� spdd "to supply." This class also includes s-causatives of 2nd geminating verl>s: P.LJ jf�= sqbb "to make cool." These verbs are strong verbs and all forms always indicate 
all four consonants. 

Fourth Weak Roots These have been encountered earlier, and as was seen, some take c. t in 
the infinitive, but others do not. This is also the case with s-causatives of 3rd weak roots: 

PfilP\" smsy "to cause to give birth," P�l s:t.st "to raise." Gemination is not found in the 2nd 
tense s{}mjforms of this class. 

Quin�-consonanta1 Roots All verbs of this class involve reduplicating roots: 
t,J]'lf. �Jl� �A /:zbJbJ "to waddle"; p�c.� � sw.twt "to go for a walk." Also in this 
class are verbs with the preformative element n-, which may be a fossilized remnant from an 
earlier stage of the language: ::�� nftft ''to leap." 

§171. 'Irl as an Auxiliary Verb 

The verb � iri "to do" can be used in any of its forms in conjunction with infinitives of less 
commonly used verbs, and certainly with the less common verb classes that had more than the 
normal three consonants. This periphrastic use allowed the speaker (or reader) to avoid 
conjugating the rarer roots and to use the familiar forms of iri. This use is common in Late 
Egyptian, but rare examples do occur in Middle Egyptian: 

Ex. 

q�y���JJ�JJ� 
iw ibi irii dbdb 
His heart pounds. (P. Ebers 42, 9- 10) 

Verbs of motion sometimes also occur in this periphrastic construction. 
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Ex. 

�jt5?����7QQ� 
irt·i Smt m fJntyt 
I travelled south. (Sinuhe, B 5-6) 

§172. ! lJpr as an Auxiliary Verb 

The verb ! !Jpr "to happen" can be used as an auxiliary verb followed by various 
constructions, nominal and verbal, with the sense "it happened" or "it will come to pass," and the 
like. The past-tense 2nd tense form !Jpr·n, like cl).c·n. does not require a subject. The prospective 
form !Jpr may have as its subject a noun-phrase headed by another prospective verb form ("it 
may happen that he will hear"). 

Exx. 

A�<=>P:=���:d 
lJpr·n rs, nn wi J.mc(w) 
Now, it happened that I was not among them. (Sh. S. 13 0) 

�<=>QP� �cx4C7 o �<=> �n� 
lJpr is iwd·k (§7 1) tw r st tn 
Indeed, it shall happen that you separate yourself from this place. (Sh. S. 153) 

§173. The Auxiliary Verb o �� P3(w) ''To Have Done in the Past" 

There was an auxiliary verb o �� , �� , � , �� pJ(w) or pJ "to have done in the 
past." It occurs in a variety of forms, including the participle and the relative verb forms. The 
verb pJ is conjugated normally and is followed by the infmitive. In almost no cases can it be 
translated literally into English. In a few cases, it may cover the semantic ground of English 
"used to do." The verb �� looks like the demonstrative �� pJ "this," "the," but it is 
quite easily distinguished from this in its use. The negation n pJ-j sgm can be translated "he has 
never heard." 

Exx. 

�F.JQ� � u-r����Q��� ���l��i� Q� �� ':P��£ 
4tF}Jr·sn: iw mfkJt m 4w r niJ.IJ., inm pw w{JJ(w) r tr pn. iw pJ·n s4m mitt 
Then they said: ''The (quantity of) turquoise in the hill is infinite, but it's a fact that the colour is faded 
in that season." We used to hear things like that. (Sinai 90, 1 1) 

-A-�1:?o�po�rn���t PI��� 
n sp pJ·tw irt st 4r hJw nsw-bity Snfrw, mJc [pw 
It bad never been done since the reign of Snofru,justified. (Sinai 13 9, 10- 1 1) 
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!PQ<::> UQQQ$ 
nfr st r pJyt (fem. sing. Perfect active participle) !Jpr 
They were more beautiful than what had previously existed. (Gardiner, EG §48 4) 

§174. Other Auxiliary Verbs 

Several verbs function similarly to f = ciJ.c·n in what are basically explicatory sentences. 
The original meaning would have been: "so how it turned out was . ... " The verbs in question are 
�t�. ii ''to come," r:==Jlh pri "to go out," and S t)r "to end up." 

Exx. 

t=P��fiQ-A-����QAr��p��l}1P<=>:::� 
c�.zc·n·s gr-ti, nn fpzt. ii·n M·n·s pJy·s rmn 
She stopped still, without rowing. This is the way she ended up ruining her side (of the rowing). (West. 
6, 3-4) 

c=JA'-� ��== ��J]'I ��0 
pr·n fqJ·nj !J.ry-bbt !J.ry-tp 
So it turned out that he rewarded the chief lector-priest. (West. 6, 14) 

The verb f}.r can also be found in the sf}.m·infform: 

Ex . 

QP� �Q<=> 1:?�=Q��:Jno �oQ�� � 
.gQ:::Jnnoo o o<=>rc5JobJ1x� 
lst rf ir pJ mw iwj m mb 12 !J.r iJtj, gr·inj m!J. 24 r-sJ wdbj 
Now as for that water that had been 12 cubits deep straight across (literally •'upon its back") it then 
ended up 24 cubits deep after being folded over.l (West. 6, 10- 12) 

§175. Negation of Purpose Clauses 

Purpose clauses ("in order that he might do") are negated by the use of the negative verb 
�� tm, var. ��, �, ��-A- (and not by the negative verb imi, as are wishes). 
Like the other negative verb, tm is conjugated as the particular form required, here the 
prospective, and it is followed by the negatival complement (§165) .  H the subject is a noun, it 
follows the negatival complement. 

Since tm is a hi-consonantal root, it does not have a distinct prospective form. The negative 
purpose clause occurs after the main clause, just like its affirmative counterpart. Such clauses 
may be translated by. such phrases as "so that. something .�ght not happen," "in order that 
something not happen," or "lest something happen." 

1 The text refers to a feat of magic in which half of the water in a pool is «stacked" upon the other half. 
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The verb tm also occurs as an ordinary verb meaning ''to be complete," "finished," and is not 

rare in the stative as a modifier meaning "complete." It also occurs as a derived noun meaning 

"everything," "the universe." There is also a verb tm (perhaps the same verb) that means "to 
perish, fail, cease." (This is actually the origin of the negative verb tm.) The negation n tmf 

.means "he did not fail (to do)." The use of tm as the negative verb, however, is by far the most 

common. 

Ex. 

� ��rnP�€a�1P�����AJ]�M��� 
m k.Jhsw l!ft wsr·k, tm spr(w) bw-dw r·k 
Do not be harsh in proportion to how powerful you are, so that evil not reach you. (Peas. B1 , 213- 1 4) 

§176. Negation of Prospective Forms as Direct Objects of Verbs and Objects of 
Prepositions 

Prospective forms may begin clauses that serve as direct objects ("that clauses") of verbs of 

speech, perception, and causation (§75 , 1) and as objects of prepositions (§75, 2). The negations 

of these functions are accomplished by means of the negative verb tm. 

Exx. 

Q�t�:l-�J]���.d������Pn '?n 
iw wd·n Gb, it Wsir, tm·i wnm(w) }Js 
Geb, the father of Osiris, commanded that I not eat excrement. (l;Iarl}.otpe 396-97) 

n�€a.LJ�t!�<=>�� ��� 
sgr qJ !Jrw r tmj mdw 
Silencing the loud-mouth so that he may not speak. (Siut I, 229) 

§177. Negation of Conditional Sentences 

The second tense s(/,m(w)·f (§138) form (and the regular prospective s(/,m'f, when it occurs 

here) was negated by use of the negative verb tm. The prospective of tm may also be used in less 

explicit conditional clauses without ir (§ 139) ("should such and such be the case"). 

Ex. 

Q<=>���P���O\:!:IPQW�Po 
ir tm·sn rdw nn msy{t}-s{tf2 
If they do not grow, then she will not give birth. (P. Med. Berlin vs. 2, 4- 5) 

2The two f's are superfluous. The 3rd f�m. sing. suffix ·sis commonly written st in Late Egyptian. 
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§ 178. Negative Infinitives 

As was seen in §105, the infinitive could follow the nominal negation nn with the meaning 
"without doing something." With this expression, the speaker could state the doer of some action 
did not carry out a certain other action. The infinitive itself could, however, be negated directly to 
yield a meaning like "the not doing of something." The negative infinitive can be used anywhere 
a noun can be used: as the object of a preposition, as the direct object of a verb, as a caption and 
in any sort of nominal phrase. 

As with the other uses of the negative verb, tm, itself, is placed in the infinitive form, and it is 
followed by the negatival complement. 

Exx . 

dC/QQ-��5f���c��t��!\.@,r:=J 
�Pn 9 sm�P i�5f�����nP�wDon � nlb
�0�s�\lb...fto�E)n � oP�1= ��5o�f��o�,$� 
ky n(y) tm rdi(w) wnm kk(w)t it m m!Jr: J;.s gJ;.s, rdi(w) br 1Jt m m/Jr, sbr(w) inbwf, sJtwj l:zr itnw·sn br 
mw. tm rdi(w) pwwnm·tw it 
Another (treatment) for not letting kkt-animals eat grain in the bam: Excrement of gazelle, placed upon 
a fire, after its walls and floor and also their rhiding places, have been swept over with water. This is 
how to prevent the grain from being eaten. (Ebers , 9 8, 6-9) 

�Q-�n�lb... �\.i�Po�fiWt ��5�� 'i a� 
�Q-fifiWf-QP��o��qq�q� ]QQ.\¥JlP -QP��� ���l DC/� 

gd·in IJmf ''pty st, !)di, tm rdi(w) mJn·i tw?" {jd:in !)di "nisw pw iy, 1ty,cnfJ(w) (w)dJ(w), s(nbw). nis 
(§57, 7?) r·i-mk wi iy·kwi" 
Then His Majesty said: "What is this, Djedi, not letting me see you?" Then Djedi said: "The one who 
comes is one who has been summoned, o Sovereign,l.p.h. I was summoned-(and) see, I have come!" 
(West. 8, 10 ff.) 

Q�t:l'I2� ���� -PW�1 
iw wrJ-<n> n·i IJmjtm dh<n>(w) tJ n sr nb cJ r·i 
His Majesty commanded me not to touch my head to the ground for any official greater than me. 
(Gardiner, EG, p. 425) 

§179. Negative Participles and Relative Verb Forms 

The negative verb tm can occur as any of the participles, including the future active sgm·ty·fy 

forms. As expected, the negatival complement follows immediately after it. The functions are 
exactly as those of affirmative participles, except for the use as predicate adjective. They are 
translated according to the context as "who did not do," "who ought not to do," "one who will 
not do," etc. The negative verb tm also occurs as the passive participle. Since tm is a bi-
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consonantal root, its perfect passive form is tmm, e.g. tmmt m3J(w) "that which has not been 
seen" or ''that which was not seen." 

Exx. 

�p���<=>:!::�P�=��...dl�-'7if�Jfa7: 
ink sdmw r wn-m3c:, tm {c) nmc(w) n nb tjbJw 
I am a judge ("'one who listens") in the true sense, one who does not show partiality to the owner of 
bribes. (us. 79, 18-19) 

�-�nP/rt�C/.t����p��� 
in ib s!Jpr nbj m sdm, m tm sdm(w) 
It is the heart that turns its owner into one who listens (or) one who does not listen. (P1:abl}.. 550-51) 

q<::>����+������� -L����P �ihn���ni' 
ir grt f/J·t(y )jy sw tm·t(y )j(y) c,tzJ(w) l).rj, n sJ·i is, n msi·t(w )j n·i is 
Moreover, as for anyone who will displace it (a boundary stele) and who will not fight for it, he is not 
my son, he was not born to me. (Les. 84, 15- 16) 

���oJJP5r�rfaA�P 
tmmt bs(w) wr-m3w }J.r·s 
"a thing into which (§ 123) the chief of seers (the high priest of Heliopolis) has not been initiated" (zAs 
57,2*) 

The negative verb can also be conjugated as a relative form. Examples are not numerous, but 
their occurrence is certain. 

Ex. 
� ,.Jl 0 C7 Q a ��n� n -cLJc=JI o F-�coon n n"l�l' 
nn st nbt tmt·n·(i) ir(w) mnw ims 
There is not any place where I did not make monuments. (Louvre C 15) 

§180. The Negative Verb Tm in Other Verb Forms 

The negative verb tm can occur as a number of other forms, including s4mt·f (§1 54) and 
s4m·lJrj. There is one possible example of the sgm(w )·f passive (§35), but this is difficult to 

explain, since n sgm(w )j otherwise occurs (§§ 107, 1 1 5). Here as elsewhere, the verb tm itself 
assumes the desired form and is followed by the negatival complement. As always, if the subject 
is a noun, it follows the negatival complement. 

Exx. 

�D®�::D�:!n�����::::2�®�c:::,� 
ir sp }J.ncj wt:w, r tmt·k mn(w) lytf 
Deal with him alone until you are not troubled by his affairs. (Ptal}l}.. 4 65- 66) 
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�c:!.n.!�JnJo� 
tm·tJr·s IJpr(w) m �b(w)t 
Then it will not turn into worms. (Ebers 5 2, 5) 

��5+��::1\f��;::irJ� \t-\t �-��1 f� 
a���������t]=�o � n� ��n®I�o����� 
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imi lJsf·tw ni m iJt-{t}f3 n(y)t4 �t-np- m sJ n sJ, iw<c> n iwc, pt!J(w) (§ 86) 1;u tJ, ntz mw cqwi, grf"(f), 
wb(w)tf, tm(w) s!JJt (§§51, 165) rni m r-pr pn 
May he be driven from his temple office (and) from son to son, from heir to heir, he having being cast 
upon the ground, his offering loaves, his title-deeds, and his meat-offerings having been withdrawn and 
his name not being remembered in this temple. (us. 98, 11-14) 

§181. RarerModes of Negation: 1- Nfrn& l�� Nfrpw 
There are two expressions involving the root 1:;; nfr, whi�h has as one of its meanings 

"finished," "completed;' and perhaps occurs as a related word for "zero." 

In the negative phrase 1- var. l�-A- nfr n, nfr is a predicate adjective followed by the 
dative. The writing of the dative with negative arms was no doubt influenced by the negative 
sense of the phrase. The rare Middle Egyptian examples seem to have an infinitive following the 
dative. It may be translated "happens not to" and the like. This expression was probably already 
quite archaic in Middle Egyptian. It was more widely used in Old Egyptian. 

Exx. 

�� = <::::>�� cdJ i �:: � w=llm 
Q<::::>tse�=�..dlmQ�=<::::>�� �= 
iw·PJ r drp n·i m nt(y )t m c.!n. ir nfr n wnn m c.pz, iw·PJ r tid m r·PJ. 
You will offer to me from that which is in your hands. If it happens that nothing is in your hands 
(literally "if it happens that there not be [anything]), then you will say with your mouths . . .  (Cairo 
20003) 

A second expression consists of nfr pw +noun, meaning "there is (are) not. .. " When an 
infinitive is used in the noun slot, it can be translated in such ways as "there was not even the 
offering of a lamp there," or "there is nothing to use." A variation consists of nfr pw +a s(Jm·f 
form of unknown variety (with past tense meaning). One expects a nominal form, and it may be 
the prospective. 

3The t following a feminine word (particularly if there is a suffix pronoun attached) is far from rare. This is 
actually because of phonetic reasons. The final t of feminine words without suffix pronoun was dropped in 
pronunciation. The extra t before the suffix is to indicate that the t was retained before suffixes. 

4N!. is for n(y)t. 
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Exx. 

t�o�c:n<=> � <::::::::> <e_ <::::::::> 0 I '-J \\ 
nfr pw pbrt lry 
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There are no prescriptions for it. (Adm. 4, 1 1- 12) 

l�o�P:::t�:=;��Y��o��l�o.A-++�.!JQc�.�. 
�����020op� 

nfr pw smnfJ. cJ, wpw-�r pJ it n(y) nn lJny(w)t, iwj m ct �r !Jtm·sn 
There is nothing of use here, except that barley of those dancing girls which is in the room under5 their 
seal. (West. 11, 23) 

§182. The Ancient Negation � W 

A mode of negation so rare that even advanced scholars may not encounter an example is the 

word � w ,  meaning "not." The particle is placed after the prospective s4m "f. The use is 

restricted to prohibitions. 

Ex. 

P<=> �WJ=� � 'd} =�JjnP ����� 
srw(i)-J.n w mc�ct m6 m st·s tn r � 
You shall not remove this funerary monument from this its place for all time. (Cairo 20539, i. b 20) 

§183. The Negative Relative Adjective �� lwty 
There existed a negative counterpart of nty that is far from rare, and occurs in a number of 

expressions, as well as being used freely on its own with the meaning "that not." The word is 

written �� iw ty and the reading is known from the Old Egyptian writing �� � iw t(y) 

"that not." When used on its own as a noun (without antecedent) meaning "one who is not" or 

"one who has no ... " the writing �� iwt(y )w also occurs. The negative relative adjective 

declines exactly like nty (or any other adjective, for that matter). 

1) lwty +noun+ suffix: ''which has no ••• " I ''without a ••• " In this use, possession is denied. The 

use is very common. It can modify an antecedent, or stand alone as the head of a nominal phrase 

("he who has no .... " When modifying nouns, it can additionally be translated "lacking a," 

"devoid of," "having no," or" ... -less." 

5Note that the Egyptian idiom is to be "upon one's seal," as opposed to the English, which requires "under one's 
seal." 

6Tn is for tn. 



Exx. 

�-/ill- � m� o 0 0 co .lr"- �o 0 D 
m4Jt iwt(y)t slw·s 
a papyrus without writing (Ebers 30, 7) 
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�Q�lt-���J��rnQ��-I� �� gj -��it 
)Z�qqo T7�� �J� 
ntk it n(y) nmiJ., hi n(y) bJrt, sn n(y) wr,Ft, sndyt n(y)t iwt(y)w mwti 

2 01 

You are the father of the orphan, the husband of the widow, the brother of the divorced woman, the 
apron of him who has no mother. (or "of the motherless") (Peas. Bl 62-64) 

2) lwty + sgm-j: ''who does not ••• " The particular sdm-f form is not certain, but it is possibly the 
circumstantial s(jm"f . Examples are not uncommon. 

Ex. 

���n�����<=><=2�A���� ���=��:J.� 
kfJ-ib iwty plP"i dd m btil!Pri m 1sw 4sf 
The trusted man who does not circulate speech from his belly ("gut feelings") becomes a leader, 
himself. (Pta}W.. 234- 37) 

3) lwty + adverbial phrase is not very common. Translations vary, depending on the type of 
adverbial expression. The adverbial phrases are similar to the comments of non-verbal sentences. 

Ex. 

6 =nn-�®��·-A- n.11 �� � ot"'J�t.jt.j 0 ? Jr'2:il.::::.o�l1� 0 I I I<=>� 

iJt .rwy (for twy) n(y)t J!Jw iwt(y)t sqdw l:zr·s 
that mound of the spirits upon which there are no travellers (literally "that there are no travellers upon 
it") (Gardiner, EG § 20 3, 1) 

3) Various fixed idioms: lwty nfTbis idiom means "one who has nothing." It is literally "one 
with (things) not belonging to him." lwty sw is similar to the previous idiom, but sw would seem 
to be the subject of iwty (as a type of predicate adjective), the whole meaning something like "he 
who is nothing." Quite common is the curious expression �� nt(y )t iwt(y )t (and �-: 
iwt[y ]t nt[y ]t) "that which exists and that which does not exist." This means "absolutely 
everything." 

Exx . 

0 ® l1 � nt.A -�0 J1-->o -A-<::::::::7b-�Jl&.l'/.ff' �.t:rnn gc -c\\� 
ink !Jnm.s n n4sw, bnr (i)mJt n iwty ni 
I am a friend to the poor, graciously pleasant (§ 4 8) to the pauper. (Les. 80, 22 ff.) 
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��C7jfr)i�jr-����n���A -���>o 1 1 
imy-r pr wr, nb·i, wr n(y) wnv, sSm.w n(y) iwtt nt<t> 
0 high steward, my lord, greatest of the great, director of all that isn't and all that is (or "absolutely 
everythingj. (Peas. B1 53-54) 

VOCABULARY XIV 

QP is "after all," "indeed," "even" 

JJQ�� f�. binr, variant of bnr "dates" 

�o= mt variant of mwyt "urine" ....;.n - , 

�Q)� mni (infinitive without t) "to moor" (ship); "to bring to vort" 

� P� j. . n4sw "poverty"; "low status" 

an 0 hs "excrement" Xl'o n o • 

�:::.�o : 0 l)knw l)knw-oil (a sacred oil) 

14 Mt "the White Crown" (of Upper Egypt) 

r;r:;:'�� ' �7 !Jntw , lJnt(w) (adverb) "before," "beforehand"; "previously"; "earlier"; 
(adjective?) "previous"; "former" 

� � QQ 00 9 n lJ,Jyt "heap" (of corpses) 

� �o �n � 0 sJtw "floor''; "ground" 

n JJ � sbt variant of sb1 "to laugh" m "at" 

7 ® sp ''venture," "undertaking" 

:::: � � sft variant of sf1 "to slaughter" (animal) 
n -i o in -i o • f ''i , '{'J .6 0 n n , '{'J 6 0 0 0 sntr vanant o sniT ncense 

n� � s}J.tp (s-causative) ''to satisfy"; "to please" 
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��� ssJ variantofJsJ "to be wise"; rdi ssJ "to inform" (a person) m "of," "acquaint'' (a 
person) m "with" 

n��� ssmw "conduct"; "behaviour'' 

�J 0 qni "embrace" 

�jc{F ,:f. qnbt"court" (of law) 

� kJ "bull" 

c::::= r=J o gs-pr �'temple" 

(S\ � dJr "to control" (one's temper, etc.); (5\'jl 'f dJr ib "to get control of oneself' 

EXERCISE XIV 

(A) Reading Passage 

'=nJJ�*0rnJ��A�A -������ 
ta:=:<=>P:!:�i�::n ��ll� :!:�i���n� 

t=����i-P� 
��-i{la�����0o9� 

Q<=> � �;;; '0\ � f OC7 �GC7 � QOOC/ �;��. GC7 
P-E1€goe72Jloe7 ��GC7� l�Pa<=>��� 
0� ��Eli 0 �rc=J 
==GC7����.LJ�JJx-g���4GC7 

:!::GC78� �.>�1��if�i 
��Q=�\:�a �n � n�JJ� � ��� 
�� <::>- 9 
�{.ll!:[ l!b:-OC/ 

P�i���-��...d�;;;�� 

'Emend the text to read: ir qni-kor translit�ate: ir qn·{n}k. 

8 At this point, some confusion over. the pronouns begins. Here the scribe must have intended wn·k(wl) and cf. §98. 
9Emend the text to read: dd·i nj. 
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���� 
.dllftj7;;;�JJ��or::::_�n; nA�=:JJn; o 

n��� jo'C7��� 
n��lO�a ��f:it���w�� ��11 

i* �)1a�;;�!o�f �.JJcr.�.�<=> g � 
==��j;;=w�n� &�-�fl 
�c:J � - -� 0 �� 
Jr --dJ � � �c::::;J Jr1 I I 

.dlj j7;;�-dl �� 
� �����APP�'C7-£Ja�o 

���c-j(�<=>��fi.4����Q 
-A.® �+�;;;:�4 

'=nJJ��==Q��Jt�++�'��==�� f� 
��j' -A.�;; =�uv.m�12'7jgg.in; o 

(B) Translitera te and translate 

1 .  �m<=>�*�0-A-��A�-A-®��� QQ�&� 
2. �����Q�a.�::;:Q)� 7®P !!��'13 �;;1�t��n 

3. �����-+�sfigj����Q�!�¥4 
4. Advice to the poor man: 

Q<=>� �nA�t�� 
t:;::n���·c;;c;®<::::> in 

lOsupply a 1st person sing. suffix pronoun here. 
llEmend the text to read bJw·k rather than bJwj. 

12fJprt participle "that which is produce<d" ="products." 

13The verb wn is possibly in the circumstantial form: "for when the end comes about .... " 
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� <:::>��;;�p�;t..�(���14 
+������OGC/� 

�o® o�;;q� �b-f�(��� 
����o $�� 
-A-���A�P��:J. 15 

rno�P�� ����p� 16 

s) GC7��-?o17 mn�q�-:-��mn��� 18 

��.fcz.�����o=o�� ���a:=na19 

5<?C7��J1q:;;:�f-;n.���0o; o���b-(5t,d10 0 
Q<=>Q\���<:::>���p��Pc 20 <=>MP� 
Q<=>���J���QQ7o� 

. Q<=> O'�f�.��� �0 � 
Q<=>���P���O\�nlPQW�Pc 21 

(C) Parse from (B): 

1) � '�q�lb-
2) :::;:q)� ' l � � 
3) � '%{QQ�! 

14nns refers to the master's former status. Here rh is almost "to seek out." Note that n·k is the dative. 
15Here lJt means ''wealth." 

v 

16-'They'' must refer to the gods. 
17Read mJJ. This is an inftnitive that here means "way of seeing." 
18Cf. § 139, 2nd example. 
19-rhe writing s{t} is for s. 
20-fhe writing s{t} is for s. 
21The writing s{t} is for s. 

2 05 
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§184. Negations in the Explicatory Sentence 

There are four types of negation that occur in explicatory constructions. Their use is 

determined by whether the action took place or not, and by the speaker's assertions concerning 

the validity and occurrence or non-occurrence of circumstances.1 Some of these negations are 

quite rare, and the differences in meaning are quite subtle by comparison with English, where 

such precision is not normally encountered. The reason that there are four types of negation 

stems from the fact that various elements can be negated: the verbal idea, the connection between 

the action and the circumstances, and the circumstances themselves. · 

The general situations are outlined in the paragraphs immediately following. They are 
summarized in the chart, below, and are dealt with in somewhat greater detail in the subsequent 
paragraphs of this section. 

1. The subject does not do a particular action and the speaker wishes to point out the reasons or 
circumstances surrounding the non-action (or to enquire about the circumstances, etc.). (The 
verbal idea is negated.) 

2. The subject does something and the speaker wishes to point out that certain hypothetical 
reasons or circumstances of which a hearer might conceive are not valid. (The connection 
between the verbal idea and the circumstances is negated.) 

3. The subject does something and the speaker wishes both to point out what is maintained as the 
true reason or circumstances and to deny certain hypothetical ones. (The connection between 
the verbal idea and some of the circumstances is negated.) 

4. The subject does something and the speaker wishes to point out that certain circumstances did 
not arise at all, or that the action was done precisely because a certain circumstance did not 
occur. (The circumstances themselves are of a negative nature.) 

lFollowing M. Gilula, (review article), Journal of Egyptian Archaeology 56 ( 1970), pp. 209,2 10, except for the 
fourth situation. 
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ACTION DONE ACTION NOT DONE 

1. Circumstances are treated as valid: 

���iO� tm·f sdm(w) + 
adverbial element 

2. Hypothetical circumstances are 
denied: 

-A-iC)�==�n, 
-A-iC)���n n sdm·niisl 

n s4m1 is + adverbial 

3. Some circumstances are validated, 
others denied: 

;f)��!.!)�::: 
+ adverbial + -L� n + adverbial 

4. Action done while or because 

certain circumstances did not occur: 

iO�� I .!)�== + 

-A-£)�== I -A-;f) �� 
(a negated circumstantial clause 
serves as adverbial) 

1. The negative verb .P � tm ( + negati.val complement) is used in its second tense forms 

and is followed by the adverbial element. In this case, it is the verbal idea itself that is being 

negated. The passives were formed by means of the infix tw, but no certain examples of 

tm·n·(tw )j sgm(w) have been discovered. 

Exx. 

'P�oe7 �i .!)� �0� 
tm·k tr sdm(w) � m 

Why, then, do you not listen? (Peas. B 1 ,  180.) 
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�0 ��y� �ft��� <?>�����P���� 
tm·tw rdit r!Jt·sn IJ.7 w4 pn r tm scsJ mdwt 

An enumeration of them has not been put on this stele just so as not to have too many words. (Urk. IV, 
693.) 

2. It is not the subject's action that is denied in this construction, but the supposed reasons or 
circumstances surrounding the action. Since the explicatory sentence is essentially non-verbal, 
the -A- ... �p n ... is negation is used to deny the connection between the topic (the second 
tense form and associated words) and the comment (the adverbial element). 

It is of importance to note that the srJ.m·(n)j forms after the n are the second tense forms and 
not the old indicative forms encountered in the n sgm·nj and n s{}.mj constructions2 (§§ 106-8). 

Therefore, in contrast to these, the time reference of sgmf is present and that of sgm·nf is 
past. 

Ex. 

ST��¥®C7D -L5JT���Pi\� 
Im·n·k cn!J·k. n sm·n·k is mwt·k 

You have departed being alive. You have not departed being dead} (Pyr. 833a) 

3. This construction differs from the second only in that certain circumstances or reasons are 
first affirmed before others are denied. In both cases, the negation is the connection between the 
topic (2nd tense + its subject) and the adverbial comment. The construction n + 2nd tense 
sgm·(n)j +is would deny all the following adverbial elements. Therefore the sentence begins as 
a normal affirmative explicatory construction, but the particular adverbial element that is denied 
is preceded immediately by .A-GP n is. 

Ex. 

!::i++g®nn�+ .J?�-A-�n��o��� rrr .la 
iri·n·i nn (sic) gr sp sn m wn-mJc n ism nw 4d(w) m lJwt4 brt-ntr 

I did all-all- of these things in actual fact, and not just as what is said out of the duty of the 
necropolis. (Petrie, Dendereh, pl. X5) 

4. In this type of sentence, the speaker is not denying a link between the topic and the adverbial . 

comment. Here the adverbial element itself conveys a negative situation. In fact, the speaker is 
making a connection between an action that is I was done and negative or non-existent 

2These negations negate the verbal idea. Here the verb is affirmative because the action took place. The 
constructions appear similar, but are very different in function. 

3The speaker does not wish to say that the d�eased has not departed, but rather that the deceased has departed, but 
did not do so as a dead person. 

4Tbe original is written with a rare variant sign that appears as the cursive w with three strokes on the top. 
sci ted by Gilula, op. cit., p. 211. 
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circumstances, the point being that the action took place while or because the conditions 

mentioned were not present. Negative circumstantial clauses (which are adverbial) can serve as 
the adverbial element in a normal affmnative explicatory construction. The negation of the 
circumstantial clause is that dealt with in §§ 107-8. 

Ex. 

::::�±±-L=���rf 
iri·n·i nn n bs·i l]r ib 

I did these things for I was not the least bit incompetent. (or "precisely because I was not incompetent.") 
(Urk. IV, 933) 

§185. Non-enclitic Sentence Particles 

There were a number of non-enclitic sentence particles in Egyptian. Most familiar at this point 

are the particles of this variety learned early on: iw and mk. These are the two least obtrusive 

particles. Others are considerably more emphatic. Of course, the particle iw is never used when 

one of the stronger sentence particles is used. The most important ones are listed below. 

1> QP8== zs.rlater QPo, QoP ist and QPC/b zsk and n� sk, and the archaic cor archaistic) 

Ps== s.t: One of the uses of this particle that is normally claimed is that of marking a clause of 

time or circumstance (e.g. Gardiner, EG §1 19, 2). However, rather than marking a subordinate 

circumstantial clause, this particle may have meant something like ''That was when ... " or "Now 
at the time, ... " with full main clauses following. 

Sometimes the force is closer to that of mk "lo!" -to use an archaic expression. If "behold" is 

avoided as a translation of mk, then one can perhaps tolerate the translation "behold" for this use 
of is.t. Like mk, is.t is followed by the dependent pronoun series. 

The phrase Q n8== � is.t rf is fairly common in prose narratives and can usually be 

translated simply as "now." 

Exx. 

QPs==� ib��<=>�i���<=>Jtfi���Q� 
is! wi f!d·i r n4-lJrt r bnw pf wr n(y) lfm1 

See me as I travelled downstream to make greetings at that great court of His Majesty's. (Lesest. 74, 
12-13) 

2) The particle 1r� kJ "next," "then" introduces what comes next in a sequence. It can form 

phrases with nouns as well as introduce verbal sentences, including the participial statement 

(§134). The s4mj form used is the prospective
·
. Like the particle iw, kJ may be followed by a 

suffix pronoun. Both kJ s4m·k and kJ·k s4m·k constructions occur. 
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Exx. 

�� }-GC/�� }-��� �oQ�p 
kJ sJ·k, k3 sJf, kJ w'W im·s<n>6 

Next your son, then his son, and then one of them. (West. 9, 14) 

Q<=> � ®�rn�l �nt<:::> ��ii1��7-F�� 7500� 
�� GC/I�dGC/���P��- :=:�u � u <=>[[jo� 

i rm-fJt hJi {wP n4s rpJ smi n(y)t-cjn(y)trnb, kJ·k !JJc·kpJ msl) n(y) mnl.z r-sJj 

Now after the commoner has gone down to the pool according to his daily routine, you are then to throw 
that wax crocodile after him. (West. 3, 2 ff.) 

rn�AJ.q� � �� Q-01Pi5�5�-n� 
�.11���� ®AA �!b-
hJi ini imf, kJ in �-wsr rdi(w):f6 n·sn dbJ iry m-fJt iwj 

Go down and take some of it, then it will be Rec- woser who will give them its replacement after he has 
returned. (West. 11,25 ff.) 

3) �� lJr , var. � , "then," "now," "thus," "further," is not very common before 

sentences with adverbial predicates, but it is not uncommon introducing verbal sentences. The 

construction lJr + NOUN + stative is attested. It is most frequently followed by the prospective 
sgmj to form optative statements: "then you should do," etc. It can also be used in sentences that 

express the result of some previous act "then he will do .. .. " The construction lJr s(/m-j occurs, 

but the suffixed lJrf s(/mj, lJ.r NOUN sgmj, and lJ.r-tw sgm·twj are far more common. 

Exx. 

�o �®JJ:=o �� � � 01 � 1 tS�P<=>P'J�f-F�' 
Q<=>�����f=!�o9o� a�GC/+�t�.�.���� 
n���.]��\ � oi� Q<=>l]\�l��GC/��8� 
+����-ffn �nO� Q<:::>��AbGC7 �DC/+���flfh
� j]QQ�, � /f �J1�3a �a 

ortw tbb·twjm bit. wt l)r-s, snbj l)r-�. 
ir grt tmmf l)r stJwf, 
wt·fJr·k sw l)r cd nrJw, sft, til)wy nd(w ), 

6This is a defective writing of the 3rd plural suffiX. It is not very common, but it is very well attested (§ 187). 
1'fhe w is probably nothing more than a. ''space-flller," not uncommon in hieratic texts. 
8'fhe form is a second tense prospective (§188). 
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swm rq3w1 n(y)l;untwJdt. 
ir m-bt I:Jr·kwt·ksw mftt n(y) 
dhytlp Jbbt 
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Then it (a wound) should be inigated with honey and bandage over it (the honey) so that he recovers 
immediately. If, however, it closes up over its secretions, you are then to bandage it with9 ibex grease, 
(pine) oil, and ground peas. If it 'breaks out, (from) under it, then you should dust it with the powder of 
green rglass flux,. Now later, you then bandage it with the fibres of the dbyt-plant on top of Jbbt-liquid. 
(P. Ebers 70, 14, ff.) 

4) ® � � �c::. hr m-ht "now after " "now later " "now afterwards" is commonly used in <:::> �'6'A w w t t 

prose narratives. Almost any sentence t)'J?e may follow. There are two basic uses: 1) ''Now, after 

someone did something ... " or "Now, after many days had passed . . . 2) "Now later . . . " In the 

latter case, lJr m-lJt is used on its own without qualification. This usually indicates the beginning 

of a new section in the narrative, and the phrase is therefore commonly written in red ink. 
q<:::> �®;;h ir m-lJt occurs with little or no difference in meaning. Here iris nothing more 

than the initial form of the preposition r, and m-lJt is actually a fronted nominal element (§ 133). 

The combined form also is not infrequently encountered: .b� <::> �®:; h lJr ir m-lJt. 

Exx. 

���®�����Ta<:::>h�o�:=::���p�� 
��7-tJ�� 750o� 
br m-!Jtm!rwlJPr(w), iwtpw ir(w)·npJ nr!s mi n(tJ-'Yn(y)t rnb 

Now after evening had arrived, the commoner went according to his daily routine. (West. 3, 10 ff.) 

�q<::>��h���8��0C/+����8il�8��� 
tiJ� � n ��<::>�®:;hT�++=P��.1+����.����8 
Q�� 

lJr ir m-lJt, gsw·lJr-k sw m mrlJ,<t>, tmtm 'lbnw1 .lJr  ir m-lJt IJ,r-s3 nn, srwlJ·k sw m mrlJ,<t> bit, 

ruJmi 
Now afterwards, you then anoint him with oil sprinkled with ralum1• Now later, after this, you are to 
treat him with oil and honey in order that he be relieved. (P. Med. Berlin 52) 

5) Although not involving a sentence particle, but functioning rather like lJr m-lJt are other 
adverbial or nominal phrases of time. These are encountered in narrative texts. Not uncommon is 

the phrase we m nn hrw "one of those days." 

9Literally "over it,'' since the physician was to apply the bandages on top of the medical preparation. 
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Ex. 

::i�++=rn�o/A <=>�Ao�::,::��.::--b:Ho�®<:::::> �o¥aP 
<=>To��o� 

wcm nn hrw  lJpr(w), cq pw iri·n qnbt n(y)t bnw r pr-cJ, cn[J(w), (w)dJ(w), s(nbw), r n4 [Jrt 

One of those bygone days, the magistrates of the royal court entered the palace, I. p. h., to make 
greetings. (Neferty 1-2) 

6) P �:!::� smwn "probably," "certainly" is not a very common sentence particle. It can be 
followed by the suffix pronoun. 

Ex. 

dd·in nsw bity Nb-k3 mJc-[Jrw: smwn msl;. pn <n>I;.J(w) 

Then the King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Neb-ka, justified, said: ''This crocodile certainly has become 
terrifying." (West. 4, 1) 

7) t;"�= nl;zmn "surely," "indeed," if followed by a pronoun, requires the dependent 
pronoun series. It is not very common. 

Ex. 

ti'�=�i���-t��77t �.bwoe7�� ��c�: 
nJ:unn wi mi k3 n(y) wdw m J;.r-ib ky idr 

Indeed I am like a bull of the rrange, in the midst of another herd. (Sinuhe 261 )  

§ 186. Enclitic Particles 

A number of enclitic particles have already been encountered. These particles are placed as 

early as possible in the sentence, usually they are the second or third word of a sentence. 
Examples already familiar are rj, rk, grt, swt, etc. Other important enclitic particles are listed 
below. 

1) �p is "indeed," "even," "after all," "in fact" 

Ex. 

o&iQPjLJ��o�� 
ink is l;.qJ Pwnt 
I am the Ruler of Punt, after all. (Sh. S. 153) 

2) mP � ms "surely 
.
.. "indeed," or sim. The exact meaning is not certain. 
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Ex. 

1\�mP�P,,��A ]Q 
mk ms sy Sm.·ti 

Now look, she has gone off. (West. 12, 22 f.) 

3) 0� l)m "to be sure," ''surely," indeed . 

Ex. 

�o�l�����ot;����� � 
lJr 1Jm nfr wJ}J.-ib nl]mlO wi m-e mt 
Now good, indeed, is the mercy that has rescued me from the hand of death. (Sinuhe 435 f.) 
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4) �1 tr "indeed," "certainly," or sim., is rather rare in statements, but quite common in 
questions (cf. §128, 2). 

Exx. 

-Lob��.il��� 
n ink tr sm.J1 

I am certainly not an associate of his. (Sinuhe 255) 

��OC/ �.i�� �0� 
tm·k tr s(jm(w) }J.r m 
Why, then, do you not listen? (Peas. B l, 180) 

§187. Defective Writing of the Third Plural Suffix Pronoun 

Occasionally one encounters a defective writing of the 3rd plural suffix pronoun as ·s instead 

of the expected · sn. This is perhaps because of a dropping or nasalization of the n. 

Ex. 

ist fpm·n nJ n(y) ·rnz1W dmi pn }J.r·s<n> 

Now the people had locked up this town on them. (I.e. the town gates were locked, and some citizens 
were left outside, with the enemy troops advancing.) (Urk. IV 658, 5) 

l«>Note the play on words between Jpn .. surely'' and nQin .. to rescue." 
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VOCABULARY XV 

o� � 3{Jt "uraeus" (the serpent on the royal crown-said to overpower the enemy) 

� � 5{ iwd "to separate" X r Y "X from Y" 
0 � imJw "tent" 

�:z,:rf Llrrl is-tzJq "easy prey" (a military expression along the lines of the English hunting 
metaphor "sitting ducks" -literally: "a 'go and plunder!"') 

c::::J • +...,}? ...dl wn mJc "actual truth"; m wn mJc "m actual fact" 

8 wt ''to bandage"; wt tzr + medical preparation "to bandage with" 

J1� � bw wr "the greater part" 

� Psgntyw ''the new moon (festival)" 

��� mmy "giraffe" 

��� � T mJrw "evening" Probably cognate to Semitic: Aramaic t\�7.?1 (ramJa) 

"evening"; Arabic � L...... (masli� "evening"; Akkadian mu.Su "evening"; Hebrew ��� (�emeS) 

"yesterday" 

�))� mty "exact"; <> �IH r mty "exactly" 

-;;;,..n� n(y)t-c (Noun fem.) "custom, habit," "routine" 

� ��Q= nwy "water'' 

'C7� nb-ir-(Jt "Lord of Action" (said of king) literally "the Lord who does things" 
<:::>� -diD 0 o r-c-lJ.t "war"; "combat" 

u� � rdi m tzr "to command"; "call to (one's) attention" 

� � QQ�� r4Jyw "melee," "time of battle" 

(!) tzb "festival" 

� (Jt (preposition) "throughout," "through" and as adverbial comment "pervading" 

Q�� bkrw "panoply" (of war accoutrements) 

�� � 1 lJ,r(y)t "obligation" (of a person); "requirement"; "possessions, belongings" 

7.r j] c� sbit (fem.) "load," "cargo" 



P -==1¥ J.Ji sqr-cnll "captive" 

� StlJ the god Sutekh (Seth) 
�� sn(w) "net" 
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��� Qi-na (a place name), written in New Kingdom style group writing 

i5� Qd.fKadesh, a city on the Orontes River 

]_A Po � 1 tilps (a spice) 

���.... tmm "to close up (abnormally)" (said of wounds) 

0 � 0  
�� 8 td tmt "to sprinkle," "to dust" (with a powder) 

8== JT tmJ-c "strong of arm," "strong-armed" 

1�� g,cmw "electrum" (a gold-silver alloy) 

EXERCISE XV 
(A) Reading Passage 

�<=>QP�� xGC/C �<:::> .dn� 
..A..O@��GC7 ��$<=>��@i1l: 

t:O����.JQ�Q:;:oh�::�7 
t=5ijJ�A �i 

5i-��1�.LJ�f 
A:::]� 1'7� .�.�ID!�c=JP 

t:=�5ijJ� �� �<=>P�IP�Po 
��'I+�®�Po 

1 1  !:Jprt participle "that which is produced" = "products." 
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Qc=:�..d�:fll��2o� 

���ffi:ft�Q�� 
t:=5-�it��-,=n�'�1� ��J]� ��:=� 
lt .. dl<:::>-- J] � �  ..d'Q..-. 0 8�Q 0 � �j] 

0 
Y-......n�:it "K en n a�- � �  a nX-I(n n oAJr- n n n 

::!E5J�QQcn � n8Ann � n���aD!lln��QD � D 
n����?��� �<:::>QQc���� 7c=mgin : n 
'i�QIJc��tn�� =� �)rnn n nm��5i1i :�QQ��= 

APP�'71:;; 
'=���......ni'nc<:::>f;�� 

(B) Transliterate and translate the following narrative passage from the Annals of Thutmose ill: 
''The Attack and Siege of Megiddo." 

Context: The rulers of Canaan bad united in a coalition along with their northern neighbours and had 
been resisting Egyptian control over the region. The text begins with the Egyptian king's order to carve 
the records of his military campaigns and to list the booty (including severed hands) plundered. The first 
campaign began at the very end of year 22 in Thutm.ose ill's reign (ca. 1480-1470 B.C.E.). Having passed 
the fortress at the Egyptian border, within a few days (now early year 23) the troops reached the town of 
Gaza, which the Egyptians have renamed: What-the-Ruler-Took. The troops move northwards to the 
Carmel ridge, where the king consults his officers concerning the route of march. In spite of the officers' 
advice to take the safer road, the king's will prevails, and they take the more direct, but dangerous route 
through a narrow pass. The troops swear not to break ranks, and the king vows to lead the way. They pass 
through without encountering the coalition troops. This the king declares a victory. The troops praise the 
king. The king waits for the rear of the army. The van reaches the Megiddo plain at noon. The troops are 
commanded to prepare their weapons and to steel themselves for battle. The king rests in his tent and 
rations are distributed to the troops. The scouts later report that the "coast is clear." The annals continue 
with the following text. 

1 f®m��0Ro �CD-&<=>�)) � 
+c�ff,� (§§ 41, 1; 57, 7) 

Qjlb{j� �-��!<:::> ��<::>�� (a few signs lost) (§35) 
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��A2�f�QcQ�71�Fol 
5 ::Dll���Q���?:s;� 

�Q�..>-r C/� 
�§ �fC�\ 

Q�Q:::f��w�� 
n�ll�i�-n�!-�� <=>¥!� 

10 ht!o�=:cg:- ��� 
�r�<=>���n ��]QI� 
Q�2��im 

Q:::c=:�D : 0��� ��QQ�� 
%�&�� 

15 t=t��Q������� 
�Q-P;7;�� �t�� 
Q�=�Q;;;h� rnjJroJlQc� <=>��]Q� 

�.f.-� 
<?\t\ _.n -=-� -=-� <=>�-=-oM�9M ��tdl -m a • . m<:::> c o  o o-o o o  o 1 6 o oo 

20 Qc��c�Pc�cJlcJl���JlP:fffi<=>�� 
QPc��2-i��4ff. �!:.P _ 

P�-P��T.<=>== Jl� Jl�P==<=>�<:::::>� .!_ st is for st 

lbllt��-A-���-Q��"m 
t .Ll -eo - ® .Jl, <::::::> � �m-� <::::::> �I I I 

25 Q�mft���M��tf �0 
qrnc��c ��� �T-�25� 

8- ® � 0<=- . � 0 .R..dl<::> Jr�-=- - � �-
�I� 7; <=>P�c:; <::> �n� 
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Q�<fi2Jt� t�Ac:=��m�n�JJg �b. 
30 t:t��Q� �Ib-Q�= 

e .f .LJ �n-�<::::>�p-oM9M ::E. td1 1 1 l� 0 8 <:::> 0 0 D D 0 D O O o o o Do o o  

(approximately one line damaged) 

:!!Q- ��<::::> g � <rrn �� r� ��-��,�� 
w::-��hcp� 

<=> --- 8 C?b � � o o � n  \{¥- t=o 40 �-X-�n n u - K !b- ff p.LlJi �� a .� 
:!:4-=th�t.LJL:=���P�¥ JJ! 

�PP�o���<=>Qc�7�<f¥FoJ 
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(C) Parse the following words and· phrases from Exercise XV (B) . The numbers refer to the line 
number. 

4. a�A�� 
5. ::DJJ�� 
7. f.C�\ 

-
8. ---�t=n 
13. c=:� D � 8� �� 
20. � c;J]c:Jl� 

26. ��� 
29. j]g�b. 
33. nre/b��D =� o 

<C:::>-
39. bdl� 
41 . c= 
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§188. Second Tense Prospective Sflm(w)"fForms and Their Uses 

The forms of the 2nd tense prospective s{/.m(w )·f were introduced in § 138, where they were 

encountered in conditional clauses somewhat more frequently. than the regular (or modal) 

prospective s{/.m·f. The 2nd tense prospective forms were also encountered in the "participial 

statement" (§ 134) where they seem to occur consistently (rather than the modal lst prospective 
s{/.m-j). The uses of the two prospective forms is apparently not exclusive to either type in most 

instances, and it is very likely that the two were in the process of merging during the Middle 

Kingdom. Not all the subtleties have been fully worked out yet, but the general outlines of these 
two forms is emerging.! 

The two prospective forms had a couple of distinctions. The 1st prospective sgm·jwas almost 

exclusively modal ("ought to do," "should do," "may one do," or "is likely to do"); the 2nd tense 

prospective s{/.m(w )·ftends to be closer to a true future (i.e. it overlaps with the iw1 r s{/.m). The 

2nd tense prospective sgm( w) j forms are future 2nd tense forms, and are used in places that one 

expects 2nd tense forms to be used: in explicatory sentences, after prepositions, and as the direct 

objects of verbs. In particular, the prospective explicatory sentence (with bare initial 2nd tense 

prospective s{/.m(w) ·j) contrasts with the simple future iw1 r s(}.m in the same way that mrrf + 

adverbial contrasts with iw mri·j. Since both prospectives are nominal, they also occur in 

virtually any spot that a noun might be used (for instance, they may head a noun phrase that 

serves as the subject of a verb). 

1) Examples of 2nd tense prospective s{/.m(w )jfonns in explicatory sentences: 

iwj r smr m-m srw. rdi(w )·twj m-qJb snyt 
He will be a companion among the officials. In the midst of the courtiers shall he be placed. (Sinuhe B 
280-1) 

lThe 2nd tense prospective forms were posited for Old Egyptian by Hans J. Polotsky as early as 1969 . The 
morphology of the form in Old Egyptian was noted by Elmar Edel some years before that. Important work on the 
subject was undertaken by James P. Allen (e.g. The Inflection of the Verb in the Pyramid T_exts (Bibliotheca 
Aegyptia, vol. 2) [Malibu: 1984]). Further work was done by Pascal Vernus, whose book Future at Issue (New 
Haven: 1990) provides additional evidence and a good bibliography on previous studies of this form. In some works 
the term "future active s{jm(w )1" is used. The examples in this section were all presented by Pascal V emus in Future 
at Issue, but the translations are my own. 
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ir sdm n·i bJ·l lwty btJ , twt ibj tmc·l. lwir mer. rdi(w H p}J.jlmnt mi nty m mrj, c}J.c·n ]Jry-tJ }J.r q rsf. 
If my guiltless (§ 183) soul listens to me, it will agree with me (literally "its mind2 will be in accord with 
me"). It will be fortunate. I will make it reach the West just like one who is in his pyramid with a 
survivor having attended to his burial. (Lebensm. 39-43) 

2) Example of the 2nd tense prospective sgm(w )-j after prepositions: 

t:fi4C7Po <=>nJl��AE:(.. 
dd·k st r hJw snf 
You place it just so that the blood flows. (Ebers 88, 19) 

§ 189. Parenthetic Expressions for "So He Said;' "So She Will Say," etc. 

In addition to using a verb of speech (especially t}d) there were several parenthetic expressions 

to indicate the speaker. These phrases normally follow the first part of the quotation, and often 

occur in the middle of the quotation. Examples involving the use of the particle .l. in "so says," 

were introduced in Lesson 9 (§109, Exercise B,  12). With in the time is regularly present. 

Similar in function is � br. It is used with present and past time reference. It can take tw 

"one" as a quasi-passive "so they say." 

� �� k3 is also used, but always has future time reference. 

Exx. 

�:it 4C/��J...JG��-* �LJ � -A-�n�;;��� 
nn di·n cq ·k }J.r·n-in bmw n(y) sbJ pn-n is 4d:n·k rn·n 
We will not let you enter past us-so say the doorposts of this gate-unless3 you say our names. (BD 
ch. 125 Address to gods) 

��A�o�<=>n���� �� • · �  
mi-br tw-r srwd mbrw idbwy 
"Come," they say, "in order to make flourish the affairs of the Two Banks!" (Urk. IV 1075 ff.) 

���j���� 
mk wi, kJ·k 
"Here I am," so you shall say. (Gardiner, EG p. 348) 

In the Coffin texts, later Middle Egyptian hieratic, and the Book of the Dead, there is a 

2The man and his soul have been arguing-definitely of different minds on the question of death. 
30ne of the meanings of n . • .  is is ''unless." 
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peculiarly written nisba (?) form: + � !Jr(y )jy, var. + \\ . The fy is difficult to account for. 

The phrase is followed by a dependent pronoun or a noun, or both (e.g. !Jr(y )jy sn npw "so the 
gods say" -literally "so they, namely the gods, say"). For the plural, both sn and st are attested. 

Exx. 

��§f�;;!����c=�a�+""*�<=>� 
iw pri·tw n·k fpw tp tJ m wr}J, !Jr(y):fy sw r·i 
"Invocation offerings come forth to you upon the earth from the wedjat-eye," so he said to me. (BD 
chapter 125) 

�==-���QitQ�it�� jr�-;;��:::n� �cd 
-f\�--A��C7�Q�QQi-�+� 
dd·n·f n pJy·i it: "iw·i r <r>dit n·k tp tznc fJt wJwJ nb n·k imy," !Jr(y ):fy sw 
(Scribe PN) said to my father: "I will give you the rprincipal1 together with the accrual of all the 
rinterest, owing (literally "belonging") to you," so be said. (P. Kahun 2, 22) 

§190. Verbs Following the Genetival N(y) "Such as the King Gives," etc. 

The 2nd tense verb forms were used after the genetival n(y) to form a type of relative clause. 

The meaning may have been something like "fine food such as the king gives" from "fine food of 

how the king gives (it) ." The use is not common, and tends to be limited to a few more or less set 
phrases in high-flown speech. With the verb wnn, the form wn is the sgm·nfform., and wnn is the 

sgmjform.. The latter often has future time reference. 

Exx. 

® -::7 t<=>- -H9P-0 0 
c. c. (I c. c. 4.LtJ... H � 
I.Jt nbt nfrt n(y )t ssp lfmi 
all sorts of fine things such as His Majesty receives (Urk. IV 707) 

+��6c;7APP�-�+::...� 
wnm·k §pssw n(y) dd nsw 
You are to eat delicacies such as the king gives. (West. 7, 21) 

¥��9-�� 
cntJ·n m:tJw n(y) ddj 
We live only by means of the air that he (the king) gives. (Readingbook 52, 7) 

.�J!:Jt�-:=�Q� 
m izwn·k n(y) wn·k imj 
in your youthful vigour such as you (once) were in (Urk. IV 497, 10) 
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�nA�DOC7 �J.0-� =oc:7 
lms ib·k trn(y) wnn·k 
Follow your heart for the time of however long you live (i.e. "as long as you live"). (PtaJ;tl). 186) 

§191. The Genetival N(y) before Prepositional Phrases 

In a few idiomatic expressions, the genetival adjective precedes a prepositional phrase. The 
most common consists of n(y) !Jr nsw "which are with the king." This expression is used of 
things received from the king, and also quite abstractly with favour and honour "of the king." 

Exx. 

ql\qQJi-�+� 
imJlJy n(y) !Jr nsw 
one honoured by the king (Gardiner, EG p. 121) 

Q�i�J2P�� =7+��<:::>h�rnJ<:::>�0n-�Q�� 
iw·i br � n(y)t !Jr nsw (honorific transposition!) r iwt hrw n(y) mni 
I was in the favour of the king until the day of mooring (dying) arrived. (Sinuhe B. 3 10) 

§192. M- Preformative Nouns 

One of the Afro-Asiatic noun formations involves the preformative element m- attached to a 

word root. As in the Semitic and other Afro-Asiatic languages, the m- preformati.ve nouns are 

frequently of place and instrument (i.e. place where something is done, instrument with which 

something "is done) . It is also used for such things as chests and boats. The m- preformative 

element is frequently written � m .  Eg. �.@:. f m!J,r ••low-lying land" (from !J,r "under"); 

�� R'iJ m1:Jtmt "sealed chest" (from !Jtm "to seal") . 

§193. Abstract Nouns-Idioms with Bw and St 

Quite a number of abstract nouns were formed with Jl� bw "place" and Jj� st "seat." Bw 

· is modified by an adjective, and st is used as the first element in bound constructions. With bw, 

idioms are generally listed under the second element in the dictionaries. With st, most are listed 

under st. Exx. JJ�� bw mJc 'truth"; Jl�t� bw nfr "good, goodness"; .d .. 5Jn1�1 st c 
"blow, strike (of gods against people)"; .d � f st IJ.r "supervision." The following are not in the 

main entry of Faulkner's dictionary: 

.d���� st n1ryt "divine state" 

.d�P(] = st swcb "purity, cleanliness" 

,jj�pu� � st skJ "ploughing" 

.d���� st stJw "mysteries" 
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§194. Colourful Idioms as NolDls 

The Egyptians created a number of colourful idioms based on phrases or even sentences that 

are used as nouns or noun phrases. The historical narrative of Exercise 15 contained the 

expression q1ry .LJ� is l.zJq "easy prey" (literally "go and plunder!") .  Of a similar nature are 

�� :::d�� iw-j cJ-j "a man on the rise" (literally "no sooner he coi:nes thail he 

becomes great" -a reciprocal sentence [§ 152]) and rn� qQ� j"7'I h.Ji-i ini·t(w) n·i "a free 

for all" ("should I go down, it would be brought to me") . Nominal phrases following the m of 

predication also occur. 

Ex. 

¥;:;t�-a�®�rn�m�j7'I 
'nfJt n(y) Kmt m (§24) h3y·i ini·t(w) n·i 

The grain of Egypt is (now) a free for all. (Admonitions 6, 9) 

( • • •  ), !ny(w)t m tp-�r-mJst 
(The palace was still . . .  ), the courtiers (sitting) with head-on-knee (i.e. in mourning). (Sinuhe RIO) 

§195. The Reflexive Dative 

The dative is not uncommon in commands and exhortations. The exact force is difficult to 

convey in the translation, but in the original it may have implied a feeling of connection between 

the speaker and the person receiving the command. In English one can say "Get yourself some 

food before it's all gone!" But **"Go for yourself to your home!" is hardly possible. In such 

cases, the dative is best left untranslated. The reflexive dative after the imperative looks like a 

second person stjm·n-j, but this possible reading must be ruled out by context (i .e. present time, 

one person speaking to another, etc.) . 

Ex. 

��A�<=>a@��6C7 }@�c=J!;;;& � 
ir n·k iwt r Kmt, m.J·k Hnw lJpr(w)·n·k (§ 161) imi 
Come back to Egypt so that you may see the royal court where you used to be. (Sinuhe 399 f.) 

§196. 'lw + Adjective (Stative) 

This construction appears to be an impersonal use of the stative. There is no antecedent, and the 

3rd masc. sing. stative form, generally unmarked, follows directly after iw. The construction is 

similar to the following, but with no pronoun or demonstrative: Q�� � <:::::::> � iw nJ wr(w) r·i 

"1bis has become too much for me!" (Lebensm. 5) 
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Ex. 

�����!!5o� 
iw qsn(w) riwn ri 
It is painful for him to open his mouth. (Or: It is too painful for him to open his mouth. (Ed. Sm. 3, 3) 

iw Sw(w) m cq-ib 
There is a lack of a confidential friend. (Lebensm. 123-24) 

§197. The Offering Fonnula 

Funerary steles and cenotaphs bear a formulaic text that was to be read out by persons visiting 

the site. The texts sometimes request that visitors offer food or whatever they have upon them to 
the soul of the deceased. If the visitors had nothing, then they were encouraged to read the 

offering formula. One text states that it does not take much effort-unlike running-and that 

one's  breath is not consumed by reading, and that it is a kindness that will not go unrewarded! 

The offering, whether material (bread, beer, etc.) or spiritual (spoken words), was made to the 

person's  kJ, which required nourishment. The least inconvenience to the visitor was to say 

simply I�f}8Jl lJ3 m t J;znqt n k3 n(y) PN "a thousand loaves of bread and Gugs) of beer to 

the k3 of PN!" 

The formula occurs with many variations, but most are fairly similar. They all start with the 

phrase *�& J;ztp di nsw "an offering that the king makes," in which di is the relative verb 

form. The word nsw is placed first as an honorific transposition. In the Middle Kingdom version 

of the formula, the name of one or more gods follows immediately after J;ztp di nsw, but it is clear 

that the idea was that the king was to make a general offering to one or more gods, who in turn 
would provide the k3 of the deceased with specific "invocation offerings" known as � prt-lJrw 

(literally "what comes forth [at] the [god's] voice") . Note the abbreviated writing of the 

offerings: f} t "bread," 8 J;znqt "beer," � kJ "beef," 1J Jpdw "fowl," o ss "alabaster 

(vessels)," and .ll. mnlJt "clothing." The formula is generally as follows: J;ztp di nsw God1 , God2 

di·snprt-lJrw (and other offerings) n k3 n(y) PN "An offering that the king gives (to) God1 and 

God2, so that they will make (offerings) to the ka of PN." Sometimes the formula itself is 

abbreviated by leaving out the di·sn (or di·f if only one god is mentioned). One may then 

translate: "An offering that the king makes (to) Osiris: invocation offerings of . . . .  " 

��e7�J]w®m��o.ll�C710i¥1��li��� C/�Y�C/� 
l;ztp di nsw Wsir, Nb Jb{/w: prt-!Jrw t, J.mqt, kJ ,  Jpdw, ss, mni:Jt, !Jt nb(t) nfr(t) w'"b(t) cniJ(t) (§ 159) n[r im 
n k3 n(y) mwtirrirt-[(§158 or §124) Nb(t)-iwnt; mJc(t) /pw, nb(t) imJfJ (Ste1e·British Museum 557) 
An offering (to) Osiris, Lord of Abydos: invocation offerings of bread, beer, beef, fowl, alabaster, 
clothing, and every fine and pure thing upon which a god lives to the k3 of his beloved mother, Nebet
iunet, justified, possessor of eminence. 
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The following is a fairly elaborate Middle Kingdom offering formula. 

+�&.d����,���J� �m�&.ulggg�����(]�� 
)�j���¥1Q� It+£� �QQ�Jj��t��§��� a-�JJ�:ittli 
in<::::>n- n--� w 'C7 ..::tJ>.. o::::::7 rt� - lh � 1 1'�1 1 Jl p  .11 .11 � 0  � - Q t:l Q ® / c:::::J <>= 
btP di nsw Wsir, Nb l}dw, ntr cJ, Nb Jbdw, 

dijprt-!Jrw kJ, Jpdw, ss, mn!Jt, sntr, mrl;zt, !Jt nb(t) nfr(t) wb(t) ddt (§159) pt, qmJt tJ, innt l)cp, cn!J(t) 
ntr im  

n k3 n(y) r!J nsw  mJc, mryj(§124) n(y) st-ibf, irr (§121, 1a) l;zsst (§159) Nb TJwy m lm-hrw n(y)t rnb, 
imy-r pr l)sb nntw, S-n(y)-wsn-snbw (sportive plural writing of the stative), mJc !Jrw nb imJI;, ir(w)·n 
(§161) Nbt-iwnt, mJCi lJrw 
An offering that the king gives (to) Osiris, the Lord ofBusiris, the Great God, the Lord of Abydos, 
that he might make invocation offerings of bread, beer, beef, fowl, alabaster, clothing, incense, oil, and 
every fine and pure thing that heaven gives, that the earth produces, that the Nile brings, and upon 
which a god lives 
to the kJ of the true king's acquaintance, his beloved of his affection, the one who does what the Lord of 
the Two Lands praises in the course of every day, the Superintendent of the House of Enumerating 
People, Senwosret-sonbu, justified, possessor of eminence, whom Neb-iunet, justified bore (literally 
"made''). (Stele British Museum 557) 

§198. The Late Egyptian Set of Pronouns Tw-l, Tw·k, etc. 

From the Seventeenth Dynasty on, a new series of pronouns comes into use as the subject of 

sentences with adverbial comment. Not all of the forms are attested before Late Egyptian. This 

series is the normal one for sentences of this type in Late Egyptian. 

Singular 

Plural 

TABLE 1 1 :  THE LATEEGYPTIANPRONOUNS 

Gender: Common Masculine Feminine 

lst Pers. 

2nd Pers. 

3rd Pers. 

lst Pers. 

2nd Pers. 

3rd Pers. 

�i twi 

o-
� a o n twn  

c o  � m  rwtn 

P/� n st 

� twk 
Q � Q twt 

�� sw �\ sy 

"I'' 

''You" 

"He" /"She" f'If' 

"We" 

"You" 

"They" 
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The 3rd fem. sing. n,, sy was later replaced with + � sw. There is also an impersonal 

pronoun (quasi-passive) a �o � tw·tw "one." 

Ex. 
1 f& c::;:::? )� � c- t& � a 
��<:::::=:> 0 :

- � �1 1 1 � B D O<::::=:>lJ�@ 
sw br tJ n(y) cJmw; tw·n br Kmt 
He holds the land of the Asiatics; we hold Egypt. (Tab. Carnarvon, 7) 

§199. Late Egyptian Writing Conventions 

Since a number of Middle Kingdom literary works are known only from later New Kingdom 

copies, students of Middle Egyptian -must eventually become familiar with the conventions of 

Late Egyptian. The best way to do this is, of course, to learn Late Egyptian, which is actually 
easier to read than Middle Egyptian (once the writing conventions are learned). 

First, in order to indicate that a t-ending was pronounced (e.g. before the suffix pronouns), it is 

often written as c� tw, thus appearing like a passive verb form. For the same reason, t is also 

written twice (once before the determinative and once after) . Exx. ��c�� lJt·f "his 
possessions"; <:::::=:>� � cB' ArC: 0 r l;mt·n (§ 154) "until we rush off." 

Writings tend to be fuller, with more w's  and y's written out, even where not expected. 

Compounded determinatives are also much more frequent. Exx. �� l:J,ry for ME � l:J,r 

"under''; �n\\l sms "follow" (imperative) .  

The introduction of Late Egyptianisms is  a common feature. Examples include the use of the 

negative particles ..Jl bn for :!;: nn and j]� bw for ....Iii..- n. Occasionally bw occurs where 
one expects an original nn. In general, there tends to be great confusion with the use of the 

Middle Egyptian negative particles n and nn, and they are often interchanged. 

Exx. 

jFLO�=���Jr. �o Jl �jJ�����= �;7; 
bw sgmm Wrd-ib s/:zbJ(w)t·sn 
but the Weary-of-Heart (Osiris) does not hear their cries. 

bw iy im (One expects nn in the original Middle Egyptian.) 
There is no one who has returned from there. 

There is also a tendency to write the 2nd masc. sing. suffix as if it were the 1st common sing. 

stative: �jfr ·k{wi} for GC:7 ·k. 
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Ex. 

�P�A��� 
!msw ib·k wnn·k{wi} 
Follow your heart as long as you live (literally "are"). 
Other peculiarities include superfluous t' s, which often serve as "space fillers," especially over 

the walking legs determinative. Dots also occur as space fillers. In a similar way, the seated man 

determinative is sometimes thrown in where it is not needed. (It was little more than a dot in 

some manuscripts.) 

§200. Further Reading 

Serious students who have reached this point in their studies of Egyptian have, it may be 

assumed, expended a great deal of time and much effort. Although reading Egyptian texts will 

not feel natural for years (if ever), there is an undeniable satisfaction in the ability to read-first

hand-the fascinating literature and to have direct access to the culture of this ancient society. 

The time and effort required to learn Egyptian may have been great, but the time and effort to 

maintain and to expand one's capabilities is minimal by comparison. There is no better way to 

keep and sharpen one's skills than by reading texts. 

Highly recommended is the Westcar Papyrus, (AM. Blackman, The Story of King Kheops and 
the Magicians [Reading: J.V. Books, 1988]), but it also available in A. de Buck, Egyptian 

Reading book (Chicago: Ares Publishers, 1977) a reprint from the 1948 edition. One could start 

with the new section beginning at 4, 17 ff. (one could also start earlier, at 1 ,  17, but the text is 

badly damaged and there are many lacunae and this section is not found in all the translations). 

The story and characters (the magician Djedi, Prince Hardedef, Redjedet, and her husband Ra

woser) will be quite familiar to those who have studied the examples of this book carefully, and 

the plot will all fall into place. Good translations of this text and other literary texts can be found 

in Miriam Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature, Vol. 1 (Berkeley: 1973), pp. 216-22 and in 

W .K. Simpson, editor, The Literature of Ancient Egypt (New Haven: 1973). The translations in 

Lichtheim and Simpson do not, however, always conform to the grammar as presented here 

(especially with regard to the explicatory sentence, and occasionally the voice was changed for 

no apparent reason). 

The Eloquent Peasant is another tale that has many simple passages, but it also contains lengthy 

verses in very flowery language that modem readers are apt to find somewhat tedious. The 

abridged version in de Buck is therefore recommended. 

The Book of the Dead, although containing some beautiful passages is in many places difficult 

to understand, both grammatically and culturally. Above all, EA.W. Budge's publications of this 

(or any text) should be treated with great caution, as his transliterations and translations are 

wholly unreliable. 
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Still a useful collection of Egyptian texts is Kurt Sethe, Agyptische Lesestiicke zum Gebrauch 

im akademischen Unterricht (Hildeshcim: Georg Ohns Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1959) a reprint of 
the original edition. This collection contains a variety of texts, including an abridged version of 
Sinuhe,4 magical and medical texts, mortuary I autobiographical texts, legal documents, etc. 

Finding translations of the texts may be difficult. This is also the case .for some of the texts in de 

Buck. Apart from the Eloquent Peasant, the texts in de Buck's work are generally not as 

interesting than those in Sethe's collection with the exception of some of the historical texts 

(Gebel Barkal stele) . De Buck's book does, however, include formal royal inscriptions of various 

types. 
All of the hieroglyphic publications mentioned here are hand written, and the signs are not 

always easily recognized, but they will serve as an introduction to Egyptian texts as they have 

been published in modem times. With the advancement of new technology we are moving into 

the age of electronic Egyptian and hieroglyphic word-processing-an amazing way to transmit 

the works of the ancient scribes. But beyond preserving these ancient works in modem formats is 

the necessity of preserving humanity's recovered knowledge of Egyptian language, literature, 

culture, science, and art. All who have studied this language are transmitters-in a greater or 

lesser extent-of this priceless heritage. 

VOCABULARY XVI 

� � 3l:J "spirit" (said of the dead) 

�g� i iqr ''worthy man"; sarcastically "a goody-goody/good-doer" 

;::::!:.o � J( 'nw "again" 

!::® 7 wnlJ "to put on (clothing)" 

'4fl e::. wJg "fortunate," "happy"; "fresh"; "hale" 

JJ�Jt�/�)���,b � i' 0 bJgi (4th weak) "to be lazy"; "to be tired"; bJgi ib "to be half
hearted" 

JJ�� D� biJ "a marvel," "miracle" (also said of luxury goods) 

JJ� bnt"harp" 
® 7l ''to destroy," "to fall to ruins"; "to obliterate" 

4 A recent translation can also be found in J L. Foster, Thought Couplets in The Tale of Sinuhe (Frankfurt am 
Main: Peter Lang, 1993). 
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� � �LJ mr "pyramid" 

!trn � � '®'D mhi (3rd weak) + ib "to be forgetful"; "to forget'' 

� 7.r A ms "to deliver" 

1¥� �f mpy (4th weak) "to be young, youthful" 

l� t]' A l:m ''to hurry," "rush" (to a place) 

�2 � �i (infinitive without t)"to sing'; 

�2 P� lfe. €g � � "singer'' (the participle of �i) 

�===�€g J:zknw "praise" (to god) 

Q�0 <:::;:;:? hd-tJ "dawn"· "daybreak" 8 : 0 · - ' 

[J. 1)4i "to d�stroy"; "to injure"; ''to disobey" (the heart) 

itGQ� J:z4y "annihilation"; "destruction" 

o= � ht "generation" c:.O � j['  -

pq:j �J ftl � sJI;z. "to endow" m "with" 

P���� sddwt "quotations"; "literary works" 

� � �� sJw "fate" 

fi}�4 tp "person" 

EXERCISE XVI 

(A) Reading Passage 

f=���-dl'IPc<=>��� 
�t�:5a��r:=;�<=>l*�ji;:: 
t=�::'J ���<=>�A<=>bi�r=J-�00 0 
� OC7�GOOC7����;��.0C7 
1¥��f oe7�b]�c=Jgpa90C7 '=rn�Aoe7� � 
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<=> ��Q�u�rn������ 
t:::::1ffQ�c:J�-Ift.�.����� 
5'i �:=:�� f�QQ�u-'="�-�� 
7�.f.�P<=>�Q�� 
���::::;7;���<=>ffi{O�c=J-�� 
�A;7;<=>ffil�nf*�uo�q�� � ':;;: 
t:�Jloc;o ��,���� �:ft::2J1o 9 o�j=:ft 
�litl�r=J-�� 
9:1* �'l:::i�f �J]arr.f.�<=> .§. � 
t:::::50C/��<::>�<ziP6����i�6.1���� 
��� if<=>rcjopq:j ��!!��<=>[[jo ��i�.,� 1i 
t?��-������t?�-��4 5 

t:::::�:::'i ��qg�i���P/f.nit 6 

Q-� 7 �=-�6�10\�-���* �0 8 

A���i!i�<=> �\\�Q� �QQo ��� 
���9 �iQ�-����q=qq�q=���i¥an 
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swith this line, the "shipwrecked sailor" ends his story. In this literary work, the story is told by an official who 
was trying to cheer up a colleague after a royal mission had gone terribly wrong. The main narrator tells a story of a 
disaster that happened to him, and how good had come from it. Nested within this story, it will be recalled, is the 
story told by the serpent to cheer up the shipwrecked sailor himself. The serpent's story was thus a story-within-a
story-within-a-story! The rest of the text (before the colophon: "Thus it has come [to an end] .•• ") is the response of 
the troubled colleague. The story fails to put the colleague in a good frame of mind, and he tells the "shipwrecked 
sailor" to stop trying to cheer him up. The text is difficult at this point and includes a pessimistic proverb. 
6 M ir(w) iqr would seem to mean something like: ''Don't be a goody-goody!" 
7Tbis is an interrogative participial statement (§134). 
STbis proverb (or witty saying) is difficult. First, the form of rdit is difficult. One expects the 2nd tense 

prospective form rdi(w ), perhaps the t was a writing error for w. The phrase n(y) sftj modifies Jpd-or else it could 
be a dative n followed by the independent use of the prospective relative "to one that he will slaughter." The general 
sense is that his is a hopeless cause. 

9The second m ss is probably not � case of dittography, but is more likely the m of predication: "being a document 
of . .• .  " 
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(B) Transliterate and translate the following poem: 

A Song of Death and the Pleasures of Life. 

The author begins with a parody of the harper's songs, which glorify the life beyond. This author is less 
sure and questions the utility of building monuments that will crumble and even casts doubt on the state of 
the "blessed dead," given a lack of first-hand evidence! The author is a master of sarcasm, making points 
with great power. He also exhibits a superb sense of humour. Note, however. that this is a New Kingdom 
copy, and contains a number of "corruptions" presented in § 199. 

1 �2rR iD:��[d� (!c�lb...] ��!�€r� 
�� ���2M�� � �.JJ'[ 

4h�li�� 
,:;:���� 

5 1:;:1\Q� 
�i�H:ff.r j]� 
� - � 

o o � 0-!� 
.g,���i4� 

cgjcg�= � <:::>�: !& \\ � ..Ac::bo�..A� g� A r=JF n-1 1�-� - <:::>�.:::. o �  c � � V = b:}.  - l'o o o 

10 ::ii�<e.� ��� �����n<e. ����jj_c=Jt � 
n&� n� --A-.6. .11 c - nUll.Ji LlJo r==Jl: -- .Ur:=:Jl: l 'o o D 

o��f��i�P� 
Q�LO Li��,= ��}1��o�i����tj�� 

P�� ]Q�Pd�� ��Jr-;�;<:::>o P� 
15 o��f� .dr:i �  

e.JJ� IF w;;-;® � 7 � 
=== .dn ru; � �0\\:= �a<::> rr7'; 
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25 �n�� L��'i 
Q���c�8= �0��� 
.6e� �x:- � o.Ll..c;,.:x: 
- D U-4'C/ � c tl U-

��� �7HQ�JJQ�v��c ��=���� 
Q��f����o� �� 

30 �JJ��®� QQ��� 
�p\\)l��:31:�;=� ® 0 B DQ � 4J:>. c �4'C/ � 0 :a: 

�1:16° 
���rn�0���x-PJJ����= 

35 JI�t?�=���h-�o s!1 PJI���� �: p� 

JJ���i:��P;7;JI����o �ii���i 

_)?�����! 
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Notes to the Poem 

1) [d� here means ''funerary chapel." 

2) bnt: emend to read jJ� . The .scribe apparently was thinking of the word bint "badness." 

6) i is a determinative. 

7) The plural strokes on kt are for semantic reasons, �!J.!!;> which it refers, being a collective noun. l is a phonetic determinative in this late writing of � . 
9) ljtpw: the � sign is superfluous. 

12) Ptr is for pw tr "what(?)." 'lrw is probably a perfect passive participle. The idiom iri m is 
"become," "happen to," or ''turn into." 

13) Imhotep and Hardedef were famous Old Kingdom sages. 

14) Rsy for rssy "so much." 

18) The original must have had ::!: . . 
21) Stm is a miswriting; emend to n �� . The copyist had a bit of trouble here. He must have 
thought the line was sm·tw ib·n "so that our minds might be relieved," but then discovered that 
the text read sm·f ib·n, and wrote in the f (leaving the erroneous ·tw). 

24) MhJt is for older mhi (this is New Kingdom group-writing). The t may or may not be correct. 
If it is superfluous, then it might be another imperative. The lines can be read differently: a) mh 
ib l)r-s. Jb n·k. (with an impersonal construction §46) or b) mht-ib l)r sJb n·k. 

29) The idiom rdi I)Jw l)r means "to go beyond," "add to," "exceed." Here, perhaps even 
"maximize." 
32) The idiom iri lJt means "to be active." 

34) The subject of iw is hrw. 

35) The "weary-hearted one" is an epithet of Osiris. 

36) Read nJy·sn iJkb(w). �� is for �� � I)Jt "tomb." 

40) The idiom iri hrw nfr means "to celebrate" (said of banquets and special holidays) 

41) N·i is perhaps correct, the idea being something like: "Don't get tired on me, now!" 

42) The original probably had J._ . N s is the dative. 

43) Read simply mk and not mk wi. The meaning of sm and iw are very specific here. 



KEY TO EXERCISES I-XVI 

This key is to be used to provide quick feed-back on one's progress. The exercises should be completed 

before consulting the key for maximum benefits. When mistakes are discovered, the student should then 

try to see where the "wrong turn" was made. Note, however, that in some cases differences may not be 

mistakes, but rather different inte�retations. In obvious cases two or more translations have been 

provided. 

This key was not intended to replace the instructor, and it is hoped that instructors will examine students' 

work covered by this key (corrected or not) in order to address problems that may have arisen or to 

confmn or reject a possible reading suggested by the student. 

Lesson I 

1) to another man 

3) Another thing is there. 

5) The man speaks to another. 

Lesson n 

1) This scribe speaks to this woman. 

3) See, the scribe hears this plan. 

5) Look, the sun is in the sky. 

7) See, the boat is in the water when the sun shines forth in (or "from") the horizon. 

9) The man hears another plan in the city. 

Lesson m 
1)  Look, the steward's daughter is on her maid-servant's donkey. 

3) Rec: crosses the sky in his great bark. 

5) The Lord of the Two Lands is in joy over this great construction project. 

7) See the mother of your servant in her little house, her children with her. (Or ''See, the mother of your 

servant is in her little house, her children being with her.") 

9) Our lord send his servant to another city concerning this construction project. 

Lesson IV 

2) How sweet is the taste of honey! It is finer than anything in this land! 
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4) A son who listens to his father when he is a child is good. (Or "Good is a son who listens to his father 

when he is a child.") How well it goes for him with this advice in his heart every day. 

6) I am a bm-ntr-priest who does not know the taste of misfortune. 

7) Slaves of great strength are given to you together with kind-hearted female slaves. 

9) How great is this house of yours! It is rich in all sorts of fine things. 

Lesson V 
1) All the property of this temple was in good order when the bm-n.tr-priest ordered its inspection. (Or 

''that it be inspected'') 

3) (As caption) Arrival of His Majesty to slay the enemy of vile Kush. (As narrative infinitive) His 

Majesty arrived to slay the enemy of vile Kush. 

5) I am one who is dearly beloved in the heart of his lord, who is generous to all the people of his town. 
(Or "who was . . .  ") 

6) The servant loaded it for his master after he had ordered that it be done for him. 
8) He said it to him after sitting down upon his great throne. 

Lesson VI 

2) The wife of this loud-mouthed peasant is making 13 loaves of bread and 8 jugs of beer to take to him 

and her children in the fields. 

4) Look, he is talking to your daughter! 

6) Amen-nakhte was eating a little bread and drinking beer, the third hour of evening having anived. 

7) He slayed 8 lions by shooting in the twinkle of an eye. 

8) The web-priest saw the goddess in the pool bathing herself, she having laid her garments on the 

ground. 

Lesson vn 
1) Look, it is good for people to listen. (Or "listening is good for people.'') Or, Look, it is good to listen 

to people. 

3) The children of the chief bm-n.tr-priest were brought to me that I might inform them of this fme 

thing. 

5) His Majesty came that he might eliminate corruption in this land in its entirety and that he might let 

one town discover its boundary from (that of) another. 

7) He predicted this to me saying: "A ship will come from home. You are to go with them (back) home 

so that you might die in your town." (Or "so that you might go (back) home and so that • . .  ") -
9) They were fleeing headlong to Megiddo with faces of fear, having abandoned their horses and 

chariots of gold and silver. 
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Lesson VDI  

1) One of these donkeys filled its mouth with a shoot of Upper Egyptian barley. 

3) She had a chest filled with clothing brought to him. 
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6) The rivers of Egypt willl have turned dry so that the water can be crossed on foot. One will search for 
water for the boats in order to sail (on) it, its course having become a sand-bank. 

Lesson IX 
1) Look, I have been appealing to you, but you do not listen to it. I will go so that I might make an 

appeal concerning you to Anubis. 

3) There is a box of flint there in the room called "Inventory" in Heliopolis. Look, it is in that box. 

5) He enters the house of Osiris. He sees the mysteries that are in it. 
7) Here I am come before you, having brought justice to you, having driven out injustice for you, and 

not having done wrong against people. 

9) I had many pine ships constructed upon the mountains of God's Land in the vicinity of the Lady of 
Byblos, they being placed upon carts, with oxen drawing (them) as they travelled before My Majesty in 
order to cross that great river that occurs between that land and Naharen. 

11) I am pure, there being no part of me devoid of righteousness, for I have bathed in the southern pool. 

Lesson X 

2) The limits of art have not been attained. There is no artisan who has mastered his craft. Fine speech is 
more hidden than green-stone. (Yet) it is found with slave-girls at the grind-stone. 

4) You are l:la'Py who makes the meadows green, who re-establishes the ravaged tracts. 

Lesson XI 

I) Hereditary nobleman, Count, Supervisor of bm-n.tr-priests, };lepdjefa says to his k1-priest: "Look, all 
of these things that I have placed under contract with (or literally "in the hands of") these w'b-priests are 

under your supervision. Now look, it is a man's k1-priest who perpetuates his things and who perpetuates 
his funerary offerings." 

2) Book of conjuring migraine headaches: Strip of fine linen, placed around his head. 

6) Here begin the prescriptions that are made to drive fleas from the house: You are then to sprinkle it 
with a natron-water (solution) in order to drive (them) out. 

Lesson XII 
1) He found him lying on a mat at the threshold of his wall, a slave at his head anointing him, and 

another massaging his feet. (This sentence describes how he found him, and one could also translate ''how 

1 The context req�s a future context. Otherwise, this sentence could be translated: "the rivers of Egypt have gone 
dry.'' 
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he found him was . . . " but since this sentence type is the one normally used with gml ''to find," no 

particular focus is needed in the English.) 

2) Then this Nemty-nakhte said to his retainer: "Go get me a sheet from my house." Then it was brought 

to him immediately. He spread it out at the fork at the head of the path. Its fringe was resting right in the 

. water and its hem right over the barley. This peasant walked along the public road. Then this Nemty

nakhte said: "Be so good, peasant, as to not walk upon my cloth!" (Literally: "Do well, peilsant, so that 
you have not tread upon my cloth!'') 

4) I returned serving him as an alert one with absolutely no loss having occurred in my troops. (It is 

possible, but less likely that the focus begins with � smsj m spd-l:zr .) 

6) I travelled at night. No sooner did the day dawn than I reached Peten. (Or ''I reached Peten just as the 

day was dawning.") 

Lesson Xlll 
1) (Genealogy: Grandfather is Intef [no nick-name]. His son is Mery, called Kebi. Mery's son is named 

after the grandfather: Intef, but is called Iusonbu.) 

Regnal year 39, 4th month of Inundation, day 19. 

Transfer of title that the phyle controller Mery-called Kebi-son of Intef made for his son, Intef

called Iusonbu-son of Mery. 

I am giving my phyle controllership to my son, Intef-called Iusonbu-son of Mery to be my staff of 

old age in view of the fact that I have grown old. Let him be appointed from this moment. 

As for the transfer of title that I made for his mother previously, let it be revoked. 

As for my house that is in the estate of Hut-medet, it is for my children who were born to me by the 

daughter of the attendant of the district magistrate Sobek-em-het, Nebet-neni-nisu, together with all that is 

in it. 

List of witnesses in whose presence (literally "at whose side'') this transfer of title was made. 

3) Do the scales go wrong? Does the balance tilt to one side? Now does Thoth show mercy? 

Lesson XI'V 
2) Wrongdoing has never brought to port its venture, for when the end comes around, justice prevails. 

4) If you are a poor man, serve a wealthy man so that all your conduct will be fine with the god. Do not 

find out for yourself (his) former poverty. May you not be arrogant concerning him because of what you 

know of him from former times. Respect him in view of what has accrued to him. Wealth doesn't just 

come on its own. It is their law for the ones that they love. 

Lesson :XV 
No key is provided as the exercise is relatively straightforward, unlike exercise XVI, for which the 

entire text is translated. 
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Lesson XVI 

Song that is in the chapel ofiritef,juStified, which is in front of the singer with the harp. 

Fortunate is this nobleman. 

Good is fate. 

Good is anihilation! 

One generation passes on; 

Another one remains, 

(As) since the age of the ancestors. 
The gods who existed before are at rest in their pyramids. 

The nobles and the spirits, likewise, are buried in their pyramids. 

Those who built chapels-their places are no more. 

What bas become of them? 

I have heard the sayings of lmhotep and Hardedef, 

Cited by their quotations so much. 

What are their places (now)? 

Their walls have fallen to ruins. 
Their places are no more-as if they had not existed. 

There is no one who has returned from there, 

That he might tell of their condition, 

That he might tell of their circumstance, 

That he might soothe our hearts, 

Until we rush off to the place where they go. 

May your heart be glad therefore. 

Be forgetful ofit-(it's) good for you! 

Follow your heart as long as you exist. 

Place myrrh upon your head. 

Dress yourself up in fine linen, 

Anointed with a true marvel fit for a god (literally "of a god's things") 
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Increase your happiness. 

Don't be half-hearted. 

Follow your heart and your happiness. 

Be active on earth. 

Don't disobey your heart. 

That day of wailing comes to you, 

KEY TO EXERCISES 

But the Weary-Hearted hears NOT their wailing! 

Their mourning has not retrieved a man's heart from there-from the tomb. 

Refrain: 

Celebrate the day. 

Don't get weary of it on me. 

Look, it is not permitted for a man to take his things with him. 

Look, there is no one who has gone who has returned again. 
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This vocabulary list contains some 1200 entries and includes only the vocabulary used in this book, although it may 
still prove useful for reading simpler texts. Note that suffixes and other sub-word level word elements (morphemes) 
are not listed here, but rather in the Grammatical Index. Suffixes, prefixes, and infixes must be learned thoroughly, 
but one may consult the verb charts for a number of these morphemes. The feminine ending t is treated as a suffix 
and therefore feminine forms are not listed in strict alphabetical order, the feminine form following the basic 
masculine form (e.g. IJl "thing" is at the beginning of its section because it consists of the root letter b + t, whereas 
the masc. word bt "tree" (the t being a root letter) is listed after lJsf). Nisba derivatives from feminine words are 
listed directly after the feminine form (e.g. slJty follows the sequence: of slJ, siJl, slJty and would not follow the root 
slJt "to weave"). Words are also generally listed together with those written with the same signs, even if the 
alphabetic order is broken. These conventions are standard in Egyptian lexicons. 

� J (particle) that follows l} '' � in polite requests please (§73) 

� 0 Jt (n. f.) moment, instant; �� � ,§_ m Jtjin one's moment, in action; � .g � 0 m Jan n(y) Jt 

in the blink of an eye 

1!14, } Jw (adj.) long, extended; lfl/4.} 'f( Jw ib happy; ,-, Jt � Jw 4rt generous (i.e. always extending the 

hand to help others) 

1!14, } Jw (n. m.) length; <>A } � r Jwjin its entirety; <::>A Jt � r Jw in their entirety (§80) 

1!14, }� Jwt (n. f.) length; 1!14, }� 'f( Jwt ib happiness,joy 

Y JiiJ Jbi (vb. 3rd weak) to long; desire with infln. ''to do" 

tJJ�� Jbw (n. m.) elephant 

YJ $ � Jbb (vb.) to mix m ''into" (ingredients of medicines),mingle,join, m ''with," l}nc ''with:' unite n ''to" 
Cf. ? West Semitic 7b "to mix" (e.g. Hebrew :rw. (cerelz) "mixture" 

� JI � 1 � 1 Jb[Jt (n. f.) a liquid, perhaps solution if derived from Jbb 

� � • � Jbd (n. m.) month 

Y �J Jbgw (place name) Abydos; C/� J)M® Nb Jbgw Lord of Abydos (an epithet of Osiris) 
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�� \.. Jpd (n. m.) bird (a generic term); cf. ? Semitic: Hebrew,;£:)� (�ippiir) "bird"; Arabic� (cuqar) 

••sparrow, small bird" 

��� Jm (vb. bi-cons.) to burn up (said of persons in a fire) 

�� �· var. }� � J�t (n. f.) f"teld (specifically agricultural land) 

�� JfJ (adj.) good, useful, beneficial; glorious; (adj. f .) �� '17;' JfJt something beneficial, a usefnl thing 

'!I �JfJ (n. m.) spirit (said of the dead); pl. Y� �� 
o1!il � JfJt (n. f.) uraeus (the serpent on �e royal crown-said to overpower the enemy) 

�.} � JfJw (n. m. pl.) skills, expertise, craft 

:! JfJt (n. f.) inundation (a season §69) 

� JfJt (n. f.) horizon 

� JfJty (m. s .  nisba) who is from the Horizon 

�..ll � Jqi (vb. 3rd weak) to perish 

�0 lj\ Jt < Jyt? (vb. bi-cons.) to be white, to be pale; �o �f to be pale of face (said of frightened persons) 

� � jJtp,see JJp 
}frj j J[p, later � 0 j Jtp (vb.) to load m ''with"; !Jr ''with" 

�� Jd (vb. bi-cons.) to be aggressive, savage; �� f Jd ib r + person to be cruel to (a person); 

(n. / infm.) agression 

Q� i (vocative particle) 0 (you)! 

��� iJt (n. f.) back 

f� , fff iJt (n. f.) office (e.g. one's position in a temple, etc.); duty; function can refer to the royal office, 
i.e. kingship 

� iJt (n. f.) mound 

Q� ��: iJJw (n. m. pl.} reeds 

Q� } � iJw (n. m.) old age 
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ij� iJw (n. m.) praise; rdi iJw n to give praise to (a god) 

't jJ iJby (nisba) left, left-hand 

t J � iJbty (nisba)eastem 

t J �, t J � � • � iJbt(y)t (n. f. nisba) the East 

Ql\g ���· iJrrt (n. f. pl.) grapes 

Ql\ c:::J .iiJ iJs (vb.) to call out; to summon 

Ql\ � "\..: iJqt (n. f. pl. or collective) vegetables, greens cf. Semitic wrq "greens" 

Q� �JJ ""'\'\\ iJicb (n. m.) mourning; pl. wailings 
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]QA ii and A} iw (anomalous verbs; infinitives: ]Q� iit and A}0 iwt) to come, anive; return. These 

two related verbs are not exactly interchangeable, and usually a particular form prefers one root over the other. 

]� �Q ii·ti (stative) Welcome! (§99); As an auxiliary verb to come out (doing / having done) (§174); 

A�"�::::- ::.dJ� "'::::- iwf"Jf(idiomatic phrase §194) a man on the rise 

] Q Q � iyt (n. f.) harm; mishap; incident; trouble; wrongdoing (i.e. unfavourable things that happen or are 

committed-literally "that which has come," cf. English "event," "outcome" for a similar, but less negative, 

semantic development) 

Q} iw (sentence particle) 1)  used to begin a statement of fact; 2) used to form circumstantial clauses when the topic 

is a pronoun (§§9, 10, 15, 16) 

� iw island Cf. Hebrew "� ('i) "island"; "coast" 

A} iw See under the root ii to come 

A �P'J J1t 'Iw-snb (man's name) lusonbu 

�� iw (n. m.) crime, wrongdoing, injustice, misconduct 

�}QQ� iwyt (n. f.)wrongdoing 

� iw"(w) (n. m.) heir 

Q� �� lwj(n. m.) meat 

9 � 'lwnw (place name) HeliopoUs 

�<P� � iwr (vb.) to conceive (a child); become pregnant Possibly cognate to Hebrew i11i) (hiira); Ugaritic 

hr(r); and Akkadian an2, all "to conceive," "become pregnant" 
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� � � 2o'7i iwfz (vb.) to moisten 

� � +� 11o>oo- iwsw (n. m.) (hand-held) scales; balance (fig. of justice) 

�� iwty (negative relative adj.) which is not; �� iwt(y)w one who is not (for the uses see §183) 

� iwt(y)t (neg. rei. adj . f.) that which does not exist; :;::� nt(y)t iwt(y)t (and �:: iwt[y ]t nt[y )t) 

absolutely everything (literally "that which is and that which is not") 

� � Jf iwd (vb.) to separate X r yc'X from Y'' 

A�;:: J]1 ; 1 iwdnb (n. m. pl.) a type of incense (?) 

'f( ib heart, mind Cf. Semitic lb, lbb heart, mind 

QJ� ib (vb. bi-cons.) to think, suppose 

QJJ�QO ibl (n. m.) laudanum (?) (an aromatic resin) 

�JJ � � 6 ibnw (n. m.) alum (?) 

Q � ip (vb. bi-cons.) to count, assess; (n. m.) accounting 

Q:;: � ifd (vb.) to flee 

Q�o lfd (n. m.) sheet, rectangular piece of cloth 

Q� im (adverb) there, therein, therewith, therefrom (§54) 

Q� 0 , �0 im3t (n. f.) charm, kindliness, graciousness 

0 �d imJw (n. m.) tent 

Qif�'. var. Qif, 1}=�. 1}= imy (nisba) which is in (from the preposition � m) 

Qcfr ""( imy:ib favonrite 

1]= 1\ f="\::J .A i imyw-bJfz (nisba of compound prep.) (those) who are in the presence (of a god); (those) who 

lived before, (those) who came before; ancestors 

1f � � L?, �� r=:J]� im(y )t-pr transfer of title to an estate (a legal term, literally "that which is in the 

house") 

� ,  �<>, '\ imy-rl overseer,superintendent, �'?S' imy-rpr steward, �'gfi} imy-rpr wr high 

steward; � �� n o o  imy-r sm(yw)t i3bt(yw)t overseer of the eastern deserts <> � T...::!.I � 
1 The word is always written as an abbreviation. Note that some scholars transliterate mr or imy-rJ. These are not 

considered standard in the Anglo-American practice. 
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i��.t. imy-rnj(n. m.) mt of names 

1f�� imy-I}Jt (nisba of compound prep.) former; previous; which I who was before; of olden times; 

forerunner; pi. cff ��.A J imyw-f:z]t those of former times; ancestors; predecessors 

Qcff� �.Jl imy-!Jt (nisba of compound prep.) one who wlll come after; pl. imyw-!Jt those oflater times, 

futnre generations 

cjf�� imy-sJ (n. m.) attendant 

Q�� imi var. Q�5. Qc= �a (vb. imperative of rdi) give, put, cause (§ 145) Less common writings: 

Q5 and QJ\� 
Q�.A.. , elf �..A.. iml negative auxiliary verb (''to not do") negates: wishes and exhortations (§ 164 ); the 

imperative � m (§166) 

1f�'o}r imytw (prep.) between; imytw X r Ybetween X and Y 

1\ imJfJ (n. m.) honour, veneration; '::::7� nb imJfJ possessor of eminence, honoured lord 

���Q.A imJTJy (nisba m.) one who is honoured; revered one 

Q = � Jmn (divine name) Amun 

(Q:::;: � � � Ymn-m-f:z]t (king's name) Amenemt,et (the nomen of a number of kings in the Twelth and 

Thirteenth Dynasties) 

Q = ���. abbrev. Q =�� Ymn-n!Jt (man'sname) Amen-nakhte 
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� I imn right hand, which is cognate with Arabic .;,.: (yaman) right-hand side; south and Hebrew r�: (yamin) right 

hand; south 

� � imnt (n. f.) the West 
� 0 ....... , '  ( . b )  y � unnty nzs a western 

Q � ,:{) imr (vb.) to be deaf 

JL inl) in passive constructions, the agent particle: by, also expresses means: through; 2) , "( • • •  )," so says 

(speaker X) parenthetically introduces the speaker following a quotation ( cf. § 109, exx.; § 189); 3) in the 

participial statement (§134) emphasizes the doer of the action: It is so-and-so who (did . • .  ):' 

q-q� in iw (question particle) (§168) 

1 !n in-m (interrogative pronoun) Who? (§134) 
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J ini (anomalous 3rd weak; infinitive int) to bring; get, acquire; to attain, reach (a goal), and many other 
�dioms. (This is not � "verb of motion.") No� th�t the sdm·njforms are written l '-- in·(n)·f and j = '

in·nj. 

j0 ? 0 inw (n. m. pl.?) tribute; gifts; goods (often cocems trade goods) The word is a passive participle "the 
things that have been brought back." 

je_ 1ntf (man's name) Inter 

2J1 n inb (n. m.) wall 

Q 0}��. Qjj}� 1npw (divine name) Anubis 

JL �..11 in-m See under in 

���� � inm (n. m.)colour; skin 

Q ib � inn (1st com. pl. indep. pron.) We (§56); X belongs to us (§ 126, 2) 

Qc,. t::t inr (n. m.) stone 

Q � 1-- in� (n. m., usually dual) eyebrow 
� , var. ��. Q �� ink (1st sing. indep. pron.) I (§56); X belongs to me (§126, 2) 

q<:::::> ir (particle) 1) As for • • •  (§133); q<:::::> �®:;A ir m-lJt Now after, now later, now afterwards; 2) H • • •  

(in conditional sentences §137) 

Q�. var. Q<>. Q� iry, ir(w) (nisba) thereto, connected to, associated with (§54); its; their (§55) 
� � � Q� m st iry in their (proper) place(s), in good order; 1 � Q� mitt iry its likeness, 

something like it 
Q<> � iry (m. s. nisba) companion, associate; pl. iryw crew (of ship) 

Q� � � � iry-cl (n. m.) door-keeper 
<> ...E!a iry-pct (n. m.) hereditary nobleman (This is an abbreviated writing. '/ry is the nisba adjective of r ="one 

belonging to" and the pet was the social stratum of the nobility usually translated "the patricians.") 

� irt (n. f.) eye; the dual :": is possibly masculine, irwy? 

� , ,c... iri (vb. 3rd weak) to do;·make; carry out (a project, activity, etc.), undertake; to spend (time); to act, 
serve m ''as";· to beget, engender (children); as auxiliary verb (followed by the infinitive) ( § 171) 

Q ::=:: irf (enclitic particle) then, now (often left untranslated) 
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Q ro�.Jl ihm (vb.) to linger, lag; to be held back 

Q ro � � ihmt (n. f.) conf"mement 

Q l\i�> D I ill (n. m.) ox; cow (generic); (n. f.) ilzt cow 

Q � ilJ (sentence particle) + prospective s{}mjin polite requests (often from a superior to an inferior, parent to 

child, etc.) Please; (subordinating particle) then; so 

lJl is (enclitic particle) after all, indeed, even; in fact (§ 186, 1); _.A._ Q r + sdm·njunless he hears 

Q "1t" .A is (vb. imperative) go! is in Go, get. •• ! (§145) 

Qnf .LJ� is-lz3q (nominal colloquial phrase § 194) easy prey (a military expression along the lines of the 

English hunting metaphor "sitting ducks"-Iiterally: "a •go and plunder!"') 

Q�P� � is (adj.) old, ancient Cf. Hebrew lV: (yasan) and Ugaritic ytn "old" 

� � ,  ��ita o n  ist (n. f. collective) crew (of ship); gang (of workers) 

Q�P�� ';7:' iswt (n. f.) ancient times, antiquity 

Qij\(' is, var. QPQQ isy (vb. bi-cons. or 3rd weak) to be light (of weight); frivolous; to be at ease 

QP � � isft (n. f.) injustice; wrongdoing; crime; falsehood; chaos 

QP � See under is.t 

QP:= is.t var. Qp0 , ij0p ist (sentence particle) Now; is.t rfNow (§§100; 185, 1) Other variants: QP � isle. 
p<::::::::/1' sk, and the archaic (or archaistic) p8== s.r 

t� o� isst (interrogative pronoun) what? (§169) 
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Q� � iqr (adj.) 1) excellent, dependable, reliable, worf:by, trusty; 2) prosperous, wealthy Cf. Hebrew ,P-: 
(yliqar) "precious, highly esteemed"; Arabic .;;i., (waqur) "dignified, venerable" 

Q� � Jft iqr worthy man; sarcastically a goody-goody; cheer-monger; ''nice guy" 

Q:::: !5J ikn (vb.) to draw (water). Derived noun: drawing (i.e. the water that is drawn) 

l,� it (n. m.!) barley (also the generic word for "grain") 

Q :::_ � it (n. m.) father (thefis not pronounced!). Note that Q :::._ � can also stand for it·i my father and 

Q� can be read itjhis father (especially in reference to a god). Plural Q ::_ � , Q :::_ ('> � 1 1 1 itw 

"ancestors" 
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Q n QQ �. QiiJ nQQtf. �� . �t!l fty (n. m.) Sovereign (a title of the king) 

Q ;::... <? itn (n. m.) the sun; the solar disk 

� 0 �e31 � 1 itnw (n. m. pl.) hiding places (?); holes (?) 

Q�}� itrw (n. m.) river, the Nile 

Q 0 l � i� (vb.) to pull, draw; to drag up (people) 

=Jr � i,ti, var. 1f � iti; (vb. 3rd weak infin. 1f � ig, � � itt) to take, take away, overcome, 
' 

· overpower 

� idb (n. m.) river-bank; as dual : �· � idbwy the Two Banks (Egypt) 

n� -
'i <:::> vl);;} : idr (n. m.) herd 

� c (dual ::::::: "wy) arm, hand; 2) ccondition, state (e.g. of a person's health); r 7 }"" fzr-"wy (adv.) 

immediately; occasionally with the singular i 7 �r-c; 7 T� n(y)t-c (n. f.) custom, habit, routine 

-;;:: L.J cor (n. f.) room (of a building) 

� ct (n. f.) limb, part (of the body) 

� � � ,  ._ c3 (adj.) great, large, grand; (adj . vb.) c3 ib to be proud; arrogant 

��� c3 (n. m.) greatness 

��lf:;;!Z c3 (adv.) here 

�i:B· � c3 (n. m.) donkey 

� c3 (n. m.) door; Q� � � � iry-c3 door-keeper 

�0 See under pr c3 in the entry pr "house" 

� �}� ,  � � � 
c3w, c3(w) (adv.) greatly (§ 97) 

'l �� c3m (n. m.) Asiatic (i.e. the people living to the north and east of Egyptian borders) 

��� cJg (vb.) to thrash, beat 

�� -..ll "wJi (vb. 4th weak) to steal (property); to rob (a person); active participle ;t1.1 "wJ(w) robber; 

passive participle robbery victim Perhaps cf. Semitic "wl"to act unjustly,'' e.g. Hebrew 'J� (cawel) "injustice"; 
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Arabic (cala) ''to oppress" 

8:;;: ""pr (vb.) to equip, provide m ''with"; in stative + direct object to have mastered (skill, craft, etc., i.e., "to 
be equipped with" the required knowledge and experience) 

� �C"J' � �� Cfdt ( <Cfdt) (n. f.) box, chest 

__o � � � c:.m (vb. bi-cons.) to swallow, devour; ""m ib Q1" to be neglectful concerning, forgetful about, 

negligent with 

-dl� -dl�U c,c, (vb.) to anoint uses the dative n (a person) 

=� en, var. = O.A ""nw (adj .) beautiful, pleasant 

=0� f cnw (adv.) again -= A ""nn (vb. 2nd gem.) to turn back; to go backwards; to face backwards 

Sf-e ""nlJ (vb.) to live (exist); not in the sense to live (in a place), which is l)insi in Egyptian; Sf-� r ""nlJ(w), 

(w)dJ(w), s(nbw) (stative) may he live long, prosper, and be healthy! or I.p.h. (§§82, 99); Sf� ""nlJw !lt 

(stative) may he live forever; feminine Sf-�Q � "nlJ·ti !It may she live forever (§99) 

.5f-�}!  ""nlJw (m. pl. participle) the living, those who live 

¥�."':=r! ""nlJt (n. f.) grain 

Sf-Sf-&'}&'} (n. m. dual)""nlJwy ears 

= � .f!, ""ntiw (n. m.) myrrh 

__o • <;? e::!J ""rt (n. f.) Jaw 

��ow 7f(n. m.) sack, bag 
__o . 
� ,:';! 7q (vb.) to be bent up, curved 

� Q Q 0 ""rqy (n. m.) last day of the month 

�B ""� (n. m.) palace 

IJ:!J � � '1z] (vb.) to fight; to wage war 

'A" ""lz"" (vb.) to stand up; in stative to be standing; ""�"" rto rise up against; ""lz"" n to attend to (a person); c�c �r 

to attend to (a matter) 

'= ""tz""·n auxiliary verb that introduces narrative past sentences (§90 ff.) Rarely written ' :-;J' . 
r} � ' ' __o } � c�;v (n. m.) period; span of time; lifetime 
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'-D} � '?z'W (n. m. pl.) ships 

� �T COlJw (n. m.) darkness 
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.; � cbi (vb; 3rd weak) to fly, fly off' 

� cs (n. m.) pine (so-called .. cedar" of Lebanon) 

� () � ci (n. m.) groan 

� � 1 1 ciJ (adj.) many, numerous; (of people) rich m ''in/with" (things). (The plural strokes are a semantic 

determinative.) Cf. (?) Semitic gp- Hebrew ,�y (cir) .. to be rich" 

� ..ll • � cq (vb. bi-cons.) to go in with m (a place); with r ''to a person"; �r ''by" (a door), "past" (a person); 

of sun to set; � ,i' i cq-ib intimate friend; confidant 

� � = ___a � .·CD c ( ) I 
. . ti JiP:s 1 1 1 , LJ .1t •• 1 1 1 qw n. m. oaves; proVJSions; ra ons 

:c:x: � � See under cr;J 

g � 1 cd (n. m.) grease 

� cr;J, var. � � cd (vb.) to be safe (of persons and things); ;;;;: Jta� � cr;J wr;JJ to be safe and sound 
(of persons and property) 

� � , �=· �:o w (n. m.) district 

� w an extremely rare negation used in prohibitions (§182) 

fl.� £;;5: wJ (adj.) far, distant, long ago; (vb. bi-cons.) to fall r ''into (a condition)"; wJ r+ infinitive to start 

(doing) 

�1, fl. �0 £:;;:t wJt (n. f.) road, path; side; course (of a river); rdi wJt n rdwyfy to set out (on a trip-literally 

.. give the road to one's feet" 

fl.��= wJw (n. m.) wave (of ocean) 

-f\� -f\�� wJwJ (n. m.) amteresf' (on a loan) 

fl.� l A�· !l �. !l� wJtz (vb.) 1) to put down; lay down; apply (a:remedy); set·aside; put away; lay 
aside, discard; 2) to endure; to live long; to be patient 

t��'®'n w11}-ib (compound vb.) to be kind, patient; (compound n. m.) mercy,kindness, benevolence 
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f@ WJst (place name) Thebes 
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f�\ WJsty (nisba) the Theban an epithet ofMontu 

-f\1\ lii j}) w.Jg (vb.) exact meaning unknown, perhaps "to celebrate0 or "to emJtO 

01\ � wJg (adj.) green, fresh; iwfwJ4 raw meat; fortunate; hale cf. Semitic wrq "green," "foliage" e.g. 

Hebrew P'J: (yereq) ••green"; Arabic J.» (wariq) ''green," "verdant'' 

in t::1 wJg (n. m.) green-stone (a green semi-precious stone), almost certainly malachite 

in � � wJg-wr (n. m.) the sea (lit. "the great green one") 

0 J � 1 wJdb see under w4b river bank 

}Q J wi (n. m.) mummy case 

}� wi (1st sing. dep. pron.) me (or I after particles taking the dependent pronoun) 

}Q 1\ � wiJ (n. m.) sacred bark (ship used by gods) 

:t we, ::=; 'T wt (adj. / noun) one; individual w . . .  ky one • • •  other, we . . . weone • • •  other (§66); we m 

(partitive) one of (a group); w nb everyone; (adj .) unique, sole 

::=; 1� #i (vb. 3rd weak) to be alone 

� T� #w (n. m.) soldier 

Of:= wCf1 (adj.) pure; (vb.) to purify (oneself), to bathe; also with dependent pronoun to bathe oneself 

Of:= wCf1 (n. m. or infm. of preceding) purification 

Of:=� #b (n. m.) w:h-priest 

(Jl-� � 0 • 
= Jra 1 1 wCf1(w)t (n. f. pl.) meat-offenngs 

j J � 1\ Q Q � � wbJyt (n. f.) maid (a servant) 

}J fi: wbn (vb.) to shine (said of the sun) 
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'X wpi (vb. 3rd weak transitive) to open (objects, regions, women in childbirth); <j> <:> wpi r r + person: to 

address (a person) In religious or mortuary texts, wpi r "opening the mouth" refers to the ceremony performed 

with an adze which wa5 thought to render the deceased's mouth useful again. 

Y � <f' 0 wpw-�r (compound preposition) except; except for; apart from 
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'r/ ��' wpwt (n. f.) mission, business 

'r/ � �.41 wpwtyw (n. m. pl., nisba from wpwt) envoy, agent 

� 5' wn (vb. bi-cons.) to open 

� £. � wnwt (n. f.) hour; and general time; moment 

iJ=' �j. + � iD wnm (vb.) to eat, consume (of food, and also figuratively) 

� wnn (vb. anomalous 2nd gem.) to be The verb wnn is not normally used in statements of fact or circumstantial -
clauses (e.g. §§10,44), except when used as the stative. It is used in wishes (§72),purpose/result clauses (§74), 
and in explicatory sentences (§148 ff.). It is also used in the participle (§1 17 ff.) and infinitive (§57). Q} � iw 

wn there is I there are (§100); � � nn wn There is I are no •••• (§103). Also � nn plus noun is used for 
There is no (§103) . ..A-� 0 n wnt There is I are no- •• (§103) -

:!:� , + _)? � wn-mJ" (n. m.) reality, actual truth; true existence; m wn-mJ" in very truth; r wn-mJ" 

in actual fact; in very deed; in the true sense 

�® 7 wn!J (vb.) to put on (clothing) 

�a.}��. wn4wt (n. f. collective) people, fellow human beings 

� wr (adj.) great; abbreviated !)} , and as noun great one, ruler (of a foreign land); in titles chief, etc.; 
� 'g !)} imy-r pr wr high steward Cf. (?) the Semitic roots rbb, rb=> great. 

� if;� wr mJw Greatest of Seers (title of the high priest ofRCC in Heliopolis) 

� , �"\. wrt (n. f. s.) greatness; (adv.?) very (§97) 

�:<> Q Q a.� wrryt, var. � � � wrr(y)t (n. f.) chariot; exceptionally wagon 

� l � wrlJ(vb.) to anoint 

��Jr. wrd < wrd (vb.) to be weary, tired; may have sense of"dying"; ��<e. JJ,. 'ia .ra Wrd-ib the Weary
hearted (an epithet of Osiris) 

�11] � whi (vb. 3rd weak) to fail, to be thwarted m ''in" an undertaking 

]�� wlJm (vb.) to repeat (an action); to report; wlJm + infin. to (do) again; �].�� m wlJm (adverbial) 
again; m wlJm-" again 

]� Q Q 0 jb wlJmyt (n. f.) exact meaning unknown, perhaps howling 

} ! T w!Jt (n. f.) darkness 
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} •1 � � � wlJJ (n. m.) an incompetent person, a fool 

�I 111 wlJ.J (vb.) to fade (colours); to empty out; purge (the body) 

M , .a>�, � Wslr (divine name) Osiris 

1 r�. var. 1 r wsr (adj .) strong, powerful, mighty; wealthy, rich 

1P� See under S-n(y)-Wsrt (man's name) Senwosret 

Jt.P �,  £,. wslJ (n. m.) width Cf. ? Semitic w.r, e.g. Arabic (wr"to be wide") 

�r  :o� wslJt (n. f.) barge (i.e. a wide-bodied boat) 

� P ==A wspz (vb. 4-cons.) to stride; to travel freely 

} � x i{J wib (vb.) to answer; reply; respond n ''to'' 

� =:..!n win to wring the neck; sacrifice (birds) 
� �� wid (vb.) to respond to; to speak to 

t2 wt (vb. hi-cons.) to bandage; wt � + medical preparation to bandage with I over (i.e. the medications or 

other substances [including raw meat] are applied to the skin and bandages are wrapped over them) 

� :::= l.iiJ w.ts (vb.) to make an accusation 
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� � wdi (vb. 3rd weak) to put, place; plant (trees); throw; and in several idiomatic expressions, e.g. wdi sp to 

carry oft' an achievement; to carry out a venture Cf. Semitic wdy: iii' (yiida) "to shoot, throw, cast down" TT 

6Jlx wdb < w!fb (vb.) � fold over 

Jte �...1 wdf (vb.) to delay, stall 

} ::;: l c wdn (vb. / adj.) to be heavy; grevious; oppressive 

�} � , } U , �} wg (vb. hi-cons.) to command, order, decree Cf. Arabic � .J (w�y); Hebrew (with 

metathesis) ill� (�awii) ''to order, command, decree" 

�} � , } � � , �} w{j (n. m.) command, decree 

�} � w@ (n. f.) command; order 

�} .Q, f � 0\;' wd (n. m.) stele, monumental inscription 

} r� � w(/J (adj.) sound, in good condition, prosperous; w(/3 ib to be glad, happy 

�� � w(/J(t) (n. f.) wedjaJ eye (the uninjured eye of Horus) 
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} ��A. ��A wgJ (vb.) to go, set out, proceed (cf. Semitic *w?Y, e.g. Hebrew �: (y�a) "to set out, go 

forth") 

} �! wgc (vb.) 1) to judge; 2) to cut (cord); to cut off (head); to be separated (lips of a wound) 

�� � wg"t (passive participle, f. s.) divorced woman 

Y � � � wgw (n. m.) meaning uncertain range (?); roving herd (?); or perhaps a misreading of a word tzww that 

refers to cattle, but whose meaning is also not certain 

�J '7 w{/b, var. Q J � 1 wJ!Ib (n. m.) river bank 

J1 b  
� � bJ (n. m.) the ba; soul (a part of a person's spiritual and physical being, often depicted as a bird, and thought 

to have the ability to leave the body after death for visits among the living) 

� �  bJw (n. m. pl . of previous) l) might,power; 2)souls 

J Jr.�� bJt (n. m.) shoot,wisp, ear (of grain); bush 

Jlr- (<> � 1 bJw (n. m.) galley (a type of boat that was propelled by oars). In the Westcar Papyrus, a small 

version must be involved. 

JSr-�� �, ::: bJI.t in � ::: , � � m-bJI.t (compound prep.) before, in the presence of (used of an 

audience with the king, or when ushered in before the gods) 

Jlr-� �� � BJstt (divine name) Bastet 

�� bJk (vb.) to work; in stative bJk(w) m + precious metal wrought in gold, silver, etc. (i.e. overlaid in gold, 

etc.) 

5r � bJk (�. m.) work, labour 

� � � bJk (n. m.) servant 

5r � � bJkt (n. f.) female servant 

Jl��m � ijij� �bJgi (4th weak) to be lazy; to be tired; Jl�� m � lllJ� � � 0 bJgi ib to be 

half-hearted 

� o 0 bit (n. f.) honey 

� � � bity (n. m. nisba) King of Lower Egypt 
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JJQ� '0'� biJ (n. m.) a �el,miracle (also said of lUXUIY goods) 

J t;"} �. JQt;" � biJw (n. m.)mining-region 

J Q�c:::, Ffr- � biJn(y).pt (n. m.) iron (meteoric) 

JQ � bin bad 

JJQ:;:� f�1 binr See under bnr dates. 
J Q IIC7 � bik (n. m.) falcon (also used as an designation of the king: the Falcon) 

J _n 1 �iiJ bC/J {vb. or adj.) to stink, reek 

J} bw (n. m.) place 

Jl� � bw wr (phrase) the greater part 

Bw can be used as the fll'St element of compound expressions for abstract words (§193): 

J1� � bw mJctruth 

Jl� �� bw nfr good, goodness . 

JJ�� � � bw-�wrw evil; crime 
Jl�� � � bw-4w evil 
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j]� bw (Late Egyptian negation particle §199), generally equivalent to Middle Egyptian ....tJ..- n. Occasionally 

bw occurs where one expects an original -A- nn. -

.lJ bn (Late Egyptian negation particle § 199), generally equivalent to Middle Egyptian -A- nn, but sometimes - -
also ...A- n. 

Jl� bnt (n. f.) harp 

J0 }0 c::::� bnwt (n. f.) grindstone, millstone (used to make flour) 

.J:;. Q � � bnr (adj.) sweet, pleasant (of taste; of a person's disposition) 

Jl�Q � , var. JIQ;;;;:�f'�1 bnr (n.m.pl.) dates 

.J� � bnl(n. m.) doorpost 

J!Ph' bs (vb. bi-cons.) to introduce; to initiate� ''into" (mysteries) 

'�/,� bdt (later bty) (n. f.) emmer (a type of wheat) 
c::;::, j) g /). , J] C:S bdS (vb.) to become faint, weak; bdS �to be fainthearted 
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o p  
� pt (n. f.) beaven(s), sky 

� � var. � , hieratic: '-'f� pJ (m,. s. demonstrative I definite article) this; the (§78) 

0 \'?� , 1?� , \'? , 1?� pJ(w) or pJ (vb. bi-cons. or 3rd weak) to have done in the past; used to 

(§173) 

� �� �, � e.G pJwt (n. f. pl.) offering loaves 

� pJwt(n. f.) primaeval time; � = pJwt tJ primaeval time of the earth 

U� T: pJqt, �o�Op(J)qt (n. f.) fme finen 

o Q Q} 't ! pyw (n. m. pl.) neas 

o} pw 1) particle following a noun in bi-partite or tri-partite nominal sentence (§§ 129, 135) It is • • •  I They are • • •  

2) sdm1 pw (§ 143) in explanations It means that be will bear./ This is bow be bears. 3) ink pw in 

explanations (§144); 4) archaic demonstrative adjective this (§78); 5) a rare vocative particle o! (§142) 

oJt �!�. oJr g.QI�pw-tr, �I� ptr, later variant c::.�,I�pty Wbo ... ?; What. •• ? (§128) 

o }Q Q pwy (m. s. demonstrative) this; that (§78) archaic 

o:!!� Pwnt (place name) Pwenet (otherwise known as Punt) the source of luxury spices and aromatic 

substances, probably the Somali coast 

� pf(var. ��pfJ, � '-'- PiY) (m. s. demonstrative adj.) tbat (§78) 

.E.,. pn (m. s. demonstrative adj .) this (follows the noun, and agrees in gender with it). Sometimes it is better 

translated that. (§78) 

C( pr (n. m.) bouse, household; temple (of gods); palace (of king); �_:: C( pr-nsw palace (lit. "house of the 

king"); C"J 1 0, �0 , � pr cJ palace (literally "great house" -this is the origin of the word "pharaoh," 

although the use as a term for the king was a New Kingdom development; C"J t C"J, cp pr-1:!4 treasury 

,2 � prt (n. f.) winter (a season §69) 

g.ilpri (vb. 3rd weak) 1) to go/ comeoutm ''from," IJ.r ''through" (a door); 2) to ascend, go up r ''to"; 
��� prl . • .  m bt to go up in fiames; 3) as auxiliary verb to turn out that. • •  (§174) 

m prt-!Jrw (compound noun) invocation offerings (§ 197) 
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���.A� pry (n. m.) champion; hero 

� , 0 1.\J\ p}J. (vb. bi-cons.) to reach; attain (a status); end up (doing) 

� for words written with this logogram, see also kfJ 

.sJ\}'' p]J.wy (n. m. dual) end (concrete and abstract); bottom; hind quarters 

.sJ\ �. � ; p}J.ty; var. �d p}J.ty (tt for ty: sportive dual) (n. m.) might, power (of god, king), strength 

� <::::> � pbr (vb. trans.) to circulate; (intrans.) to travel around; to pervade 
� �g Pbr-wr (place name) the Euphrates River 

� 0 1 � 1 p!Jrt (n. f.) prescription, remedy (medical) 
!!._ � � psst (n. f.) portion, share 

� Ill• ! ! ! � ljjps(lt (n. f.) ennead (group of nine gods) 

£ Ps(jntyw (n. m.) the new moon; new moon festival 

�" fj}) pty See under pw-tr Who • • •  ?; What ••• ? (§ 128) 

�� Ptn (place name) Peten 

� f�ptrSeeunder pw-trWho • • •  ?; What. •• ? (§128) 

� ptlJ (vb.) to cast to the ground 

.£, r .1I !>"'>-• .1I I � pds (n. m.) box, chest 

� J  
a;.,.,. �j 4,...-D fJi (vb.) to raise, lift up; ar-. � j 4,...-D T} fti lJw either with "wind" as direct object to 

sail\ run before the wind (catching up the wind) or else with "wind" as subject the wind picks up; accrue 

(interest on a loan) 

=��D , �0 fnd < fn4 (n. m.) nose 
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®-0'\;', ®'7l flJ (vb. bi-cons.) to loosen (threads, stiches, hair, clothing); to displace (monuments); to 

destroy; to fall to ruins; to obliterate 

lf �� fqJ (vb.) to reward 

�� ftt (n. m.?) fibres, lint 
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lA\ m (vb. imperative) m + negatival complement Don't, Do not (This is the impenttive of the negative auxiliary 
verb imi [§§165, 166].) 

�n m (enclitic particle after imperative forms) please 

�..n m var. �, � (interrogative pronoun) who? in-m Who? (§134); �n � � m why? (literally .. on a . 
account of what"); �Q� mi m how? (lite�lly "like what," § 169) 

� m (prep.) 1) in, inside; 2) by means of, with (instrument); 3) from, out of; into (with verbs of motion-the 
meaning depends very much upon the verb used); 4) being; namely; as (m of predication [§24]); 5) (made) of 
(material); (worked) in, with (material); being made of; 6) of (partitive [§66], "one of a group"). Its form before 
suffixes is Q� im· Note that to express "with" persons and things one used the preposition /:me. Egyptian m is 
cognate with West Semitic ba!bi, e.g. Hebrew � (b�J) "in," "with" (by means of); Arabic � (bi) "in," "at," ''with" 
(by means of) 

�, �a m-e (compound prep.) in the hand; in the possession (charge) of; by the hand of; with (a 
person); because of; from the hand of; !Jpr m-e to happen to (a person) 

��. �� m-m (compound prep.) among (people) 

� o= mt, variant ofmwyt (n. f.) urine 

_.g 0 See under imJt charm. 

� � �, ?a mJJ (vb. irregular 2nd gem.) to see, to look at, to regard with prep. m "as" Perhaps cf. Sem. 
�r cf. Akkadian amiiru "to see"; Ugaritic dmr "saw" 

.J7�Q� wi (n.m.) lion; pt. )?}�.��} 1� 1 mJw 

� 1/ mJ" (n. m.) temple(side ofthehead); rdi mJ"(r) to pay attention (to); give (one's) attention (to); and 
literally, to put (one's) temple to (a wall to eavesdrop) 

� � 7 � ---11 r mJe (adj .) true, just, fair' right, correct; innocent (aS legal term) 

�!}t. abbrev. ij! , � mJc lJrw I (fem.) � ! mJ"t lJrw (epithet of deceased) justified, vindicated (I.e. in 
the trial court of the hereafter, the deceased has been declared innocent, and is admitted to the hereafter.) 

� o. p ';7;' ,  � *, � � � ,  � o �-';7;', P � mJet (n. f.) justice; truth; order; and as a goddess 

� o � (and various writings) MJct Ma«=at 
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>1\Jt� mJw (adj .) new 

>1\Jt ..:;, mJwt(adj. f.) sometbing thatis new,a new tbing(§21, 2); �)'1\} � mmJwt again, 
anew, afresh (literally "as a new thing") 

iQ mi (prep.)like 

�q� mi m (interrogative) how (literally "like what," §169) 

i 0 min (n. m.) today 

i o mit(y) (adjln. m. nisba) (one) which is equal; one like (it); likeness 

�o � � mitw (n. m., prob. nisba) (one's) equal 

i � mitt (n. f. nisba?) likeness; a thing like; 1 � Q� mitt iry something like it 
�0Q.Il, �Q.Il, �Q)i, � mi (vb. imperative) come! (§l45) 

---11 ��, ��� � m"'r (adj.) successful, fortunate 

� f� mc}J.ct (n. f.) cenotaph; funerary monument 

�� 1\ �. �� 1\---11 mCJU (adj.) brave 

��. �;-==' See under mk Look; See 

= mw (n. m.) water Cf. Arabic • 1.. (ma:r.l, Hebrew C�Q (mayim), Akkadian mfi "water." 
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� 0� mwt (n. f.) mother; + � mwt-nsw Mother of the King, King's Mother Prob. cf. Sem. "'imm, "'umm, "em 
"mother" 

� � 0 mwt-mwt (n. f.) grandmother (even when referring to one's paternal grandmother) 

� JQ� mbi (sound) ''umbii'" (a sound that a new-born infant might make-but sounds like Egyptian m-b/3 

"Nor') 

� u'f mfk.Jt (n. f.) turquoise (stone) 

�� � mmy (n. m.) giraffe 

= � mn (vb. bicons.) to endure; to be enduring; to be firm; to remain m ''in"; <:> � � 1\, r mn m down 
to (time); as far as (distance) 

(0 S2/i\ ( 0�$ Mn-!Jpr-� (Icing's name) Men-kheper"Rec (Thutmose ill of the Eighteenth Dynasty) 

c:::::l � mn (vb. bicons.) to be sick, suffer; to suffer in (a body part); to suffer from (an illness) -
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= � � mn (n. m.) sick man; pain 

= o � mnt (n. f.) sickness, illness, pain 

:;:::Q)� mni (vb. 3rd weak, infinitive without t) to moor (ship); to bring to port; mni sp bring (one's) 

venture to port (i.e. achieve a goal successfully); 11]<::::::::> � 00-:;:::Q� � hrw n(y) mni day of mooring 

(a euphemism for death) 

:;:::Qo�� mnit (n. f.) mooring post 

� t:::::l 000 , 000 mnw (n. m., s. or pl.) monument(s) 

:;::::;:::A mnmn (vb. quadri-cons. intransitive) to quake, shake (of earth) 

= = o � mnmnt (n. f. sing. collective) cattle 

� � �� 1 mn� (n. m.) wax 

=®� mnlJ (adj.) beneficent; potent( of king); dependable, trusty (of officials); excellent 

� :=} � Mntw (divine name) Montu (a god of war) 

� , � <>, '"\. See under imy-r overseer. 

:x:::t '�> 1 mr (n. m.) canal 

Y!,. � mr (adj .) sick, painful; (n. m.) pain, aDment 

Y .}\ � � mr (n. m.) sick man 

Y� � � mr(w)t (n. f. pl.) pains; Y� � � � T � mr(w)t m gs tp migraine headache pains 

� � ,Lir:=J mr (n. m.) pyramid 

� � mri (vb. 3rd weak) to love, like; less common variant � 

�QQi Mry (man's name) Meri 

� Q Q � 1 mryt (n. f.) shore, bank; quay 

� Q Q 0 � Mryt, var. -.:;:,. � � � Mrt (woman's name) Merit 

� � Mrw (man's name) Meru 

:;.J/::.� mrwt (n. f.) love; � �}0ilJ n mrwt + 1st prospective form in order that (§75, 2) 

�<::::>QQc� mrryt (n. f.) lumps ? 

�� 0 1fl1 mrl}t (n. f.) oil; fat 
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�ril � � �o mhi (vb. 3rd weak) + ib to be forgetful; to forget 

:l m{l (vb. hi-cons.) to rill with m ''with"; in stative to be run m ''of"; l1r "of"; m{l ib to be conceited 

:J m{l (vb. hi-cons.) seize, grasp m + person; take (into detention) (for a crime) 

.::J m{l (n. m.) cubit measure of ca. 52.3 em 

� m{l (fem. d. ) (participle) in ordinal numbers from 10 and higher, m{l follows the noun and the cardinal 

number follows this (§67) 

:J �� m{ly (vb. 3rd weak) to feel sorry Q1" ''about," to concern oneself with, to worry about 

� mlzty (m. s. nisba) northem; � mlzt(y)w Northemers; ���� m{lty-imnt North·w� 
�I� o 1 � m!Jlt (n. f.) balance; scales (This type of balance had a stand.) 

�� �'[)jl m!Jtmt (n. f.) sealed chest 

�.@:,r=:J mbr (n. m.) bam, storehouse 

�� f mbr (n. m.) low-lying land � � � 1 1 mf1rw (n. m. pl.) affairs; dealings; business 

�� ms (vb. hi-cons.) to transport (booty); to deliver 

m pj ms (enclitic particle) surely; indeed (meaning not certain) (§186, 2) 

ffip4) msi {vb. 3rd weak) to give birth; bear (a child); fashion (statues) 

m� M msw en. m. pl., prob. participle) offspring; children cusually plural) 

mP�flo� msyt en. f.) supper 

mP-�A msn� (vb. 4-cons.) to tum backwards; to rotate around 

�p l � ms� (n. m.) crocodlleCf. Arabic c::W (timsa�) "crocodile" 

m Do� msJpt, mr 0 0 � mstpt (n. f.) portable shrine 

mr e::= j msd < ms4 (vb.) to hate; dislike; participle mr e:::.} j rival, adversary 

mP� i\ 01 ; I msdmt (n. f.) eye paint (black) 

��� m3c (n. m.) soldiers, troops, army;. crew, gaug; tj � military expedition 
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��� � T m$rw (n. m.) evening Probably cognate to Semitic: Aramaic ��1 (ramJa) "evening"; Arabic 

• L....t (maslF) .. evening"; Akkadian musu "evening"; Hebrew ii�� �emeS) "yesterday'' 
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��. var. ��. ).:==" mk (deictic particle) Look; See (§§17; 39; 40) 

�0 � �. ���_a See under 11ficJ brave 

�� �Q � Mkti (place name) Megiddo (a town in Canaan) 

�0 �. � 0 ""'-< mt (vb. bi-cons.) to die; to perish (ships) (Cf. Semitic mwt "to die.") 

�0 �. �0 ""'-< mt (n. m.) death 

� n n � ' �)) � mty (adj.) straightforward, exact, correct; faithful, loyal; <::> �)) � 7 mty exactly; 

hrw • . •  7 mty the exact day of • • •  

�:it mty in �.!.�.f. mty n(y) sJ (n. m.) phyle controller; as position phyle controllership 

&� ))�)t. mtrw (n. m. pl.) witnesses (a legal term) 

��. var. � '7: mt, mt Equivalent ofmkused when addressing a woman. (§40) 

� = ,  var. �';;!!';"";"';' mpz, mtn Pl�al equivalent ofmk. (§40) 

H c::::=Jt � mdw (vb. 3rd weak, hum. H � � mdt) to speak; mdw n speak to (a person); mdw fmc have words 

with (a person), dispute, contend (with a person); (n. m.) speech 

ll � jb mdt (n. f.) speech, word, words; thing, matter; br mdt n(y)t (a person) on (account of) the word of (a 

person) 

8 J._ mdw (n. m.) staff, rod; � � mdw iJwt staff of old age referring to a son who supports an aged parent 

� (' m@t (n. f.) papyrus roll; book m{jJt n(y)t . • • Book of • • •  (used as title) 

'Q"Oo..l � mti!J. (vb.) to hew (wood, stone); to build (ships). Cf. ? Semitic, e.g. Hebrew :llM (�b) "to hew" (stone, 

wood) 

__,._, n 
-A.. n (negative particle) not (negates various verbal forms and the predicate adjective, ..A..��� n s4m1 He 

did not hear (§§106, 107); ..A.. 47 � � n sflm·njHe does not I cannot hear (§108); ..A.. 'jj@ &" � '-
n sp sdm1 He never heard (§ 1 10); ..A.. Q p + s{fm·njunless he hears; n . . .  is negation of nominal sentences 

not at all ( § 129) 

- , hieratic var . ..A.. n 1) (prep.) the dative: (give, say) to (someone), (do something) for (someone); 2) (going) 

to (a person); 3) because (of); 4) belonging to (§126); 5) njimy X belongs to him (§126, 3); 6) njimy of his; 
his own (§ 127) Cf. West Semitic 1-, e.g. Hebrew 7 (P) and Arabic J (li) both "to," "for" 
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� n (1st pl. dep. pron.) us (after particles requiring the dependent pronoun, we) (§39) 

� n3 / �- n3 n(y) (pl. demonstrative I definite article) these; the (§78) 
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- n(y) (genitival adjective, m. s.) of (§22, lb)� � 4=}. n(y)-sw. =t r,, n(y)-sy be / she belongs to •• • (§126, 

1 )  

� , 0 n(y)w (genitival adjective, m ;  pl.) of (§22, lb) 

-}" n(y)wy (genitival adjective, m. dual .) of-very rare (§22, lb) 

:;:' n(y)t I n(yw)t (genitival adjective, f. s. / pl.) of (§22, lb) 

7 -g!l� n(y)t·c(n. f.) custom, habit, routine 

:;:, n(y)ty (genitival adjective, f. dual.) of-very rare (§22, lb) 

-Q Q � ny (a sound) ''nyaah" (the sound of a baby's cry) 

�. niwt (n. f.) city 

� niwty (nisba) local, of the city 

_ �p� nis (vb.) to summon; also with prepositions nis n + person, nis r + person to summon (a person) or to 

make summons to 
:::D & ncr (n. m.) catfish 

� 0 Jr. nw (pl. demonstrative) this; these (§78) archaic 

� � 0 nw (n. m.) time 

� nwt (n. f.) adze 

-onn-�� L.Jl.J= nwy (n. m.) water 

� o Jr. Q Q � nwyt (n. f.) wave 

� See under ink 

<::::::::::' nb (adj .) all, every,any,all kinds of; : �� [1t nbt everything; : �� '? f1t nbtnfrt all sorts 
of fme things; � <::::::::::' s nb everyone; 1' <::::::::::' lzr nb everyone; � 0 <::::::::::'• � r nb every day (The variant 

is not to be misread as *hrw nb!) 
Note that although nb is ail adjective (and therefore follows the noun it modififes), it cannot be used as a predicate 

adjective, nor as a noun on its own. 

<::::::::::' �. '7' , <:::::;:> nb (n. m.) lord, master; possessor, owner; the Lord (i.e. the king), which is also written 
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o::::::::;;o lt: <:::::::7� nb-ir-lJt Lord � Action (said of kings and gods; literally "the Lord who does things"); 

�..g.� Nb-r-dr the Lord-of-all (an epithet of Osiris); and especially as the fJrSt element in bound 

constructions: e.g. � C(l nb pr the owner (lord) of a bouse; o::::::::;;o :: Nb-TJwy Lord of the Two Lands (an 

epithet of the king) 

� nbt (n. f.) lady; �essor, owner 

� o� � � � tJ Nbt Kpny the Lady ofByblos (epithet of a Canaanite goddess) 

"=7�1f Nb(t)-iwnt (woman's name) Nebet·iunet 

� + ::::_jl @ 'Jl Nbt-Nni-nsw (woman's name) Nebet-Neni-nisu 

o::::::::;;o= QQ� Nbsny (man's name) Nebseny 

T. � (n. m.) nbw gold 

( 0 � t{J1 � Nbw-kJw-Rc (royal name) Nebkaurec (prenomen of Ameneml;l.et ll) -- � 
o o .c. • 1 npnpt (n. f.) hem, selvage -� � nf (n. m.) nonsense, fooliShness 

:,:: _ nfn(y) (pl. demonstrative adj.) those (§78) 

� � nfr (adj.) good, fine, fair, Dice, kind; happy 

�� nfrt (adjective as an abstract noun §21, 1) a good thing; good (also in plural) 

�:;: nfr (negative word) in 1- var. 1::;:-A- nfr n and ��� nfrpw (for these extremely rare negations, 

consult §181) 

f '- o � @ <> ,, � Nfrty (man's name) Neferty 

- 0 .c. lb.-lb... A nftft (vb. 5-cons.) to leap 

-r nm (interrogative pronoun) Who? (§ 134) 

-�� -='1� nmc (vb.) to show partiality; to be partial; to be one-sided 

� �l,1\ �it n"* (n. m.) orphan 

�' � � Nmty-nlJt(w) (man's name) Nemty-nakht (this name was formerly read as Djehuty-nakht) 

-:::- nn (negative particle) not Negates nouns: without a • • •  ; not having a • • •  (§104). Before infinitives: without 

(doing) (§ 105). Negates existential sentences There is I are no • • • (§ 103); � � � '- nn st;!mjHe will not 

hear (§109). 
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tf- nn n(y) or ft nn (demonstrative, pl.) these (§78) (Note: nn (ny) precedes the noun.); as a demonstrative 

noun: tf this 
, _0 4� � • 
� K '@' tl Nm-nsw (place name) Heracleopolis Magna (Ahnas) This was the capital in the 9th and lOth 

Dynasties. 

=�� � nnm (vb.) to err; go wrong 

0} � 1 1 1 nrw (n. m.) fear; dread; awe (Suggestion: nrw followed by a reference to the king should not be "his 

fear," but rather "the fear of him" [i.e. in foreign lands]) 

��� � nrJw (n. m.) ibex 

fD � I� I - nhy n(y) (nOUn phrase) 8 Jittle (Of SOmething), SOMe, a feW 

-rn � � nhw (n. m.) loss 

rn � nhm (vb.) to shout 
<> m � Nhrn (place name) Naharin (country around the great bend of the Euphrates) 

-f � '71 nQJ (adj .) terrifying; terrible 

��J � nttbt (n. f.) neck 

0� �. var. o�__o nQin (vb.) l) to rescue,save; 2) totakeaway,carryoff; to take out; to withdraw 
This verb has developed in two different directions from the semantic field of "taking out": on the one hand 

"taking away (property, etc. from a person" and on the other hand "taking a person out of a dangerous situation

rescuing." Cf. Arabic J- (fun�) "to bear, carry, take"; stem vm (iftacala stem) "to carry off, take away." 

'C:j�= nQinn (sentence particle) surely, indeed (§185, 7) 

XQ Nlpi (man's name) NeJpi 

§:' �� 0 , §:' � 0� nQtz (n. m.) forever, eternity; also in the expressions r nQtz forever, and r �Q tit for ever 
and ever 

� � (abbrev. � in names) nlJt (adj.) strong, mighty; victorious; stiff (of joints); �'i � B nlJt IJ.r violent, 
violent man; nlJt c strong of arm 

� nlJt(w) (n. m.) strength, force, power; victory; � .5{-e nf}t(w) cn!J the force of life 

� ns (n. m.) tongue a. Hebrew Tilt7?. (laSon); Arabic .;,W (lisiin) "tongue" 

l See under imy-r overseer 
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=t 4=_} n(y)-sw. =tr,, n(y)-sy See under n(y) of(§126, 1) 

= :=} S :}} /t N(y)-sw-Mnpv (man's name) Nisu-Montu 

+.::, nsw commonly abbreviated to + king Bound constructions regularly involve hororific transposition (§41, 1), 
e.g. +� ss nsw royal scribe. � nsw bity King of Upper and Lower Egypt; +�� btp di nsw An 
offering that the king gives (offering formula, §197) 

:} Q 0 Q nsyt (n. f. nisba) kingship 

� � � niny (n. m.) storm 

Lj } 0 1 � 1 nqwt (variant of nqewt) notched sycamore figs (i.e. the ripened figs, which have been processed by 

being notched on the tree) 

�� ngw (n. m.) long-horned bull / ox 

� nty (m. s. relative adj.) that, which; that which; who (§§1 1 1 ,  1 12) 
::-� 1 1

• ::-�. :-� � ntiw (m. pl. relative adjective) (those) who are I were; ";;:" � 1 Q� ntiw im 

those who are there (i.e. in the world of the hereafter), a euphemism for the dead 

� nt(y)t (f. sJpl. relative adj.) that, which; that which; who; that which exists; that which is; she who is 

(§§ 1 12, 1 13 ); (conjunction) that (after verbs of knowing & seeing § 1 16); � � m-'" nt(y)t seeing that; 
<::::> � r-nt(y )t to the effect that (introduces the body of a letter § 1 15); 'f � because; on account of the 
fact that (§1 14); to the effect that (in letters §1 15); � � dr-nt(y)t because, since 

-� ntf (3rd m. sing. indep. pron.) He (§56); X belongs to him (§ 126, 2) 

':;:" r nts (3rd f. sing. indep. pron.) She (§56); X belongs to her (§126, 2) 
:;:" r 77'; ntsn (3rd com. pl. indep. pron.) They (§56); X belongs to them(§ 126, 2) 

;§ =: � nti (vb.) to sprinkle 
-.g.. ntk (2nd m. sing. indep. pron.) You (§56); X belongs to you (§126, 2) 
-� ntt (2nd f. sing. indep. pron.) You (§56); X belongs to you (§126, 2) 

== - - nttn (2nd com. pl. indep. pron.)You (§56); X belongs to you (§126, 2) 0 I I  I • 

j 1 ntr (n. m.) god In bound constructions it is written first, but read second (honorific transposition §41), e.g. 

j 2 �-np- the �-ntr-priest; pl. j � *' �w-np-

j �� ntrt (n. f.) goddess 
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fo jb n4 (vb. hi-cons.) to ask, enquire; seek advice fo� �0 � nt}-flrt (compound verb, but fJrt may be 

separated by the subject) to greet; (n. m.) n4-flrt ''Greetings!" 

;:; a�� nt}m (adj.) pleasant, sweet, charming; (adj . vb.) to recover' be relieved (from medical conditions) 

cf. Semitic n'1n "pleasant" 

� o 'i ndrt (n. f.) captivity; imprisonment 

4:f� qip� nt}l)yt var. of nl;t}t (n. f. pl.) teeth; tusks 

c; r� nt}s (adj.) small, little; dim (of eyes) 

c;p�if. �i� nt}s (n. m.) poor man, commoner 

�p� j. ,  n4sw (n. m.) poverty; low status 

<:::> r 
<> r (prep.) 1 )  to, towards (a place, or thing); 2) concerning, regarding, with relation to; according to; 3) at (a 

location); 4) from, apart (with verbs of separation); 5) into (with verbs of motion/throwing); 6) more than ("r 

of comparison:• used with adjectives and a few verbs); 7) (to act, do injury I injustice, etc.) against a person ("r 

of opposition"); 8) r + 1st prospective a) until be hears; b) in order that I so that be bears (§75, 2); 9) r+ 

st}mt:funtil he hears I bas heard (§  156); 10) r+ infinitive expresses futurity ("r of futurity," §§57, 2 ;  62) or 

purpose in order to; 1 1) rdi + r to appoint. •• to be (§77) 12) r +  (period of time) for (a period of time); 

12) will be ("r of futurity," the future counterpart of the "m of predication"). Cf. ? Hebrew '?� (:)el) and Arabic 

�I (ilii), both "to," ''toward" 

<> 
1 r mouth; statement, words; opening, entrance For compounds, see below . 

.::;:.� r-c-lJt (n. m.) war; combat 

<=>I-f\.�� r-wJt (n. m.) path, perhaps beginning of the path 

<> C'"J <> 
1 1 , 9 r-pr (n. m.) temple 

� �Qil�� r-t}Jyw (n. m.) melee, time of battle 

* <::>�� � See under nrJw ibex. 

� See under rdi to give, put, allow. 

� 0 , �� ' ��. � r (n. m.) sun; day only in the idiom � 0 <-=::' (var. g) rnb every day 

<> ��. ��· 'ffi..�. ��· � Rc (divine name) Rec: (the solar god) 
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0 i Ptd � Rc·wsr(w) (man 's name) Ree-woser 

<>} Q .Jl rwi (vb. 3rd weak) to depart, get away (r ''from" a place or thing); to go away; (transitive) to leave (a 
place); to escape (harm, trouble, etc.); to drive out, eliminate 

<> � � rwty (n. m.) outside; r rwty out, to the outside 
<> 'b' c:==o � '( 'b\, c:!:!!:o rw4, var. <> }r 1S\ c:!:!!:o rwd, � Q rd (vb .) to be strong, ftrm; to ftourish, prosper; to succeed 
<> 
� See under iry-pct hereditary nobleman 

� rfa (enclitic particle) then, now, cf. irf 

<>�.C.., var. 'fft' , <>�QQ .a> rmi, rmy (vb. 3rd weak) to cry; weep; (participle) weeper 

<> � � 1'77 rmw (n. m.) fJSh (generic) 

<> = � rmn (n. m.) shoulder; side <> = � _ D 1 rmn n(y} 'ill side of beef 

� � rmtn. m. (pl. rmtw) person, people 
g .A,_I 

( ti . 11 . ) I = � � ( ,\  b bli 0 f11ZI.1 rmtt n. em. smg. co ective peop e; - "")t1ljl1 0 n y1 rmttn t pu c 

<> <::> Jl:.. ( _ , -Jai rn n. m.) name 

f � rnpt (n. f.) year 

�Q �f mpy (vb. 4th weak) to be young, youthful 

� P \\it Rnsy (man's name) Rensi 

'1Q: � rhn (vb.) to rely on, to trust in (lzr); to lean on 

'1i"' c:!:!!:o rl:J (vb. bi-cons.) to learn, fmd out, to learn of (something); in past tense I stative to know (i.e. having 

learned something is to know it); rl:J m to know of (something); rl:J+ infm. to know how to (do); to be able to 

(do) 
<> .,!.. � rlJ (m. s. participle) learned mao, scholar 

<> 4= � c!., rlJ nsw (n. m.) king's acquaintance (a title) 

<> c:!:!!:o <:::::>� • 
e 0 , � 1 1 1 rlJt (n. f.) knowledge; account; enumeration 

t::ss:: rsy (nisba} southern 

<>P p � rssy. var. ?P �. -:= £;;:!: rsy (adverb) quite, entirely; (after negations> at all 

25EJ� rs (adj.) joyful; happy 
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g }.ca � rlwt (n. f.) joy, a state of joy 

<]>Q Q "]f � rqy (n. m.) opponent 

g 0 rk (n. m.) time; era; age 
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. g rk enclitic particle similar to rf, but used especially when addressing a person (i.e. in the second person) and is 
fairly common after imperative forms then, now 

g _it See under rm! 

� Q, � (S\ rd (vb. bi-cons.) to grow; for� Q meaning to flourish, prosper, see rwd 

S rdi, (irregular verb) (hieratic variant 3 rd1 not r!) to give; to put, place; to appoint (a person) m "as" I r 

"to be'' (§77); any form of rd1 followed by the propspective (as its direct object) forms the causative (§75, 1): to 

cause that someone (do something), to have someone (do something), to make someone (do something) , to 

let someone (do something) 

rdi + prospective ( causative)-some common idioms: 

rdi rbjto inform him ("to cause that he learn"); let him know 

rdi sgmj to tell him ("to cause that he hear") 

rdi ssJj m to acquaint him with 

Other idioms with rdi: 

rdi ib r + infin. to set one's heart on (doing) 

rd1 en to give a hand to (a person), to help (a person) 

rdi m l)r to command (a person); to bring to the attention (of someone) 

rdi r tJ to put on the ground; to abandon; to neglect; to leave alone; to land (from a ship) 

rdi QT gs to lean I tilt to one side; (of judges) to be partial / biased 

rdi mJc r to pay attention to 

rdi l)r n ( + person) to command (a person) 

rdi sJ (r) to revoke, annul 

rdi tp nfr to make a good start (of journeys) 

rdi {}Ji·tw tJ r (+ thing I person) to interfere with 
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� Jl rd (n. m.) foot; abbreviated: Jl Jl rdwy, prob. cf. Sem. rgl foot, leg 

� � �: rdm(w)t (n. f. pl.) rushes 

g'b' �I :1 Rd{!dt (woman's name) Redjedet 

fD �..ll hJi (vb.) to go down, descend QT ''fro�" (hill COuntry); rn� �� � j7'i (idiomatic expression 

§194) a free for all. The verb hJi must be clearly distinguished from hJb "to send." 

ro �} � hJw (n. m.) of place vicinity, neighbourhood; (of time) time, (of king) reign; affairs; belongings 

ro �J.Jl hJb (vb.) to send (a person on an errand, etc.) r ''to (a place)"; to send (word) n ''to (a person)";QJb Q7 

to send (word) about (a matter)'' HJb is not a "verb of motion." Cf. ?? Sem. spr ''to send" cf. Ar . .).... (safara) 

2nd stem (ja«ala) ''to send away"; Akkadian sapliru ''to send" (h vs. s; b vs.p  and metathesis) 

rnijf=W it hi (n. m.) husband 

� hp (n. m.) law 

!:£. o }o hnw (n. m.) hin a liquid measure of ca. O.S litre 

.g.} 0· .  � hrw (n. m.) day, daytime; m hrw pn today N .B. hrw is the normal word corresponding to English 

"day." R.C occurs in this sense only in the expression r nb "every day." The word sw means "date," although it is 

usually translated as "day" (of the month). 

f[]<::::>� � hrw (adj .) pleasing; (vb. 3rd weak) to be pleased, satisfied; ..::Q::>..riJj<::::>� � ir hrw Be so 

good as to ••• Take care that • • •  

� "\ hq (vb. bi-cons.?) meaning unknown, perhaps to break out 

� h  
• 

f� t tzJ (particle) introduces polite request Would (you) please ••• (§73); introduces contrary-to-fact wish If 

only • • •  ! 

f�fil tzJ (prep.) behind 

f� � lz]t (n. f.) tomb 

f ��� lz]w (n. m. pl.) wealth; excess; exaggeration; rdi lz]w Q7 to do more than 
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ll\ � See under �� � J}fl field 

f@ lftt-sp (reading and structure not entirely certain) regnal year 

� lftt (n. f.) forepart; forehead; vanguard (of army); beginning; foremost; the best of; )\ � m-lftt 
(compound prep.) in front of; before; in the face of (temporally and spatially); <>� r-lftt in front of, 

before, to the front of; � � !Jr-lftt in front of; before; previously 
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5 lftt-c (compound noun) beginning; lftt-c m Here begins (the book of • • •  ) Used as the opening lines of a book 

or chapter in a compilation oftexts. Do not confuse with � lftty-c"count," governor," etc. 

�' \! lftty (n. m. nisba)beart, tbougbt; variant pl.� :Y; lfttyw (not *lftt ibw!) 

5 lftty-c (n. m.) count; regional governor; mayor 

Jl � lfttt (n. f. nisba) bow-warp (of ship) 

J� lftq (vb.) to plunder 

f� I}Jq (n. m.) plunder; booty (can include severed hands, phalli, and live prisoners) 

�� T:tc (n. m.) ftesb; pl. /:t'W body; with suffixes: --self; (so-and-so), in person 

l __n J � T:t<:i (vb. 3rd weak) to be joyous, rejoice m "over," ''in" 

�-=:11 � � l:t'W(w) (n. m. pl.) ships; fleet 

l'!t:=. li:t:= �Qcp(y)(proper noun) Nlle; as god: �;�acpy; 1-r:f:=��� /:tcp cJ bigb Nlle; 

l:Jh :J. IJ(c)p-4f(J) (man's name) )Jep-djefa 

Qc; �� (n. f.) estate, large bulldiug; j Q0. jlJ T:twt-np-temple 

l �� /:twi (vb. 3rd weak, often without t in the infin.) to beat, strike; tread (on a road); drive in (a stake); verbal 

adjective (passive participle): 1 � Q Q = tmry well-trodden, beaten (path) 

l�QQ � /:twyt (n. f.) rain 

l}" Qw)' (particle) introducing polite request often followed by � J ''please" (§73) 

�!!_j T:twn (n. m.) youthful vigour 

�� � �i T:twrw (n. m.) poor mau, bumble man 

!lJ T:tb (n. m.) festival 

LJJ� ���A /:tbJbJ (vb. 5-cons.) to waddle 
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1J PT bbs (vb.) to clothe; be clothed; put on (garment); cover, 1J PT � bbs � to  be indifferent r 

"concerning"; ]J.bs �r (mfin.) indifference (to suffering or need), literally "covering the face" (in meaning 

similar to English: "looking the other way") 

1 J p T l}bs en. m.) garment; pt. clothing, clothes, var. :=r. 
t�.£ IJ.pt (vb.) to embrace 

1b � See under l;l(C)p-4f(J) (man's name) �ep-djefa 

1 ---�Jr 'tllt... l!l3w (n. m.) serpent 

C)� � (enclitic particle) to be sure, surely, indeed (§186, 3) 

t1 � :;_ &.. �-!Jt (compound verb) to retreat 

� �, � � tz,nt (n. f.) wife, woman; iri IJ.mt to marry a wife; t � tz,nt-nsw Wife of the King; t � � tz,nt

nsw wrt Great Wife of the King Cf. ? Semitic *tz,nt "husband's mother" 

t1 � <? � tzmw (n. m.) steering oar; iri IJ.mw guide the helm (Egyptian boats were steered with a steering oar, as 

rudders were unknown in antiquity.) 

2 � tun (n. m.) slave, servant; (n. f.) � 0 � IJ.mt slave, servant woman 

1 2 IJ.m-ntr (n. m.) {un-n.(T·priest 

� � IJ.m-kJ (n. m.) �k3-priest, k3 priest (a category of priest who supervised the funerary cult of the deceased 

and supplied [under contract] offerings to the deceased person's kJ) 

2 1 (n. m.) ljm Majesty (exact meaning unknown), esp. in the phrases: 2 1  � , � 1 � � ljmjffis Majesty (said 

of the king, IJm·s Her Majesty is used of female rulers); � 1 �, 2�; ljm·i My Majesty (said by the king); 

2 b ljm·k Your Majesty (said to the king); 2 1 in the phrase ljm n(y) the Majesty of ( + name of a god or king) 

f � � 1J.mt (n. f.) craft, art 

it I ; I IJ.mt (n. f.) rglass ft� (an ingredient used in glass making) 

f } }� IJ.mww (n. m.) artisan, artist, craftsman 

1)7 �0 ]. ,� 1 1}m3t (n. f.) salt Cf. Semitic: Hebrew �� (melaM "salt"; Arabic � (mil�) "salt" (with metathesis) 

.£A IJ,msi (vb. 4th weak) to sit; IJ,msi m to live (in/at a place), dwell 

t� IJ' A � (vb. bi-cons.) to hurry, rush (to a place) 

�� �c (prep.) with (a person), together with (things and people) 
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l � £! 1 1 1 �w vessels; generally property, goods 

Ut�� A (mmnm (vb. 5-cons.) to creep 

l � R luzn, var. l � f=\:)}. ifnnw (n. m.) phallus 

l � 0 fmqt beer Cf. (7) the Semitic root *bmfl "to be sour, fermented." 

� l�JQ� T1 l}nkyt (n . f.) bed 

� �. � lJr (divine name) Horus (The son of Osiris and Isis. Horus was identified with the reigning king.) 

� :::g '- .A !Jr-ddj (man's name) J1ar-dedef (a prince) 

9 
1 �r (n. m.) face; surface 

'f � (prep.) on, upon; on account of, because; concerning, about; and, in addition to (possibly cf. Semitic CZ 
"upon"); � 9 1 m-� (compound prep.) before (a person); in (one's) sight 

'f 'f( �-ib (compound prep.) in the middle of; � ,b '\7 m �-ib in the midst of, among 

'f 7} '' �-"wy (adv .) immediately; occasionally with the singular i 7 �-c 

�n � � m (interrogative) why? (literally "on a account of what,'' §169) 

'f � tzr-nt(y)t (conjunction) because; on account of the fact that (§1 14) 

'f 8e8 �-lJw (compound prep.) except, apart from 

�o:n-Q� o� tv sy iSst (interrogative) why? (§169) 

i � �-tp (compound prep.) on top or 

,b � Jpy (nisba) upper; (one) who/which is above/over 

C"J .A <i> " ..A . 
� 1 H• <:> C"J 1 � Jpy-pr (n. m. nisba) chief of household staff 

.,!. c:===:l�:i Jpy tJ (n. m. nisba) survivor (of a deceased person) 

.,b � Jpy-tp (nisba of compound prep.) who I which is upon; chief; and as a noun, g ® 1 headman, master 

9 o <:> "  ..ll �rty (vb. 4th weak, inf. without t) to travel overland 

� � (cardinal number) million 

ll � b& (vb. 3rd weak, infin. withoutt) to search (for), seek out 

t[§\JlJ See under llry-�bt lector priest 
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�P1 '( 1 fls (n. m.) excrement 

12 _ ib �i (vb. 3rd weak) to praise, honour, favour; 11. i{j !Q lJs·ti (stative) may it please you (§99) Cf. ?? 

Semitic lbll "to praise,'' "laud, 

12-;;:-j �t (n. f.) favour; praise; � 12-;; j m lJst + divinity through the favour of (a god) 

1j_ '' i}J. �2 � lJsy (vb. 3rd weak, infin. without t) to sing 

�2PQ!J<e.1b� � (n. m. [participle]) singer 

�p J1 £L , � l;zsb (vb.) to calculate; reckon 

9 flsb (n. m.) fracture (in bone) 

_m} jJc.lrul. �bt (n. f.) worm 

I lP::: } ,�, . } 7(; lJsmn (n. m.) natron(a naturally occurring sodium carbonate [Na2C03·10H20] used in 

embalming and as a cleaning agent) 

n lP::: } ,� , .  } Tr lJsmn (n. m.) bronze 

m l r::: l .� , .  l Tr lJsmn (n. m.) amethyst 

�P.LJ� lJsq (vb.) to sever, cut off 

1 Ll��. l�· j o �J (n. m. [participle?]) ruler; 1 Q  @� �J-�wt local ruler, mayor, district governor 

1 � ... ·CD, var . .... � ,  '!:··CD, .lJ, , �� , len �Jt (n. f.) heqat a dry measure ofca. 454 litres 

l g..� � �r (vb.) to be hungry; to fast; 1.g,� � �r(w) (participle) hungry man 

l g..� �  �r (n. m.) hunger 

l � tzkn (verbal adjective I participle) (he who is) praised 

t:=::�� !rknw (n. m.) praise; rdl tzknw to give praise (i.e. to the gods) 

r.:::: � 8 ; 1 tzknw (n. m.) �knw-oll (a sacred oil) 

l B �} T. �tJw (n. m.) awning 

� J;ttp (vb. intransitive) to be satisfied m ''with"; be at peace, go to rest, set (of sun); (vb. transitive) to satisfy, 

make content, but cf. sl;ttp "to satisfy" 

� l;:tp (n. m.) peace, contentment; m btp in safety, safely (of travelling); offering +� � tztp d1 nsw an 

offering that the king makes (offering formula §197) 



�Q � l}tp(w)t (n. f. pl.) offerings 

f � , � .� 1 IJ.4 (n. m.) silver 
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¥01 IJ.4 (adj. / vl;l. bi,.cons.) to be bright; !(51 � IJ.4 tJ the day dawns (literally .. the land becomes bright''); 

as noun dawn, daybreak 

f � M trr (adj.) cheerful (literally "bright of face") 

�(f IJ.4t (n. f.) the White Crown (of Upper Egypt) 

it � Mi (vb. 3rd weak) to injure; destroy; annihilate; put an end to; with ib to disobey the heart 

it Q� MY (n. m.) annihilation; destruction 

® h  
1.1 

Q ' � � {Jt (n. f.-but sometimes masc.) thing(s); <> � r {Jt nbt more than anything; more, most (§49) 

� � {Jt (n. f.) ru-e 
e � C"J 1 {13 (n. m.) office (administrative bureau) 

1 � � {JJi, abbreviated '--�� (vb. 3rd weak) to examine (a patient); to measure (grain, etc.) 

l �� [JJc (vb.) to throw down, cast aside; abandon (property); {JJc r-sJ to throw behind (someone) 

I�� T {}Jwy (n. m.) night 

•l �� � {}Jm (vb.) to bend (the arm) as a gesture of respect 

I��� {}Jrt (n. f.) widow 

I� X {JJs (vb.) to scramble 

� , � {}Jst (n. f.) country, foreign land; hill country 

��I� (n. m. pl., nisba) {JJstyw foreigners 

e lt'i (vb. 3rd. weak) to rise (sun); to appear in glory (king) 

.:::0 �� ltw (n. m. pl.) 1) weapons; 2) funerary furniture; 3) utensils; equipment; tackle (of ship) 

� �� � [f.!j � � lJCW nw ctzJ � �� � � � lJCW clz3 weapons of war 

®Gf!J lJw in � f!IJ®f!J tu"-{Jw (compound prep.) except, apart from 

� If(w)fw (man's name) IJufu, Kheops (a king of the Fourth Dynasty) 
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e J � �2o fJbJ (vb.) to ravage, destroy 

e J't fJbi (vb. 3rd weak) to dance 

ej -}; fJbswt (n. f.) beard 

1 lJpr (vb. intransitive) to become ( + m of predication); to change I turn m ''into"; to come into existence; 

occur, happen, m-" + person ''to a (person)"; to take place; to come, anive (time); to go by, be past (time); 

to exist; lJpr + infinitive n + person to be able (for a person) to do (literally "[inifintive] happens for a person"); 

(of wealth) to accrue n ''to" (a person); as an auxiliary verb It happened that • • •  l it  will happen that • • •  (§172) 

$ �� lJprt (participle, f. s. / pl.) thing(s) that happened � +  person ''to" (a person); event(s) 

fi}.} � lJprw (n. m.) form, shape, manifestation, change iri lJprw m to transform (oneself) into; iri lJprw m to 

grow up in (a place) 

( �J;.l See under Jj(w )fw 
t=' bft in accordance to; corresponding to; in front of; opposite; in proportion to; bft + infinitive: when. 

Following verbs of speech and motion: to (a person of high rank or royalty), i .e. one does not speak to the king or 

approach him, but one speaks or stands merely in his or her vicinity. Note the writing! This is a case of graphic 

transposition (i.e. the t is normally placed in a convenient space for aesthetic reasons). 

� � bft-nt(y )t (conjunction) in view of the fact that, since (cf. �-nt(y )t § 1 14) 

� � bft � (compound prep.) before the face of, in front of 

� � lifty (n. m. nisba) enemy ([one] who is opposed), pl. � �l , ���: bftiw 

e�-"- lJm to not know (something/somebody); to be ignorant (of something) The idiom ''to not know 

oneself'' means ''to lose one's faculties" through fear, pain, etc. cf. "out of one's wits." 

��� lJmt in the expression: � ��� m-lJmt + suffix I noun (compound prep.) without; in (a person's) 

absence 

.,!_ � jb lJn (n. m.) phrase, utterance, speech; matter, affair; !: � bn nfr a kind word; 

..!...11' �-� �' bn n(y) mdt proverb, saying 

� � !Jni (vb. 3rd weak) to land (of flying, falling things); to stop (at a place); to rest (at a place-also of 

resting for refreshment) Cf. Semitic nwb e.g. Hebrew n1l (nwlJ) ''to rest," "to settle," "to stop (at a place)"; Ar. 
t.i' (nwb) "to halt for a rest" 

..!.., ��o� 1�1 lJny(w)t (n. f. pl.) dancing girls 



.!.1� r 1i � lJnms (n. m.) friend 
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.!.l}� (Jnsw (divine name) Khonsu (the moon god of Karnak) 

liDJ-:;;;:- !Jnt (n. m.) front m !Jnt in the front, r lJnt towards the front, forwards 

�7 � !Jnti (vb. 4th weak) to sail upstream, travel south; � :;:-��� · (travel, sail) southward 

�� �� !Jnty (divine name) Q:enty (a crocodile god) 

fi»J � � 1 !Jntw (n. m.) outside 
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����. �7 !Jntw, !Jnt(w) (adv.) before, beforehand; previously; earlier; (adj.? nisba?) previous; 

former 

� � j A lJnd (vb.) to trample, step on 

� fir (prep.) with, by, near, (a god or king); under (a king's reign); (speak) to (a king); (come) to, before (a god 

or king) 

� br (particle following a direct quotation) so says (a person) (§189) 

�� , var. � br (sentence particle) Now, • • •  ; Then • • •  ; Thus,Further (§185, 3); �� � � � br 

m-bt + J>rospective sdmjNow after be beard I had heard (§75, 2); with other sentence types Now after; Now 

later (§185, 4); �Q<::::>��A lJr ir m-bt Now after; Now later; Now afterwards; 

��<:::>�®:AT�++= br irm-bt tzr-sJ nn Now later, after tbis; Now after this 

® � JTI brt (n. f.) state; condition; affair; requirement 

�.} � , 1� � 1 brw ,  abbrev. � (n. m. sJpl.) enemy 

!}ib brw voice, sound; �!}ib, abbrev. 0! , � mJc brw I (fern.) mJct brw (epithet of deceased) justified, 

vindicated (I.e. in the trial court of the hereafter, the deceased has been declared innocent, and is admitted to the 
hereafter.) 

! �� brw (n. m. pl.) invocation offerings (offerings that were believed to result from the recitation of the 

offering formula) used in conjunction with the verb pri "to go forth" 

+ � !J.r(y)'fy, var. +\\ (particle following direct quotation) so says (§189) 

0 "1f' fJrp (vb.) to direct (a project); control (affairs) 

b� fppw (n. m.) mallet 

(l!)fi!Jf!O See under bw (This is a "sportive plural" writing.) 
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e p J � !Jsbd < lJsbg (n. m.) lapis lazuli 

� 4-� !Jsf (vb.) transitive: to drive away; ward off; oppose; thwart; lJsf • . •  tzr + infin. prevent (a person) 

from (doing); intransitive: !Jsf tzr fend for I defend (a person); lJsf n + person to oppose (a person); to punish (a 
person) 

� lJt, (n. m.!) tree, wood, lumber; stick; mast(ofship); pl. � lJtw 

� lJt (n. m.) lchet a measure of 100 cubits 

$;..Jl, & lJt (prq).) through; throughout; pervading (often used as adverbial comment e.g. divine power 

pervaded his body); � e:.Jl m-lJt (compound prep.) after, following, accompanying, behind; afterwards, 

later; m·lJt + prospective s{/mfwhen he heard I had heard (§75, 2) 

:;;: � lJt·cJ (n. m.) a type of bird 

�� ®a® 0 lJtlJt (vb.) to retreat, turn back 

:.?.>-- :.?.>--

® 0 c... 8 0 C\.. lJtlJt (n. m.) reversal 

� See under lift 

� g � lJtm (vb.) to seal; to put under contract m-e ''with" (+ person); to lock (doors, city gates) Cf. Semitic 

lJtm "to seal"; "seal" 

� g � lJtm (n. m.) seal; tzr lJtm under (a person's)seal 

b� lJdi (vb. 3rd weak) to sail north; to travel/ go north, to travel downstream 

o-= h  
� bt (n. f. occasionally m.) belly; womb; abdomen; body; innermost being (the belly was considered the seat 

of emotions) 

�i bt (n. f.) generation 

� ���o.1'}' 1 bJyt (n. f.) heap (of corpses) 

� fT var. fT (n. m.) f)Jr sack dry measure of20 }J.qJt (ca. 90.8 litres) 

?frl o} 0 bnw (n. m.) interior; home; !!?f 0�� royal Court; � !!?f o} LJ m-bnw (n[y]) (compound 

prep.) within, on the inside of (literally "in the interior of') Also written !!?f ,2.. . 
� �� bni (vb. 3rd weak) to row (a boat) 



E! O�=:c: lznw (n. m.) brook 

�� I:l.nm(w) (divine name) Khoum 
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�la � 1:1.nm-�(w) (man's name) Khnum-fJ.otpe 
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� br (prep.) under, and from the idea of"being under a burden": bearing, carrying, holding, having; (being) in 

(a state or condition) 

.@:.ffi brt (n. f.) belongings, property, possessions; obligation, requirement, demand, duty 

� �'7� brt hrw n(y)t r nb in the phrase � ..®. � :-� m brt hrw n(y)t r nb in the course of every 

day The writing � brt hrw is a visual pun, as the br-sign is "under the sun"! 

�� � . .J.a � brt-ntr (n. f.) necropolis 

�'' bry (nisba) who I which is under; (one) who is suffering from (a medical condition), (one) who has (a 

medical condition); having, possessing 

� lJ 'f �. ��.JJJ !Jry-l:zbt (n. m. nisba) lector-priest (lit. "the one holding the ritual book") 

� � Q fT � br(y) qnl (n. m. nisba) porter (lit. "he who is under the baggage") 

� Jt� brw (n. m.) underside; r brw downwards 

� e:::. fo �. var. fo � brd (n. m.) child 

� e:::. fo ! brdw (n. m.) chlldhood 

.=.� (adj.) lJs or '/}s(y) (adj . /  verb) cowardly; vile (of enemy); weak; of humble status, of modest means; lJs 1.zr 
ib to be incompetent 

7 � bst (n. f.) cowardice 

=�QQ.o8 � 1 '/}sJyt (n. f.) a kind of spice 

Q �� bkrw (n. m.) panoply (of war accoutrements) 

� s (n. m.) man Cf. ? Semitic, e.g. Hebrew �.,� (,...z.f) "man" 

IP& S-n(y)-Wsrt (man's name) Senwosret 

IP�P'J (man's name) S-n(y )-Wsrt-snb(w) Senwosret-sonbu, sportive variant IP�PJ' P'Jj 
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-;:-� st (n. f.) woman Cf. ? Semitic, .::a,zl: Arabic c.?l·(1ln1ii) "female"; Hebrew� (:>j§§ah) ''woman" 

� � st (n. f.) place; seat, throne; space; proper place; � � � Q� m st iry in good order (literally: ''in their 

[proper] place[s]"). Cf. ? Arabic o.Jv-1 (:>jst) ''buttocks"; Hebrew nvJ (set) "buttocks.�' MW (sat) "foundation" 

St occurs as the first element in compound abstract nouns (§ 193): 

� �0 st-ib affection 

��01�1 st-"' blow, strike (of gods against people) 

�� ��� st-ntryt divine state 

� � � , .£1 � f st-ltr (compound noun) care, charge, supervision in the expression br st-br in the care of 

(a person), under (a person's) supervision 

.£1�pf]:; st-s#b purity, cleanliness 

.[!�p U � � st-skJ ploughing 

.£1���� st-StJw mysteries 

![jo sJ (n. m.) back; � 9 m-sJ after; in the back of; <::> 9 r-sJ + infinitive or + prospective sdmf: after 
hearing or after he heard/has heardlbad heard; with nouns behind, after; lf5Ja<::>p s r-s let it be 

revoked (said of superseded legal documents-literally "away with it!") 

��. � .  \) sJ son; t� ��. t� s3 nsw prince (literally "son ofthe king") s3 nsw n(y) bt:fking's 

true son (literally "of his body"); as a priestly title: sJ nsw tpy fJrSt king's son; � sJ R"' the Son ofRec + 

king's Nomen in a cartouche (§69). The writing with the egg-sign is not particularly common. 

� m 0 Jl_� SJ-nht (man's name) Sinuhe 

� �, � sJt (n. f.) daughter 

�} � S3t-Spdw (woman's name) Sit-Sopdu 

� 1�1 sJ (n. m.) a phyle (of priests); regiment, company (of troops) Phyle is a Greek word meaning "division" that 

was also used of the divisions within the Egyptian priesthood of a temple. 

�n � sJw (n. m.) protection (by means of magical amulets or spells) 

� � � sJi (vb. 3rd weak) to guard, watch; ward oft'; � � � � �Q sJNi (stative) + ltr beware! I take care 

not to (do) I be sure you don't (do) (§99) 

r 0 � l � .ll. Po��� ;Jb (vb. transitive) arrive at, reach; to endow m ''with"; with �I tJ as direct 

object: to land (from a ship), to reach land 
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e=o 

0 1 J � ® SJbbw (place name) Sabbu 

Po�Ll� � sJq (vb.) to pull (oneself) together, to be collected (ofmind) 

��c. �1 � 1 . sJtw (n. m.) ftoor; ground 

r"" sy, var. r s(y) (3rd f. s. dep. pronoun) her, it (after particles taking the dependent pronoun, she, it) 

n\\ sy (Late Egyptian pronoun, f. s .) She; It (§198) This pronoun is later replaced by the m. s . sw. 

"E sy (interrogative pronoun) what? (precedes the noun); who; xt.Q.. 0� sy isst what?; 

�0 :�t . .Q... o� tzr sy ilst why? for what reason?; 1§;"� � 0 sy nw when? at what time? 

==::� � j, ==:J � siJ (vb.) to recognize; perceive; know 

:c::J � j, ==::! � siJ (n. m.) perception; knowledge; prognostication (a type of medical text that indicates 

how to predict the health of a patient); as a god 7 � Sia 

r q � sip (vb. s-causative of bicons.) to inspect, examine; to take stock, to inventory 

PQ�"" � sipty (n. m. nisba) inventory 

n��� sin (vb.) to massage 

PQ � A sini {vb. s-causative of 3rd weak) to hesitate; to wait n "for" 

r � � � SeJi (Vb, $•CausatiVe Of 3rd Weak) to increase 

::DJ] � rb (vb.) to equip (with weapons) 

rt ... senb (vb. s-causative) to feed, provide food for; to keep alive 

_..11 r 8 SeT (vb. s-causative ofbi-cons.) to cause to ascend cf. Semitic ezy "to go up" 

::n��� s�w (n. m. pl.) nobles (said of the blessed dead) 

P� sesJ (vb. s-causative) to make numerous, many; to make (too) many 

r�� . � � seq (vb. s-causative ofbi-cons.) to cause / make to enter, to send in; to bring in 

+ � sw (3rd m.  sing. dep. pronoun) him, it (after particles taking the dependent pronoun, he, it) 
+ � sw (Late Egyptian pronoun, m. s.) He, It (§198) (Later sw replaces the f. s. sy "She") 

Pf\� T, common var. � swJ (vb. intrans.) to pass tu" ''by" (a place); {tr "over" (a legal case); ]J.r / m  

''3long" (the road); to pass away (die). Cf. Semitic iwr: Hebrew 11� (lwr) "to journey''; Arabic ) .... (sara) '"to
· 

move on, go away, travel" 
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r4ft c:!!!!::> , ri1 sw3g (vb. s-causative ofbi-cons.) to make green; to make nourish 

r a: s#b (vb. s-causative) to purify 

rrr} 1� I SWW (n. m. pl.) dates; (n. S.) abbreviated in dates � , 0 SW day (of the month) (§69) 

. r � �. r �Q � SWT (vb.) to drink (? an s-causative cognate to Semitic ntry "to drink one's fill") 

� �0 swtzt (n. f.) egg; m swtzt in the egg, meaning "unborn" 

r} ;o c:!!!!::> swslJ (vb. s-causative) to widen, extend 

t }o, t � swt (enclitic particle) however, but 

p�o� � swtwt (vb. 5-cons.) to go for a walk 

4: � See under nsw king 

-::1.r � sb in the expreSsion -::1.r � - � � sb n(y) sdt (noun phrase) burnt-offering 

7if See under sy what? 

-::tr J..ll sbi (vb. 3rd weak) to send (a person) (but not letters); to lead, accompany (someone) n ''to (a person),'' r 

''to (a place)"; to deliver (materials, objects) 

"K Jlo� sbit (n. f.) load, cargo 

r .J � sbJ (vb.) to teach (can take two direct objects: ''to teach a person a thing") 

r j ��. *�['"] sb3 (n. m.) door; gate 

P Jl� *0 sb3 (n. m.) star 

r j l '= � sbJ.z (n. m.) cry 

p Jl ���� sbl,zwt (n. f. pl.) cries, wailing 

=:-U f Sbk-m-l,zJt (man's name) Sebek-em-�at 

p Jl�� sbt < sb! (vb.) to laugh m ''at" 

iJi sp (n. m.) 1) time, occasion; 2) deed, act; 3) misdeed, fault 4) matter, affair; 5) venture, undertaking; 

6) success, accomplishment; iri sp �.znc deal with (a person); � sp sn indicates to the reader that one or more 

sign, a word, or even a complete utterance is to be repeated (§70) 

po����b var. � sp3t district, nome (the variant writing is found only in hieratic texts) 

�� See also under #tt estate 
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ij@ spi (vb. 3rd weak) to remain over, survive; -"- 0@-:!) � � N sp + Prospective s{/mjHe never 

heard • • •  (§1 10) 

� A sp� (vb. transitive & intransitive) to reach (someone or a place) or with r + person; to arrive r "at" 

6 j spr (vb.) to petition; to appeal l].r ''against (a person)" n ''to"; participle 6, <? ib � sprw (n. m., 

participle) petitioner 

Pb� spd (adj.) sharp; skilled; P��f spd-IJ.r alert (person); astute 

Po§S� spdd (vb. 3rd gem.) to supply 

r � sf (n. m.) yesterday 

P=:aj. £E1� . p� sfn (adj. / vb.) (to be) kind, mercirul; to show mercy; to be lenient 

;::: � 'Jl sft < sf!. (vb.) to slaughter (animal) 

P� 1 � 1 sft < sf!. (n. m.) oil 

r � � sm (vb.) to help, aid 

r > �� ,  r > � ��. p .)?� sm3 (vb.) to kill, slay 

l� i smJ (n. m.) associate; ally; accomplice 
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r� � sm3-tJ (compound vb.) to unite the land; to be buried; (n. m.) interment; juncture, fork (of a road-

the meaning is not entirely certain) 

r >� ��· var. p >�Q�� smJr (vb. s-causative) to impoverish 

P�::!::� smwn (sentence particle) probably, certainly (§185, 6) 

r::: � smn (vb. s-caus. ofbi-cons.) to estabmh; to make fll"m; to perpetuate; to set up (an inscription) 

p:;:: �� smnlJ {vb. s-causative) to enhance; improve; to advance; to embellish; to be servicable, of use 

r ¥ � � smr (vb. s-causative ofbi-cons.) to inffict pain 

P� �/fl � smr (n. m.) Companion, Friend of the king (a court title); smr w'"ty Unique Friend; Sole Companion 

r mr \. smsi, rmr � smsy (vb. s-causative of 3rd weak-infm. without t) to deliver (a woman in childbirth) 

fj}� smsw (adj.) eldest (of persons) (Note the crook at the bottom of the staff.) 

r� sn (3rd pl. dep. pron.) them (aft� particles requiring the dependent pronoun, they) 

� ".i sn (n. m.) brother 
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� :;:' � snt (n. f.) sister 

P-�� . =� sn (vb. hi-cons.) to kiss; to smell; to breathe 

-=-<t:::> • 
_ A snl (vb. 3rd weak) to pass by 

� o} I I  snwy (n. dual) two 

� A , � sn-nw (ordinal number) second; � 0 � 1 1 mate, fellow, companion, partner 

= � e � snw� (vb. s-causative) boil, cook � ''in" 

r ]'� snb (adj .) healthy; safe; (vb.) to be healthy; PI 0 snb·t(i) (stative) may you be healthy; Safe journey! 

(cf. Semitic Jlm ''to be whole, in good condition, safe" -here Egy. n corresponds to l and with interchange of m 

and b). 

PJ snb (n. m. or infin. of preceding) recovery (from illness) 

� � l snf(n. m.) blood 

--=-®;; W sn� (vb. s-causative) to strengthen 

� �.L � 1 • l � �iu � 1 sntr < snp-(n. m.) incense 

� iiJ sn4 (vb.) to fear; to respect (n. m.) fear (Suggestion: when sng is followed by a reference to a god or king, 

translate "the fear of him" rather than .. his fear.") 

� sn{/t (n. f.) fear 

r 0 �fo sndm (vb. s-causative) to make happy; to sit, be seated; �:; � r 6 �� dwelling-place; home 

Cf. Semitic n7n "pleasant, comfort;• etc. 

0 tj}., p<::> /! :ii sr (n. m.) official 

P<> � sr (vb. bi-cons.) to predict; foretell 

p<:::> �W srwi (vb. s-causative of 3rd weak) to remove 

p�� 'i srw� (vb. 4-cons.) to treat (medically); to tend 

� 
r <>} 'b' � srwd < srwg; (vb. s-causative) to strengthen; to perpetuate (offerings to the gods or ancestors); to 

make nourish 

r <> � 1??'" srmi (vb. s-causative of 3rd weak). to make cry; to cause weeping 

P�.A sQJi (vb. s-causative of 3rd weak) to let down, lower 

-1 Ll � sl)q3 (vb. s-causative) to install as ruler, to make (someone) a ruler 
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r ljl,. � sl.zqr (vb. s-causative) to cause hunger; to let starve 

P� � sl}tp (vb. s-causative) to satisfy; to please 

P llJ= � � �. var. Pl� �� stum (vb. s-causative> to destroy 

r t � s1)4 (vb. s-causative ofbi-cons.) to illuminate; to brighten 

.illlJl � sbt (n. f.) fields, meadow, country (in contrast to the town) 

.illlJl � � slJty (nisba from s!Jt) peasant 

pI �ib s!JJ to remember 

r e} o See under wslJ width 

r $). s!Jpr (vb. s-causative) to create, bring into existence, cause to be, bring about 
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f� slJm (adj. and vb.) powerful; as verb: to have power m ''over"; to prevail m "over," r "over"; to have 

control m "over" 

f � slJm (n. m.) power 

�-� s{Jr See under s!Jr to sweep 

r �� s!Jr (n. m.) plan, idea, (piece of) advice 

r �Q Q � � s!Jry (n. m. nisba) captain (of a ship or boat) 

r � =:;s!Jr, var. �-� s!Jr (vb.) to sweep; to overlay (to apply gold leaf, etc.) 

= � ss (n. m.) ashes 

PPo � ib ssJi (vb. s-causative of 3rd weak) to satisfy, to make wise 

*PP� See under rssy. 

PP A � sspa (vb. s-causative> to prepare, to make ready, to supply m ''with" 

rr � � ssm(w)t (n. f. pl.) horses (Eighteenth Dynasty accounts indicate that chariot teams were almos� 
exclusively mares.) 

r r r } I� I See under sww dates (This is a "sportive plural.") 

;;; ...dl sl? sn? (vb. bi-cons.) to spread out; to pass fzr"by" 

_,_ c:::::J�r=:J sl (n. m.) threshold 

� � ss (vb. bi-cons.) to write 
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� � ss (n. m.) document; writing; iri m ss to put in writing 

� � sl (n. m.-participle) scribe; � � ss nsw royal scribe 

��� slJ See under lsJ to be wise 

�! ssJ (n. m.) prayer 

P� �A ssm (vb.) to lead, guide; rule govern; direct; show the way; conduct (work) 

p���A ssmw (m. s. participle) director; leader; guide; ruler 

p� �� slmw (n. m.) conduct; behaviour 

§ � sin (n. m.) lotus also with the determinative '\_ Cf. Semitic sin "lily." 

P.LJ Jr sqJ (vb. s-causative ofbi-cons.) to exalt; extol 

P.LJJl Jl�= sqbb (vb. 3rd gem.) to make cool 

r LlJJ� f2 = c:J sqbbwy (n. m.) cool hall or perhaps bathroom (shower-room?) 

n .c:::::tT¥ .)! sqr-cn!J (n. m.) captive (prisoner of war) 

r �  7 �. n�x sqdi (vb. s-causative of3rd weak, infin. apparently without t) to sall, to sail on (can be 

transitive); (more generally) to travel (even on land) 

r� e:::o �� sqdw (m. participle) sallor 

p <::::::::7b See under is.t 

P� 4'C/� sk (vb. bi-cons.) to wipe out (pots, etc.); sk bt pour out one's heart (literally "wipe out one's belly") 

p�� ski (vb. 3rd weak) to destroy; annihilate 

r �t. r � � '  p��� sgr (vb. s-causative ofbi-cons.) to silence; rdi sgr m + person to silence (a 

person) 

r 0 st (3rd pl. dep. pron.) them, it (after particles taking the dependent pronoun, they' it) 

Pn � 0 st (LateEgyptian pronoun, com. pl.) They (§198) 

Pc See under s.t(y) 

r�o� sti (vb. 3rd weak) to shoot 

� � � st(w)t (n. f. pl.) shooting pains 

r x l � stwt (n. f. pl.) rays <or sun) 
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"';:] � stp (n. m.) strip (of cloth) 

r �} '!;: I I I StpW (n. m. pl.) the choicest, the pick (said Of trOopS, creWS, etc.) 

"kJ Stb the god Sutekh (Seth) 

p = See under ist Now or st them 

r � �.Jl stJ' � �� stJ(vb.) to drag, drag off (persons); to pull, draw (wagon) 
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�c::J stJt (n. f.) aroura land measure of 100 cubits squared (2735 sq. metres or a little more than� acre) (§68,4) 

��� '}J 1 stJw (n. m. pl.) secretions 

r� sl(y), r� st(y) (n. m.) fragrance, aroma, smell 

P::l stsi (vb. s-causative of 3rd weak, infin. with t) to raise 

P \\ � stsi (vb. 4th weak, infm. without t) to be prostrate, sprawled out 

;;;: T __n sd (vb. bi-cons.) to clothe 

pc:=;::J � sd (n. m.) tall 
-o::-
c:::;:JX sd< st}. (vb. bi-cons.) to break, to crush, to smash 

P<::::::l J1SF sdb (n. m.) fringe (of cloth) 

&')�a> sdm (vb.) to apply (cosmetics, medicines) to the eyelids 

� � st}.t (n. f.) fire, flame 

r �'\. � � st}.wy (vb. s-causative of 3rd weak) to slander' vilify 

<f)� st}.m (vb.) to hear; to listen; st}.m n to listen to (a person); obey (a person) Only rarely written with a 

determinative: &'J � j Cf. Semitic smc .. to hear" 

& �a> See undei sdm to apply to the eyelids 

P4? � � , £)��.A st}.mw (participle, m.) judge 

s n• p,g � st}.r (vb. s-causative of bi-cons.) to lie down; go to bed; sleep; spend the night (doing) 

r ::t i sdd (vb. s-causative of bi-cons.) to recount; relate; converse; talk m .. about"; recite 

P��� � st}.dwt (n. f. pl.) quotations; literary works 
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v 

c::::JS 
�� 1 (n. m.) pool, pond, lake; garden 

e � c::::. sJ (vb. hi-cons. ) to ordain; to order 

!!) � �� sJw (n. m.) fate 

C!:5 � c::::. lJ(w) inn lJw n(y) (compound prep. ) to the extent of; in the capacity of 

� � � SJC (Vb.) tO begin m + inf�. to (dO SOmething) 

� }& � SJC (n. m.) beginning SJC m beginning from; m SJC m beginning from; SJC T as far as; T SJC T dOWD 

to 

e � =CID SJCS (n. m.) (an UnknOWn luxury product ) 

��A lJs (vb.) to travel, go, make a trip 

� c=:;::. . 
�A\t=!l lJd (vb.) to excavate, dig out, dredge 

::lio1 ; 1 SCt variant of SCyt (n. f.) a type of cake 

::::5 � � vc'd( ) ( 1 ) • • • 
�=e= II 1 S W n.m. p . mCJSIODS 

PJr � Sw (divine name) Shu (the god of the air) 

�� 1w (adj./vb. hi-cons. ) to be empty; free m "of, from"; devoid m "of'; to be lacking 

P <?QQ � lwyt(n. f.) shadow, shade 

fl �}. � � lwJw (n. m. pl.) commoners 

� f> lp (vb. hi-cons. ) to Dow out; to pass out of (said of evil spirits departing the body ) 

� p � spSy (adj.) noble,splendid,costly,elegant,Iuxurious; (of gods) august 

j:4 rr � lpssw (n. m. pl. ) precious things, luxuries, riches, wealth; delicacies 

� o � � Sft (woman's name) Saftu 

5.?� ' 5.?�..1.\ sm (vb. hi-cons., anomalous infm. with t 5.?�0 imt ) to go; to walk 

i: l� $me (n. m.) Upper Egyptian barley 

1=·.;: � lmc (vb.) to make music 

1=--D} � � $mew (n. m.) musician 
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t::::1 = 0lmw (n. m.) summer (a season §69 )  -

t::::l .•ID 
=:: mzw (n. m.) harvest 

1 r A' c:::Jjl � A ims (vb.) to follow' accompany; 1 r A } �� A ims w{lJ a funeral procession 

1} � 1msw (m. participle) retainer, attendant 
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2 �ill Ini (vb. 3rd weak) 1) to enquire into a matter, to investigate, to question (Someone) ; 2) to conjnre I 
exorcise (an illness); to curse 

A qqotfJ.,'t. Inyt (n. f. collective) courtiers 

}<.� In(w) (n. m.) net 

.B..'� ill See under Intto revile 

JL :='jj in!, var. JL � ill int to revUe; denounce 

,R���o� Sndyt (n. f.) knt; figuratively apron i.e. protector of the motherless 

�� jl Jri (n. m.) lad; youth (young man) 

g � srr, ��� iri(adj.&vb.2ndgem.) tobelittle, small, diminished,lessened 

::6 � � ssJ var. -;;;� c!!!!i::l ssJ (vb.) to be wise; rdi ssJ m to inform (someone) of, acquaint (someone) 

with 

�} � ssJw (n. m.) treatment (medical) 

t!tt � ssp (vb.) to take, accept, receive; take up (an object) 

� ssp (n. m.) light 

t!tt!; 1� 1 Ispt (n. f. collective) encumbers 

t!tt g C'"J sspt (n. f.) summer house 

� � c!!!!i::! ItJ (adj.) mysterious; secret; difficult; (n. m. pl.) itJw secrets, mysteries 

� __o sdi (vb. 3rd weak) to dig out, cut out, carve (out); remove 

:J Q Q � sdyt (n. f.) pool (i.e. "that which is dug out'') 

Ll� J qJ (adj.) tall, high; exalted;" loud (cf.English "at the top of one's voice"); Ll� J 61 qJ sJ arrogant, 
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presumptuous (and as a noun denoting such a person); LJ� Y !Jt.� qJ lJrw noisy ("loud-mouthed") 

LJ�J :;; qJb (n. m.) intestine; interior; � LJ�J � m-qJb (compound prep.) in the� or (people, 

places, things) 

LJ� LJ� � �. var. � qJqJ (n. m.) travelling barge 

� 1,. � Qi-na (place name) Qina (written in New Kingdom style group writing) 

��� f/'1} (n. m.) bend or fold (of a ftshing net) 

�J {2 qbb (adj. and vb. 2nd gem.) (to be) cool, calm; with ib refreshed 

4}' �) , var. ) qmJ (vb.) to produce, create; to engender 

.. {} .. 'i qni(adj. and vb. 3rd weak) to be brave; strong; sturdy; to conquer Cf.? Semiticdnn: Ugaritic dnn "to be 

strong, powerful"; Akkadian danlinu "to be strong, powerful" 

..£:.� qnt(n. f.) valour 

,.{} .�0 qni (vb. 3rd weak) to embrace m +person; qni iwyt to fall unconscious, black out 

.,:4 .. �0 qni (n. m.) embrace; ml} qni m +person to fill (one's) embrace with (a person) 

.£. Q� Jl qniw (n. m.) palanquin (an open seat carried on poles by porters) 

�JJai:F,�,, �.J.f, qnbt (n. f.) court(of magistrates); as collective magistrates 

�'::it qnbty (n. m. nisba) magistrate; �\!_ � 1 � u:d't qnbty n(y) w district magistrate ("magistrate of the 

district") 

.&,.Q M� qri (n. m.) thunder, thunderstorm 

.&,. P t==1 � qrs (vb.) to bury 

g r t==l �. .g,p � qrs (n. m.) burial 

�� qsn (adj.) painful, troublesome, difficult, nasty; of injuries qsn r-ftoo painful for him (r of comparison, 

§49, literally "[It] is painful beyond him," i.e. beyond his tolerance); (n. m.) pain Cf. Hebrew �R (qiiJii) 

"difficult, hard, severe"; Arabic W (qasii) "to be hard, harsh, cruel" 

[M �· var. �!: qd (vb. bi-cons.) to build; fashion (humans) 

fl!,: qd (n. m.) reputation, character, nature; extent; iQ�!,: � mi qd'fin its entirety (§80 ) 

fl � qdt (n. f.) qidet a weight of 9. 1 grams, one tenth of a deben (§68,3) 

i§5� Qd.S (place name) Kadesh a city on the Orontes River 
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�k 
�, E'� kJ (sentence particle) Then ••• Next. •• (§185,2) 

� �� kJ (particle following a direct quote) so (a speaker) will say (§189) 

Y kJ (n. m.) ka (ku); spirit; soul The ka was a part of the person's makeup that among other things received 

nourishment-real or spiritual-and to which offerings were made after the person's death. 

J:! D. var. un� , � , 'b 1cJ bull <can refer to the king) 

�_j kJt (n. f.) construction project; work; � <:> �_j i imy-r kJ(w )t overseer of works 

� �}.�. kJw(n. m. pl.) sycamore figs 
0 

� � ft C"J kJp (n. m.) hut, lean-to 

oe71.n:JP � kJhs (vb. 4-cons.) to be harsh 

�� � K3I (place name, feminine in gender) Kush (in Nubia) 

� Q Q ky (n. m.) (precedes the noun) another; another man (sometimes with a seated man determinative), 

another thing, another one 

� k:t (n. fem.) (precedes the noun) another; used as Icy 

oe7 J1 �jr K.bi (man's nickname) Kebi 

e � Kpny (also spelled K.bn) (place name) Byblos (an Egyptian .. colony town" in Lebanon) 

=:: T kf(vb.) to uncover 

�=e.=, kfJ (vb.) to be discreet; �=e.::,'®'D kft ib trustworthy; �=e.::,�ojr trusted man 
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l]� � , � Jan to complete; to come to a total of, to total up to; � g � 0 m Jan (infinitive) n(y) Jt 

in the blink of an eye ( .. in the completing of an instant" 

LJ @, l]o �0 Kmt (place name, f.) Egypt (literally, .. the Black Land") 

�} iJl• 1 1 ksw (n. m. pl.) bowings, esp. in the phrase � �} iJ11 1 1m ksw (foreigners come) bowing (to 

the king) 

�o � kkt (n. f.) an unknown animal that eats grain 
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�� kkw (n. m.) darkness 

"-:;:� kt (adj.) little 

mg 
m � �5tfl gwf (n. m.) long-tailed monkeys The word was loaned into Hebrew: �ii' (qof> "monkey." 

� JlJl. Gb (divine name) Geb (the earth god) 

m J e J Q 0Q � gbgbyt: m gbgbyt headlong 

� :;- gfn (vb.) to dismiss (a person) 

� � gmi (vb. 3rd weak) to fmd Cf. (?) the Semitic root(s) *m?=> I mf' I mgy "to find; come; come upon," e.g. 

Hebrew lqQ (mii�a=>) "to find," Ugaritic mgy ''to come upon" 

� � J c;.. gm(l (vb.) to catch sight of (someone), to spot (someone) 

� � � � � gmgm (vb. 4-cons., intransitive) to break; to crash; smash 

g � grt (enclitic particle) however; moreover; now (can occur after the particle iw and can have suffix pronouns 

attached) 

�� gr (vb. bi-cons.) to be silent; to be motionless 

� gr(w ) {adv .) also, too; still 

� l T griJ. (n. m.) night m gr/J. at night, in the night, griJ. mi hrw both night and day 

� £, g <> � � grg (vb.) to establish, re-establish, found; to prepare (for); grg pr set up a household 

(start a family) 

� � �. �� grg (n. m.) falsehood, lie 

m�P §� giJ.s en. m.) gazelle 

� , _=: �. � 8':7l gs (vb. bi-cons.) to anoint 

7 gs (n. m.) 1) side; 2) half; <> 7 r-gs (compound prep.) beside; at the side of; next to 

c:= r=J a gs-pr (compound noun, m.) temple 

'T � � gs-tp (compound noun, m.) migraine headache (li!�rally "half the head") The Greek and Latin names from 

which "migraine" derives (hemikrania, hemicrania) are very likely loan-translations from Egyptian. 
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Qt 

� tJ (f. s. demonstrative I definite article) this; the (§78) 

� c::::=. � ===> • :i: 1, var. ""S"' , = tJ (n. m.) land; earth; ground Dual: � , =, � TJwy The Two Lands (Egypt, 1.e. 

Upper and Lower Egypt); � Nb TJwy The Lord of the Two Lands (an epithet of the king) 

�QJ:@ TJ-mri (place name) Egypt 

j � TJ-ntr (place name) God's Land (often refers to Punt, but also to other distant lands) 

fl � � tJs (n. m.) boundary 

�� � � '71 See under tmt sprinkle 

�� �\ 1 � � t�wy (n. m. pl.) peas 

fi.A P 1 � 1 tiSps (n. m.) a spice 
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I = }. � , = � tw (indefinite pron.) one (can occur as subject or as topic in non-verbal sentences, e.g. §62); in 

18th Dynasty texts, "One
,
. may refer to the king. The passive marker is derived from this word. Note that true 

passive forms occur far more frequently than does the indefinite pronoun. 

n =� tw See==} 
m =} tw (f. s. demonstrative) this (§78) archaic 

= fl� � . .f\� ]J:t twJ (n. m.) inferior; a person of low status 

�J:t twi (Late Egyptian pronoun, com. s.) I (§ 198) 

c-
�1 1 1 twn(Late Egyptian pronoun,com. pl.)We(§198) 

0 �k (Late Egyptian pronoun, m. s.) You (§198) 
� 

�c. twt (Late Egyptian pronoun, f. s.) You (§198) 

c �c.� tw·tw (Late Egyptian pronoun) One(§ 198) 

�n� 0 twtn (Late Egyptian pronoun, com. pl.) You (§198) 

a. }Q Q twy (f. s. demonstrative) this (§78) archaic 

�'� twt(vb.) to be in accord with; to resemble, be like; ���'®' D�� twtib lmcto agree with 
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ojJ�� tbtb, var. = J1= J1� tbtb (vb. 4-cons.) to haul up 

� tp (n. m.) head; '"principal0 (of a loan); � fft .)7 iJ o.j m tp Jp mJst (to sit) with head on knee (a gesture 

of mourning) 

fi\�4 tp (n. m.) person 

� tp (prep.) on 

tf � tp-c (compound prep.) before with the inflnitive ("before going to bed"), and with the prospective s(]mj 
("before one could I might go,'' etc.) 

� � tp-m (coumpound prep.) before 

G)oJ;,:ft tp-Jp(y) (compound noun m.) master 

�� tp-dwJyt (n. phrase) dawn 

®I _g 1ft1 tpt (n. f.) fme Oil (i.e. "fiiSt class") 

� ......... var. � tpy (nisba) which is on; principal, chief; the best (of); �'' � first; £f �1 � ! tpyw-tJ those 

who are on earth 

,e.. tf, var. ,e..� tft (f. s. demonstrative adj.) that (§78) 

�� tm,var. ��, �, �� negative auxiliaryverb-negates purpose clauses(§l75); 

prospective forms as direct object and object of preposition(§ 176); conditional sentences(§ 177); inflnitives 

(§178); participles and s(]m·ty:f.y (§ 179); relative verb (§ 179) 

� � ft 
, 

� �� fto tmJ (n. m.) mat 

��� .... tmm (vb. intrans.) to close up (abnormally) (said of wounds) 

� � 6 tdJ tmt, var. ]�] � ':71 tmtm (vb.) to sprinkle, to dust (with a powder) 

I .::_ tn (f. s. demonstrative adj.) this (follows the noun and agrees in gender with it). Sometimes it is better 

translated that. 

n .::_ tn See � tn (also for words beginning with tn) 
0 = 

- tnSee-II I Ill 

�� tni (vb. 3rd weak) to grow old 

.,.:: Q � tni (n. m.) old age 

.::_ �� iiJ See tni to distinguish 
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�.i 0 tr (n. m.) time, season 

�1. tr (enclitic particle) indeed, certainly, then (§186, 4) 

rn.i ;./h. thi (vb. 3 rd weak) to go astray; lead astray, mislead 

e 0 t!Ji (vb.3 rd weak) to get/be drunk 

ooO e � t{}t (n. f.) the land of drunkenness 

®JJ: t[!b (vb.) to irrigate (a wound) 

�' � See under twt 

�Q�, � Tti(woman's name) Teti 

g::=:::, t 
� �Q Q � !}y (n. m.) male 

T} t1w (n. m.) wind; breath; tJw cnlJ the breath of life I fife-giving breath 

� � � J}ty the vizier (The highest official in Egypt) 

:=} tw (2 nd m. sing. dep. pron.) you 

�QQ fWYvar. oftwy this 

::::= .JJ= j]� See under tbtb to haul up 

8:== .YT tmJ-c (adj. phrase) strong of arm, strong-armed 

:: tn, var. tn (2 nd f. sing. dep. pron.) you 

== 
';"';"'; tn. var. tn (2 nd pl. dep. pron.) you 

=) � tn (interrogative) where? 
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:= �� � tni, .::_ �� � tni (vb.) to distinguish (one thing r ''from" another) ; to be distinguished, elevated 

(of actions, speech, character, etc.) 

=: o � �� � [nw, ;:. o � �� � tnw (n. m.) distinction, eminence 

= 0 � �� � pzw, ..::_ 0 (<lj� � tnw (n. m.) number 

��· � ,ts (n.m.) vertebra 
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=� 1.s (vb. bi-cons.) to attach; join; knit together (broken bones); to tie 

�0 ' = r 0 l � t.st (n. f. collective) troops; gang 

=� � 1.sw (n. m.) commander; leader 

=� 1si (vb. 3rd weak) to raise up, lift up, get up 

.= � ')n 1.sm (n. m.) hound, dog 

E:::Jd 
c:::::::o � ••• JFT' 1� 1 dJbw (n. m. pl.) figs 

(S\ 'ji dJr (vb.) to control (one's temper, etc.); (S\ � Y dJr ib to get control of oneself 

�Sf-if 1 di cnlJ, g.d, wJs (perf. passive particilple) given life, stability, and dominion (an exclamation used after 

the mention of the king's nomen, see §§69; 121, 2b) 

*�}0, * �0 dwJw(n. m.) tomorrow; morning 

j* �)1� , I*� dwJ-n1.r (compound verb-suffixes follow the entire unit) dwJ-n1.r ••. n +person to thank 

(someone) (literally .. praise god for [person]") 

c:::::::o �.Jl dwn (vb.) to stretch (limbs of body) 

� Jl""= db (n. m.) hom (of an animal); wing (of an army) 

For words written c:::::::o .J Sr. see under tjbJ 

c:;:::J J]���u � 1 dbyt (n. f.) a type of plant 

::;: .il dbn (vb.) to go around, circulate, travel around 

:= c::::::1 dbn (n. m.) deben a weight of ca. 91 grams 

� \� dp (vb. bi-cons.) to taste; to experience 

� \ dpt (n. f.) taste; experience 

��dpt (n. f.) boat 

c:;:::J � � � dm (vb. bi-cons.) to pronounce, to mention 

c;:::;J.> �1� dmJ (vb.) to stretch out 
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e::::o 1Q � dmi (n. m.) town; harbour 

e::::o 1Q.-�� dmi (vb. 3rd weak) to touch generally, but also in the sense of harming; to reach (a place) 

:;:::p a� dns(adj.) heavy; serious 

8 � dr (vb. bi-cons.) to drive o�t; expell 

�� Qdl drp (vb.) to offer; make offerings 

�� dif,var. cl� drf(n. m.)titledeed 
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rn6r dhn (vb.) to appoint (a person to an office); dhn-tJ var. � :: dh<n>-tJ to touch one's head to the 

ground (as a gesture of respect) 

.:;: 0 ds (n. m.) jug (also as a beer measure) 

e::::o � ds (n. m.) Dint -

e::::o m � ..:t'l> dgJi (also dgi) ( vb. 4th weak) to see, look at; also with prep. n look ''at'' Cf. Semitic: Hebrew 7-il? 
(dagul) ''visible; distinguished"; Akkadian dagalu ''to see" 

�� dgi (vb. transitive) to hide (something); (intransitive) to be in hiding, to be hidden 

e::::o� � 0 dgm (n. m.) castor oil plant 

�d -

� 4t (n. f.) eternity, for ever 

f� � 43 (n. m.) fire-drill (an implement to start fires) 

r�� dJi (vb. 3rd weak) to ferry (someone) across; to cross (sky, river, etc.); dJi tJ rto interfere with (land 

claims, property, etc.) l)Ji is not a "verb of motion." 

a��l)o.� (/Jyt(n. f.) wrongdoing 

a�Q p �� � dJisw (n. m.) disputant, adversary, opponent 

a�� f-9 � 4Jmw (n. m. pl,.) young men; frequently in a military context the boys, the lads 

a e.=:. :'® 43tt (n. f.) estate 

� See also under spJt distrlct, nome 

�a y 4c (n. m.) wind storm, tempest Cf.? Hebrew,� (sacar, probably ltsacarl) "heavy windstorm" and the 
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unique word n¥o (so"a) "rushing wind,'' "tempest" 

1 �} T, j�FoJ 4"mw (n. m.) electrum (or some type of fine gold) 

� "5.r'l 4cr (vb.) to search; seek out; probe, palpate (wound); investigate 

'5 {lw (n. m.) mountain 

�} � 4w (n. and adj.) misfortune, evil; and as adjective bad, wicked; sad 

� j) 8 {ibJ (vb.) to block, stop up m "with" 

�j) c:!!!b !!bJ, e:::. 5r-l\ � � dbJ (vb.) to restore, repay, replace 

�j)�Q>� !!b3w, var. e:::..J5?-�Q>� � dbJw (n. m.pl.) payments; compensation; bribe; r !!b3 in place 

of, instead of 

fl I !!b"fmger(cf. Semitic *,�bc"finger") 

fl fib" 10,000 
� 

:J � Q>� � • ::J} � • :J �, t , � ::J ::1, � � i 4f3w (n. m. pl.) provisions, 

s�nce,abundance 

� 0 ® {innt (n. f.) skull 

e:::. 
0 1 drt (n. f.) hand 

�, "" {ir(prep.) since 

g. dr (vb. hi-cons.) auxiliary verb to end up (§174) 

� dr in <> � � r {irf, see under �} £:a!!: drw limit 

�} £:;!!: drw (n. m.) limit, boundary (concrete and abstract); border; <> � � r 4rfin its entirety (§80); 

'::!:::' �} 7r. nn {irw without Omit 

� � See under drf (n. m.) title-deed 

��QlJ �0 dr4ry (adj.) strange; foreign 

9 c::;;:;:> See under dhn rru :a: 

�" � l)IJ.wty (divine name) Thoth (the god of learning and the "weigher of the soul" in the court of the hereafter) 

:J t}.s· (reflexive pronoun) --self (requires sufflxes): � � t}.sjhimself, :J r t}.s·s herself, .:J c:. t}.s·k 

yourself, etc. (The words formed with {is· are emphatic and are not used for the simple reflexive. I.e. the sense is 
like French moi-meme "me-myself' and not "myself' as in "I saw myself in the mirror.") 
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::=t dd (vb. bi-cons.) to say, speak, talk, tell; � !:l m dd saying (dd is an infinitive) introduces direct discourse 

(a word for word quotation); it can be left out of translations if colon and quotation marks are used. Also 
occurring with the same function is the phrase <::> !:l r dd saying 

!:\a I:,. abbreviated A� dd mdw words to be recited (# is the infinitive [§57, 7] literally ''the saying of 

words"): a phrase to introduce the text of rituals, incantations, and lines of dialogue of divinities in dramatic 

performances or on temple walls accompanying illustrations (the speaker is identified by the agent particle in 

"by') 

C!!!!!:. �� .i Pdi (a man's name)Djedi 

n n � ( Pl�� l � -=:0 � � � !)d-Snfrw (mJC !Jrw) (place name) Djed-Snorru,justified 

��� f Pdw(place name) Busiris(modem Abu $irBana); C7��� f Nb{>dwLord ofBusiris(an epithet of 

Osiris) 

Reading uncertain or unknown 

� 1 •qJw, (n. m.) powder 



GRAMMATICAL & GENERAL INDEX 

Note that in this index, the Egyptian words ar:e listed by English alphabetic order, and not by Egyptian 
alphabetic order. Letters requiring diacritical marks in Egyptian are, however, listed in the Egyptian order 
(e.g. IJ. before I:J). This index was compiled f�r quick reference, and items may be found in more than one 
location, which it is hoped will save the u_ser time and trouble. 

c�c·n sdm·nj and related constructions §90-96 

AB nominal sentence §56, 1; § 128 

Explicatory sentence § 148 

Abbreviations §52 

Adjective verb §76; §82 

Adjectives 

Bound to following noun §48 

Comparison §49 

Declension § 19; §20 

Demonstrative §78 

Exclamatory wy §45 

Fem. sing. as "thing" §21, 2; §47 

Modifiers §20 

Nisba forms §54 

Nominal use §21, 1 

Overview of uses §43 

Predicate adjective §44 

Impersonal with dative §46 

Superlative notion §50 

Adverbs and adverb equivalents §9; §97 

Adverbial comments 

in explicatory sentences §148 

Adverbial comments 

in non-verbal statements of fact §10; §16 

Stative as, §85 (See also Pseudo-verbal 

constructions) 

Adverbial modifiers §9; §10 

Stative as, §86 

Following the relative adjective nty § 112 

Afroasiatic languages § 1 

Affinity of Egyptian suffix pronouns §23, 7 

Apposition §22, 2 

Articles 

Lackof§8 

Possessive §132 

Bi-partite nominal sentences withpw §129 

With other demonstrative pronouns § 130 

Bound constructions (direct genitive) §22, l a  
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Calendar §69 
Captions (nanative infinitive)§57,7 

CU'cumstantial clauses §16 ; §32 

Modifying nouns §38 

Progressive action §61 

Relative clause with indefmite antecedent §38 

Circumstantial family of forms §35 

Circumstantial s4mf 

Active forms §29 

Passive forms §34 

Relative clause with indefinite antecedent §38 

Circumstantial s4m·nj 

Active forms §30 

After cbc·n and related constructions §§90-96 

Modifying nouns (relative clauses) §38 

Passive counterpart-sdm(w )j passive §35 

Combination signs §42 

Commands (imperative) §145 

With reflexive dative § 195 

Comment, Adverbial § 1 0  

Compound prepositions §54; §81 

Nisba derivatives of compound prepositions §81 

Conditional sentences §§137-139 

Negation of § 177 

Without ir § 139 

Coordinating words §63 

Coptic §3 

Dates §69 

Dative 

Following impersonal predicate adjective §46 

Position in sentence (word order) §51 

Reflexive use in commands and exhortations § 195 

Declension of nouns and adjectives § 19 

Defective writings §52 

Demonstratives §78 

Demotic §3 

Dependent pronouns §39 

Determinatives § 12 

Direct genitive, see Bound constructions 

Direct object 

Position in sentence (word order) §51 

Disjunctive words, lack of §63 

Dual §19 

Egyptian language 

Connection to African and West Asian languages §1 

Historical phases §2 

Scripts §3 

Emphatic sentence, see ''Explicatory sentence" 

Exclamatory wy (in predicate adjective) §45 

Exhortations §72 

Negation of §164 

With reflexive dative § 195 

Existential sentences § 100 

Negation o f  §1 03 (nn wn; nn; n wnt) 

Explanations 

inkpw §144 

s{/.mjpw §143 

Explicatory sentences §148 

Common in questions for specification § 169 

Negations of§ 184 

Fronting of nouns 

iw-j sdm-J §37 

Noun sdmf §36 

Withir §133 

Funerary offering formula § 197 

Future tense §62 

Negated by nn s(}mj(first prospective) §109 

Genitival relations §22 , 1 

Genitival adjective (indirect genitive) n(y), etc. §22 ,  lb 

Before prepositional phrases §191 

Verbs following § 190 

Graphic transposition §41 , 2 

Group writing §53 
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Hieratic script §3 

Hieroglyphic script §3 

Principles of §4; §6; § 11 

Honorific transposition §41, 1 

br +infinitive §58; §59; §61 

btp di nsw (offering formula) §197 

Idiomatic phrases used as nouns § 194 

Imperative §145 

Negation of § 166 

With reflexive dative § 195 

Independent pronouns §56 

Indirect genitive, see Genitival adjective 

Infinitives §57 

As direct object of verbs §57, 6 

Forms §57, 1 . 

br +infinitive §58; §59; §61 

Logical direct object following §57, 3 

Logical indirect object following §57, 5 

(infinitives) 

Logical subject following §57, 4 

m + infinitive §60 

nn +infinitive .. without (doing)" §105 

Narrative infinitive §57, 7 

Negative infinitive § 178 

Object of preposition §57, 2 

r+ infinitive (purpose) §57, 2 

r + infinitive (future tense) §62 

Subject of verbs I predicate adjectives §57, 8 

See also Pseudo-verbal constructions 

Interrogative pronouns § 128 

Interrogative words and phrases in questions for 
specification § 169 

iw (sentence particle) §9; §23, 6; §31; §32 

iwj br sdm §59 

iwjm iit§60 

iwjr sdm §62 

iwjsdmf§37 

iw sdmf§9 

INDEXES 

Journal entry style (narrative infinitive) §57, 7 

.. Know": rlJ in stative §89 

Late Egyptianisms 

Personal pronouns tw·i, etc. §198 

Writing conventions §199 

Logical direct object (after infinitive) §57, 3 

Logical indirect object (after infmitive) §57, 5 

Logical subject (after infinitive) §57, 4 

m + infinitive §60 

m of predication §24 

M-preformative nouns §192 

Measurements §68 

mk (sentence particle) §17; §31; §40 
n (negative particle) 

n negating bi-partitite nominal sentences witbpw 
§130 

n .•. is negating bi-partite nominal sentences withpw 
§130 

n sp sdmf (first prospective) § 110 

n sdmj(past) §107, 1 

n sdm·nj(present) §108, 1 

n sdm·n·twj(present passive) §108,2 

n sdm·twj (past passive) § 107,2 

n sdmtj ("before he has heard") § 155 

Narrative infinitive §57, 7 

Narrative past tense 

cbc·n sdm·nj and related constructions §90-96; 153 

S1nt pw ir(w)·njwith verbs of motion §136 

Negation 

Conditional sentences § 177 

Existential sentences § 103 

Explicatory sentences §184 

Imperative § 166 

Infinitives § 178 

Non-verbal statements of fact with adverbial 
predicate § 102 

Noun clauses § 176 
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Negation, cont. 

Participles § 179 

Predicate adjectives §106 ff. 

Purpose clauses § 175 

Rare or archaic negations 

nfrn §181 

nfrpw §181 

w§182 

Relative verb forms §179 

Statements of fact, non-verbal with adverbial 
predicate § 102 

Statements of fact, verbal §§106-10 9  

Wishes and exhortations § 164 

See also under n and nn for specific constructions. 

Negatival complement §165 

Negative relative adjective iwty § 183 

nj imy "of his own" and as partative "of them" § 127 

nj imy X (possession) § 126,3 

Nisba adjectives §54 

From compound prepositions §81 

nn (negative particle) 

Negating non-verbal sentences with adverbial 
comment §102 

Negating existential sentences § 10 3; nn wn § 103 

Negating infinitives ("without doing") § 105 

Negating future statements of fact: nn sdmf (first 
prospective) §109 

Negating nouns ("without") §104 

Non-enclitic sentence particles § 185 

Non-verbal sentences 

AB nominal sentences §56 , 1; § 128 

Bi-partite nominal sentences with pw § 129 

Explicatory sentences § 148 

Non-verbal sentences with adverbial comment §10; 
§16 

Negation of § 102 

Reciprocal sentence § 152 

Tripartite nominal sentences with pw § 135 

See also Pseudo-verbal constructions 

Noun phrases 

As adverbial modifiers §79 

Negation of § 176 

Prospective sdmjin §75 

Nouns 

Abstract nouns formed with bw and st § 193 

Apposition §22, 2 

Declension § 19 

Fronting 

in participial statments §134 

in verbal statement of fact §37 

with ir §133 

Gender §19 

Genitival relations §22 

Introduction to nouns §14 

M-preformative nouns §192 

Number§19 

Vocative §64 

nif X (possession) § 126, 2 

nty (etc.) §111 

Numbers 

Cardinal §65 

Ordinal §67 

Useof §66 

n(y) sw X (possession) §126, 1 

Object 

Infinitive as object of preposition §57 , 2 

Omission of § 141 

Prospective sdmf as object of preposition §75, 2 

For objects of verbs, see Direct object 

Offering formula § 197 

Old perfective, See Stative 

Omission 

of the direct object §141 

of the object of a preposition §141 

of the subject §140 

Parsing, See Exercise TIC 

Participial statment § 134 
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Participles §§ 1 17-25 

Adjectival functions § 1 19 

As predicate adjective § 1 19 

Basic uses § 1 18 

Forms 

Future active s{/m:tyfy (etc.) § 125 

Imperfect active § 12 1, 1a 

Imperfect passive § 12 1, 1b 

Perfect active § 12 1, 2a 

Perfect passive § 12 1, 2b 

Prospective active § 12 1, 3a 

Prospective passive § 12 1, 3b 

Introduction to participles § 1 17 

Negation of § 179 

Passive particples 

Extended use (with indirect reference to the 
antecedent) § 123 

Followed by a noun in a bound construction § 124 

Verbal aspects § 120 

Particles 

Enclitic § 186 

Sentence particles (non-enclitic particles) 

!Jr § 185, 3 

!Jr m-lJt !!Jr ir m-!Jt § 185,4 

ir m-lJt § 185, 4 

ist. isk § 185, 1 

iw §9; §23, 6; §3 1; §32 

kJ § 185, 2 

mk,mt, mtn § 17; §3 1; §40 
n�§ 185,7 

smwn § 185,6 

Partitive §66; § 127 

Passive voice §33 

See also under specific verb form. 

Past tense narrative constructions 

c}J.c·n s{/m·nf and related constructions §§90-96; 

§ 153 

narrative infinitive §57, 7 

smt pw ir(w)·nfwith verbs of motion §l36 

Plural forms of nouns § 19 

Polite requests §73; § 146 

Possession § 126- 127 

nfimy X § 126, 3 

nifX § 126, 2 

n(y) sw X § 126, 1 

Possessive Articles § 132 

Predicate adjective §44 (and see "Adjective") 

Prepositions 

Compound §54; §81 

Present tense (generally expressed by sdmf-see under 

specific form) 

Progressive constructions §58; §59; §60; §6 1 

Pronouns, interrogative § 128 

Pronouns, personal 

See under Suffix pronouns, Dependent pronouns, and 
Independent pronouns 

Movement ahead in verbal sentences §5 1 

Prospective sdmf (first prospective) 

Forms and overview §7 1 

Noun clauses formed with §75 

As direct object of verbs §75, 1 

As object of prepositions §75, 2 

As subject of verbs §75, 3 

Negation of noun clauses § 176 

Purpose clauses §74 

Negation of § 175 

Wishes, exhortations §72 

· Prospectives{/m(wJf(sencond tense) § 138; § 188 

Pseudo-participle, See Stative 

Pseudo-verbal constructions 

}J.r +infinitive §58; §59; §6 1 

m + infinitive §60 

r + infinitive §62 

Introduced by wn·inf § 13 1 

Stative as adverbial comment §85 

Purpose; expressed by r +infinitive §57, 2 

Purpose clauses §74 

Negation of § 175 
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Questions §§167-169 

Explicatory sentences as questions for specification 
§169 

Participial statements with in-m or nm § 134 

Quotations 

Introduced by m {/d §51, 2 

Parenthetic quotations: !Jr, IJr(y)jy; in; kJ .. so says" 
§189 

r of futurity §6 2 

after rdi "appoint to be" §77 

Reciprocal sentences §152 

Relative adjective nty (etc.) § 111 

Feminine singualar nt(y )t "what exists" § 113 

"That" (after verbs of knowing & seeing) § 116 

J.zrnt(y)t §114; §115 

r nt(y)t §115 

Followed by adverbs I adverbials § 112 

Negative relative adjective iwty §183 

Relative clauses 

with indefmite antecedent §38 

with relative adjectives §112; §183 

with relative verb forms §§157-163 

with the genitival adjective n(y) +second tense verb 
form§190 

Relative verb forms §§157-163 

Imperfect § 159 

Negation of§ 179 

Passive forms §162 

Perfect §158 

Prospective §160 

sdm(w)·nj past tense §161 

Requests §73; §146 

Result clauses §74 

Royal titulary §69 

s-causative verb stem § 27 

Infinitives with t §51, 1 

sdm1Forms, See under Circumstantial, Prospective, 
Relative, and Second tense 

s{imjpw §143 

s4m·!Jr1 §131 

Negation of§ 180 

s{im·inj§l31 

s{im·kJj§l31 

St)m·njForms, See under Circumstantial, Prospective, 
Relative, and Second tense 

s{imtj§154 

As objects of prepositions §156 

n s4mt1 ("before he has heard") § 155 

Negation of §180 

s{im·tyjy (etc.) future active participle § 1 25 

Negation of§ 179 

s{im(w)j passive §35 

Seasons§69 

Second tense (s4m1 & s{im·nj) §147 

Direct objects of verbs § 151 

Following genitival adjective n(y) §190 

Independent use of §149 

Objects of prepositions § 150 

Reciprocal sentences §152 

Second tense prospective ( s!lm(w )1) § 138; § 188 

Sentance particles, see "Particles" 

Statements of fact 

Non-verbal (with adverbial comment) §10 

Negation of §102 

Noun s4m1 §36 

Pseudo-verbal constructions 

J.zr + infmitive §58; §59; §61 

m + infinitive §60 

r + infinitive §62 

Stative as adverbial comment §85 

Impersonal use § 196 

Verbal §9; §31 

Negation of §§106-109 

Word order in §51 

Stative 

Adverbial comment in non-verbal statement of fact 
§85 

Adverbial modifier (circumstantial clause) §86 
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Stative, cont. 

Exclamatory use §99 

Forms §83; §84 

Impersonal us� with topic omitted § 196 

Independent use of first person singular §98 

ModifYing nouns §87 

Overview §82 

rlJ in stative .. to  know" §89 

Verbs of motion §88 

See also Pseudo-verbal constructions 

Stroke (determinative of logograms) § 13 

Subject 

omission of § 140 

position in sentence (word order) §51 

noun as §9; §15; §51 

suffix pronoun as §23, 5 

Subordinate clauses § 16 

(See also Circumstantial clauses) 

Suffix conjugation 

Introduction §25 

Suffix pronouns §23 

Affinity of Egyptian suffix pronouns to those of 
Afro-Asiatic §23, 7 

Affixed to: 

Nouns §23,2 

Prepositions §23, 4 

Verbs §23,5 

As subject in verbal sentences §23, 5 

As topic in non-verbal sentences §23, 6 

Defective writing of the third plural ( ·-s for · sn) § 187 

Dual forms §23, 3 

smt pw ir(w )·nj with verbs of motion § 136; § 163 

Tense §26 

Titulary, royal §69 

Topic §10 

Second tense phrase as topic in explicatory sentence 
§148 

Transposition 

Graphic §41, 2 

Honorific §41, 1 

Tri-partite nominal sentences with pw § 135 

Verbal sentences 

Word order in §51 

(See also Statements of fact and the specific 
construction.) 

Verbs (For detailed references to verb forms, consult 
the main entries-under the name of the particular 
verb form) 

After genitival adjective n(y) §190 

Auxiliary verbs 

CQC"1Z §§90-96 

4r §174 

!Jpr §112 

ii §174 

iri §171 

pJ(w) §173 

pri §174 

rdi +(first) prospective as causative §75, 1 

Circumstantial family of forms §35 

stjmj§29 

stjm·n:f§30 

stjm·twj §34 

stjm(w)jpassive §35 

Classes of verbs §28; § 170 

Derived stems §27 

Imperative §145 

Infinitives §57 

Participles §§ 117-25 

Prospective (first) sdmi §§71-75 

Prospective (second) stjm(w )j § 138; § 188 

s-causative stem §27 

st]mtj §§154-156 

Second tense §147 

Stative §§82-88 

Verbs of motion §31 

m + infinitive §60 



Verbs of motion, cont. 

Past tense requires stative §88 · 

lmt pw ir(w)·nj §136 

Vocalic writing §53 

Vocative use of nouns §64 

Vocative particle i §142 

Vocative pw §142 

INDEXES 

Wechselsatz §152 

Wishes§72 

Negation of§ 164 

Word order in verbal sentences §51 
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Appendix 1: Forms of the Mutable and Irregular Verbs 

3rd Weak 2nd Gem. "Give" 

SUFFIX CONJUGATION: 

Circumst. 6i mrl· .llJ...!Jf2 qbb· L.D dl·, ::D rdl· 

Prospect. 6i mr·, 6QQi mry· -tlf2 qb· LJI dl· 

2nd Tense gi mrr liJJro qbb· ::::: dd· 

Old Indlc. 6 i mr·, 6QQj mry· �{Vqb· L.D dl·, ::D rdl· 

Sdm•n11 ��- mrl·n- -tl£2- qb·n· §' rdl·n· 

STATIVE: 
�imr- �tv qb- ::D rdl-, L.D dl-

INFINITIVE: 
�oimrt .llJJfV qbb � rdlt 

IMPERATIVE: 

�imr �{Vqb Q.b\� imi 

"Bring" 

llnl· 

]:;;:' lnt· 

l= Inn· 

1 In· 

l=, 1 ln·n· 

1 ln-

J:;- int 

1 In 

"See'' 

�1\1\ mJJ· 

.J>l\ 

.)> 
1\--. mJ·, -. mJn -

-;;:1\1\ mJJ· 

.J>l\ 

.)> 
1\--. mJ·, -. mJn· 

>1\--. mJ·n· 

-;;:1\ mJ-

�1\1\ mJJ, �1\ mJ, 

.>1\--. mJn 

-;;:1\ mJ, -;;:1\1\ mJJ 

I All of the sdm·njforms (circumstantial, "old indicative," and 2nd tense) are identical in their written forms. 

"Be" "Come" 

�wn· A} lw·, � Q.ll ly· 

�wn· A}"" lwt· 

�wnn· - A} lw(w)· 

�wn· A} lw·, �Q.IllY' 
�wn· J�,a. ly·n· 

�wn- A} lw-, JQ.Il ly-

�wnn ]QA' lyt, A}"" lwt 

?? �QAml 



Appendix 2: Basic Verbal Constructions 

I ACTIVE VOICE 

affirmative 

STATEMENTS OF FACT: (§9. 16. 18) 
Present lw mr'f(§3l) 

Future 

Past 

lw'fmr'f I (lw) Noun mr'/(§36, 37) 

iw mr·nj(§3l) 

CIRCUMSTANTIAL CLAUSES: 

Present ... , mrj(qbb'/)(§32) 

Past ... , mr·nj (§32) 

EXPLICATORY SENTENCES 

Present/Future mrrj ( + ADVERB) (§ 148) 

Past mr·nj!ly·n'/ (§148) 

PROSPECTIVE OR SUBJUNCTIVE: 

Wishes mr(y)'/ (§12) 

"In order that ... " mr(y)'/ (§14) 

IMPERATIVE (COMMANDS): 

mr (§145) 

tone would expect tm·nj mr(w),  but it is not yet attested. 

pseudo-verbal 

lw·f l)r mrt (§59) l lwJ m lit (60) 

lw·fr mrt (§62) 

lw·lli·kwl (§85) 

fir mrt (§61) 1-·llHwl (§86) 

fir mrtl -·llJ.kwl 

2The prospective of the negative verb lml + negatival complement. 

negative 

n mr·nj(§l08, 1) 

n mr·nj 
nn mr( y)·f (§109) 

n mr'/(§107,1) 

nn mrl (§105) n mrnj (§108 , 1) 

nn mrl/ n mrj(§107 ,1) 

tm'fmr(w) (+ADVERB)(§) 

???I 

lml'fmr(w)2 (§ 164) 
tm 'fmr(w) (§) 

m mr(w)(§166) 



Appendix 2: Basic Verbal Constructions 

II PASSIVE VOICE 

aftlrmative 
STATEMENTS OF FACT: (§9, 16, 18) 

Present 

Future 

Past 

lw mr-twf (§34) 

lw mr(w )j (§35) 

CIRCUMSTANTIAL CLAUSES: 

Present ... , mr·tw·f (§32, 34) 

Past ... , mr(w)j(§32, 35) 

EXPLICATORY SENTENCES: 1 
Present/Future 

Past 

mrr·twj(+ ADVERB) (§148) 

mr·n·twj(§l48) 

PROSPECTIVE OR SUBJUNCTIVE: 

Wishes mr·twflmr(w)j(§12) 

"ln order that ... " mr· t w j(§14) 

IMPERATIVE (COMMANDS):4 

imi mr·tw·k (§) 

pseudo-verbal 

l w·tw r mrt (§33, 62) 
l w·i ln·kwl (§82, 85) 

negative 

n mr-n·twj(§108, 2) 
nn mr · t wj (§109) 

n mr(w)j In mr-twj(§l07, 2) 

n mr·n·twj(§l08,2) 

n mr(w)jl n mrtwj(§101, 2) 

t m·tw mr(w) +Noun Subj.2 (§) 

???3 

??? 

m rdl(w} mr·tw·k 

lAJI verb forms used are second tense fonns. There are four negations of the expository. The construction shown here negates the verbal idea. 
2(+ ADVERB). One would expect the negative form with pronoun to be *tm·twj mr(w). 
30ne would expect *t m·n·twj mr(w), but it is not yet attested. . 
"These constructions involve the causative use of rdl and the 2nd pers. suffixes: "cause yourself to be loved"; "do not let yourself be loved." 








